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Chapter 11

FACTORS AND EXPONE-TS

In mathematics we often run into problems where It is impor-
.

tant to know whether a givers number- is divisible by another number.

For emple, in finding the sum of , , and Ar , we need

to find tie lea4t common dendminator. This, as you remember, is

the smallest number that is divisible by 12, 15, and 8. Also

in order to obtain a simpler name for a fraction'sudh as
; 84

we would be interested in finding the largest divisor of both'

84_ and 360; An understanding of the meaning and applicationfor.

factoring is helpful in finding these numberi.

Factor- and Divisibility.

In e er work in algebra, we have us _d the se- of real

numbers =nd also different subsets-of the seals; As examples, the

set of integers and the setof rational nupbers have been con-

aidered.:, In the work of this chapter, we shall be concerned only

with the subset of the real numbers known as the positive integers.

You ve met this setobefore. A listing On it looks like this:

(1, 2, 3, 4., 5, 6, .1.

In this chapteri the word "n1.1Mber will refer to a meprber

this set.

Although frab_ions are mentioned in.the following y4 the

Story is intended to illustrate an important idea about the

positive integero.

Once-upon a time, there was a farmer wholiad 11 cows.

When he died, these 11i cows were left.to his three
His will said that k of(the cows should be left to
Charles, 4 of the cows to Richard, and i of the cows to
Oscar. The sons argued about this, because none of them
wanted just a piece of a cow, as the will seemed_ to
require- As' they were arguing, a stranger came along,
leading a cow to market. The three boys told him of
their problem, and the stranger said, "That's simple:
Just let/me give you my cow, and then try it." The boys
were delghted, f4r-they now had 12 cows instead of 11.

Charles ook one-half of these,,or 6 cows. Richard took
one-fourth of them, that is, 3 chows. Oscar tookvone-sixth
of them, or 2 cows. The 11 cows which the farmer had
Willed'were now happily divided. The stranger took his
own cow and went on his way. 0

4
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113,

The outcome of 'th

r-

story may caUeelfciu-to think that the

:bby0 did not get their fair Sha e- But notice that each ;boy

actually- got more, since it is e that

11 11 11lr , 3 > a- 7, ,

Even so, however, there seems to'be something "fishy" about the
atom.. What made such an unusual._ solution possible?

For some reas9n, the people of the story,foundit much
easier .tc des], with 12 =cows than with' 11. The reason is that

*012 can be divided by eac_.- of the numbers 2, 4, and 6,. with
remainder zero. The number 11, however, cannot be divided by
any, of thede numbers, with remainder zero. Do you see how this
made 12 a more convenient number in the story?

Actually, the phrase " ivided by, with remainder zero"

point6 directAy to a very important mathematical idea, 'which gives
us &other oi6e of words. Instead of saying "12 is divisiVle
by 6, With remainder zero," we can-say that "6 is factor of

Before considering a definition of thp word "fa o " study

the following examples of its. use and see if you can answer the
questions asked:

4 is a factor of 12, because 4 x 3 ik.

5 is not a factor of 12,'because 12 is not a multiple

of -5

Is 3 a factor off. 12? Why or why no

Is 2 a factor of 12? Why or why not?

IS 7 a factor of 12? Why or why not?

,Notice that saying a number is a factor of 12 means that
12 is a positive multiple of that number. (A multiple of a

number.is the product,of that number and an element of the set of
integers.} Fon example,

4 is a factor of

'12, is a positive multiple of 4. (12 * 4.
I

5 is not a factor of 12.

12 is nota multiple of,
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We can now turn our attention from epeoified numbire to variables

and make ty following statement:

To say that a- positive integer x is a factor
of a positive integer y Means that y is a
positive multiple of x.

Any positive integer has itself and the number one

factors. -For instance, 12, and 1 are factors of 12. 12 is

non -zero multiple vf. 12 and of 1. The other factors of 12-:-

the numbers 2, 3, 4, and 6--are called proper factors of 12.

By way of contrast, -the number 11 ,does not have any proper

factors THe only factors of 11 are 11 and '1.

These examples illustrate the followSng definition of a

roper factor:

A positive integer M is a proper factor of
the positive integer n if mg n, 'where
q is some positive integer other than n
and 1.

In orderto test you tanding of this definition, :nett/Sing

the definition to snbw Why 3 is a proper fscitbr of~ 12% and to

SNOW why 12 is not a proper factor of 12. In each case, what

are the numbers n, and q?

Check Your Reading

Is 12 a multiple of 6? of 4?

2. Is 6 ,a factor of 12? I '4?

'12 a proper factor of 12? Is 2?

4. Does'` 11 have any proper factors?

5. What is a factor of a_number?.

6. What is a pi,op factot-bf a number?

7. What do we mean when we say that a positive -nteg,ei

is a proper factor of a toositive integer n?
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Oral Exercises '1l -la

In answering each of the fallowing questions, give a reason
for your answer as the examples show.

Example 1. Is 5 a factor of 45? Yes, since
5 x 9 = 45.

le 2. Is 5.*a factor of 46? No, Ince 46

is not a multiple of 5. There is no

( d

-integer q= such that 5q

Is 3 a factor of 24?

Is 5 a factor of 24? 41(

9 a factor of 24?

24 'a factor of 24?

Is 36 a proper factor of 36?

Is 1 a factor Of

st the set of multiples of 6.

List the set of multiples of 12.

4. List the set -of all factors of 12.

5. List the set of proper factors of 12.

If mn m p, where m, n, and p are
41 factor of p? Is n a'fac or of

18
3

Since 3 is a factor of 18, is

If m= is a favor of

a proper fact r?
Po

poditive integers,

also a factor of '18?

E a.factor of p? Is it

if we know one factor of a number; how can w
find another?

__/
immediately

Problem Set 11-la

Answer each of the following questions. Give a. reason for yOur
answer, as shown in the oral exercises.

irl 13 a factor of 91?



Problem Set 11-la

jf continued)

2-, Is 30 a factor-or 510?

y. Is 12 s factor of 204?

4. Is 10 a factor of 1100,000?

5. Is 6 factor of 151;821,
1

6. If 3 is a factor of 51, what is another.proper facto?

7. If 3 'it a factor of 57, what is another proper factor?

8. If. 5 is a factor of 65, what is anothir proper factor?

9. If 7 is a factor of 161,, what iT anotherproper Tactor?

10. If 29 is a factor or,. 87, what is another proper factor? --

. If 23 is a factor of 437, what is another proper factor?

12. If a positive integer c is a proper fadtor of a positive

integer q, what is . another proper factor?

13. List the set of all factors of 18

14. List the Set of all proper factors of 18,-

15. List the set of positive multiples of 18.'

16, Write each of the following numbers as a product of proper

factors, i' it is possible. -It will not be possible in every

case,'becauSe some-of the numbers have no proper factors.

Exampl 24 . 2 x 12

85

51

. 5i

29

(e) 93

92

37

or 24 = 320x 8

There are other possibilities.

(h) 94

(1) 55

(j) 61

(k) 23

(1) 123

122

(p). 68

(cl)` 95.

a.29

141

5.7 101

(n) 65
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Is 3

oI6 6

is ',12

a factor-of 151,821?

'a fabtor of_ 151,821?

a facZot'of ,,.197,326,6148?

These are examples of- questions that can be aswei.ed on the basis

of the -definiti.oin of factor given in the previous ,sectlon. You

-can see, hoiever, that answering them would' involve some time-
.

consumihg arithmetic, such as dividing, 187.26,04 by 12. In
A

much_of.oU; future work_ in algebra, It will be convenient to have

a shorter way of deciding Whether or not one numb-r is

of another number. In this section, we shall unc
I 9

these/methods.

Consider first the set of even positive if
4

10; 14, 16;.13,,21),

:

factor-

ome of

Ais a factor of every number in thi's set;, in fact= an integer
with factor 2 is exactly what is meant by an.even integer.

Notice that every even number hay common name whose last digit
is one of the following: 0, 2, J. Already then we
have an easy way of deciding whether= or not a fad-tqr of a
number.

The set df.positive multiples of can be 11 _ d like this:

6, 10, 15, 20, 25, 35, 40, .

Is it possible to look at the.last digit L numeral and tell.

whether or not the number Xt names has a factor of

The set df positive multiples of 10 is indicated below:

110, 2t, 30, 40, 50- 60, 70, 80,

He e again, do you see that there way, of aecid_ng from the

numeral whether or not the numb,.or has a factor 10?

It seems fairly simple to look at a numeral and decide About

the factors 2, 5, and 100.. it is not quite so. sl6ple to make

a declpionabOut the factor 3, but the table below should help

you to see a method. Try to find a connection between the sum of
the digits and the-1:actor Some Cif the table has been left
for you to complete on a separate sheet of paper.)

I
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N umber

1

Sum of Digits
in Numeral

Is .a factor
of the number?

147

36

49

84

4

3

4

t 7

9

12

9

- 13

yes

yes

no

.49

.12

.

=

147)

36)

112

562

23,412

If you had trouble detecting any of these methods or in

putting them into word8-, the following summary may help. it

gives the methods for deciding whether or not 2, 3, 5, and

10 are factors of a given number; in each case, the "test"

is based on the common decimal numeral for the number.

If the last digit is 4; multiple

the number haS a factor 2.

If the sum of the digits is a multiple

of 3, the number has a factor 3.

If the last digit is either "0" or

!'5", the number has a factor 5.

If the last digit is "0", the number

has a factor 10.

Because of the relationship between factors and dividing, the

--four tests above are also called te. sts for divisibility. In the

problem set, you will have a chance- to discover some other tests

for divisiblity.

-oblem Set 11-lb

1. Which of the following numbers are divisible by By

BY' 5? By 10?

(a) 207 (e) 47200 (1) 66248

(b) 3894 (f) :579242 (1) 23824

(c) 14142 (g) 3825 (k) 46008

(d) 44726 (h) 31460 (1) 739200
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Problem Set 11-lb

(cOntInued)

O. If you find that 2 is a factor ot a number and also that

is a factor, would o then be a factor? Hint,: An open

phrase For a number,thdt has 2 and 3 /as factors could

be 2.3n. Is .) a' fac,tQr of '23 - 011? Why?

3. Use the test discussed in Problem 2 above to find Which or

the following numbers has a factor of tp.(Do not divide.

(a) 22710 (C) 521112

(b) 621734
( 1--', ) 992 4A---)

(c) 1011514 (h) ,213405
tc

(d)= 541245 (1) -732
', ----4

(e) 12318 / (j) 1.32724

4. How could you teSt numbers fordivisibility by 15? (Problem

2 should help you if you have trouble.)
',

c.3

2. Use your test for divisibility by 15 on each of the numbers

in question 3.. ' -Do not divide.

You remember that the divisibility test for 3 uses the sum

of the digits. There is a divisibility test for 9 that

also uses the sum of the digits. 3See if you Can discover

and state this divisibility test For O.

7. In the following list of numbers, which ones are divisible

by 4?

7 4 1G 73 504
1 /62 314 124 21(al 23 705

. 70'1 1014 724 916 3023 1004

Do you see any connection between divisibility of a number by

4 and the last two digits of the numeral? See if you can

tate a divisibility test for

Try to State a test For divislbility by JP'. Ude your test

on paris (b), (c), (e), (k), of problem 1, and check

py division.

-0-0. There is a divisibility test for 3 ,,,very much like the te

. for See If you can discover and state a divisibility

test for -3,

4G7
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Problem.,Set 1l-lb

(continued)

*10. There is a divisibility test for 11.

following examples.

+ 41 -

(o4-1-ki,) -( -'-' ) 0

;k4b ((-_,0 + 6) (2' + o) --' ii

1917 -- (8H:)+7) - (1 + 1) = 22

9097 ( ? ) 7( f? ) -=' ?

__. ? ) ! -,- ) - ?

Study each of the

- 2:95 ,- 11 M45)

61132 5 (11)(55573),

W4 =,(11)(840)

81917 = (11),(7447)

9097 , (2M ? ) ,

_.

is 11 a factor of

121?

-- 2 Is 11 a factor df

99902?

Complete this -entence, after/studying the above examples:

If the difrerence of the sums of sets of alternate

digits in the common name of a number is a multiple

of , then the number Itself is a multiple

of

*11. There is a test for divisibility by 7. Consider the

number .13762. Take twice the last digit and subtract it

from the ,number represented by the .remalriing digits. Is

the remainder divisible by 7?

13762 1576 - 2(2) , 1372

Continue the same,pittern. Is the remainder always a

multiple of 7?

12Y2 .; 137 2P) -
If 2(3) 7

consider some other examples.
r

; 653 2P) 637

37 - 2(7).

6') :

9-)1 973

97 31 = 91

"91 ;
cr) _ 7

/

3

1 k)



Problem 7t.11-1b

(continued)_
-

Complete the sentence:

. If. the difference between the number represented

by the last, digit and the number reprecAxhi by the

num_

digits is a multiple of seven then the

-- itself-is a multiple of seven.

Is this. test a Useful test? Why?

11-2. Prime Numbers and Prime Factorization.

In working with factors of numbers, 'we often choose the

factors from a set called the set of prime numbers. The bet of
prime numbers is a subset of the set of positive integers.- The
definition of a prime number will be considered in the following

problem set and in the next section of the text.

First, however, lets discuss certain ways in which a set of
numbers might be determined, or generated. SUppose we start with
the number one, then add one, add one'again, addone again, and'
so on, without end., The following set of numbers would be

generated.

_, 3, 4, 5,

Th17, _ f course; is the familiar set of counting numbers. It

is correct to say then that the set of counting numbers is

generated by the number one and the operation of additqon. That

is, we can build the'set of counting numbers by starting with one
number--1--and with one operation--addition.

' What set' of numbers is generated by the number 2_ and the
operation of addition? Starting with the number, we add 2,

getting 4 add P' again, obtaining and so on. the result
is the set

(2) 10, 12,

set of even positive integers.

In the problem set, you will be asked to generate sets of

numbers by using a specified number and a specified operation.

1164



11-2
4

Praulem -Set 1-2a

What set of numbers-4s generated -by the number -) and,the-

oPeration of 'addition?. Does ev-r,y number In this set have

the proper factor' 5?

ofHOW could the, set of all positive integers,with factor

jpe generated? List the set.

-5.. -ow Gould the sat of all positive integers wIth factor 7

be generated? List the set,

, 4, Write a',11s.t, of ail the positive IfAtteersrom 1 to 100.

Then follow the Ih-structions given- below. Do this work

carefitalCly,Lecausa lb will used in the next section to

decide -what a prime r Imbor is

(a)- In the list, crass out every number that has ad

a proper balrAtac. Do not cross out the number

Itself since Is not a'Inroper factor of 2.

Beneath each numuer-hat you cross out, write

to show that 2 Is a pober factor of the humber.

(6) After 2, the next number in the list is ). Cross

out every number In the list (that has not already

been crossed out) that has a Proper factor of 3.

(c)

Write :5" beneath each number that you cross out

The next number in the list is 4, but 4 has been

crossed out (it has 2 as a proper factor) . So move

on he which has Oct teen crossed out. Cross out

everty-remainior, number in the list that has a proper

factor of 5, writing "5" beneath each one.

Continue this process you Can i40 no _further._

When you have i:inished, some of the numbers (like 2,

-5, and not be crossed out rNotico that

the riuOt=tt ho7, crossed Out are number that do not

nave any proper factors.

,ry



11-2

Problem 4 in the problem set above was included for an

importapt reason.. It helps in understanding the definition of a

prime number. If you followed the instructions carefully, you

found that the following -timbers were not crossed out:

5, )7, 11, 17', 19, 23

41, 43 47, 53, g), 61, 67, 71, 79,

JI3

Notice that none of these numbers have any proper factors. Poe
thiS reason, they aretcalled crime numbers,. with the exception
of the number one, which is not considered to be prime. In fact,

the following definition can be made:

k prime number an integer greater

than one that has no proper factors.
a

So we have uncovered twenty-five -Or:=me num _rs. (listed above

with the number 1 removed) We cov7A have -round'many,mora,i,f

the list of numbers'we/started with has ,;on inr 100L
example, 101 is a prime number. Why?

Because the list of numbers we s'sartee. with. in,Problem 4

served tosift out the prime numbers, it s sometimes called a
"sieve", and we shall refer to 1 by that name or the next few
pages. Look at the number 6:5 in he sieve (It was crossed out)
and see if olt can follow these steno:

allest `rime
Number Victor fro_

1

63

21

In the sieve, the- number 3
is written below..63, indica-
ting that 3 is the ,smallest
prime number that is a factor

If 63 Is divided by
quotient is 21.'

3 '21

Beneath the number 21, the
number 5 Is also indicated.
-3 is the smallest-prime factor

21; if 2,1 is divided by
Als rP.ctor 3, the quotient is

7 21 , 7,
The number 7 has not been
crossed out. It is a'prime
number, and its smallest prime
factor is 7 Itself. The only
other Tarstor of 7 is 1, not a
prime.



11-2

The work above can also be show's like this-

63 = 21 3 is the smallest prime factor of

31 is a factor of but it is not

prime.

The product

The number 21 has now been

is also the smallest prime factor of

7 i 1so a prime _ ctor.

(7) is equal to 63. Thus, we can

that we have "factored') that is, we have listed factors

whose roduct is 2,, . Furthermore, each of the factors in this

say have shown a prime
zation of 6-5.

By way of, contrast_., note .that might be factored in the

llowing way: 65 --- (7) However, this is not a prime

ctoriation-. Why not- 1110'

order to clarify your thinking. bout prime Ectorization,

another example is giver below.

Example. Give the prime factorization of 6o.

-fact

- (2) 15)

2 is the smallest prime

fa6tor ©f 6o.

is the smallest prime

factor of 30.

is the smalle'clt e

factor of 15._
Note that all of the

factors are now prime.

In giving a prime factorization of a number, there is no

special order uin which the factors must be listed. For examplei

the prime factorization of. h3 might be written as (7)(5)(3)

instead of (3)(3)(7). Although the order of the -factors may be

eihanged, there is only one selection of numbers In any prime,

Motorization. Hence, it is correct to s'pfibak of the prime

factorization of a r- lumber, Another way at sang this is to say
that

A

if a positive integer has a prime factorization.-
this factorization is unique,

46_7
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It may seem obvious to you that each Positive integer which
can _be factored has only one prime factorization. However,

\unique prime factorization is a property of the positive integers.

It is not a property of all sets of numbers. For example, fn the
set of ional numbers, there is no unique prime factorization.

OheCk Your Reading

1. What is a prime number?

Which of th--ColloWing -are prime bers: 39, 49 59,
69, 79, 9,. 99? Are all numbers ending In 9 prime .humbers?

Which of these are prime numbers: 3, 1, 515, 4:5, 53?

\Are all numbers ending in, prime numbers?

all odd numbers prime numbers?

Are all prime numbers odd?

What is the ,rime

How do W5, Mart the primp fac

of of

ion of a numbe_

Ora,_ Ex!proises 1l-2t

Give the Prime factorization of each of t
I

4 (h) 99 20

(b) ) 6 (1) 46 (p) 75
15 (J) 51\ (q f=,

(d) 1,:i t(k)" 2 (r) 108

-(e ) 35 (1)- 91 (s ) 144

2) 28 48

g) 27 2e7

following nbmbers.

What is the next prime after 100?

225

each of= the following, the prince factorization

is given. (Give a rommon name for the Aumber.

2 x 2

(b) x

2 5

(d) 2 7,4 7- x 7

46H
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3.

4.

(e)

Oral Exercises 11-2b

(cont-inued)

2 X 3 x 5 x 3

7 x 7 x 11

(g) 5 x 7 x 11

(h) 3 x 3 x.5

(i) j x 5 x 7

13 x 19 _es the d ributive property help?

Pry- 13(20 --1).

Problem Se

remember how to test for divisibility byer

(Mint:Tell which o following are prime numbers-.

5, 11.)

121

97

(h) °1©101

.9999

What is the largest even prime number

numbers are there?

many even pr

Do you think there is a largest prime number? Why?

Give the prime factor _zation for the following numbers.'

65 (f) 1f,2 (k) 1104

51 \ (g) 145 Cl) 732

/91 2 (h) n r (m) 10101

78

\

(i) 243 999(d)
102

Each of the following is a prime factorization of a number.

Give a commonname for the number.

(a) 11 x 11

(b) 11 x 13

(c) 11 x 19

.(d) 7 x 19

(e) 7 x 23

449
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In the previous section, we considered the idea of factoring

a number; specially, we worked with the prime factorization of

numbers., The numbers we worked with at that time were relatively

small. In this section, let's look at a larger number: 35?3, for

example, and determine Its prime facto ization.

Number Smallest Prime Factor

3528

1764

7

divides lt_,`2`3. The quotient

11,1- -51)21) - (170).

2 divides 1701. The quotient

+32. 176): (2)(382).

2 diVides 1-). The quotient

13 -2 = (2),(401).

does not divide 221, but

The quotient is 127.

1 (7':)(1)17),

divides Thc quotient

is 29. 127 . (5)(49),

does not divide 29; neithe

does 5. 7 49.

- (7)(7)-

t 7 7 is a prime number.

The steps above show that the rime factorization of 5528

x 7.

This expression is usually written more brii.11
-)

7-

The new symbols In this expression are explained below.

_.),
Is read squared" or

second power" it means

two times". _,.- 3 We also say

a power 3.

to the

w,-.1 as a factor

is read "2'

third power". It means

470

or "2 to the

used as a fact or
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three times". 2' - P - -2;

,5 is tie third power of 2.

Asanother example of this kind of syntolpnsider the symbol
t1,5

'5 Is read "5 to tie fourth ower .

It means "5 used as a factor four times".
h 2

5 :1) is a power of 5.

This ki ol
For example,

.od can be defined easIly by use of variables.

s read "x to the nY power". It

means- "the number x used as la fact=t71*

n times" . x x x -x .,....., x.

n
x- is the

h factors

power of x

Certain labels are usually attached to the two parts of this kind

of symbol. These names are shown below, anTgiwili be used here--

after.

--exponent
c2c base

exponent
base

It can be said then that an e4opent, shows how many times the

base, 12 to be used as a factor.

From the ideasdpresented In this section, It should be clear

that there is a strong connection between divisibility and prime

factorization. To show this, let's consider the question of

whether or not 252, far example, Is divisible by 84. More

simply the question could be wOrdeb.

"Does 92i divide AP?"' 4

We can, of course, get-i-the answer directly 1,di..vision. Since

252 84 -3 with remainder zero, the answer is yes,

However, suppose we look at the problem in another way,

using prime factorization. We sec that

and

471
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What do you notice about th two prime factorizations2 We observe-

that the prime factorization of -,54 is, in a sense, completely

included In the prime factorization of Another way of

saying this is that ea.Z:h prime factor of 81+ is also a prime

naetor of 252, and the exponent of each factor of 84 is less

than or equal to the exponent of the corresponding factor of 252.

In ttila connection we can think of-any number appe_ing4without an
4. _ .21

exponent as having an implied exponen ofd

13 = 5 , etc.

Consider anon

factorizations

180. ==

and

1. Thus 7 = 7- and

Ar

example. Does d de 180? The prime

36

What is youra _

This idea can real y be thou

multiplication property of 1.

as an applieat on of the

her words, we see that

7-=

Check Yo r Reading

What i _ prime factorization of 3528? How can we write

this more briefly?

In the numeral what is the number called? What

is the number 2 called? WhaE number does 5 represent?

How do we read "0"? What does it mean?

What is an exponent?

What does "xn" mean? How do we read it? What is the number

x called?

Why does

What ts e number n called?

divide
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1. Give common names

(1) 6
0

lc)

(a)
..-

.What is the

numbers?

(a) 115

(b)

(c) 321

(d) 484

Oral Exercises 1-2c

forihe following ,powers.

(e) 7-
2

(1) 24

() ,f -(J) 35

(g) 12 (k) 25

(h) 5j (1) 51

smallest prime factor of each of the following

W 539
,

.

21

(g) 723

(h) 125

3. State the prime factorization of

exponents.

(a) 20

(b) 16

(c) 49

(d) 100

(e) 75

these numbers, using

(1 3434

1 (j) 1111112

(k) 372463

(1) 23232231

(f) 18

(g) 144

(h) 68 4

(1) 50

( j ) 27

For which of the following pairs of numb- is it true that

the firstfirst number divides the second? For-whic false?

73x , 2- = 3- (d) 3
.2

11, 32
2

2 =32, 10625

(f) 5 -7', 392

Problem Set 11-2c

1. Each of th ollowing is power of a prime number. Tell 'what
,-power of the prime it is. (Example: 9 . 3-
0

.)

;I

(a) .3 (d) 125 (g 27 (j) 169 ;

(0 lb (e) 81 (h) 243 (k) 625 i/
:,

(c) 49 (f) :::12 (1) 121 (1) 3.43

Li
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Problem' Set 11?-2c,

(continu

dor

Find theyprime factorizatiorof each of the fallowing numbers.

Use exponents in writing your answer.

(a). 98

(b) 432

(c) 258

180- (g) 729 (.1) 1698

1024_ (h). 825 (k) 486-

378' 576 (1) 3375

For which 'ofthe following' pairs of numbers is it true that

the, first.number divides the second?' For which is it false ?,

) 32 -5,
_2 2
3 . 9 . 7

(b) 2' .5, 23.7
(c) :2 2

2
. 3
_2

. 5
2

Ilse prime factorization to

(d) 28, 38

(e) 52". 7, 3156

(r) 2.3 2
, 162

decide whetherfor not rst

number divides the second. Consider the ,variables as primes.

36, 396 27a21), 81ab2,:

(b)_ 875 180a3b, 1260a4b2

16, 192 175, 762372c

Find a common name for the number represented by eachJbf the

'Following expressions for the given value of the variable.

(a) x5

(b) 2x

is 2

x is 4

(c) a is 7

(d 3 if a is

(e) A3b2 if

)(a2,) if a

x5
if x

x

(h) (2x)(25) if x is 3 and y is

and b is 4

I) mn' if m is 5 and n is 5

(Mn )` if m is -n is 5

alb a' is and b is 4

474



.Problem Set ll -c

(continued)_

x
if x is -.5 -and y

33Y

3a
4

if

(30- if a is 2

(o) (50 f m is 3

(P) 0m3

(q) 5m3 if

is 3

(r) Ca + b) if a is 2 and b

(e)
a2 112:

2 and b

_2 2
a + tab + b if a. is 2 and b

(u) (a + b)(a - b)

a2 b2'

(a - b)( -

a,
_2

- tab + b
2

is 2 and b

and b is

2 and b

a is 2 and J), is 3

3

If the length of each side of a square is 5 inches, what

its area in square inches?

if the length of each edge of a cube is 5 inches, t is

its volume in cubic inches?

ha

If you did Problems h and 7 correctly, you should have

stated the numbers r resented by 5
2

ana 53 for the two

aniwers. Can you ae wk: the words "squared" and "cubed"

are used?

At the beginning of this chapter, it was pointed out that our

concern would be only with the set of positive integers. Now that

we have done some work in factoring, we are in a position to see

that some such restriction must be made in order to make any

definite statements at all concerning factorization.

FOr example, without our restriction, we would find it more

difficult to define a prime number. If rational numbers, for

475
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example, were admitted to the discbssion, the prime number 7

would certainly have'factors other than retelf-and one, since

7 m 14.- We would not have unique factorization any kind..;

Tod caA see then that the restriction to the positive intggirs.

is basic to this chapter. Later, we may find uses for factors

,optside the set of positive integers. But, for the present, we

-.shall continue to confine our attention to this set.

11:3- Factors and Sums

.
nAre there two -umbers whose product is

72 and whose sum is 22?

There are two reasons for considering this type of (ideation at

this time. is a question that will arise in'futue Work, and

it is a question which is directly related to the ideas on:

-factoring which 'we are now studying.

One way to approach the solution is to gLiess. '20 and 2

are-two numbers whose sum is unfortunately,their product

is not 72. The sum of 12 and 10- is 22, but their prOduet

anot.72,..,11-thoughacorrrt guess is alley a possibility,

blind guessirig is a wasteful approach to the tl'roblem.

A more systematic approach might begin with the pritg factor-
(

ization of 72. (Remember that the product of the numbers is to

be 72,.

7_

We must also recall at this point that 1 i. a factor of every,

positive integer. in our study of factors, we have usually

omitted the number 1 from consideration

and any other number is equal to

since the ppoduct of

Imber. However, we are

now concerned with a sum as well as a product. Hence the number

I should be included In forming our lists of 1_01sil-ile7factors%',

Thus for 'convenience. we may write

In determining the two numbers, we can place the factors in

any way - choose to get a eroduct of just as long as we
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-are sure that all-of'the prime factors of; _here. We

must try different placements until we get an arrangement that

also gives two .numbers with a sum of 22.

One possIble placement of the factors is like this:

.23 and 1 Do you .see th.at all or the prime

factors of 72 appear? The numerals

indicated mn ae the numbers 8 and

9. Of coUrt;e their product is 72,

but their sum, is not 22. They do

not represent a solution to the

probleM.

SOMeeither possibilities

discuas4d below:

1 and

18

2
2

1 and 23. - 2

1-1222 and

2
and

222

22

Therefore, ,,,and 4

(not all of them) are listed and

The numbers here named ar0 .2 an

36. Their sum isnot 22,

The sum of 1 and 72 iB not 22.

The sum of 6 and 12 is not 22.

The sum'of i8 and 4 is 22.

are the numbers required.

As a second example, consider the following. The sum of

two numbers is 32. The product is 156. Find the numbers.

As before, we first...form the prime factorization of 156. Then,

as before, write in the number 1. That is, we note that

156 m 1. 22 .3,13.

Some possible-choices for the sum are:

_2
: 1 and 2 156 - 157

1-2. and 2 +:78 ® 80

1.22 and 39 = 43

and 2 . 13_

What can you say'about the last choice? Are there others?

Where was still some guesswork in seeking the solution's Pa,ova.

However,: the-guesses came after the prime factbrizations of 72

477
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and 156 were obtained, and _nv61Ved the proper placement of

factors into two' groups

'Problem Set 11-

7 a

List four of the different arrangements of the prime factors

of 72 into two groOps. (Remember, One and the number

itself are factors of every number.) -Find the arrangement,

if any, which results in a sum of 27.

Write the prime factorization of the product in each of the

following and use it to find two numbers whose sum and

proddct -e indicated below.

ial

(b)

_ ,product, t is

The OToduft is

1.8

18

(c) -;Theproddct is 32

-(d) '111e Product is 49

(e) The product is 54

(f) The p'roduct is 14

(g) The product is 200

(h) T4e product Is 225

(1) The product is 56
(j) The product is 215

e(k) The product is 972

*U) The product:it =180

and

and

and

and

and

and

and

and

the

the

the

the
mo,

the

SUM

SUM

SUM

SUM

SUM

is

is

is

is

is
the sum is

the

the

SUM

SUM

is
is

and the sum is-

and

and

the

the

sum is

sum is

9.

2

CL

15.

15.

30.

30.

56.,

30.

247.

and the sum is 3.

(Hint: write -180 as (-1)(180) and

fact* 180.)

Write the prime factorization of the first number in each of

the following and use it to find two numbers whose product

and whose sum are as indicated below.

(a)- Product is 48 and

'(b) Product is 48 and

(c) Product is 48 and

(d) Product is 48 and

(e) Product is 150 and

(0 Product Is 150 and

(g) Product is 150 and

(h) Troduct is 150 and

sum is 14

sum is 26

sum is 20

sum is 19

sum is 36

sum is 25

sum is 71

sum is :50

478
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Problem Set 11-3a

(continued)

andsum is 151 .

and sum is 34

Product is 150

PrOthiet,is 288
Product is 330 and sum is 37

if the perimeter of a 'rectangular field id 34 feet and .

the, area is 225' square feet. If the length and width are

integers, find them.

The perimeter of a rectangle is 58 -feet and. its area

54 sqUare feet. Find the length and width.

The Sum of the base andhe ght of aparalle

%7otram

is 15

11inches and the area is 36 square inches. -- at are the

base and height?

The combintd length of ttie base and altitude of a triangle

is. 2 inches while the area is 300 square inches. what

are thesetwo dimensions?

Find two integers, \x and y,' sudh that:

xy 48 and x 6

xy = 60 and x -+ y ,=

xy --- 60 d k +-y 2'

y

(t)

700 and x-+ y

11= -Laws bf Exponents.

In a previous section

x.x.x

n factors

ing of was given as

There were also some problems which may have caused you to think

that LndlcaUed productS such as a and 'ax ;a3r might be

written in simpler form. Let'. study the first of these and see

if it will help us with the second. We know that

a3a, ... a .a, a- = a .a.a.

-1,

aa).(a.a.a

LL 79
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Sitice only the operation of multiplication is involved, the

parerftbeel pare not necessary, Pnd the sentence above may be

written-"

2
a .a-

3
=

The phrase on the right side of this sentence is'simply

So we. have

a
2

-a
3

= a5 .

This' example, together with several others, has b n placed in

the table below. Try to determine a pattern for finding a simpler

Indicated Meaning Simpler
Ex onents in

h- ca-_-ed-

Exponents in
iinpler

uct Numeral FFRUFF. Numeral

a
2

. a3

a.a .a.a
--------- ----------

2 factors 3 factors- a

2
4

,

2.22.2.2.2
--:-.----- ------

4 Lectors 2 factor-
6

4, 2

b3 i

b .b b
7-----------' --------,------4

3 factors 5 factors b 3, 5 8

3 1
5.5.5.5.5.55,___,

5
7 4

___, _
3 factors 4 factors

m -m3

.m.m.m
----------

1 factor 3 factors

---'

A.a ...a .a .a A..-a
---..-

x factors y factors

Notice that the exponent of the simpler numeral has not been

given in the last example. After looking at the last, two columns

for the other amples, do you see that the simple- numeral

should 11)(t ax
+y

480
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The numeral

"ax aY"

For all" real numbers a, - and

for all poaitive.integera:x and

ItaX4-yn

a
_x y x+y

a = a

is considered to be

Check-Your Reading

1. What does "xn" mean?

2. What is a. simpler numeral for a2 -09

for 2 -- 2
2
?

What'is a simpler way of writing

1. G e s pier names,,

22

33

2
a

8

-) 104

form than

Oral Exercises 11-4a---- -'-

for each of the following erq%

f), a- -5
a3
a (k)

(g) m m4
.

4(1).

6
(4) 6 x 63 )-- (a)(

(0 x2(x)- (n) 2 'x3a

(j) tY3)(Y6) (o),:(22a2b)(2

icL1 of the following. sentence are true? Which are false?

(a) 3-
-3

53

(V) 2'

Which of the

- ,3

g

(h)

( )

9

8 -I- 8

followIn4 2en co5 are t rue for all values of

48l
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Problem Sei1l-4a

e simpler names for each of the following

(a) 23 2
5

(f) x3. x9

,(b) m m
6

(g) 105 x 103

(c)
32_ 3it

(h)
92

(d) a a )

(e)
(m3)

all.
303 11

, 4
2. 'Write simpler names Di' the following xpressions.

2x(23x2) 3
4

(b) (33a)(34a3)-

(613_3)

xa)

Write each of the following expressions as a product of powers

numbers.

(g)

(h)

3 .

(3 (3:a

3A)

of primes and powers of the variables present.

-3Examplq: a7a
2 -83

= 3
3

a
2
.2 . a

3

.a2 .a

(a)

(b)

(t)

32 .

17a(34b-) (g) (27x 27x2)

(18A3n)(24mhP) (h) (3ab)(3ab)('3ab)

(f) 36ab 32a5bc) (i) (2ab)2

The definition of exponent` also leads to a:simpler form for

action such as

where

482



Adel. a

a

Example

I
a-a.a-aa
aa-Et

fa-a-a. a=a)
'a=a=a

= (1)=a=a

a2 .

2,xy=y

2=x-xy!yL

2 2
2x y

In the case of each variable and each number in examples

1 -and 2, the exponent in the numerator was geeater than the

exponent in the_denominator. Examples 3 and 4 illustrate

what happens when the exponent in the denominator greater

than the exponent in the numerator.

Example 3. a3 1a-a-a
a-a-a-a,a

-a.a-a) 1

a=a.

(1) 1

a-a

483



Ynirn =n,
.m .n .n

1) 1.2

1

1L rn n n ns-
1

.rnm -n -n n

The next example illustratiaia case in which-, for some

factors, the 'greater exponent is in the numerator, and, for others,
thgSgreater exponent is in the denominator.

ple 6x3,2 1 .x.X5.
2y5 1.3.3.x.x.

1. 2.x
x.xyy 3fyyy

Examples 1 and 3 illustrate the basic ideas used in all
of the other examples..

If

If

The greater exponent
is inn the numerator.

The greater exponent
is in the denominator.
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Turning r

variables m

he specified exponents 3 and 5 to the

n,' we are able to-say that the following

simplifications may be made:

For any real number a, a.# 0;

and for any positive integers m and n,
.

a m - n
a

a

- a-

1
n - m

a

if

if

-n,

'Check Your Reading

a
1 What is a simpler name for

What is a simpler name for

3. What is a simpler name for

a-

a.a.a
a.a.a

a5

4. For what values of x and y is the following true?

2x

9x-y 3-

5. What is a simpler name for

m n?

m?

m

am

a

4

if



oral Exercises 11 -1b-

Give a simpler.form for each of the following expressions,

as was done in the examples of this section. (Hone of the

variables in a denominator can have the value -0.)

all

a

6ax7

2x-

(a)

(d)

2
a

al'

2

2
3a m

4am-

2 3 a2-b

3y

2 2
2`5

-27:173

.x

14xy

100m2x

(32) (5x

Which of the following sentences are true? Which are false?

(a) 77

'7r

2 1
(--n.) (t) 1

-3

Which of the following se tences arc true for all values
of the Variables?

0
5x- = 5

2 3 3 3
(b) (d) 2 q_

2m

4
2

Why must we not allow any of the variables appearing in a

denominator t© have the value 0?
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Problem Set 11-413

Simplify each of the following expressions. ne of the
variables appearing in a denominator. can have the v ue 0.)

2x
3 2.

2

6 6a b-
ab

7 3 2a b c abc3

F3oa2-3

8a

l5 2m8

2251-ita

281ax-
4 916a x

3 -5

10. 22a b- e-,
216a- bey

c24h2c3_y
11

16h3bcy2

449a b e12 .
147-77-2a-b c

4
d-

3
5 72

13. 0b

-5c- dy)

2 4_2
14. 36x-

72x yz

-15. 3 '21`)

16.

41.

17.

is.

19.

21.

487

256a
288a b

(-2 3a2b7
.8a b-

8.2 m2n

97rtin-
2

f
2-2-a2

m

128a-m

2 2-2 a-m
128a _m-

2x-a

.t



Problem Set 11-41)

(continued)

90 b

lba-)

lQ8ab
Bl

7 d5x*2 -

*28

256a8

29. Which of the followin= statements are true? Which are false?
Give a 'reason for your a swer.

(a)

(b)

The expression

(e

actor of (33 + 53)

is a fac

(2x 4. y ) is an even number

if x and y are positive

Integers.

(62 92)

(at)

is easily written in another form by using the definition of an
exponent together with the commutative and associative properties
of multiplication.

(ab) = (ab)( b)(ab)

= (aaa) (bbb)

a'b3
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In the same way, it can be shown that (ab)2 = a2b2 and
4
, . a b

4
. In fact, for any real numbers a and b, and

for any positive integer n,it is true that

(ab)
n

= a
nb n

.

Do you see that this concl-unlon is a result of previously. accepted

properties and deflnit1ons? A somewhat more complleated.example

is igiven below.. J

Exaule 1. 2ba

_

O.a o

- 3

a
2-

Closely related to the above discussion is the problem of

simplifying an expression such as

3, o.

a

Similarly, (-7a-r

a
, 0 - a- 1 and for any real numbers

1-.) h'

a and b and for any positive integer n,

-a)n
c- n
a?

7' n J
1)

a

Example Simplify
a where b 0.

4d9
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Problem Set 11-4c

Write simpler names for these numbers. (None 61. the variables

appearing in the denominator,can have tbe value' 0.)

,(ab-)

4. 5x y

5., (2am-
)

6 . 2°c -3d`
-,.

, 8. (5x"

9'

10.

3 (a

12.
--3x(25x)2

'n

13.
12ab6-

14

16.

17.

9

9

(-a302
18,

19,-

5b-

Find the value of each ,hf the 'following expressions if a, ts 2, -

b is -2, c is 3, and d is -3. First write the expressi(Sh

in a simpler form if possible.

4
-4a d21. 2a2b2c2 23,

2 2222. -2abc)
24 a

.

4

,of
1 '1
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a
3

a

2 b 2
*27.

0
-ha-1 b- l c-

0 18 22-
2a- b- c

Problem Set 11-4c

(continued)

11-_ 'Adding and Subtrac _n Fractions.

It is easy to add or to subtract two fractions if their

denominators are the same number. For example,

+ 2(4)

+

(5) ()

Furthermore, when the multiplication property of one is used,

adding or subtracting fractions whose denominators are not the

same. number is also simple. For example, consider the sum

But

This is the indicated sum of
two fractions that do not have
the same denominator.

The multiplication property of
one has been used here, with the
numeral 2 for one.

491
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\ So

- 11 1

In the second example above, the problem was restated so

that both fractions in the indicated sum had the number 3 as a
denominator. Many other integers could have teen chosen for the

denominator--for example, 15, 2, or '222--bUt S is the

smallest Integer that could have been chosen. The number c is

the least common multiple of the numbers 4 and 8. The idea of

least common multiple arises at this time because it is based on
factoring. For example, what Is the least common multiple of

and 5?

Positive multiples of 21

Positive multiples of. 3:

Least common multiple of 2

2, 5,

6,

and

6, a, 10,12,

9, 12, 15, 13',

5):

15,

21,

Example 2:. Find the least common multiple:of lO and 9.

Positive multiples of 14: ()., :56, 64, /2, 90, .,.).

rPosltive multiples of 9: (9, 13, 27, 215, 54, R..
1

Least common multiple of 1=-3 and 9:

A211.21 Find the least common multiple of 8 and 12.

Positive multiples of 61: P, 16, H H, 4_, 48,

/Positive maltiples'or 12: (12, 24, Y), ;113, 40, 72; ...

Least common multiple of 9 and 12: 24.

From the examples above, it (.1-(1 be seen that the least common

multiple of two numbers is the smallest positive integer that is

a multiple of hothor toe numbers. --Hecause of Vhe relationship

uetween "multiple" and "factor", 'the least common multiple may
also be defined in this waj:

The least common multiple of two integers Is

the smallest positive integer that has each

of them as ract,ort7.

71.
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C.110Pk L(_nq_LL,la

1. List the set of common multiples CC and )i

2. What is the least common multiple of 2 and Y:?

3. What isthe least co n of , and

4. Is it possible [or the least common m:_Atiple of twonumbers

to be one of the given numoerS? Give an illustatioa.

Is-it possible for)the least,common mu_Ltiplo of two numbers

to be the product of the two numbers? Give an illustration.

5.

Oral Exercises 11-5a

For 'each set of numbers give the first 5 positive multiples of

each number of tele set. Then tell whether you have named the

least common multipe of the numbers of the set.

i. 4, 5

2, 10

9, 12

h z, 5, 11

5, 10, 15

9. 2a,

Problem Set 11-7-v52a

Using the method illustrated in thi. .,action, find the least

common-multiple of the numbers In each set,

5. 12, 15

4. 10, 15, _25

5. 2, 10, 25

g.

0

;U,

2a, a

LX, 5X, oz

10 x, jy
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It is possible to develop a more systematic method for

determining the least common multiple. To see Why a more system-

atic method might be desirasle, consider the proulem'of binding

the least common multiple of the numbers and 27.

Positive multiples of 6, 12, 13, 24, 50,

Fositlive multiples of 3: 32, 40, 46, 56,64,72,

PosittUe mul.Mples Of 27: 4727, 54, 152, .
So far, the listing of multiples has not uncovered a common
multiple at all, in time, one would urely turn up (the proth

of the three numbers is certainly A -common multiple), but you can

see that this might be a time-consuMing process. A quicker method
Is detatled below.

6

6 - 22.2 =

27 = =

The prime factorization

of each of the three numbers

has been written.

Suppose we let n reptitsent, the. least common multiple of

the three numbers. Since n is a multiple of 6, of 3,
7- 4

.,and of ',?7, then by the relationship between multiple and

factor, 6, 8, and 27 are factors of n. Therefore, the
prime factorization of n can be determined from the prime

factorizations above.

Since 6 it a factor of n, 2 and 3 Must be factors of
n The prime factorization or n may se started (not

completed) like this:

These factors make n a multiple of 4.

Since :) Is a factor of n, 2.2.2 must be a factor of n.

One f or, 2. has already been introduce, two more are
needed, giving

These factors make n a multiple c

F

Ce)
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Since 27 12 a factv of n, qq).3-,5 must be a factor of

n. One factor "'; has air ady been introduced. Two more

are needed, giving

. ._ These factors make n a multiple 01 27 .

then is a common multiple of 6, 44, and 27.

It is the east common multiple ecause removing any one of

that n Would no longer co a, multiplethe factorA, would mean

of each of the three numbers.

Rearranging the factors and introducing exponents, the least

common multiple of 6, , and 27 may now be written

-3)

Notice that in the prime factorizations of ,b, 6, and 27

the only factors were 2 and 3. The greatest power of 2

-3 ,
_

was 2 (occurring in the factorization of 8), and the

greatest power of: 1 was .curring in the factorization

of 27). The least common multiple is the product of these

"greatest powers .

As another example of this systematic Method of determining

the least common multiple, consider the problem of finding the

least common multiple of the numbers 12, 15, 16, and 25.

12 = 2.2.3 - 2- .

2p -= 5.5 =-4

Not4co %hat the only factors that

5, and

r are 2,

_J4

the hig:Iles% power or is

,
the high'esu power of

l
(first power

the highest power of :L7-) Is

and

or 1-j, Jr , and 25 isThe least common muitlple

common name for' this least common multiple is 1200. However,

4
J
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in much of our future work, it will be convenient

to leave it in the factored form above.

Oral Exercises 11-5b

State thel,least common multiples of these sets ol numbers

in factored form.

2 x 3, 2 x 5, - 3 x 5

3, 3 x '3 x 5 y: 5 x- 7

2 x 3 x 3, 2 x 2 x 7, 7«7
11, 3 x 3 x 5,

4, 6

7. 3, 4, 6, 9

8. 5, 25, 15

9. 14, 49,

10. 10, 25, 3 x 5 x 5,

11. 22-3/ , 32'5, 23.3-52

2x x13' 3 x 11 x 13

49

Problem Set

Write the prime factorization of the least common multiple of the

set of numbers In each oP the following.

1. 25, 10, 4

2. IP, 8, 16

3. 9, 14, 21

4. 8, 12, 15

5. 10, 16,

6. 6, 10,

7. 9, lb,

8. 8,

9. 65, 4,

10. 3, xx,

24, 2.

00 51

52, 26

3x2

With "least common multd.ple" defined, w an return Co the
.

problem oC adding and subteactinp; fractIons. -AWe -can now place

the solution of such problems on n much firmer mathematical

Coundatlon.-

496
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: 4Example 1. What is a common name for tu - 77 +

The multiplication property of one can be applied

to find a new name for each of the three l'ractons

In the indicated rum. The question of what denominator A

these new numerals ahall have la onawered by findinfr,

the -heart common multiple of the denominator,o10,

45, and 6. This 15 often called the leqat common

denominator of the fractiona.

10 = 2.

45- 3 5 5

2The least common multiple is 2.-3- -5, This means

that we want to find a name with denominator

for each of the fractions in the indicated

sum.

5

Instead of the denominator 25, the denominator,

2-'5:3-5 is called for. This means we must multiply

by the factor 3.3. By the multiplication property

of one, then, the fraction is multiplied by (:?.

10

Thin is the desired numeral

for
C

4 1Mmilar,ly, new numerals for 77 and are found

beloW.

4

2 =
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Now the original problem can be restated and a

simpler numeral found.

c7 8 15
.3 .3 .5 + 3 .5.5

2.17
2.3.).5

17
3-5.5

17

In this example, the least common denominator was

90. Notice, however, that it was left in factored

form until the last step.

1
Example 2. Find a common name for ,

2-
.

The denomlna6r 3 in a prime number. The prime-'

factorizations of the other two denominators are:

0 o,

Least common denominator:

1 5 11 1 2.2.5 5
4 12

=

2'O .5

20 25 33
2.3'5 2.23.5

12

Check Your Readinfr, -

1. Whdt is the relationship between ''least common multiple" and

"least common denominator"?

4qH

r
L
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Check Your Reading?

(continued)

_,If we have fraction , , what numeral for do we

use in order to write this as a fraction with the denominator

2 :5 .5?

3, If we have the fraction 1 Obat numeral for Vi" do we

use to write it in the rorm
ez:_!) f,, -,)

4. What name for fraction has 2 7/:P as denominator?

Oral Exercises_ 1-5c

1. What ls the least common multiple of the numbers in each of

the following sets of numbers?

(a) 6,

(b) 25, 5,

(o) 2, 1.
'That che 12I;t4

d;,: IfIt,-,Inr-1::?

(° )
)-

,

._

,-,
_,
-,.,

c- A I_ 5

-,

--'_

F -)
1_

1(.1

(c) -t_ -

(d) 2, 24, 8

(e)

the followln

3. Tell at T-,v1IA=,Iply by to

denomI.nrAtpr. Then

tall ;h at *-4 , ona

( o)
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Oral Exercise° 11-5c

(montinued)

3

2

Problem jet 11-5c

Find a common name for each or the followin:
zi Pb
u. -

1.

2.

3.

7

1

4 11

5

2b

1

-40

15

51

9.

'*-1(1,

3

-20 7

57 77

5 3
21 91

11

10

You may have no that much of the work In finding least

common denominators can be done wlthout nanar and pencil. For

example, connidep the pnoblr!m of- findi no a common name for

i 7 5
4 77 4 a

The factor 3 occunu two timou in 9, the facto a 5

two timou 25. There are no prime factoru other than

and 5. Oo the lo-;et common donomlno to- a 3.3.5 .

The first fraction "needs" the factors, 3, 3. and 5 for

the least common denominator.

The secondifractiorr "needs" the factors 3 and 5.

The third fraction "needs" the factors 3 and 5.

The feurt0-fractlon "needs" the factors 5 and 5.

500
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The following is all that needs

1

7-1-177 77

be written:

105 + 18 +

Example. For any real nulber

3x

3bR + 10

16x +
i20

Problem Set 11-5d

1. Express each of the t llowing sums as a single fraction in

simplest form.

(a)

( b )

-7(5

727

5x
75.

1 2(1 Sd
(5) 7 -

3k
10

'Dk k

X L2

7 +

7x
TEC

a

Sa

petermine which of the Co 1 I_ o ing sent ewes are t e and
which are false.

(a) 4--3;-

13
< 77

501
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Problem Set 11-61/2d

(continued)

In each of the following, determine which number is the greatet.

(a)
1

7 7
4

(b) 75 or

(c) or

(d) or 47

(e) - or

5 10g or n

(g) .49 or .499

(H) - .009 or - .0009

.900 or .09000

15
J.49

4. You have learned In Chapter 9 tha(for any pair. of numbers

a and b, exactly one of the following must hold; a 7 b,

a = b, or a < b. Put in the symbol for the correct relation

for the pairs of numbers below:

6 5
77, 7U

2 5
7' '7

(c)

6
;17

(d) (J1- + (11

5: A man is hired to sell suits at the AB Clothing Store.

is given the choice of being paid $200 elm; of his

sales or a ,.traight of his sales. If he thinks he can

sell $600 worth of suits per month, which is the better

choice? Suppose he could cell $700 worth of suits,.vhich

is the better choice? What if he could sell $1000 worth?

What should his sales be so that he offers are equal?

.6. John and his brother Bob each received en allowance of $1.00

per week. One week their father said, "I will pay each of

you $1.00 as usual or'I will pay you in cents any number

less than 100 plus its largest prime factor which is also

a proper factor. if you are not too lacy, you have much to

gain." What number Should they choose?

502



Summary

1. A multiple of a number is the product of that humberand
in element from the set of integers.

2 A positive integer x is a factor of a positive integer
y if y is a multiple of x.

A positiVe integer y is divisible by a positive integer
x if x is a factor of y.

4. In the set of positive integers, any number,has itself
and the number one as factors. All other factors are called
proper factors.

A positive integer that has no proper factors is called a
prime number.

Every integer greater than one and not prime can be written

as an indicated product in which every factor is a prime

number. This indicated product is called the prime

factorization qa.the number.

In the set of positive integers, the prime factorization

of a number is.unioue.

In a phrase of the form "xn", the number n is called an
exponent, and the number x is called the base. An exponent

indicates how many times the base is to be used as a factor.
x
n

itself is called the n
th

flower of x.

If a 0 and if m and n are positive integers, then

the following statements are true:

am m n
. a- = a

_m
a

a
n

_m
a

1
an

a
m

1

an an - m

505
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'10. The least common multiple of a set of positive integers

is the smallest poaftive integer that has each of the numbers

&era factor. Theeast common denominator of a set Of

fractions is simply thS least common multiple of the denom-

inators of,the fradti ns.

ReView Problem Set

1. Name one proper factor of each of these numbers without doing

any dividing.

(a)

(b)

432 (d) 920040

1884 (e) 62511

928431 (f) 19725

'AP__nd the prime factorization of each of the following numbers.

Use exponents where appropriate.

(a) 180 (d) 792

(b) 378 (e) 6384

(c) 3075

(a) Is 36 a factor of 414216? Hintl These can be done
mentally if you

(b) Is 25 a factor of 732475? think about
principles

(c) 18 15 a factor of 43125? we have discussed
and look for short-

(d) Is 27 a factor of 81729? cuts.

4. Write each of the following in simplest form.

_)1
(a) b.bb.b.b.b (g)

(11t224 1 ,2)

(49mn)(36n))

(b) x .m

nn.n.n
11 to

Y'Y'Y
Y*Y.Y'y

(3a20(33a5b2x

2

504

J.

(k)

(x2 t11)2,

(x 4)

(A_ZZ41"11-113
(x y)-(x y)

15a2x (a + b)5

5
b)2



Review Problem Set

v' (oontinued)

,Express each of following Sums in a simpler form:

4
a) 4 -5

715

7n 2c

x 3x 7xr
aX) bx ex

Which of the following sentences are true? Whfch are false ?=

15 is a factor of 123345.

.(b) ,The prime factorization of 36 is x 9.

85 3
) = 2

(d) The least common multiple of 2 3 2 and
_2

5
2

?.3 5 is 25. 3-3

(e) To change " to a fraction whose denominator is

3 (4 _ _
2 t 2

52- . 3.2
2

6 3 . 5 multiply by ___

2-2 3 5

Which of the following open sentences are true for afl valuea
of the' ariables?

4
/ a b = (a + a + a + a + a) (b + b + b + b), a # 0, b

(b

2
a
-7a

(d)

_12

X .X,

8. Translate these phrases or sentences into algebra. Indicate

what the variables represent.

(a) The sum of two numbers multiplied by the difference of

the same two numbers.

(b) The ent of two numbers increased by twice the

product of the two numbers.

5 05-



Review A3no'brem Set'

(contived)

number increased by

twice the number.

Y4 1

7 is three times as large as,-

(d) The distahce traveled'in 2 ours at a certain speed
J')

is equil, to the distance traveled in 3 hours a.t a

speed 5 miles per hour less than the fii,st.

The total length of a piece of wood and anotti-g piece

5" more than twice as long is 76 inches.

10% of a waPtain number of pounds pf solution* the
,

amount of salt in the solution.

A dining table was placed on sale It a discount of 10%

of the regular price, and the reduced price was $95.

(h) A mixture is made from two kinds of candy, one selling

for $2 per pound,.the other for $1 per pound. The

mixture contains a certain number of pounds of the $2

per pound candy. The amount of $1 candy is five

pounds more than the amount of $2 'candy. kThe'total,

cost of the mixture is $23.

A man walks in one direction at 2 miles per hour _and

another, starting from the same place at the same time,

walks in the opposite direction at 3 ..miles per hour.

After a certain length of time has elapsed they are

4 miles apart.

9 The sum of three consecutive even integers is 5920. Find the

numbers.

10. The perim er of a rectangle is 1 feet. The width is 7#
felt. Find the length.

11 One side of a tr' ngle is twice as long as another side and

the third side times as long as the longer of the

first two. The cr-rim- er is 37 inches. How long is each

side?

506
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Review Problem

con'tinued) A
12 Find the truth sets of the following open sentences'.

(a) 3x 2 - 5x 7 3(x 4),- 8

2x - 5 > x 7

(d

(e, )

(f)

(SY

(h)

y +4- - 2)

1 7V
5 +

x 4 < 2x 7

IxI

IX 11 -3

lx - 21 ... 2

. -2y 4- 3)

(i) (x-+ 5) _ - 2)

(j) 3X 5 > 3x 4- 2

Find two integers

a) whose product is 96 and whose sum is 35

(b) whose product is 96 and whose sum is 28

(c) whose product is 600 and whose sum is 70
(d) whose product is 600 and whose sum is 83

(e) whose product is 600 and whose sum is 601

(f) whose product 18 600 and whose sum is 48

14.

15.

Find the dimensions of a rectangle whose area is 800 square
feet and whose perimeter is 120 feet.

Find the base and the altitude of'a triangle if their sum is
21 units and the area of the triangle is 52 square units
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RADICALS

I12-1. ,Square Recta:

In' our tidy of the addition of one real number:to another

we-found at we vin-Ilway'a reveree, or "undo" the process.
This can b ddhe by adding the opposite. For example, adding
5 can be reversed by add (-5).

In multiplication the same thing s true, with one
exception. Multiplication by any real number, except zero, can

ways.: be reversed. This can be done by multiPly-ing by the
reciprocal. For example, multipIication'by 5 ,can be reversed
if we multiply by

Let us now consider the operation of squaring a number. .r

,YoU recall thdt this is.the multiplication of's number by itself.
What about the reverse of this'operation? Suppose we begin with
a real number which we assume is the square of some other real
number. How do we deterthine what that other number is?

To put this problem in terms of a mathematical sentence we'
might say, for example, given the sentence

x
2

= 49,

find a value of x which will make this a true sentence. It
should be clear that one element in the truth set is 7. Can
y u find another one? We see.that it id -7. We can check this

noting that (7)-
.2

. 49, and (-7)2 = 49.

As another example, consider the sentence

y
2

= 100.

It should he clear that 10 and -10 are elements of the
truth set of this sentence. Are these the only elements? To
answer this question owe note that if x is another positive
number besides 10, then either x <10, or x > 10. But by a
property'of order we can say that

if x <10, then x
2
< 100, and if x > 10, then > 100.
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Thus we See that 10 is the only positive element---

can be

Shown that if x is a negative number such that

x < -10, then x
2
> 100,

. and if x is a negative n

-10,

.

- In connection with the negative number,

er such that

2
then x- < 100.

We conclude from that 10_

1,11,-the truth set.q and that there

-10 -areithe only elemen
4

e at most two elements in the

truth set of any sentence of this type. It-would appear, then,

that the reverse, or as we sometimes say, the inverse of the
4

operation of squaring involves finding the truth set of a

Specdal fqrm of sentence.

'In the above two examples, we say that 7 and -7 are
(

square roots of 49, and that 10 and -10 are square roots

of 100.

Thus the process of reversing the operation of squaring is

that of finding the. square roots. The questiOn is, "How do we

do this?"

In our examples we were able to find the square roots

because we know from experience that 49 can be written as

7. x 7 and that 100 can be written as 10 x 10. In other

words we know that 49 and 100 are squares of integers, and

we know what these integers are. In the beginning, then, we can

say that In'certain eases we find square roots by a process of

recogni.ition.

Squares of integers are fairly easy to recognize if they

are small enough. We can also find square roots of fractions

if both the numerator and denominator are squares of integers.

For example we can see that a-square root` of

16 4
Is -e because we know that

.4 4 16
7 25

lb
Do you see that also a square root of ?

25

fi

0
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However, In the case of=-larger numbers, we may not be able

to,re gnize the fact.that they are squares of integers even -

thoug they are-. Tn.such eases we will find that factoring is

very useful. For example, suppose we are asked to,find the

square roots of 784. This is the same as the problem of

finding the truth set of

2
x = 784.

By thq methods we used in the previods 'chapter we can obtain the

prime factorization of 784, which IR

x 2 x x 2x 7 x 7.

We can group the factors As follows:

(2 x 2 x- 7)(2 x 2 x 7)

The indicated products in parentheses each represent the same

number, 28. This, then, is a square root of 784. Do you see

that the other square root 28?

Check Your Needing

1. What are the square roots of 49?

Name the elements in the truth set of "x2 49."

3. Why is a square root of
16

16
How mapy square roots does 7 have?

prime factorization of 784 is 2 x 2 x 2 x 2 x 7 x 7.The

How can the factors be ."grouped" so as to have two equal

factors of 784?

What are the square root6 of 71

Oral Exercises 12-1

1. Find the squares of:

(a) 3 (d) (g) -2

(b) 4 .(h)

(c) 5 (I)

511
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,

Oral Exercises- 2-1

(continued

Find the square roots of:

) 16 (d)

(b) 49 (e)
1

-25

(c) 100

Problem Set 12-1

Find the squares of:

) 9 (e) -25

(b) -13 (f)

(h) 144

121

Fihd the square roots of:

(a) ,(c)

36 ( d ) 169

225

1

Find the truth sets of the following sentences.

12.
9

2 = 0(a) x-
2

= 625 (c) - (e) x - 121

(b) m2 324 (d)
y2 _) y2 sri6 0

Write the prime factorization of each of the following

numbers and the prime factorization of its square.

(a) 30

(b) 12

e) 7

18

(e) 22

,

(f) 39

5. Write the prime factorization of each of the following

numbers and the prime factorization of its positive quare

root.

(a) .441 (c) 170-4 784

(b) 484 (d) 676 15,876

512



Problem Set 12-1

(continued)

If the square of a positive number is decreased by

the result 166. Find the number.

12-2.

Thus far we have been finding square roots of numbers

which are squares of intege7, or fr ctions whose numerators

and denominators are squares of inte ers. In all cases we

have seen that there are two sqUare r ots, one positive, and one

negative. In every instance the negative square root has been L

the opposite of the positive square root.

To make things convenient we will use the symbol

called a radical sign. It is used to indicate the positive

square root of a given real number, if there is such a root.

for example,-

= 7 means

"The positive square root of is equal to seven".

We sometimes call J "radical 49".

In general we say that

2
= b, if b is posit ve, and if b- =

where a and b are real numbers.

Suppose now that a is a negative real number, say, for

example -9. Would the symbol have any meaning? What if

we were to say that

This would mean that b is a positive real number and that

b
2

-9. But whether b is positive or negative, we know that

there is no real number whose square is negative. Why?

Therefore we can say that N/7; has no meaning if a is a negative

real number.

We shall say

CJ .

913



Check.Your Reading

1 Give tWo different ways in which the s 11 " might

be read.

2. 49" is a numeral for what number?

If = b, what two statements can be made about the number

b?

Why is it that the symbol

number?

5 State a simpler name for IET.

not represent a real

oral Exercises 12-2

1. Which of the following symbols name a real number and which

do not?-

(a)

(b)

(d)

(e) .47;
ai

(f)

in each of the following if the symbol names a real number,.

state another name for the number.

(d)

25

-49

Problem Set 12-

in each of the following if the symbol names a real number,

write another name for the number.

) 64 (d) 1/4-

5)(5) (r)

51_4-
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Problem Set 12-2

(continued)

Find the truth sets of the following:.

2x 16

2

(17)(17) = Y2

625
9

625

Use prime factorization to write another name for each of

the following:

Example: ../4-4i 3 . 7 7

3.7
21

25- (d) %/5-.004

1089 (e) VS7g

(f)

The common factors of 3 and 6 are 1 and 3.

What are the common factors of 3 and 6 x 6?

The common factors of 2 and 6 are 1 and 2.

What are the common factors of 2 and 6 x 6?

What are the common factors of 5 and 10?

What are the common factors of 5 and 10 x 10?

(d) What are common factors of 3 and

What are the common factors of 3 and 8 x 8?

) If the only common factor of b and a is 1,

what are the common factors of b and x a?



12 -3. Irrational Numbers.

In finding square roots, by the pkhie factorization method

we separated the proper factors into two parts.% We then noted
or.

that each-part contained the same factors as the other one.

In finding a square root of 900,

prime factorization is
,

2 x'2 x 3 x

for example, we note that the

5 x

We can group the'properwfactors as follows:

(2 .X 3 x 5)C2 x 3 x 5)

becomes clear that the positiVe squace root is 30.

However, suppose We are asked_to.fIrid a square root of 134.

The prime factorization is

2 x 2 x 3 x 7.

But this time we cannot separate the factors into two groups
which are,the same. What then? It might occur to us that we

could find another prime factorization which would be more
h pful. However, in Chapter 11 we learned that for any given

positive integer there is only one prime factorization.

From this we see that there is no positive integer which

is the.- square root of 84. The same thing is true of 12 whose
prime factorizatiOn is

and

2 x 3 x 2,

4prime fact4;ation

2 x 5.

We must now ask a very important question. Since there is

no pbsitive integer which is a square root of, say, 10, is

there a rational number, not an integer, whose square is 10?
aIn other words, can we find a rational number 17 whose square

is 10? This is a hard question to answer. We know that
32 m 9, and 42 m 16, so 3 is too small, and 4 is .too large,

Therefore our rational number, whatever it is, must be somewhePe,.'

between 3 and 4. Remember that a rational number is One

which we mum be able to write as a fraction whose numerator

51b
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and denominator are both integers A rational number between

and 4 which might work would be 3 -k, which we can write as
8

13

However, we see that

13 13
-

which is a little larger than 10. Do you agree?

We oouldwtry some others. But remember that in Chapter 1

we learned by means of the number line that between any two

rational numbers there are infinitely many others. In other

words we could keep on trying for a long time and our search

might never end!

But here is where mathematics comes to the rescue. We are

about show that there is no rational number which is a square

root of 10. Therefore, we dontt need to hunt any further.

4,
.

In showing this, we shall also prove a theoremwhich says

a great deal more. This theorem may be stated as follows:

If any integer has a square root which is

rational, then the square root is also an

integer.

For example, the number 10 is an integer. The theorem says

that if 10 has a square root that is rational, then the

square root must also be an integer, sliro, as 3 or 4. -Bilt

we already know that neither of these works; we also know that

any other integer will be either too small or too large. Thus,

once the theorem is proved, we will be able to say that 10

as well as many other numbers -has no rational square roots.

First, however, we must prove the theorem; the proof follows.

We begin by pickIng,any integer and calling this integer

n. We then suppose that n has a square root which is a
a

rational number and which we call FWe also say that ls
a

written in simplest form. That is, F is the common name for

our rational number. We learned In chapter 10 -what this

means. Tt means that a and b have no common factor except 1.



Since Ls a square root of

a
n; that is,

then

We know that b is not zero. Why? (Remember the description

of a rational number in Chapter 1.) Therefore we can multiply

both sides of our sentence by W- and obtain

axa-bxbxn.
This means that b is a factor of the integer In other

words all the prime factors of b are contained among the prime
factors c (a x a). But (a x a) has no prime factors which
are different from those o Each prime factor of a merely
appears twice as often n the prime factorization of (a x

Therefore, in locjng, at b we see that either b has a
-pr factor Ln common with a, or else b. ts 1_

But we started by saying that a and b have no common
tv

proper factor. Hence 'a must be

Thus we have shown that our rational number 4'
b
must be an

Integer.

We can now use this very important Idea to rind out her

or not any integer has a square root which is a rational number.
We can already see that 10 has no rational square root,

Suppose we try now the number 20. Does 30 have a rational
square root We are' askinv,, in other words, whether or n

represents a rational number, We can easily check this. By

the argument above, we see that if there is a rational'squ re

root of 30, than it muat be an inte. We try 5 and we
try cF. ut

and

Five snail and tlx Ls too larg,e. There is no Integer

between. 5 and S. Therefore does, not have a square root
which is a rational number.

n1O
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We can also check whether an Integer has an integral square

root by prime factorization: if the prime factors do not come

in pairs, then there is no integral square root, therefore no

rational square root.

Check Your Reading.

1. The prime factorization of 000 is 2x2x3 <3x5x 5.
Can these factors be separated Into two "groups" which are

the same?

2. What Is the positive square root of 900?

3. The prime factorization of 84 is 2 x 2 x 3 x 7. Can

these factors be separated into two "groups" which are the

same
o -

4. What _J What is 4? e square root of 10 lies

between what two Integers?

5. Is the Positive square root of 10 a rational number

between 2 and 4? .'

Complete the statement of the following theorem, which was

developed in this section of the text:

If an .integer has a square root which Is a

rational number, then

7. Does 30 have a rational square root? Why or why nob?

,Oral Exercises 12-3a

For each of the following integers, state its positive rational

square root if th-,reis..one. If not, show why not.

Example: 5.

If th:Integer 5 has a il'at1onal square root,

It must oe an integer. But 2 Is too small

since 2 4 and 3 is too large since

9. There are nnJilg integers between 2 and

:37 hence, 5 has no rational square root,

5T-9
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1. 3

Oral ExercIses 12-3a

(continuel)

10

2. 4 7. 13

3. 8. 25

9.

9 15.

Problem Set 12-3a

I. Fur each of the CollowInG Integers, state its' positive

rat anal square root if there Is one. If not, show why not.

(a) 11

(b) 25

(c) ()

(d) 23

(e) 35

(r) o25

2. For -ich of the following integers, state its positive

rational square root If there Is one. If not, show why not.

Exanplc 1 ),

I);olution: Since 5 5': S It the required

square root.

ELmaL2, 2. ' 3

Solutton: If the Integer 2- . 3 has a rational square

root, It As t. be an integer. But the prime

factors do not occur In pairs. Therefore there
,7)

Is no Integer whose square is 2 . 3.

a 2 -

(b) 3 X

(

, ,
(d) 2

,

_2() 3

(r) 24 13

')20

11'
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Problem Set 12-3a

(continued)

3. For each of the following integers, state its positive

rational square root If there is one.

(a) 144

(b)

(c) 117

(Hint: prime -ctor-
...74.zatton)

4. For each of the followinv integers, state its posItIve

rat onal square root if there Ls one.

(a) 1025 . (d) 737
2

(b) 252 (e) 67')

(c) 75 (C) 9CC

We have shown that a symbol ::cri as VT?' does not

represent a rational number. T'he same can be

It is tmportant now to review some impor,')nt Ideas about

rea numbers. In Chapter It was stated that the real

numbers are those numbers that can be associated with points of

the real number line. It was also stated that they include

rational numbers and irn, ,--Jona numbers.

It is possible to show that ,/7 is the coordinate of--7.
\

point on the number ltne The same Cs true

and others. Therefore these are real numbers Hut en have

just learned that they ace not rational numbers. Therefore

can see that there are real numbers which are not rational

numbers, We call such numbers

r via _t o no 1 flambe rn.

Thus we see that the set of real numbers consists of two

sabsetn, the rational numbern ani the irrattanal numbers. Every

real number is an element of exactly one of these two sets.

S:,ince an irrational number 'cannot be written as the

quotient of two inte-r, we need to use the radical sign a

great deal. We have eluready shown shot a numeral such as "47"

VIP
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can be written In tho simpler form "5": However, in the case

of a square root 01 , ,6 J

is
the simplest form we an write this in

.17

lieu recall that this represents the positive square root of 2.
For the negative' square root of 2 we write

Check Your ReadinE,4

1. Co-plete this statement: Real numbers are those numbers

that can be associated w h point's of the . .

Complete this statement: Some real numbers are ratio6a4

numbers: all of the others are

Which of the followtnr; are irrational numbers:

5?

4. Write numerals for the two square roots of 2.

1.

0

Oral Exercises 1273t

Which of the following are rational and which are irrational?

(a) ,/7? (3) -,/-75' (5) vir3

(b) (0) , (h)

( c ) (r) 1Y
( ) VIT

Find' the truth sets of each or the following:

(h), 1 ('=") x' - 'J (-1---Ii) :: : )

(a) x --- 2 (d) x - 5
_,

(a) x - 4
( (L) x

2
fl x ' 7 = 10

Problem ,I;et 17-3b

Which of the following are rhtlsal and which are irrational?

(a) vrT7

(b)

(a) (vr-T)
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Problem 12-3b

(continued)

Find the truth sets of:

.
1 2
l

x 5 (d) -3

y2 (e) t - Nr3T5

(c) 81 ( r ) x = ,/T1

Find the truth sets of:

(a) jzd = 15

(b) ,) =

l4 ÷

4. Flnd the

(a) 8k2 - lb

(b) 16x2 - 64

18

or

:f:

2 4

= 11 and x < 0

( -%/73 )2

Compound sentence)

- 3 = 0 (Compound sentence

5 If m and k are primes and

I. 2. m k. 3.

what values and k?
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12- SipIalficatAon of aicaJt

In the previous section we obcervel that the simplest form
in which we can write the psoitive op unto not is

HoWever, there tO 00 HOt H which call i_e 0 LOI that to,
written in a ion let :iort: even thotah they arc not qtares o
inte:;et.o. Fxarvien of oth analica_H

vtij "ollsner,ative

To le the we ncol an 1::Totant nroarty c: out 210010

YLnht

ishe thilr3,1;el -ut-i et (17 )(-,/77 , as to 3 n1-7;le

rallhhl.
We can 1.ho;,

I3tt we also hoc;: that

It rallows that

tn,-J 0l;ah33it100 tan 330e that

which Is the Jaiap as :It_c*Lia. th-A

:nest be egnal to

In thi: cane we hhve -oan new the 'I h; of two raChLoolo can be
wnhtton

it eh, W(,,: o'I P to Ohio
becal33;e the to torti 00 0 nepresentel sgoaeos 01

In other P",0 sybola for the
Into to; 1 2, wh!.ch Ott a(aanI.: ::ew 100 00 stnitiply.

Howevev, JLnhose to sat: Ito: tnr, (-)` w-,aitInF a

of; to Leo fcoo::

)(
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We cannot answer as we answered before, s1nce these are

Irrational numbers. Therefore we must try a dtrferent --- roach.

For the real numbers a and we khaw that

= r

This is another way of say1ng that ( ,/3 )( ft) ) Is a square

root of 15.

We know that ( ,(173 )( A/7) ) is positive.

Therefore, we can write

=

It should be clear Utilat, the above would hold for any non-negative

real numbers as well as 3 and 5. Thus we can state the

followIngogeneral property.

For any two ncrre-negative real numbers e and b

This tells us, for example, that tile following sentences are

true.

(
77, and

5

In the last sentence we have used the distrbutive proper

whtch, as you remember applies to all real numbers.

Check Your ?eadinE

Y,

The 'act toot " ( 72T)( - shows that ( F)( ,A7)

the positive square rnoc or wha'-u number?

2. Give another name for the product (

J. Prcvlded that a and b are non-negative, give another

name for the product ( v/-a)( vrE)

4 Use the diatrLty%Ive property to wet to the indicated

product .,./7(.17. as an indicatei sum.

s
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Oral Exercises 12-4a

Multiply Hs Irv; a,./75 Use the distributive property
where it. applies.

1.

2, ,77_Nr3

3 6

4 . H.

5 . ±/)

,(,,r3

/Ts 1-T,2

Proble e 2-4a

1. Simplify each of the f'dUowtn products.

(a)T (:1J773

b ) ,/5N/7:; .112

( c (

2. Simplify each of the following _products

(a) 12 (IT i--.) ( A;)

-,) i7; (,./73 i-*/76) (0)

( c ) ,j7 . ,./777, VT (r)

2. Simplify each o he followlhir products. In those problems
involving variables indicate, what restrictions must be put
on the domains the variables.

(a)

(t) f

(c) 12Ta

(1) (-172x ±/)
(a) m N/rl

926

, ,



Find

A

(t)
1_

v-
(5)

Problem tet 1P-4a

(continued)

truth sets of the followinm open sentences.

35

32 +Jd

. Multiply, indlcatinz, the restrl,ct ons on the domains of

the variables.

OW? (d) x (/x =f- 1)

(t) 3) (0) (,/!7 1)(13, 1)

( c ) ±
( (N/ v/i)

From the followin examples se will see how to simplify

certain for= on radicals. Spposao we wish to write a simpler

tohrs for the tante-wO_

Our khowletge of nactoning enables us to write this as

3.

The snot-Jeri./ we hove :est ottI1 ettat Les -s to write

,now that, There 50 oltr ninal form is

We cal this the nimptest no am of ,./1? It is the form in which

the smallest possiLie imtemer remains nnler the radical sign,

In the nest examnie we apbly or property to radicals con-

taining a 15005 sashes on factors. We can do this t ;.ettzm of the

associative Law of m,Jtit,taatIon. 3anpose we are 55ed to
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simplify, that is, find the simplest

Th

of ,./Idc-L We wri

3'. 5

( 2

last is the simplest form of 180.

In the above examples we have observed that expressions such

as Ep and 3- are clearly the squares of integers; hence .170

and may be represented as 2 and 3 without the radical

sign. It should be clear that this can always be done if the

exponent is an even number_ r example, 54 is the square of

the integer 5' which is 5.

Do you see that
_= (-
3

a11d

If we are working with radicals which contain variables, we

mu t pay special attention to the following idea. Suppose we are

asked to simplify the radical

We know that :-his represents a real number for all values of x.

Why? It wou ld seem natural, then, to write the following:

But now we m

values of

becomes:

ask the qu_s our sentence true for all

Suppose x has the value -7. Our sentence then

which is false. Why?

Because the radical alw ays, represents a non-negative square root.

To avoid this difficulty we always write in such cases

lx1

Do you see why this sentence

the meaning of Ixl in Chapter

all values of Review
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Here Is a somewhat more complicated example.

x'y _y y

5y

by

It might be Interesting to note that if we were asked to

simplify Y , we could wrLte

ly'l
However in this (f=, t would not be necessary to write the

absolute value symbol for y Do you see why? There is no

value of y for whtch y- is negative.

II 17211

ChecPc Your Readin7

and "2 VI" are names for the same number. Which

Is considered simple:,?

2 Give a simpler name for the number

3. GLve as Im er name for the number

24. Describe the trato act of A.

IXI."Describe the truth set of

Give a simpler name for

1. Give a simpler name ,:b7:

(cal :xerclaes 12-4r

Si=mplIfy the followthi4 ra,Loals; Indicate the restricttoRs on

the domain of the varlables.

530
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5.
1(

2
b. 11-.11

T.

8.

9. 5D

10. -AT

I. Sithpilry:

(

3. Simpitcy:

a) ,./ai

( b )

(c) ,7fT,A-T)

Oral Exercises 12-4b

(continued)

Problem 2et l2-4b

(1) .PLO6

(1 :3 121

(

(e\ .1;7 LT

(I) :775

!IldlcaUe tho l'estrictionn on t1-0 variable.

a) :\/7.--=',rx"- -132a

(b) (e)1,--da-

/-
::)
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Problem Set 12-4b

(continued)

Find the truth Sets of the following, writing each radical in

simplest forth.:

(a)' x2 a 56

(b) 2y 324

) 5m2 = 900

(d) t2 s 16

(e) 49 n2ll

6. Simplify; and indicate the restrictions on the variable.

(a) 25x

ti

5X 7 -k

(d) 625y=

196m

2

12-5. S mp1lfi,aation of Radicals Involving Fractions.

Thus far we have been simplifying radicals which for the

most part have contained positive integers. By means of a

second property for radicals we can work with fraction's in much

the -same way. ,To show how this prOperty works we will begin

with an example.

We have seen that

it should also be clear that

We see in this case that a single radical containing a fraction

can be written as the quotient of two radicals. Is this true

if the numerator'and,denominator are not squares of integers?

51 1
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For example, can be
1/411

We do know that

_en as

This tells us that is a square root of
5

is pa ye, we can say that
5

Since J-1
9

The general property can be stated as follows: If a is

A non-negative real number, and if b is a positiVe real

number, then

4

With this property In mind we can now simplify an

expression like 4. We say

173

.12 2 2

IT7
= which can be

written

second example involving a variable is

532

'
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The property can be used "in reverse". For example, if we
are askidto simplify an expression such as

we can see that

',Express

Express

3

Check Your Readin

T
t5 as the quotient of t

5

3. Complete this sentence: For any non-negative a and-
apositive b =

as a single radical.

$

o radicals,

A simpler phrase 'for

rs

simpler phrase for

5

Oral Exercises

9.

10.

24

3

15
5--

533-,
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Problem Set 12 -5a

Por the following problems indicate the restrictions on the

variable.

1. Simplify:

(a.)

( b )

1

2, Simplify:

( b

11

3. Simplify:

(b)

2
5

Simplify:

(a) 17

( b )

6

(d)

( d)
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Problem Set 12-5a

(continued)

Find the uth sets of the following open sentenceS.

t

47
2

72
5 5

1

(f) (y. +3)v/1F (Y.+ 3)

We come now to the case of a radial, like
P

containing a quotient of two integers in which the denominator

is not the square of.an integer. To simplify such a radical

will mean to write it in a form in which the numerator or

denominator is free of dic As an example, let us find
two simpler forms for

We know we can Write

If we multiply by

we get

which is another name for

'Another Simpl led _form is obtained by multiplying

which is anoth)r name for 1.

This will give us

5
5

b y
5

3_Both and ic
are simpler forms than the one we started

15

with. Later we will show that the second form is more convenient
for some punp ses. We call the first process rationalizing* the

535
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numerator, since the new gives a numerator which
15

is a rational number. For the same reason, the second process

Is called "rationalizing the denominator"

Eicample 1. S1'mplify by the proc'ess of rational=

izing the denominator.

Multiplying by

Example

we get ),

The steps are

multiply by

Simplify

/zing the denominator.

by the process of rational-.
2x

and get
2

1 kr

o).

Example 3. Simplify by the process of rational-

izing the numerator.

In this case we see' the need for restricting the domain he

variable. The expression .,/ is a real

non-negative. But we wish to multiply by

number only if x is

Therefore we

must say that x cannot be negative or zero. ,Do you see why?

Our example can be written as follows:

536
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x
X > 0.

Check Your ReadinS

1. What name for one do we use in rationalizing the denomin

of
5

What name for one do we use in

of
5

Why is it that In the expression

non-negative?

A

onal zing the numera

Oral_ Exercises 12-5b

1 jiationalize the denominator,

(d)

)

1

917

2. Rationalize the numerator.

(a) A

lea=(b)

(c) -7

537

or

the variable must be

I
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Probltm Set 12.75b

Rationalize the denominator.

2

,AT

1_4

AfTil

3

*.n

2. Rationalize the numerator

(c)

A7

2

Simplify by the processo rationalizing the denominator.

Indicate the restrictions on the variable._

v 5c

(b)

(d)

(e)

(r) Tb

Simplify by the process of ra ional,lzing the nu me

Indicate
0
the restrictions on the variables.

1 -1
(a)

7

(b)
,/(T7

(d)

../t73
e) -2
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Problem Set 12-5b

46 (continued)

Simplify by the process of rationalizing the denominator.

1

(b)

33

3
2

2

3
= 7 = 11

12-6. Sums and Differences of Radicals.

WA have seen what can be done with products and quotients of
radicals in order tp simplify them. We will now consider sums

and differences of radicals. We will see that in this situation

there is often nothing we can do to simplify a given expression.

Suppose we are given, for example, the phrase1
It is clear that -TT and v'T are each in simplest form,.and

there is no way in which we can perform the indicated operation of
addit ion. Therefore we say that the phrase

is already in simplest form.

On the'other hand, suppose we are given an expression such as

We see. that

follows:

Thus

expression a

3 112

3 -,/372: .

he right may be simplified as

2

= 3 . 2

riginal expression may be written as

53 q
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By the distributive property

4.17 + . + 6)

which may be written as

o 1'1

This form is the simplest one.

The difference of two radicals can often be simplified in

much the same way. We try first to work with each radical

separately to see if it can be simplified. If our expression

can be written so that both radicals are the same,we may then

combine the two parts by'the distributive properly as above.

As an example, simplify

The radical on the left ctn be written as 3 vrT.

The radical on the right can be written as 2 7. Do you

see why? This gives us

2 ,(7

Using the distributive property we obtain (3

Check Your Reding

1. Give a simpler name for the number 4 + 6 %/7.

What property of the real numbers isused in simplifying

4 IT

Give a simpler name for 3 ,,r7

Give a simpler name for NIC:3 1.

Oral Exercises 12-b
N.

mplify. Indicate the restrictions on the variables.

-16-.

10. 11T +

54c,
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Problem Set 12-6
K

1. Simplify. "Indicate the restrictions on the variable.

(a) 9,./T (d) 13i7 217
(b) 5 VT 2 Nr5 (e) 3 v +

(c) 8 2/7 3

Simplify.

(a) VT

(b) IT - ,TET

00 317 +

Simplify. Indicate the

(a) -1*-75 2 1S

(b) ./5§

(c) + 2 1ra

Simplify.

(a)

(d) 3 ,./T

(e) 2 172 + 3 1'2

(r) 3172

restrictions on the variable,

(d) + RTC)

( e ) 4 + 2 f

1(r)
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Problem Set 12-6

(continued)

Simplify. Indicate the

I a I -.66a 2

7
5 -%/72,

(d)
87d 7 b

restrictions on the .variable.

12-7. Approximate Square Roots in Decimals.

We have said that the'simplest form in which

squar root of 3 is

-13

he

This is a real number. Therefore it must b= associated with

some point on the number line. Since we know that 1
2 = 1, and

2
2 4, our point must lie somewhere between 1 and 2:\

0 2

But the symbol doesntt really tell us very much about ju

where this is. Therefore we would like to be able to express

this number in another way.

Since we know that N/7 is not a rational number, we

cannot write it as a fraction with integers for numerator and

denominator. We also cannot write it exactlz as a decimal ith

a fixed number of decimal places, since such decimals are names
2

for rational numbers ((for example, .4 = .301

On the other hand we ,can find a decimal expression which

will be close to the real square root we are looking for. This

expression will tell us more about where the point should lie.

,Letts begin by squaring some numbers between 1 and 2,

written as numerals with one decimal place. By actual

542



1 =7

4
multiplication we see that

-,
(1.5)2 2.25, 1.6)

2
2.56, (1,7} -= 2.89,

and (1.8)2 m 3.24,

This should-make it clear that the point associated with

.17 lies somewhere between 1.7 and 1.8.

0'

I

I 17 1.8

We can express this idea using inequal_ y symbols as folio

1.7 < 4 < 1.8.

We can read this in two ways. We say that IT is greater an

1.7 and is less than 1.8. Another way is to say -that

is between 1.7 and 1.8.

The method which we have just been using consists of two

Steps. We first determine the two integers between which our

square root lies. This locates our point somewhere in an

interval which is one unit long.

In the next step we divide the Interval into tenths and

then locate our point somewhere in one of these smaller inter-

vals.

Check Your Reading

1. Is there an exact decimal name for Why or why not?

2. What is the meaning of the statement "1.7 < 4 < 1.8"?

Between what

1.

Oral Exercises 12 -7a

two integers do each of the followin- lie?

6. ,/53

2. vrI7J 7. ,./99

3. 8. -,../82

y. -,./1,-f0

v/107

543
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Problem Set 12-7a

Locate each of the following in an interval of one-tenth as in the

example in the text.

6. %/2-1

7. '1-3

8. .1715

9.

10..

We have learned that A/I lies between 1.7 and 1.8. By

actual multiplication we see that

(1.7.0)2.= 2.8900, (1.71)2 = 2.9241, (1.72)2 = 2.9584',

(1.73)2 = 2.9929, (1.74)
2

= 3.0276 .

Fro&his we can locate ,/7 in an even smaller interval. We can

say that

1.73; < < 1.74. Can you see why?

We call such numbers as 1.73 or 1.74 approximations to Nr3.'

Which is closer?

These two numbers have been determined by squaring every

two -place decimal from 1.70 to 1.74. But this approach can

mean lots of work and some wasted. time.

There are better methods for finding'an approximate square

'root. We will show one of these methods by means of examples.

COnsider the problem of finding an approximation to NiT(5.

As in the previous examples, we first locate the two integers

between which our square root must lie, Can you see what these

two integers are? Suppose we try 3 and 4. 32 = 9, and

4
2

544



this method we want to pick the Int-eger

eloper to: What 1 your choice? .N6 doubt it is

h we think is

We call

3 in this problem a-

first approximation

to it is convenient, now, to make use of anew symbol
, "

meaning, approximately equal to." Thus we write

Our next job is to find a rational number which is closer to
f

1.(to than 3. We will call this7w!lumber a second approximation.

-w suppose we did have a number p -whiChls the ekact square

That is, let p We could then say thatroot' of 10.

p-pe 10.

But we know that 3 is not exactly equal to p. In fact, since

3 .3 -9, We know that 3 is smaller khan p. Do you 'eee why?

Since

must
1

7

as
/ -

We ha

1_,etls now form the sentence

3:n = 10.

3 is smaller than p, then,

represent a number 1

obtain'

his is a true iienteAce, n

_er 7than- p. Multi- ing both Sides by

L

which cap be written approximately
10

n

p lies between 3 and 3.33...

3.0 3 -33

We take as' our second approximation the p:i__

:and

of

3.'33. Another way ayinr, this is th

and 3.33 which p,ives

30

3.17.

31n

545

half-way between

take the average
1

3.33
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Thus ou

It is

end approximation is .17.

esting tb,Inota that
0

This tells us t

(3.17)

3.1.7 'is closer to 10 than 3 is.

This process''Coujd now be done again. We .could_take .3.17
1

as a new approximation. As before, We would divide this into 10.
10We would then take 3:17. and rind the average of these

that is we would calculate

3.17,
10

2

and 4ind an even closer approximation.

In geberal, however, we will perform the operation-only once.

To review the steps, letls,consider another example. Find an

apprimate value of yrEi.

We see that '42 = 16 and 52 =,25. Which one is clfAer?- If

we, -hink that 5 'is closer, what is the next step?- We say that

. -n5 @- = n 2,r which is 4.4.

As before,We see that ,14 lies between 4.4 and

Therefore we'rind the average, of 4.4 and 5 which is

4.4 5 4.7; we can now say that as a second approximation

4.7

r

'Cheditoy rnt _iplicatien that 4..7 i a closer approximation than

5.

Check Your Reading

1. In the text, what was the first approximation to, 0?

2. how i the sentence .TO 3V read?

3. If 3 is used -as the first approximation to 0, how

is the'second approxi,mation determined?

546



Oral Exe e- 1 -7b

approximation for'esch

f) 12.0

of

(g)' N/99

(h) 75

the following:

Give a seCond approximation for each of the following:

3c?

Problem Set.12-7b-

approxima ions for the following numbers.
464

) ,/IA()

(e) ,1171-

(c)

P1n second appro ons for

( a ) t-7%/17

(b)

(c) ITT

I
he following numbers.

Find second approximations for the fclioi_ mbers

(a) ,./TT (a) vq-TT

(d) 1< (e)

1
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Problem. Set 127t,

(continued)

Find decimal approxlmatldns for the following, given

1.0rFA$1.414 and

_ample:

Solution:

c) 108

y450 .,4777;

50 m 5 (1,41q

7.070

412450

"Hint: rationalize
the denominator.

The diagonal a rectangle can be found by the formula

w-
2

where d is the number of units in the length of the

diagonal, J is the number of units in the length, and

is.the number of units in-the width, all measured in the

same unit. Find a second approximation to the diagonal of

a rectangle in each of the following cases,

(a) jr- is 5 feet and w is 4 feet.

(b) is 5 inches and w is 3 inches.

,(c) 1 is 7 yards and w is 5 yards.

12.8. Cube Roots and Roots.

We have defined square rods of real numbers as fdilows.

We say that b. is a square root of, a if b? m

Consider, now, the number We see that 8 can be

ten as

548



12,

which is the same as

Likewise

27 4 3 x 3 x 3

33
and

64a 4x 4x
43

We call 2 the "cube root" of 8. Similarly 3 the

cube root of 27, and 4 is the cube root-of 64.. Can you see

what the cube root of 125 might be?

In general we say that,a real number b is the cube root

of a real number a, if

b3b a.

The study_ of cube roots brings in some ideas which differ

somewhat from those involved in'square roots. 'You":-recall, for

example, that a sqUare root of 49 is 7; another square root

14 is -7.

However, in the-case Of the cube root of 8, Are have shown

2 isa cube root. But what about -2? What is the

Value of (-2)(-2)(-2)

Do you see that it is Therefore we say that 2 a_

the only real number which is the cube root pf 8. Likewise

3 is the only real number which is the cube root of 27.
.3

Since ,( =2)3we know that ,2J- = ,8, it follows that -2 is

the cube root of -8. Thus we can say that there are real

lumbers which are cube roots of negative real numbers. In

fact it can be shown that every real number has exactly one

real number as its cube root..

Again we make use of the radical sign to indicate cube

In this case we place a "3" in the'symbol in this

Thus,'ray:

125 5 = -4,

['he "3" in the ymbol is called the index of the radical..

['he cube root radical can represent a positive or a negative

real, number: s_nce there is no confusion as to which one is

leant. We also say that

549
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Check Your Reading

What is the cube root of 8?

Give another name for J 27

3. If b then b

4. Give another name for

5. If x is a positive number, is x positive or negative?

6. If x is a negative number, is 4/7 positive or negative?

Oral Exercises 12-8a

Give a simpler name Xpr each of the following:

6. 4/=3 Is
_Is there any resric-_

tion on the domainof a?
1., F7

5

64

7.

8.

10.

216a

oblem Set 12-8a

1 Give a simpler name for each of the following:

V/764
27

,3/1_25

2. Give a simplie

)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

name for each of the following:

4550
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Problem Set 12-8a

(continued)

'.'Find the truth sets of

x-3 . -27

(c)

. 32

- 12 = 20

(d)

(e) 5m3 -:135

3 4/i -= 243

In dealing with square roots we legrned a very important

theoeem. This told us that if the square root of an integer is a

rational number, then it must aTeo be Ininteger. Thus we were

able to see that numbers like and ../W are not rational

numbers.

The same type of argument holds for cute roots. We.can show

that if the cube root of-an integer is a rational number, then it

must be 4an integer.- Thus we have, cube roots which are irrational

muthbers. Take for example

The prober prime factoils of 20 ,are

theinteger which is the oube root

number. But the cube root of-

the real number line. It is a

2 x 2 x 9. There is no

of= 20, and therefore no rational

20 is associated Vsth a on

real number.

In general, the idea of root goes be ond square and cube root

Consider a number such as 81. Its prime moors are

x 3.x 3 x3

In this case we say that 3 is a fourth

81 . Since (-3 ) . 81, -3 is also

If We have a number such that a-5

a fifth root of b. We can summarize by saying that if

root of 81, since

a fourth root of 81.

then say that a is

n
x = y.

where x and y are real rarnbers and

than

a positive integer,

an
"
n
th"

root of - y.

551
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n the case of cube roots and'square roots, we can find
_thp roots which are irrational, where n is any positive

integer., In addition to n
th

roots of real numbers there are

many other real numbers associated with points on the number

line w4ch are irrational. You have heard Of such numbers:

1r is one of thee1 In fact it can be prpved that there are'

more numbers which are neither rational nor the n
th

roots of

rational numbers than there are of any othir type.

Check Your Reading.

1. Why i9n't there a rational cube root of 20?

2. What does ux is:an n
th

root of y" mean?

Problem Set 12-8b

Which of the following sythbols represent real numbers and

which do not?

2 Classify the real numbers named in Problem 1 into the

"smallest" of the following sets to which each belongs:

the integers the rationale, the Irrationals.

Summary

1. For a positive real number a, the symbol'; indicates

the positive square root of a. a

2. In general we say that
2

b- a.

NfiT

if b is positive and

4

. If any integer has a square root which is a rational number,

.then this square root-must itself be an intezer.

552,



. A real number Which is not rational* is Cali,ed a irtional
number. Numbers such as %/1715, are irrational,

For arty two non-negative real numbers a

vg)( ,E) = ab.

If a ,is a non-negative real'number and if b is a

positive real number, then
a

7

The following examples illustrate what we mean by

mplifying \:

(a) 32a- (16a4)(2a)

4a2 a > 0

,%/--7
b) 50x- 5Ixl°

( c )
7

3

1

and 3--- are each considered to be a
4./g1

simpler form than
7

The process used to arrive at 21
7

is called

rationalizing the denominator. The form
3

21
was obtained by rationalizing the iumerato

9. For any real number a, 4/7 b if b3 =a.

10 is called the cube root of a. The number

called the index of the radical.

Every real number has viAactlyl ne real cube root. The

.cube root of a negative number is negative. The cute root

of a positive number is positive. 0 0.

12. In contrast to this every positive real number has two real

square roots which are the opposite of each other.

553



13. A real numbe'rl b is balled an n
th

root a real =umber

a if b- = a- where n is p- itive intdger\

14. In addition to irrational roots there are many more

real numbers which are irrational. This litter type of

irrational number makes up the largest of all the sets of

real nun

Summary of the Fundamental Properties of Real Numbers.

Suppose you were asked the following question: "Jua What

do we mean when we say, 'The Real Numbers'?". This is a

difficult one to answer. We might say something like, "These

are tfieinurilberd people upe every:day," or, "They are the things

we count and measure with".

Actually neither of these Statements would tell very much.

As a matter of fact much of the York we have been doing so far

has consisted of an attempt t arrive at an understanding of

what the real number system n do ng,this we haven't said
;

Ikry mucivabout what real.numbera V e elvea are. Onphe
otht hand t4 have learned a great deal,about how they behave:

have ftudied operations, relations, and propertiea,erthese.

But it is )1.1st these ideas which give us an understanding of

real numbers. Thus, the best way to deal with our question

might be to discuss theSe properties.

It turns out that a full definition of the real number
% --N

system can bagiven,by means of co+Ptain of the properties we halse

studied plus one additional, property. We will not discuss 'this

last property in detail si involves complications beyond

the range of this course. However, it is. interesting to note

that if we include all but this last propt;rty, we have a full

definition of the rational nUmbers,,

. It Is this last property which, in a sense, brings in the

irrational numbers; that is, it fills up the number line. For

this reason me can refer to it as the completeness property.

Since our definitions of the real number system must include

this, we will mention It by name, but not give a description.

The following, then, defines the real number system. It

should also provide a very helpful review.



The real number system is a set of elements(4allsdfreal

numbers, The syspem his two operations: addition, with the

symbol' '"+", and multiplication with the_symbol The

system also has an order relation "is less than" with the symbol

" < ". The two operations and the relation have the following

-properties.

For any real numbers a and

a + b is a real number.

Fert,any real nuMters, a and

a + b b+

For any red,-numbers a, b, anc

a + b) c a + (b + c

There is a special real number

!such that, .f

a + 0 = a.

any real number 'a,

5. FOr every real numb'er a there

is a real number such that

a + ( -a)

any real numbers and

a b, Is a real number.

7, For any real numbers

a b = b. a .

For any real numbers

c, (la .

and

(commu ive property

of addition)

(associatitve property

of addition) 4

(identity element

of addition)

(inverse elements

of addition)

(comaJtative property

of multiliplica:tion)

c a (b c) associative proper

of multiplication

There is a special real a noon

that, for any real r..imner

a 1 a.

1

(identity element of

, multiplication)



Forevery real, number a.

different frpm -0, there is

a real number
1-

a
such that

.a ) 1.

11. Fen%

and

a

any real numbers

c, a(b .+- c)

b + a c.

12. F r any real numbers 6 and

b, exaotly one of the follow-

ing 1- true: a <.b, a - b

b < a, (comparison property

of order)

(inverse glen nts of muat1p117,

cation)
r +

(distr1Jbutive 'Drape

13. For any real numbers a, b,

-and c, If a < b and b < c,

then a < c. (transitive property

of order)

14. For any real numbers

and c, if a < b

then a + c < b +

For.any real numbers a

and c, if

a < b and c is positive,

then c -.' a < c b;

a < b and c is negative,

(addition property -

of order)

then c b < (mu tiplication,p oerty

of ord$F)

6. The Completeness Property.

'Some of the irope-t which we haye studied are not

Included in ,this list. We have left these out for a definite

reason. It is because these other properties can be proved by

using the ones which appear in the list. We shall include

below a set of additional properties. We hope that you will

discover how these can be shown to be true for real numbers.-

5'-)6
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Since the first

order to prove, or discove ' the others, this f lrnt set as,,,

said before, completely def Ines The Real Number 'tem.
il

of prc rties all that we need

Additional Properties

17. Any real number x has juA one additive inverse, namely

18.

19.

For any real numbers a and

-(a + b)

For' -real nunbers, a, b, and c, if

For', any real number a, = 0.

For any real number a, -'-a.

22, For any real numb

(-a)(-b) = a

and -(ab) d

Any real number different from has ,just one multipli-

cative Inverse, namely

The number 0 has no reciprocal.
_

25. The reciprocal of a'positive number- is positive, and the

reciprocal of a negative number Is negative.

The reciprocal' of the reciproca

a, is a.

a non-zero real

For any non-zero numbers anc_

For real numbers

b b.

For .real numbe

then b.

a and

and c

30. For any real numbers and

31. If and are real

is a positive number

1

ab

ab - 0 then a = 0 or

ac be,

when -a,

f a and b positive! real, numbers,

1 1
b (% a

a b, here

en



As an illustration of how a proof might be carried out, let

us consider Number 1P from the list of additional properties.

"For real numbers a, U, and c, if a+c-b+c, then a- b."
We ',assume that a, b, and c, are given and that

a c b + c.

We c'an now use fundamental property Number 5, which, with a

change of letter can be stated,

For every real number c thef;e is a real number

-c such that a + (-c ) - O.

Thus, -can now say that

(a

since thei_right. aid left

number.

Also

and

Hence

Now by prope

( -a (b + a) -0)

sides of the equations name the same

be r-

+

a 4-

a + f-

b -4- (C 4- ( -c

b 0.

a - b,

which 'statement we were trying to prove.

Review Problem

1. Tell which of the following symbols represent real numbers

and which do not. Further identify each number as an

-element of the "Smallest" set of numbers to which it Palen

(Integers, rational numbers, or irrational numbers).

by property
Number 3

3
1

3 + 3,



Find the tr th

(c) 0

Review 'Prob1em Set.

(continued)

W lch of f he followlnr,entencez are tme a Li which are false?

1

FO- Aver

+

Simpllry Inl :a

(a)

17

I-- do-lain or the variable when ,feted.



ew Problem Set

c'ontinued)

Multiply

#(a)

(b) (Y 3)(Y 1)

) (m 5)(m 6)

2n - 1)( 1)

a -I )(a b)

2x - 1)(2x 1)

Simplify. Indicate the restrictions on the variable where

necessary.-

1

a)

( b

7

3
7

A boy has. 1.75 in change if he.has twice as many dimes as
1nickels and -5 as many, quarters as dimes, how many off-each

coin does he have?

[0. A plane had enough. gasoline for 6 hours of flight. How

many miles can it fly away f'x.-,or its base before it Amst turn
back, tif 'its rate is 100 mph away and 120 mph returning?

500



Chapter 13

POLYNOMIALS

13-1. Polynomials'.

In a previous chapter we were interested in,learning how

expres- numbers 'in factored form%. We now wish to find out ,whether

-it is passiNe write more,cdmplica_ed expressidns in factored

,-form. In other words, if we are given a certain type of phrase,

ca we write it as the Indicated product of simpler phra.

A narial answer to this question was already given ,V

use of`' the distri[.utive' proper For example. we have

learned that

By the same

t) = 5a

5ab.

b) ts the factored form of

By a imilar apslIcatlen of the distributive property

3x can .te written as

sinne +

In the above exam ales we

X.X +

factored form of x 5x,

and is the factored o f 5, by

In working the stove examples we also used some other- properties.

Can you see what they were



Oral. Exercises

Express each of the following i,n th factored form:

1 (a) rn =i= Pm

(b) 3n2 6

37t bY'

(e) b' b

(f) 2b2

2x
2

(h) 4.7.2 - 10

0) 4r- - 10r,
I

-1

In our study of the factored forms of numbers in Chapter 11

we worked with positive integers. We wrote positive integers as ,

products of other numbers which were themselves positive integers.

The point to be noted here is that the indi*dual factors wet,e in

all cases numbers of the same kind as the number we started with.

or example, we might have said the following:

-2)(-3),

This is a true sentence. However, the factors on the right are

negative integers. The number on the left Is a positive integer.

Since we wanted the factors to,bethe same kind of numbers as the

original number we said that the factored form should be

(

Another way of factoring. the number 0 might have teen to write
i

-

1
Her the numt)er 1,3 a positive number; but it is-'notv an

int:-ger. Therer6re it 12 not the same kind of number as the
1

nurm,r and thus we dld not include -. as a factor of, 6.

r



In this chapter we shall to workinF witn phrases rather

than with individual numLers. The importnnt thing to keep in

mind is that when we wish to write a certain phrase in 1actored

form we will want the factors themselves to Le expressions of

the same kind as the phrase wwrtarted with It is necessary,

then, that we know what we moon by phrases or the same kind , or

!phrases of a special type.

what

When we refer to a nomter as a positive ILL,LIL, we know

we are talking aout. In a lint of numuers such as

1

(-6) (_ = 7

the first a-' I as are positive integers. The others are not

But suppose we consider phrases such as

1

X
x +

a
-1_

a 7.

The problem selecting test :1: ones Ls not so easy. We would

probably agr'ee that they are two all of .he some type. Which

ones'nre d,ifferent Vromrle others? We will be interested in one

special type. The kind we are 11-11erestiltd In are the third and

last expressions.

If you were asked to irmilcate the dif:rerence tetween these

two and the others, how would ynu answer the question? All 5

expressions contain a,arlaule. Others'besidethe third and last

show exponents, whicrt-dmplies mulyplication:- They also show

addition and suctraction. Do you sttlte, however, that the third

and last are the only ores which have no indicated-dlvlsion?

The expressions

x and x ± x -

are examples oi what we call polynomiEqs. The other expressions

are not polynomials.

To help in our understanding In. :t examine the way in WhiCh

a certain type cit patjhomal In tosmeat AS a start, consider the

set consisting or all 1,,he 11-it,7AKer\, t,/ht ts the set

I - (-1),



Then let us consider one, two, or more variables, depending on

whether we want to form polyrwmials in one variable, two

variables, or more. We shall assume, as before, that the domain

of these variables is the set of all real numbers.

We are now ready to describe what we mean by a polynomial.

In the first place a polynomial may consis,t-of any numeral for

an element in our set or a variable itself. Thus, is a

polynomial, "- is a polynomial, "5- is a polynomial,

"(-7)"- is a polynomial,

A-polynomial-is also

any expression which ndicates addition,

subtraction, multiplication, or taking

oppbsites of- any elemen'ts of our set

and the variables.

For example, le_. us begin with a variable x and Indicate

multiplication o This gives us the expression

Then indicate mul tipl ication of try This gives us 5x,

Then indicate the sum of thee expressions. This gives us

x- + 5x. Next indicate raction of 7. Our resulting

pressioc is

whiff is a polynomial. Note that the expressions x,

x + 5x are also polynomials.

The indicated operations of addition, subtraction,

cation, or taking opposites could have continued much longer,)

giving us something like

Ox

or even more complicated expression Ti:__ would still be

4

polynomials as long as we used no other than the four operations,

listed above a finite number of times. However, as we said

befor6, expressions -Like

Ox x

are not polynomials. Why not? Do you see t

the operation of divisron!! examples

Ill in

nomials are
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Jx

The original" set of numbers A_

our polynomials was

started with In forming

set off integers. There are other types

of polynomials for which the original set of -umbers May be a

different set, such an the ional numbers c r tffe real numbers.

For this reason it is important to distinguiSh the different

types as polemials over.tbe ratlonals, polynomials over,. he

reals, of nom overAhe irate ers. However, we shall for the

Amost-part be co cerne_ with the last type: For convenience,

therefore,, we -. merely use the word polynomials in the early

er to mean polynomlals over the integers.

Later, ben we,are -king with other number sets, we shall

speeif the type of polynomial being considered.

definition of polynomials'applies to polynbMials in any

4number o variables. Examples of polyn_ ials in two variables

sec-el-pone of this

are

5x + x y

5$t .t

"/Iab e-
2

Examples df polynomials in three variables

2xyz z 1

3a 2b

Check Your Reading

1 Why do we cOnsfiler -Otter factded f

than (-2 )(-3)? (4)(1(29-

565



Check Your Reading

(continued)

a

.

Whiohof'tbe following are positive integers?

3 1
(-6), 7' (- (-29), 7

5
5. How does the phrase

+ dit-Yer from 'the phrase

4: -171711; an example of a polynomial in one variable.

-_=__-
5. Whic Vof the ollowing are polynomials?

2 o
x + 5 ___L; o -. n

, 2 1-
X' - -f.)X + 12,, r + rt-- - s + 7,

2x - 1 Y x -+ 3' C x
, o , i

6. -Polynomials such as 5x + xF - y-'" + 6 and a2 - 4ab + b-
o

are pelynomials in 'how many variables?

What about the polynomial 2Xy2,7 +z-y±

8- Is It possible to write a -olynomial in 'more than three

_. What opnrutiona may be Indicated An a polynom al?

Oral Exercises

I. Tell which of following are polynomials.

(a) 2a ( g

-

_ 2
(I) -bab- + I:dab + 18a

(d) 2ay (J)
x+ 1
x+4

a

2. In the exercise above tndicate which-- polynomials are

olynomials In one variable; in two variables: In three

JAvariables.

5f-,
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Problem Set 11.371b

1. Write three polynomials in one variable.

2. Write three polynomials in two variables

3. Write three polynomials in three variables

(a) Write the variable y.

(b) indicate the sum of 3 an

Indicate the product of h um and 2.

(dr Indicate that 9 is subtracted from this product

Is the resulting expression a p_olynomial?

.Write any letter as a variable and tal-c0 Its oppos e.

(b) Indicate the product of 4 and the variable.

Indicate the sum of b and the

(d) Indicate the ppduct of 3 and the sum.

(e) Indicate .tote quotient of the result in Q (d) b r the

opposite of the variable you chose_an (a).

(f) Does; he resulting expression involve only the opera-

ticsile permitted by the 'definition of polynomial?

Is it a polynomial?

6. Perform the indicated operations and simplify. Is the result

a polynomial over the integers?

(b

2x (x e 7)

sj to

xy(xy2 + x'y)

each of the following polynomials in factored form

where the factors are of the same kind as the polynomial.

bx +

(b) 1 5Y 5z

(c) 2h- + h

(d) 4z- - 8z

(e) 3xc 2x'

ax` + ax
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=0.

Factorlh_E.

In the beginning oIf this c,hapter we asked the question,

"If we are given a cer, n_type of phrase, can we write it as the

indicated product of stMi-)ler phrases?". It was Lkter pointed out

that,f0le will want the simpler phrases, or factors,--6-1, Le of the

same type as the opressign we start, 41th, For psvfnItple, the

factors of a given posi tive IntThzer should also be positive

Integers.

We are now read to Lake up the protlem of factoring

expressions c a cer,-ain type, namely poynomials. When we write

polynomials in factored form; we wilt-7ant th?re themselves

to be phi-sacs of he same type, that is, w _ill want the /
Individual factors to be polynomials -1_11,s-0. For"rthis -1ta.son it

, has been necessary to make sure that we can\recognizea polynomiaI
_-

when we see one

In one of our earlier ex: pie- we said that the factored

form of

x + 3x s

Here we see that x Is a polynomial. Do you see that the

factors x and x + 3 are also polynomials?

It, would have been possible to writts,

as x Ox) or
1

x

but in these two cases we see that the factors are not all
1

polynomials. According to our understanding,cranybu see that

Is not a polynomial? (Remember that we are stqtalking snout

polynomials over the inteE-fj's.) 're) you also setii that 7 is not

a polynomial? Why?

In working with positive integePs,''we used the berm prime

number. This referred to an integer grel--,0-er that-- 1 which had

no proper factors. IL ts convenient to nse the ,-ame Idea in

Connection with the l'acuorinR of pohynomills, w6\r_141all want to

call a certain typt of polynomial a "c.c" polynomial 11' It

satisfies certain condllons,
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' In line with our discussion about Integers, we shall he

word "prime" to apply if the polynomial n question canqbt be ..

factored further, That Is, It cahnot t)e-wrItten as the product 4

of two other polyn4mIals. COnsider, then-, t-5,t;e pJlynomia..1.

)
.,--- x

it polcie to W'r11-,CE. T',1.-' -"

or, (-1)(5 -4r),7

5

where in both cases we have two "factors' which are polynomials.

However, since both 1 and (-1) arc factors of every polynomial,

we shall Tflut consider either (I)(x -.5 -- or (-1) (5 x) a

"proper" factorization. Thus we may call x a prime,

polyn6mini.

' 7 CC not .a pr e polynoMdal, since it
ran re writ.t'en.am 3yb.,T +

'cx + is not a prime polynoial, since it
can 75i written as 0 x + 5).

Is it possible to factor the expression 3y(y + 2. any
2

further? Since the answer Is no, we have factored ,,3y0 + 6y

completely when we write f,y(y 2). Tn this sense we sHall call

'y(y a) a prime rtictorization of fy + Oy.

We noted a6ove that 0-(x + Is a factored form of

6x + O. Ye also otserve,L9at 0(( + 5) is not "completely"

factored since It can se wIt cen as 3.2(x + 5). However, we

shall ma_ke an exception 1 21e, cas'e of a factor which is itself

an integer, such as a- - agree to call an expression of the

torn 1-(x +%+,) a -crime faccorisation. Similarly, we shall call

10(x +

a prime factorization c': 10x + 'w) even though 10 can be

factored as:-.
It should cc cLear, however., chat 0(x-' x 5x) is not a

prime factorization. Neither is 5x + 12. Can you see why?
2

What is the prime factorization of 6(x + 5x)? What is the

prime factorization or rx
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Some other examples are

f21Y-P°m:4

a +

jx + ±1
)

Prime Factorization

(a )t -
(x + 1)(x + 1)

5x(x + -.(x L- 1)

By multiplication a d application or the distribtive. law, can

you show that each eTcesSion on the right names the same number

as the -corresponding expression on the4leCt?

Check Your Heading

1.%. What are the CactorS af x- +

7. That 1 a prime polynomial?

5. What -does It mean to iactor rf polynomial: completely?

4. What is meant u the term "prIme=factoriation' of a

polynomial?

D. Is the polynomial + l written in factored form?

Oral Exe roises

1. It in-Jorsi6le to tact or 4 7;:( he 9x) or

x(1 + x)- Why do we preCer x(1 '5x)?

+ e) t:ne f'-?(2.t,Dred form of

What is 9 prIMe' r9C4OVIZ?1LIOn Or

j!. What is a prim of ),hel

Why?

I. Which of the Col low te-cr are true for nil. values ot

the v...,w1t,les?

(0

0
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Problem Set 13-

(_

7a a
2

1 a(7 + al

(d) r3 r-

2c1
2

+ 2q = 2q(q)

(f) 'q2 + 8qr = it(ci + 2r)

5r.= 5)

4a3 + 32a = 14a (-2 3a 8) ,

27e + 18 = 4S(38 +'2)

xr 5x + 6 = (x - 2) (x )

x
2

+ .7x + 12 a (x + 3)(x + 4)

2. Which of the following a polynomials?

2
x + 12

X + 2
5

Which of the followingare prime polynomials ?:

(a + b)

2
+ 3a

x + 5

+ 5.

4

2a + 6

7ar 8q2
110

Write prime faetbrizatiohs of the followi g ,expressiona.

4-e 56 - 8.0 + 8.7

= 8(c + 7)

xamp.

(a) "k6r + 24

(b) 12a2 + 18a ,

5b 235c

(d) 9q' 27q

24ar + 24ax + 32az

2 2 1 2 3
22a-x7 33a-x-

'371

1



Common Monomial Factorize.

The expression

a polynomial in two variables,

factored forms

2 4 t2 + 14s

4 (st + 2st 7s2 t 3 )

4s (b + 2t
2

+ Tat')

4st(1 + 2t + 7st2)

can be written in various

Which of these is a prime factorization"? In all of these forms

we have used the distributive property to 'factor out" something.

In (a), (b), and (c) there something left'insidi''

the parentheses which cah be "fActord Out". Can you see in

each case what this is? In (d), on the other hand, we have

"factored ottt"' everything -f.re can. Form (d) is aprime factor=

:;ization.,

Expressions like

2, 4, 4st

are examples of what we call monomiSls. A monomial is a special

kind of polynomial. 11:' monomial is a polynomial in which the only

indicated operation is either multiplication or taking opposites,

ol" in which there is no indicated operation at all. For instance

25xyz, 7, -x 12s

are all monomials.

x +,5, .3Y s + t - r

are not monomials. Why?

Thus, each of the factorizations in (a)--(d) are examples

of common monomial factoring, because one of the factors is a

monomial. But only one of these, (d), is a prime factorization.

572
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As.a further axample of _common monomial factoring,

'we were asked to factor" the polynomial

5r q - 1 3q2 + 15r
4
q
3

A

into prime factors. This -an'be written as

5r q(.1) + 5r-A(Zr44 4-5r
2
q(3r

2
q
2

) . 5r
2
q(1 - 2rq + 3r q-,'

4
The form on the i4tgh_ la a prime radtorization.

)

Check You: Reading

1. Is the expbess on 4(st + 2st2 + 78 an example of prime

factorization? Why?

What is a monomial?

3. Is a monomial also a polynOmial? Explain.

4. Is 128- t3 'a monomial?

5 Is 3y,= A monomial?

Oral Exercises

1 What is a Prime factorization of each of these vxpressions?

(a). 3a + 3b (c) 3x3 + 6x2 + 9x

2x3 + 4)(2 + 8x (d) 3y2 6y

2. Use common monomial factoring to find the prime factors o

the following.

(a) 7 28a

4x2 8x

In each case state the monomial factor.

2 2
5mn + 15m n

7arx 14ax2-

Which of the following are monomials

(a) 7x

(b) 7 + x

(c ) riarx

573

7a - rx

2
Tar



Proms Set k

1. In which of the following'is the right side a prime

factorization' of the re6 side?

(a) ',2x2 4x . 2x ( )

2a - 2b - 2c = 2(a -

4y
2

- By 2y(2x - 2y -

7a2x + 14ax 21ax2 a + 2-3x)

3b3-+ 6b2 s 12b 340 +-2b -X4)-

4x4 10x3 + 2x2 = 2JC(2x3' x2 + x)

2 '

-'x y l5xy + 18y3 = 3y(x2 - 5x + 6y2)

Glve-a prime factorization

;possible.

(a) 3x + 6

(b)Nc + 24

(c). 2a - 18

(d)

of each of the foliating, if

(k) 5x
2

+ 10x -I- 20

2a + 18a2

6 2 - 9m

4y 55 .2ec +,6a_ + 10abd7

6x + 9 (o) x3 - x2 1-,c1

(f) 13'a + 16b + 25c (p) 3x2 12x3 + 6x

(g) a
2

+ ab bx2 + by2

(h) c3 + d (r) 2b3 6b2 4P
2

( i ) a-
3 + a 2 + 2a (s) Sax + 15ay - 9a2

2
(j)

c-2n cn ) 7ab2x 63bc2x

13-4, Iladratie Polynomials.

In previous chapters we learned to

x + 5)(x + 3)

574

products such as
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Uping the proper

(x. + 5)(x +3) (x + 51x ± (x

= (x, + 5x), + (5x + 15)

2 ,

k5x + 3x) +15

-Check to see if you can follow each of the steps in the above

process.

The abOve'illustration makes it clear that

.0-

iejs of the dperations we fiAd'ithat

(x + 5)(x +3) is the factored form qf x + 8x + 15*. .

If we were given the polynomial x2. 8x +15 and were told to

.

r fattor this polynomral, our answer would have\to be

fi

0

questi=on is H --w-ould we have been able to write the
.

factored form

(X + 5)(X- + 3),

if we had not known the factors ahead of time? We see that t.17

process of factoring isIdefinitely connected with that of finding

products. In bt, it is -really a matter. or going through the

steps "back. _rds"= -But this is not so easy. Have you ever

been asked to say the alphabet backwards? You can do it, but it

usually takes longer and requires...some thinking,

Iii the above example the process of "going b ackwards" might
.

have been easier if we cou'd have started with the next to last

step. Instead of the problem l!if factoring "x2 + 8x + 15"

suppose we had been asked to factor= the polynomial,

x
2

+ 5x + )x + 15.

'we look at the first two terms by themselves, we se that

+ 5X could be written as + 5)x

by the distributive property. Lik,wise,

3x + 15 could be written as Cx + 5)3.

Thud, we could say that

x + 5x + 5x + 15 - (x + 5 x+ D.

75
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If we look at the expression

+ 5)x'+ (x + 5)3,

we can think of it asconsisting of two parts " (C + 5)x" and

"(x +/-5)-3" It elhould he clear;that t.hc.expresaion "(x +-5)'

in parentheses, it a factor which is "common" to both parts.

Suppose now that we apply, the distributive property in which we

think of (x + 5) as a single numeral.

"factor out" (x + 5) as though it were a monomial facto..

In other wOrds we

result is as,follows:

+ 5)x,+ + 5)3 + 5)(* +:)

We have

x
2

+ 5x + 3x + 15 + 5 (x + 3).

In.other words, we now see how the factoring operation can be
A

carried Out once,,wc have an expression of the form

x
2
+ ax + b* + ab where a and b are integers.

, .

A .few o this type will help Strengthen
,e

See if you,can.follow thethe id:ra. Consider the foilowing.

-steps in each case.

2
x + 3x + 2x +

2 x-
2

( - i0x) +

= Cx 5' x 5)1

(x - 5) 1)

2x + 6)

x +.3)2

(x + 3)(x + 2),

Check Your Reading

1 How many times was the distributive, property used in obtaining

the result

+ 5 (x + + 8x + 15?



Cheer Your Reading

(continued);

In the expression (x + 5)x + (x + 5)3 ,what factor
_ f

common to both term

3. How many terms are there in the expression

(x + 3)x + (x + 3)2? What factor do these terms have in

common?

. Factoring is the reverse of what operation?

Problem Set 13-4-a

1. Group the following polynomials info two terms.

(a) b2 +4b + b + 1 a
2 - 12a + 2a-- 24

2
(b) m + 2m - b2 Gib Ab + 2k

2. Group the following polynomials into two terms-and,fa or oew

1,ach term using common monomial factoring.

Example= x
2

- 3x + 5x - 15 . x
2

- 3x) + (5x - 15)

-= (x +'(x'- 3)5

C + 3c + 5c 1-'15

9c
2
+ 12c - 12c - 16

35m2 '28m +15m - 12

+ x + 14x +

Group the following poynomials into two terms,- factor each

term using common monomial factOring, and complete tile

faCtOring as in the example.

Example: x-
2

- 3x 5x - 15

(a) m 2m t 3m b

(b) y 3y 4y + 12

(c) - 2z 3z - b

(d) + - )4x -

577

3x) (5x - 15)

(x:- 3)x (x - 3)5

(x - 3)(x + 5)



Froblem'6et 13-4a

(continued)

Factor the following polynomials (as In EXerclse

2
+ 2x + 9x + 6

2
lOr 15ga. 4r

6q
2

- 10q + 9q

,-,

(d) oy-
2

- 20y - 6y + 1

(e) 4m2 + 2m + 2m + 1

'(f) -12a2 + 16a + 3a + 4.

Fact* the following polynomials.-

(a) + bx = 4b

(b) + 5d + ac + ad

-(c) 9ma '+ 12m + ab

d ) m- 2bm' + na - 2bn

,5 x y + ax -- ay

632 +9s +8s +12

e u_ tgaint,

r

the fob of 'Factoring a polynornl'al such as

x + 7x+ 12.

Thus far we have learned how to factor this type of expression

after it is written' in the form,,,

x + ax + bx + a6.

we must now find a way to -change the,first form to the second.

To accomplish this let us see how the integers a and b. it'll he

second Tom are related to the 7 and the 12 in the first. A

study of this particular case will give us some general ideas,

which we can apply to other - examples.



as

[ising the athbutive property we can write -

x
2

ax + bx + ab

x+ (a + b)x + ab.

If we now examine the two exprealions;

x + (a + b)x + ab and x + 7x 12,

we see. that the product ab represents 12 'and the sum (a * b

represents 7. Thus our problem is to find two integers whosel

um is 7 and whose product is 12. What are these two intege

If we consider all pairs of integers whose product is 12, we

cane up with these choices:

1.12 2-.6 3.41
Do you see which pair has asum of 7? The correct chOioe

show us that the form

this example

X +

x + bx + ab

+ 12

AY PrOvous methods we can now show that

x2 + 3x 1+ 4x + 12 4-=' + 3)(x + 4 )

whlyh means that

x
2
+ 7x + 4. 4

1s t is a prime factorization?
($1--

The probleth of finding two ititeger with a specified product

and a specified sum is a familiar one,. 11-Th we studied in

Chapter 11. The method involved prithe\faetorization. When the

sums and products are fairly small, the answers can often be

obtained by inspection or some form of systematic guessing. On

the other hand the use of prime factors can be of help in dealing

with larger numbers' The following examples will lead to

greater understanding. See if you=odn follow the reasoning in

each case.
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Example 1, Factor x
2

10x 24.

F6r the form x2 + ax --+ bx + ab we want integers

- a and b whose prOduct 1s 24 and whose sum is
10. Po blechoices:

-4.6-

Whichi do you take? The correct chbice should give
you the following result.

12 + 104+ 24 x2 4x + 6x + 24

(x +-4)x + (x + 4)6'

= (x + 4)(x + 6).

EXample 2. Factor x
2

- 17x + 16
)

Here we might find it helpful to write the polynomial

x2 -+ (-17)x + 16.

This tells us we are looking for two integers

with product and sum -(17). For the product

16 we recall that the factors must'be either.-both

positive or both pegative. Sipe the summust-be--

negative, Vat is, (-17), what do we concldde?

Possible choices of two negative factors are

(-1)(-161 (-4)(-4)L. (-2)(-8).

your choice? Do' you see that

2
x - 17x + 16 (x - 1)(x - 16).

The intermediate steps have been omitted. You should,

however, write them down to be sure that you under-

stand them.

RamEl. 2. Find the prime factorization o w2 - w 20.

This we an wr

+.k-1 0

Our 31nteEerd ust have a product of (-20) and a sum
or (-1) . he product is negative. What does this

tell us ab ut the factors? Do you see that one must

be positiv and the other egative? 4phe sum -1)



iv'also negative. This t ls us that the negatiO

factor=has the greater absolutf value. With this

information An mind we An-limit our choices to the

following pairs:

(1)(-20) '(4)(-5)

----DKIY-bne of these pairs has a sum equal to (- ),

Do you see which ono it is? The groper choice gives

us

2w. -w- 20= (w 4)( 5).

Again yoU should complete-the intermediate steps.

Example 4. actor y2 - 27y - 90.

Jih'thia example we shall use prime factors tD thus-

trate the method. We wish Integers with product

(-90) and sum (-27). The prime 'factorization of

(-90) with an additional factor 1 gives us

_2
90 = 1.2.3-#5.

Before thinking of possible- combinations we

should note two things. The negative product (J90)

requires one positive and one negative factor. The

sum (-27) tells athat the negative factor has

greater absolute value. To select our choice we
---

gro p factors i he following way:,

2

2

. 5

The correct combination gives us

y
2

27Y 90 = (Y # 3) (Y 30

581

2



k Your Reading

2If we think of the Vxp-Tsoion

form x
2

+ (a b)x

represent?

Give all pairs of integerS whoa

posbible ms of these fact

Give the pair

sum is 7.

7x ± 12 as having the

ers do a b and ab

10K

oduet it 12. What are a 1

integers hose-product is 12 and whose

$

Oral Exercise -410

ti

1 For each of the following pairs of numbers find two integers

Such that their product is the first number of the pair and

their sum is the second number of the pair.

-2.

a

0
Express each of the following in th form x ax bx ab.

Example: x- - x - 20. We want int_gers a and such that

their product is -20 and their sum is -1. Thus

- 20 = x' - 5x + 4 2 O.

6x -1- 8 x 7- 12

9x + "8 (h) x` - 12

6x + 8 (1) x + 12

7x - 9 (J) - x - 12
- 8

(1)

t,tx - 12



Problem Set 13-4)

1. Express each of the fol.-lowing In tho'fo_ x2 + ax + bx + ab:

(a) x2 + $x + 15 m
2

- 4m - 12

(b) r
2

2 - 15 (g) a2 7a + 12

(c) a A- 8s - 9 (h) y2 + lay + 24

(d) t2 + 5t + 6 (i) 22 - 112 + 30

(e) w2 iCrw - 1 01 .c2 - 2c - 24'

2. Factor each of the following polynomials:

a) t2 + 12t -05 - (f) 4t - 21

(b) w2 - 7w + 10 (g) a2 + 6a 55

(c) r2 - 13r + 22 (h) 3r2 - 7y +.12

(d) a2 - 18a + 77 (i) x2 - 4

( e ) m2 + 3m "- 18 i) - 9b + 8

Factor each of the following polynomial

, 2'
(a) Y - 7y - 18

(b) 4
2
+ 4a - 5

- 7x 7 30

(d)

(e) w - 6w. 7

+ 16

A polynomial

is called a

k'+ 6k 7

`15x - 16

x' - llx + 18

m + 04:1 - 16

eh as

- 3x

+ t +

ynomial of the second atEntE, or quadratic

nomial. 1 this polynomial

4x' is called the second dfgi-,ee term,

=3x i called the first degree term,

and is called the constant term.

5'33



4

and -3,

is the coefficient x
2

in the second degree term,

the coefficient of x In the first degree term.

The constant term 2 can also be called:a coefficient.

The degree of a polynomial in one variable is giVen by Its

tern of highest-degree. Thus,

5x + 7 is

3
2x + 6x-

2

ift degree polynomial, and

is a third degree polynomial.

In this same sense we can call an expression in the form of a non-
zero integer such as 7 or -10, a polynomial of degree Zero.

The factoring problems. which we hive Just beet- studying
HIP

involved quadratic o ynomials of the form

2
7x ± 10,

in which-the coefficient of the second degree term is 1. ,Buppose,

now we were asked to factor a quadratic polynomial such as

4
in which the coefficient of the second degree te pmetimes

called the -leading coefficient) is greater than 1. How would we

6x2 2,

go about this?

Up to now we have been able to

(x m)(x _

1.e our answers he form

where m' and n are integers and the first term in each factor

is the variable itself. However, we see that this will not be

possible -in our present problem, since multiplication of the

above factors will give us a second degree term of x
2

Because

our second degree term is 6x2, we shall need factors whose first
terms are Gx and x, or 3x and 2x. Are ther-16---any-Other

possibilities?

2 is2 7x 4-The constant term of 6x Thus our second

terms in each factor must e a product of 2. 'UO you see why? '

With these facts in mind, we can list the following choices
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(6x + 1)(x + 2)

(6x + x + 1)

(3x + 1) (2x + 2)

(2x + 1)(5X + 2)

Multiplication of the first t -o acto r._ gives us

(6x +1 )(x + 2) = (6x + 1)2

bx' + x + 12x + 2
_

= hx' + 13x +

Everythi all right except the first degree term. We have

13x. We Find the other products! Do you see that the

-last one gives us

(2x + 1 )3x + + 1)2 + 3x + 4x +

7x + 2?

sort of "trial and

OX

have found the correct factors

error" process. You might even have guessed the right combin-

ation the first time. However there are disadvantages to a

trial and error method, especially if the number of choices is

fairly large.

Let us look instead at the ideas we used for the previous

YID- with a leading coefficient of 1) and see if we can

"extend" these ideas to include the new type.

In factoring polynomials of the previous type we first wrote

a second form consisting of four terms with ax and bx as the

second and third terms. Let us now write a second form for the

polynomial

as follows:

our task is to find the correct integers a and b. We can then

factor this form in much the same way as before.

In the first place it shoUld be-clear that we want the sum

of a and b to be 7. So far the process is the same as

before. But what about the product (a)(b)? To answer this it

will help to examine once again the multiplication opf!ration,

which is the reverse of factoring. Let's use the answer we got

7x

ox- + ax + bx +
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uy trial and error. We recall that this was (2x + 1)(-5)x + c

Omitting the first step we see that

_ 2
(2x + 1.)(15:,x'+ 2) = 6x" 3x + 4x + 2

This tells us that a shou'ld be_ 3 and b should be 4.

Thus we see that in the correct form (a)(b) - (3)(4) - 12. In

other words, tipe product
9O,/ is not equal to the constant term

? as in the previous type. iloWever, note that If we multiply

the constant term 2 by the leading coefficient 6, we also get

12. This suggests an important question. Is it true that the

product of a and h.' should be equal to the constant term,

mul-tipiled by the leading coefficient in every case? If sO, then

we can 'extend" our previous method of factoring to include

new type as rollows: To ranter

2
6x- + 7x + 2

write the arm A- + ax + bx + P.

Determine Integers u and 1_, such that

+ b 7

and a)(b) - (6)(3) - 12.

In this case, we have found that a = 12; and b -2- 4. To factor,

we note that

ox- -+ 3x + + ? - (2x + 1)=5x -4- (2x -4- 1)2

2x + 1)(_5x 2).

We have not answered the question as to whether or not this

will "work" every time Letts look at one more example,then see

if we can arrive at a sat1sCae1ory proof for the general case.

Pirs3,,,see it we sun {'actor

Second form:

+ 10x a

, + ax + 1-4x -1 _5 .

We must now rind Integers' a and whose sum Is 10 and

whose product is 24. There are several possibilities, but a

little thought will suggest the integers 4 and 6. Thus we

have

+ + ix + (2x + + (2x + 1)3

2x + 1)0x +



If we multiply the last two factors, we oLtain the original

polynomial

+ 10x +

We shall now examine the meehod to find out if it works for

all cases. Before doing this, however, we must realize that when

we speak of a method 'working," we are assuming that the quadratic

polynonial in questlon can be factored -begin with. There are,

of curse many quadratic polynomials which cannoe to factored

over the Integers. For example the polynomial

2x- -x

cannot be expressed as the product of two )olynomtals over the

integers. (qu may cry to find them, but, don't work at it too

lon20.) other uerds, this is an example of a prime polynomial.

But now lee us assumo we. haVe a polynomial which can be

factored, and that the factored form is 4.

(ox + d)(ex C

where the lettero o, d, e, and C represent Integers. To ,

form the product we see that

(cx + d)(ex + f) cx + d)ex + (cx- + d)C

- cex- + dex cfx + df.

Hem!. the steps have been carried out exactly as in the previous

illustrations-

We now wish to find out whether or not,,our so-called method

works. In the above examples we suggested that the product of

a and b.42*in the second jorm of four terms should Oe equal

the constant term multiplied Ly the leading coefficient. =6w

examine the polynomial

rex + dex + cfx + df.

Do you see' that de and cf take the place of a and b

respectively, 4nd the constant term is df and the leading

coefficient 12 re? Tt now remains to be seen whether oP not the

two products are equal. We ask the question, Is the sentence
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(de )(cf) _ (ce)(dr),

true for all integers -c, d, e, f Because of the.assoc4tative

nd commutative properties of rmultiplication, we see that the

nswer is yes.

A few more examples should serve to Iltx the ideas firmly in

your mind.

Exampl 1. Factor bx' 11x

Second'form: 5x- + ax + bx +'4

Requirements for a and U: a + b

(a) (b) = ;24

Since the sum is negative and the product is ppsltive, .

we know that beth a and b are negative. Will

and ,give us the correct results? -

6x
2

4 - 1)5x + (2x - 1)(-

2x 1)(3x = 4).

Example Factor - 2.

.

and form: + ax + bx - 2

Requirements for

We see-t a

requirements. Thus

and 1 will satisfy th

k Your Reading.

What is the degree of the polynoMlai 4 + 09

What is the coeffict_enT, of x in the CirSt degree term?

What Is the leadi

the polynomial

inoe

+ (X
c: lent` a ri the constant term of
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I m Check Your,Reading

! (continued) ,

5.What is the sum and the product of a and b when
-6x,` + 7x-+ 2 is considered in the form r ax + Ox + 2?

How do you determine what the sum is? How do you determine

what the product Is?

4 If the polynomial 8x2 ± 10x + 3 is considered in the form
2

8x- + ax + bx + 3, what is the product of ttile leading

coefficient and the constant term? What is the:Product of

a and b?

,r4

Oral Exercises 13-4c

1, Given the following polynomials:- -
_

2xi - x35x, + 5, - 2x + 50

5x, 5 + 2x +

0
5x - 7, 2x ,

2
x3 + 3x

2

(a) Whi are polynomials of the first degree?

(b) Which are polynomials of the second degree?

(c) Which polynomials have a second degree term?

(d) Which polynomials are not quadratic polynomials?

(e) Which polynomials have a second degree term and a first

degree term?

(f) Which polynomials have a constant term?

(g) For each o the polynomials which has a first degree

term, name Its coefficient',

(h) For each of the quadratic polynomials, name the leading

coefficient.

2. Consider each of-the following polynomials in the torn
2

5x- + ax + bx + 8, Find a and S ,for each.

3x- : ilx + H (d) -.i(- + 10x - ,-,,

(b) 3x- + 10x + H (e) -i- -, - d

-J,

(c) - 2-5x - 9 (:) - 2x
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(g)

(h) 3x- - 11 +

Oral Exercises

(continued)

i'roLlem Set 15-4c

1 . Factor tilt- Collowing polynomials:
'-,,

2
(a) '-,--!,Y' + 7 + 5 (1) + 2x 7 c

( b ) f,y- 7y + l, 5x `22x - 1.

,,-

(c ) + 4a a 1 (k) 2h'--- 9h 5

(d) 5n - j-n + 1 (1) 4u- - 1A1 + 9
i

(e) :-,,x,-f. 1- ::.'' ((r) ) v +:-At 36l,

,

9x- - 1 ' (n) (4x + 25x + ()1

(g) h 10h - (0) + I9t + 10
(h) (X' r X - 1 , (T) -

. Factor .

+ 15;71x + 1 ) 5 5-1x

25x

ax - 1 9X -

aS

I

(1) Ox 7x - 1

(2) 5x a sx 15

(1) x + 29x + 15

( m ) ax - 119x - 15

(a) ((x + 15

(a) Yx- + 15

( P ) + 15
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3. Factor.

(a) a2 + 0,x D

(b) h 121-1 4 9

(c) z-

(d) v + 2v,I=

(e) -

Froalem Set

(continued)

i) -7 a

(h) llx

(I) _Jx- x -

DiTference or SgJ are5,

In the previous section we have learned a general method for

facbring quadratic polynomials. Thus we have in a s6nse,

completed the lob with respect to this type of expression.

There are, however,- special cases for which the factoring

process may be greatly timplifled. We shall study two such types

ObIllder the following ,(7_1palec polynomials:

x- - 9, Li - 1 r 2
- nj

What are the special features which all of these have in common?

First we note that the, first degree term Is missing in each case;

that Is 'the coet.'icient of this term is zero, We also hee that

each of the polynomials shows an indicated operation of sub-

traction. There 15 a simple and direct way of factoring thi's

type , To discover this let us first factor using the method of

the loollious section,
--,

Fdif

the second form is

x- - 9

x- + ax + bx 9

We seek Integers a and a 'WfIrose product is (-)). What about

the sum? Do you see that this is zero? That ts,

(a)(b)--- -9

and a a- 9 0.

591
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From properties we have studied in Ch4pter 7, we know that. th

180t statement is true if and only if b is the opposite of a

'In other words, our two requirements -one a and b for this

Spep481 type are

- (.-9)

a = (-b) .

Do you see that these two requirements will be met if a = 3 and

b (-3)? Thet.efore, we now have

2
x- + 3x - 3x - 9 = (x 3)x (x

Likewise for

lb

see that in the form

N" + aN + bN - 16, a = 4 and b = -4

will meet the requirements Hence

2
N 1- 4N - 4N - 16 = (N +

For the polynomial

4y
2

we write

417- ay by - 5.

In this case we note that a + b = 0 and that (a )(b)

(U)( -25) = (-100). The requirements will be satisfies if a = 10

and b = -19: Thus we complete the factoring as follows:

4y 10y - lOy - 25 = (2y + 5)2y + (2y + 5)(-5)

= ('25' 5)(2y 5)%

Let us now put these three results together to see if we can

figure out a short cut. for the factoring process.

x + 3)(x - 3);

N2 - 16 = (N + )(N

4y (2y )(2y - 5

4?

1



There Are some things which all of the results have in common.

The first factor in each case represent a sum and the second

factor represents a differtence. In other respectIS the factorsL-

are the same. Do you see how the terms are formed In each

factor? In he last example the polynomial 25 could be

written as (2y ) (a)- Th15 may help us to understand how
the factors (2y + 5)(21 o) are formed. A tow additional

multiplications shod clear up-any doubts. These examples will

Indicate the fact ing process In reverse.

(:r (y + (y +6)
ey

(1( ± -0( -7)
(4

X- + ;1.1X - 21x -

-

We-should now so is a pos.l.ulon to rnotor polynomials of this

type without ..vin. to wth Intermediate steps. Do you see,

for example, that

- . :.()(!) -

It should be alear that type of factoring is possible

only when the leddin coelent and the absolute value df the

constant term are square.; of inl,egers. Thus the quadratic

9

polynomIdls

cannot -to :actore(i over the- 1(i-,(a(Ter. Do you also see that

cannot ue fdotored even tnonrn

Why Is this?

Thus far we h-rie Leen sosuc quadratic pojynomlais

variablo. We can ;also show tnat

ls the- square or an integer?

= (('x - -(7),

where mr(! Lh:in rue varin(.. e tresru In the ;)(Diynomial

In one



Likewise
5 5

2s1t1 = (5st + Or)(5st - 6r)

In .this case we have a polynomial in three variables.

It 1,111 help to multiply ehe factors in each of the above examples

to show that the results are correct

Because or the speV.al form In which they appear it is

customary to refer to polynomials of the type we have Studied tn.

this section as the

difference of two sduares.

Check Your Reading
6

1. When x - 9 is considered in the form x ax bx 9,

what, is the produce of a and b? What Is the sum of a

and b?

Complete the sentence: a + U 0 if and only If U is the

of u.

Complete the sentence: }y 25 = ( (W.
, . Why 15 it that x- - ci and 3yc- - lb cannot- be factored

over the ihterers?

6. DOOS fallX /4 Fail9 Into the category referredAo as the

difference of two squares? Why?

Factor each Of] the

(a)

Ural Exera , 13

fellewluF polynomials.

(C) 4x-

(t) t- 56 4

(c) (h) PP

(d) ,x - 2 (1) loa -

e) m n (J) 1
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Oral Exercises 13-5

(continued)

2. Express each of the Co flowing products as a difference of

squares.

(t)
(e)

(r)

(0

(I)

(1)

(:5m + 2)

(u + v) (u - v)

u)(st + u)

(1 + 2k)(1 - 2k)

(w 15)(w + 15)

Problem Set l

1. Factor each or the followink polynomial s

(f) w-
2 0

(g)-

(h)

(I) 25n - 1

(a) n- 16

(b)

(c) t2 ;31

(d)

6)4

= _1

Write etch. of the following indicated prAucts as the

differer,çe O1 squres

Example: (x + :5) - (5)'

(a ) Cij 4)

(b) (t +

(c) (x + 6)(x

(d) (s.+ 10)(s - 10)

/, (r) (w 15) (w + 15)

=1) (g) (x - 20)(x + 20)

6) (h) (ma + 1)(mn - 1)

(I) (Smn + x)(2mn x)

(x 7)(x + 7) (j) (2x + )(12x - 6)

('
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*()

Factor each of the

(a)

(b) x
2

- 15

(c) 5y- - 17y +

(d) 5a

2rri + 1

- 25

Problem Set 13-5

(continued)

owing polynomials:

[ (g) 6z

(h) + 3t

(1) 1 - 1 4t2

9x- 81

(k) 18u + 17
,

(1) a'b + b a

Try to wrltea common name for each the following indicated

products by doing the work without paper and pencil.

Example: (9)(141)

(a) 18 x

(b) (8) (;-21

(C) (29)( 1)

(d) 48.52

(e) (` %7) C43

F cto-

(a)

(b)

(c)

Think (39)(41) = (40 - 1)(0 + 1)

41cf-- 1

1600 1

4a) 1599_Write

(r) (3)
(g) :58'42A,

\h) (49x)(51y)

(1) (101)(99

(6)(0(fir)(11)

the following poly omials over the integers if possible.

(x +

(x

be a prime num

(b) 13 Tr;(4_ a prtme number'

(l) (x -I 1)2 - (a - 1)-

(m - (m _

X

(x

'7)

0- - 1
,

(JO 1) (50 + 1)

is it prime?
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3-6. yerfect Squares.

A secon'aMspecial type of quadratic polynomial can also be

factored in _ imple way. Consider the polynomials

bx + 9, lOy * 25,

The ,special features" of this type are net as easy to recognize.

The factoring process, however, will point these out. We shall.

914' + 24N + 16

begin with the so- called general method.

For

the form

and

ex + 9
x ax + bx +

+

b) - 9

b

requires that

These requirements are met if a 3 and b = 5, Are there any

other possibi:Oties among the integers? Factoring as before, we

obtain

2
x- 3x 3x 4- 9 - (x + (x +

(x +' )(x _:,)

Next consider

per the'''fo

To factor

1 Oy 25.

m y + ay + by + 25 we see that a

To continue factoring we write

5Y 5y + (y 5) Y + (Y,- 5 ) (-5

=-= (Y n 5)(Y 5)-

PaN t lb

we observe that the form 9N-
2

+ aN + bN

a * b =

and-

lb requires that

and (a )(b) = (9)(16) 144.

The requirements are 'fulfilled a - 12 and b 12. Therefore

9N- + 12N + 12N +.16 = (3N + 4))N + (3N + 4 ) 4

+ + 4)

597
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Summarizing .these results, we have
*

+ 6x + 9

Y. 10V-44 25 =

9N2 + 24N + lb C!)N + 4 (',N +

In each case the two factors are the same. In fact, sults

may be written (x + 3) y 5)1 iOd (-3N + this

reason the general name given to this type of polynomial

feet square.

There is little or no difficulty involved in determining the

factored form, as can be seen. The problem is really one of

recognition. How can we identify this type? The answer to this

=question"can be obtainedd)y examining the special nature of a

and b in the ;second -form, Since a and b are equaj it

follows that a + b - 2a and (a) (b) - In other words-the

requirements on and b may be stated in terms of a alone.

To make this clear, let's look again at the examples:

For x -F Ox + g we note that 2a b, hence-- a

If our polynomial is of the special type finder consideration, then

a must be equal to

For lOy 25 we note that 2a -10 hence a'=--

Finally for

What must a-
2

be equa to? We see that_._

Does

+ 24N + 16 wo see that 24, hence

= = 1

a

From these ideas we can figure out a way to determine whe

or not a given quadratic polynomial is "feet are. We first

note that for perfect -squares the leading coefficient and the

constant term must hp',:h b squares of integers. (Don't forget

that 1 is the squ*e of 1.) Tr our polynomial satisfies:this

condition, we can then apply the following test. We divide the

coefficient of the first degree term by 2. If the square of the
-\

resulting number is equal to tae product of the leadlng coefficient

and the constant term, then the given polynomial is a perfect

square



This test can be described in symbols. The polynomial

Ax
2
+ Bx + C

perfect square if

= AC.

One?we know that A polynomial is 'a perfect square, the

factoring is simple. For example'

xi/
+ 12x + 36 . lx + 6)(x + 6)

14N + 49 = (N - 7)(N - 7)

- 20Y + 25 = (2y ; 5)(2y - 5)

How dO we know these are perfect squares? Do you see that

12
2

Also

6 and 626 . 36?

(-20
2

and (-10)2,

Test the sdkond-example yourself` t-

Suppose/We were given the expression

4 25)-

What constant term Oculd be added to make this polynomial a

perfect square? We see that

Thus

9) and (-9) 81.

is a perfect square. What constant should tie added to make

the polynomial

4x

a perfect square? Here we note that

and === 144

In symbols the question becomes

1 4 4
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you see that the number in question, is 16? Therefore
Di)

9x
2

+ 24x + 16

is a perfect square. What is the factored form? To determine -

this quickly, it may help to think of the polynomial as

(3x)2 24x -(4)2,

which suggests the factors

(3x 4)(3x 4)

In certain situations it may be necessary to "factor out" a

common monomial before applying any of the methods of the last

three sections. The following examples will illustrate this.

Example 1. 5x
2

- 35x + 50 = 5(x
2

- 7x 10)

5(_. - 2)(x = 5)

Example 2. 12y2 - 75 . tri2 - 25)

= 3(2y + 5)(2y

Example 7rx2 42rx.+ 63r = 7-(x2 - 6x + 9)

= 7r(x - 3)(x - 3)

As a general principle it is always wise to check for a

common monomial factor before attempting.to factor by other

methods.

Cheek Your Reading.

1. When x
2

+ 6x 9 is considered in the form x
2
4 ax + bx + 9

what is the sum of a and b? What is the product of a

and -b? What are the values of a and b?

Complete the sentence: If a polynomial is a perfect square,

the leading coefficient and the constant term are both

Complete the sentence: If a polynomial of the form

Ax- + Bx C- is a perfect square, then (7) =



Check Your Readlne

(continued)

What number should be added to foam-18x to fo a perfect
square? Explain how the number it obtained.

5 What number should be added o 9x2 + 24x to form a perfect

square? Explain how the - dumber is obtained.

Complete the sentence: It is always wibe to check fdr

a

methods.

before attempting to factor by other

Oral Exercises 13-6

ltiich o he following polynomials are perfect squares?

+ 8n + 16, (e) t
2

20t + 100

+ 16 (f) 36b2

x
2

- 5x + 25. n2

(d) 5x2 (h) 4x2 + 4x +

In each of the following incomplete expressions, what must

be placed in the parentheses in order to make the resulting

expression a perfect square?

x
2
+ 6x + ( )

(b) n
2

- 10n +

2
x + 4x ( )

Factor the following.

(a) x2 + 8x + 16

(b) 6n + 9

(c) 2(xy) + y

501

(d) 4y-
2
+ 16y + 16

16m2 + 8m + 1

2
4a- + 4ab
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problem Set 1216
,,-

For each of the polyno .als, answer "yes" or "ne
_

he clue tiOrt, "Is the-polynomial a perfect square?"

2
-1! 6x + 9

(h) x +
_2

6x + 36

c
2 + 36

(d) n- lOn + 100
2

n
2 - loh + 25

2
n - 64

604 e2 + 2cd + d2

2 2'
+,cd.+ d-

49x2

4x
2

2x + 1

+ 12xy + 9y
2

,

1)2 - 6(x -

2. Complete each-of the following so that the resulting

polynomial is a perfect square. (This process is often

called "completing the square ".)

x
2 - ax + (

2x- + 8x + ( )

(c )

(g)

(h)

n
2 + 2n +

2
t + 10t + (

y' 16y+ ( )

+ ( ) + 16

y
2

+ ( ) + 144
0

9a' + 6a + ( )

(k )

1.4 ( ) 25

.a2 + 12a +

4p2 + 4st +- ( )

1) ( ) + 6xy + 9y2

432+ ) +9

( ) + 40v + 25

(c1 ) 49x2 ) + 16y2

(p) (v + 1)2 + 4(v + 1) +

Factor each of the following polynomials.

(a) x
2
+ 12x + 36

(b) 482 - 128 + 9

+ 12m + 72

5u L + 6u + 5

v
2

- 2vt +

- 12k + 1

12t
2

+ 36t + 27

a3 2a2b

Bt + 8t +2

x' - 20x + 100



J
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Previous

Proem Set 13-6

exercises have

(continued)

pointed out the following:.

..2x + 2ax + a2 (x +a)2
x2 tax + a2 (x-- a)2.

This result gives us a rule for Squaring expressipns like

x 4 a and x - a owithout the usual, multiplication process.

Perform the indicated operation for each

,2 2 ,

Example: + 3)- = x 2(3)x-+

+ 2)2

(b 3)2

10)2

5. Using the fact that the sentences

2
+ 6x + 9

and "(a - a2 - 2ab -+ b2" are true for any -al-

of the following.

, ,2
(3)-

"(a

7)2

y)2

+ 6)2

+ b)2 a2'.472ab
2"

+ b

numbers a and b, some indicated products of numbers can

be simplified easily. Try to write a common name for each

of the indicated products below.

Example: (31)2 a (30 + 1)2

= (30)2 + 2(30)(1) + (1

= 900 + 60 + 1

961

(b) (41)(41)

(c) (19)2

(d) (_59)'

(29)(29)

6 o5

2

(f) (5l)'
(g) (.49)`

(h) (99)

(I) (101)(101)



Problem Spt 13-

(continued),

6 Factor of the following polynomiala.

2 2
y- - 8y + 12 2x -5x +2.

x-
2
+ 6x + 9

2 2
am- +-an

(d) 3t
2

- 7t - 6

(e). 982 - 16

(f) u
2 + 2uv + v2

(g) 6x - x - 7

(h) 3y
2 - 3

u
2 5u - 14

y
2

- 10y + 25

(k) 1 - 9t2

(1)(1) s-
2

+ 3s + 2

)

8y +8

(o)

(p)

(q)

8m2 8

y2 - 4y +1.
.

ax- +-Max + 25a

3r - 48

4x
2

- 20x

5m'
c,

- 20

3b.x2 15ax + 18a

3t2 +8t + 5

2'a x b2x

2k
2

- 2k -`12

4
t

9y2 + 18y - 72

13-7. Polynomials over the Real Numbers.

When we stated that an expression such as

X

could not be factored, this meant that x
2

-,5 could not be

expressed as,the product of two polynomials over the 11:4,LL.

H?wever, if we form the product

(x +

We see that this is equal to Check this by multipli=

ca ion! In other words, - 5 does have polynomial factors.

But these factors are polynlmials over the real numbers, not

polynomials over the tntegers.



4s-137

In the beginning the chavber.We Stressed the fact that

the problem of factoring involved finding factors which were

expeessiops of the same type al the particular expression-being

factored. How does this idea relate to the example considered

above? The answer this: -The polynomial

x25
polynomial over the integers. However, since 5 is also ar

, x2element in the set of real numbers, e could regard x- - 5 42

.a polynomial over the reals as well We thus have two possible

situations.

(1) 'If we are working with the basic set of integers__

coefficients; then we say that x--
2

5 can not be

factored.

(2) If we are working in the larger set of real numbers,
r 2

then we say that x 5, as a polynomial over the
reels, can be factored.

In short, the question of whether or not a given polynomial can

be factored depends on the basic set of numbers from which the

coefficients may be chosen.

It should be noted tha the polynomial

2
x- 9

can be factored as a polynomial over the integers and also as a

polynomial over the reale. In both case's the factored form is

( x +

The expression

9x
2

- 2

cannot be factored over the integers. It can be factored over the

re a The factored Cc-2m is

(x + N77)(3x -

Check this by multiplication!

605



4

theck Your

1. Is x
2 -5 a polynomial over .tihe integers? Can ,be regarded

as a polynomial over the real,numbers?

- 2 4

2. Does x - 5 have factors if it is co ered to be a

pOlynomial over the integers? Does it have factors if it in

considered to &e Q polynomial over the real numt6rs?

3. Factor x
2

- 9 over- the- integers. Factor it over the.rewls.
4.

2 .

Can _a ue factorec;,aver the intge Fao6r it aver

the reals.

Oral Exercises -13-7

Factor the fo owing expressions over the real numbers.
, -

2 '--D% _*2
1. x - 7 .

/ F 9-x * 51/'

/
2. yL- - 11 -,7. ax - 3

C._

9. 25a2y2 b'729 5

:7k2 ,
9.

10.

Problem Set 15-7

Factor the fo.l1owln expreSsions over the real numbers.

2
1. m

2 1. z - 9a-
'

2. .2 - 7b15 7. k'

S '73

J. a=t===

9.

'hU

1 0 2 C >

- jV



Polynomials over the-Rationals.

us now Ansider the:polynpmial

Thi is a polynomial over-the. rational numbers it can be

factored, siebe rational numbers are allowed a fvctors. In this

example we want-to "factor out"' the monomial/

1

3
+ -14x + 4

and. obtain'

Do you sCe that in this way we have obtained a!'factor on e
V

right which is.a polynomial over the integers as well as over the

rationals? in this particular ca." it is also'a perfedt square.

The complete factored form iS

3

1'(x + 2)(x + 2).

Let's now look at another polynomial over the rationals.

This can be written as

If we factor out

2 2
3y - 6

2 2

TY

we get

9)

This result should also be checked by multiplication. Again the

factor on the right is a polynomial dyer the integers. In this

instance we have the difference of two squares. Thus further

factoring is possible. The final form is

(y 5) (Y

In each of the above examples of polynomials over the

rationals we have factored out a rational number thereby ob ain_ng

a polynomial over the integers as the other factor. Is this

always possible? The following example will provide a clue to

- the answer.



-8

If we consider the foflowing expreasiOn:

.1 1 1I2x- 71.:70( 4.

we se- hat it can be written as

4 2rzx

Can you fi d rational number which, when factored out, will

jeave a polynomial over the integers? Our expression can be

written as

4x2:

Althoggh the factor on the r ght cannot be factored any further,

we do see that it is a po ynomial over the integers.

It should be clear that the rational number which was

factored out in the above example is related to the common

denominator of the fractions in the original polynomial. In fa

it is the reciprocal' of this common denominator. Do you see,

then, why it is reasonable to conclude tht

any polynomial over the rationals can be written
as the product of a rational number and a
polynomial over the integers.

Check Your Reading

1 2 4 4
Complete the sentence: + is a polynomial over

the
= 2

2. What is the first step in factoring yr
2

- 6 over the %..

rationals?

Is it always possible to "factor out" a rational monomial

from a polynomial over the rational] so that the other factor

is a polynomial over the integers?

6O



Exercises 13-8

Express eadh of the following polynomials over the ra lanais as

a product of a rational number and a polynomial over the integers.-

. x-1 2 9
2 2

4:

1 _

5

fi

7. -

Problem Set

Express each of the following polynomials over the rationals as

-a product of a rational number and prime polynomial(s) over the

integers.

1.

2.

3

1.-
2

1

1

2

2

9
2

4
TY

4

4

Tr-2 x

1_2
- 4

10. 5 -

Truth .,et a of Polynomial Equations.

A polynomial e:uation an equation in which each side is

a polynomial. An open sentence of this type can be put in a.

form in which the left, side is a polynomial and the right side

is 0. If' we can Chotor the polynomial on .the left side, it will

be very 'nelpful In LInding ':he truth net of the equation.



Example: Find the truth set o he equatidb

x
2

- x - 6 . 0.

_irst job is to factor the polynomial, if possible. Once

this is done we can write the equation in factored form as

ollows:

(x + 2)(x -

You should check to see thlit these are the correct actors. I.f

x is a real number, then each of these facts can b thought of

as a real number.

Our equation, then, is of the form

a .b = 0

where a and b are each real numbers. In Chapter 4 we

learned that if any two real numbers are Such that their product

is equal to zero, then either one or the other of the numbers

must be zero. We also learned that if either a or b is zero,
-

then the product ab must be zero.
it

We can now make an important statement about the equation

(x + 2)(x - 3) = 0.

We can say that the sentence is true if

(x 2) = 0.

It is also true if

3) = 0.

The sentence is not true under any other conditions.

We can see then that our problem has been changed to that of

finding the truth set of the compound sentence

(x + 2) = 0 Or (X 3) O.

We see by the addition property of equality that the truth set

the left clause is (-2) and the truth set of the right clause

is (3). From this we learn that the truth set of our polynomial

equation is

Check this in the original sentence.

1,10



13-9

As a'seeond example, let us try to find the truth set of

the sentence

To put this sentence into a form in which one side is zero we Bust

first apply the addition property of equality. We add'

(-4k-) and- (-5)

to both sides. Our sentence then takes the form

x
2

- 4x - 5 . 0.

=We must now write the polynomial on the left side in factored

for'. Can =you see that our. equation becomes

(x 9) (x + 1) = 0 ?

Its truth set. is the same as that the compound sentence

x 5= 0 or x 4- 1 0.

The truth set'of this compound sentence, and hence that of the

original sentence x
2 = 4x 5, is

(5, -1). (Check these values in the original sentence.

Now suppose we were asked to solve the equation

x2 - 4x - 9 =

Notice that we have used the expression "solve the equation" to

mean the same thing as "find the truth set of the sentence". We

shall do this often throughout the book.

When we try to factor the polynomial

4x - 0,

we find that there are no two integers whose product is (-9)

and whose sum is (-4). Therefore; we cannot factor this

r

.,.

polynomial over the integers. This does not necessarily

;

an

that the truth set of the sentence is the empty set. It eans

that we cannot find the truth set by this method of factoring.



Check Your Reading-

What do we'call an equ_Won such as x
2 - 6 = 0?

If a.b ,= 0, what do you know about either a or '*b?

f x + 2 = 0, what is the value of x?

4. x - 3 = 0, what la the value of x?

5- at property Ie used to find the Value of x in question
=

and 4?

How can you write x
2

= 4x + 5 so that 1ti is a polynomial

`equation in which one side is zeros

Oral Exercises 13-9

Give the truth set of eadh of the following:

1.' x +,3)(x + 2) = 0

2. - 2)(b + 4) =O

3. + 3) = 0

1. Find the truth set

equations;

(a) 5 0 - 5w - 14 = 0

( - 2) = 0

5. - 9) (a + 1) = 0

6. a(a 1)

Problem Set 13-9
_

of each of the following polynomial

(b) - 5x + 6 . 0 - 15 =

c) a2
+ 3a + = 0 (g) b' + 17b + 72 = 0

(d) 9 7, 0 (h) - 2a + 1 = 0

Write each of the folio- g as a polynomial equation with

one side

(b

(d)

zero. Then rind th

2t - 15

+ llx = -1d

4y

b

uth set of each equation.

= 66 + 5m

= 13a + 30

(g) = 5x - 6

*(h) 1-3 +'7x -



15-Y

Problem Set 1_9

(continued)

*:(1) 'oc
2

- llx 30 == 2x3 - 2x 10

*(I) y - 4g . 0,

*(k) x-

The square of a number is 1 greater than 5 times

the number, What is the number?

(b) The length or a rectangle Is 5 inches more than Its

width, Its area is St square Inch s, Find its

width.

The square of a number is 9 less than 10 times the

number, What is the number?

(d) If one number is S less than another and their product

Is R4, "'Ind the numbers.

(e) The product of two consecutive odd numbers is 15 more

than 4 times the smaller number. What are the

numbers?

-,*(f) Find the dimensions 01 a rectangle whose perimeter is

feet and whose area Is 25 square feet. Hint: if

the perimeter is 29 feet then the sum of the length

and width is 14 feet: if J represents the number

of feet in the measurement of the length then (1)i - )

representS the number of feet in the measurement of the

width of the rectangle.

*(g) A rectangle and a square have equal reas. The length

of the rectangle is ji feet more than the number of

feet in a side of the square. The width of the

rectangle is feet less than the number of Feet, In

a side of the squar(,.

(1) Find the number of fee-t tn a side of the

square.

'I Find the dimensions of the rectangle.

r 1



Summary

In this chapter we have been concerned with certain- types of

phrases called polynomials. In forming our definition of a

polynomial we Seghn ily considering the set of integers

I - ( (-2), (-I), 0, ;-1;

and certain varlaC_Aes, A polynomial was then defined as

"any numeral Co(' an element in the net, or any

variaLle, or any expression which indicates

operal;Ions of addition, suiAraction, multipli-

cation. or taking opposites of any elements

of the set and them.farlables:'

Thus, ± ix = is a polynomial; is notx +

In choosing the orlginal set of coefficients as the set of

integers we were really forming what should have been called
,

polyilomlais over the integers: However, for convenience we

agreed to refer to this type simply as polynomials. If the

original set of coefficients is to he the rational, or the real

numbers, then in the future we wtl-1 refer to the iatte types of

polynomials as .polyhomlals over the raionals, or polynomials

over the

has been discusped as a study of the ways in which

certain types of polynomials can be written as products of other

polynomials of the same trpe. The two principal factoring methods

examined were:

Cl) Common monom,al_ he

Example: rat =s -se - St 1 + at /St-

The Quadratic Polynomial.

Examples:: X- a -+X 17, + 5)(X + 3)

- it = (IX + 1)(.c:X



Two special types or quadratic polynomials were considered

which, because of their particular formation, could se factored

by inspection. These were

(2a) The difference of two squares,

Example:

(2b) Perfect Squares.

Example: - 12x +

a +

2x - 3)(2x 5)

4
Consideration has been given to factoring polynomials over

the reals.

P
Example: x - 7 - x + )(x

With respect to hlmials over the rationals the property

was established that

any polynominl over the nationals can he written

as the product of a rational number and a

polynomial over the integers.

1 2Example: x - Px + x- - 10x + 25)
5

We have also studied the solution of polynomial-equations

by means of factoring.

x - 7x + 12 0

This may be written as - 4) - O.,

From this we obtain thecbmpouhd sentence

x = 0 - or x - 0,

which becomes x

We concludeconclude that the truth set



Review Problem Set

I . Find a common name for each or the llowing Indicated sums:

(a) 1i. + (

(U)

(c) ) ( )

(d) () + 1-2

(e) 10 + (-1)

(r) (-9) + (-17)

(g) (-4) + 1 + +

(h) + (71X ) + + (-9)

2. Use the distributive property to collect terms in each of the

followtng:

(a) n + 5d (r) 7(1 - d - Pd

(b) tb +(-:r-)) (h) 10a - to '1+ a - 14a

(c) -6a) 9a (I) 5e + hb 9,66

(d) (j) -'Si + Sn + Pm

(e) - LL (R) ,-2)( 5y -4- 4z

(I')

Find a common name Cob each of the following: indicated

products:

(a) (10)(2) (h) (-5)(-7)(12)(0)

(0 (-)(9) (I) (2a)(-4)

(c) ('3)(-4) (-1m)(5)

(-5) () (R)

(e) (1) (1.-.95a)(-A

(t) (-7)(P)(-1) (n)

(g) (-5) (--4)(-1) (n) (.9a)(-)i)C7.-(0(-

OIL



Review Problem Set

(continued)

4. Use the distributive property to simplify each of the
. ,

following:

(a) a(b c)

(b) + (-(4,

(a) m((-a) (-b

(d) 2m(n +

(-r11)(m 2n)

(f) 50(-75c),

(g) (a + b + c)(-1)

(11) (-1)(:a + cm -

(i) ( 4- X + + ) ( 2m n )

Li

(I) (a + 5)(a + 2)

'(1-c) (el - 4)(m -

(1) (a + 6) (a - 4)

(m) (Pa + A(ja +

(n) (hb + 1)(2b - 1)

(a) (3c 2)(5c 64)

(p) 3n)(m

(q) (-m n)(flm +

(a) (a + 6)(c + d)

Fird a common name tar each of the fojlowilng:

(a) H 1::$1 (d)

(L) 1-1 (e) H 11

(a) 171 110 (f) 1- 71

Simplify the following expressions. ,(Collec- terms if

possible.)

(a) (5x - f:J) + 1)

(b) y + 7 + 2y

(e) x + 6x +

(ri) cn = n ci 1 n + 2

(a) (6'a + - 16)

(c) (6x

f-
)

(h) - rrl n )

(1) (6x ci =)

1

7:1



Review Problem Set

(continued)

7 Fuotor the following into

(a) ha + 12b

A
) C C

(c) m- + Pmb + m

(d) -3a + bb 12c

2ab + Sax 10ay

7x + 21

prime factOrs.

(1)

(m)

bmr + 14r + Limb + 55s ,,,,,

ac - ad + be - bd

+ 2lmr 20mn 28nr

i")ac 20ad - _f)bc + 4bd

b- + 50

Simpliry each Or the follOwing:

(a) 10

a
(b) +

4

(c )

(d)

(r)

oa

+

11)

2a

a
2
b

(g)

(h)

m

3a 70

m +,7m - 8

3c' - lied + 10d2

2
2ab- Sabo + 2ac2

abm2 b4ab
,J

12e -t - Met

x- - 16x 65

2
+ 60X + 100

4x'

3_

a-b
n

20ax + 25a
2

, 2
4s-

5 2 3 6
x y ab-

-
--7-7
a-b- x-z

10m -n Thx-
(1) Yxn - 12

-n

7
(5) 7

(1)



(m)

_ 4 3
7m

5x
3m

15ax

Review,Froblem Set i

(continued)

(n)

bmx

7c'd

1_4(2-d

9. Find the truth set of each of the following open sentences:

(a) 2x - 7 23

(b) 3(3x 7) 24

(c) 3(x - 2) - 2(x - 1) + 15

(d) 10 - ( + 2x) 12 + 2(2x + 3)

x 91 -= 0

5x
2

2x - 1 0

+ 2 9x

x- - 3x + 4 2(x ± 2)

(-3)y + 27> (-5)Y 1

1Y 3i <

lyi < (-10)

10. Translate each of the following into open sentences and find

their truth sets:

(a) The perimeter of a rectangle ts 90 It Its length is

4 ft. greater than its width. Find its 16n-gth and

width.

(b) Ann is ;three times as old as Jerry. In 12 years Ann

will be only twice as old as Jerry. Find their present

ages.

(c)0 The number of girls l an algebra class of 19 pupils

Is 2 less than the ;tiorilLer, of 1)dys. Find the number

of each.



Review FrcOlem Set

(continued)

(d) The sum of two numbers is 15 and the sum of their

squares is 177. Find the numbers.

(e) The altitude of a triangle is inches less than its

Lase. It,s area is square inches. Mlat is the

length or Its LareS



Chapter 14

RATIONAL EXPRESS -)NS

14-1. Polynomials and Integers.

In the previous chapter, it was seen that expressions such

as

2x + 3 ani 2x t 5

are called polynomials over the integers. Any two such poly-

nomials can be added, subtracted, or multiplied. Furthermore,

the result in each case is another polynomial over the integers.

For example, using the two polynomials above, the sentences
_

0
(2x + 3) - 2x + 5) - x- + 8,

(2x 3)(x

- 2x and

- 2x + 5) - 2x
3

- pc + 4x 15,

illustrate the rett that the sum of these polynomials, their

difference, and their product are also polynomials over the

integers.

We can say then that the set of all polynomials over the

integers is closed under addition, subtraction, and multipli-

cation. What about division? Are these polynomials closed

under division? Ust- r again the two polynomials at the beginning

of this section, the quotient might be indicated in this way:

2x +

Is the above expression a polynomial? Obviously, it is not,

since the definition of polynomial (see Chapter 13) does not

permit the operation of division. Thus, dividing one polynomial

by another does not always produce another polynomial. That is,

the-set of polynomials over the integers !-s not closed under

division.

Earlier, in our study of the real numbers, we met a s

numbers which is closed un addition, subtraction, and

multiplication, under divislon. This was the set of



14-1

integers,

(..., -3, -2, -1, G, 1, 2, 3,

Do you recall that the sum of two integers, the difference of

two integers, and the pro'iuct of two integers arc also Integers?

However, the quoui2nt of two Integers is not always an tnteger---

for example, ,7 is not an integer,

In this way, then, the set of Integers is like the set of

polynomials over the integers. Roth sets are closed under

addition, subtraction, and multiplication, but not under

division, lthough we do net discuss 'them at this time, there

are other ways Ln which the "behavior" of the integers Is similar

to the behavior of the polynomials over the Integers. We shall

make CUrthar use of this similarity later in the chapter,

Check Your Reading

1. Using the polynomials, "2x + 3" and "x2 - 2x 5,"

which of the fojlowtng are polynomials over the

integers?

, 3) 2x 1- - 2xt)
- 2x

2. Under what operattons 13 the act Gf polyndmials over the

integers closed?

3 3 and 2 are integers. Which or the -ol owing are

'integers: 3 2, 3 - 2, (3)(2), 71T-

Under what operations is the set of integers closed?

Problem -et 0-1

1, M.mplify each of the following express Lone

Is the result Lug express ton a polynomial tn each case?

(a) (3x 2) (2x -

(b) (7x 4) = (2:( 7)

(c) + 2) + (a !- 2) (7a - 1)

(A) (a !- 1)(a - 1)
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(e)

(r) _

(g) (2x + 7)(a

(h) (x 5)

3a -

Problem Set 14-1

(continued)

2)

(I) (1 2y + + 2y 1)

(J) (5x3 - 2x) - 3 - 3x + 7)

Find the truth set of each of the following sentences by

simplifying polynomial expressions where necessary.

(a) (3x 4- 2 -
x2) x2

Cl

(b) - 7) - (2a 4) . a -

(4x - 1)(x - 2) - 4x4 - C

Two triangles each have a base of length 4 incites. The

height of one is t the height of the other/ The total.3

area of the two criangles Is 15 square Inches. 'What is

the height of each triangle?

4-2. Quotients of Polynomials.

s observed in the previous section, the quotient of two

olynomIals is not always a polynomial. -ever, an expression

uch as

2x 5

2x +

bitch is the \Indicated1 quotient of two polynomials, an

mportant kin _e$Ston. It is important, that we be able

o work wLth expressions, to add them and to multiply

hem. We shall turn our attention to these operations in the

allowing section' First, however, the problem of restricting

he domain of a variable in such expressions must be considered.

An indicated quotient in whi11 the denominator is 0-L--for

xample, ---does not name a real number. Therefore, If we

re to work with indicated quotien,,s of polynomials, we must be

arefot to exclule values of the Variable which make the
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denominator zero. We shall then be able to say that the

indicated quotient of two polynomials represents a real number.

Earlier, we have seen examples in which the domain of a

variable had to be restricted. Below are some additional

exampls which may help you to work the problems that follow.
rr

3Example 1. For what values of x does represent a
x - c

real number?
rr

_"
names a real number provided that the

denominator is not 0.

If x = 2, the denominator 13 0.

No other value of x' makes the

denominator 0. Therefore, in

worytng with this expression, it

must be stated that x is not 2.

It could also be sail that the

domain of x Includes all real

numbers except, the number

Example 2. What restriction must be placed on the domain of

y in the expression

Example

If (2y -

is C. in either
expression is

Y

LS

the denoM_ of the above

(Why?)

If y = -7, (Y. + 7)

Therefore, the domain of y includes all real

numbers except and -7.

What Is the domain of

On

An

On 1

There

in the expression

1

-(t1 2717-77,

It mist

1,

stated that n =2 and n -1.
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Example 4 That restriction must be placed on the domain of z
It

in cz

If z - 0, z 0 and the denominator 3"

is 3. For all other values of z, is positive,

and the sum of a positive number and 3 is not

zero. Therefore,'?there i, no value of that

makes the denominator zero

The domain of Is set of all real numbers.

Check YtAr Rea(
11-A

1 Is the name of a real numbe
0

Does
3

x - 2
represent a real member' for every value of x?

3. What restriction must he placed on the

expression

What Ls the

Does

z?

In i.Cle exp

of x in the

2y
3- + 2 "

y t= 7

rti4present a real number for every value of

Oral --9 1472.

1. What values must be excluded from the domains -of the

variables in the indicated euot:71rient of two polynomials?

3
For what values of x does

x 4-
name1
name a real number?

3. Explal- why the domain of x

not the set of all real numbers.
I

expression
('T

4- 1 is

Tell what numbers , !t any, must l excluded from th-t ain

or the varLables r, eacn of f e*p-ression

(a) (e)

(r)

t X

tab
21) t

(g) lal

(a)
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(1)

(i)

(k)

(1)

1

x +

1
+

a -

(a +

x _

b

4

Oral Exercises 4-2

(continued) \

(m) fx + 1 --
5(x +

(n)
1a + 2 x(3x

Proble 14-2

State the restrictions, if any, that must be placed cn the

domaIns of the variables in each of he following expressions:

or sentences.

2
1. x- +

3.

4.

= 2
3x- + 2x f-

5'

1 ')

T# -, _
exy y

8. ial = b

9.

.

11.

13.

14.

3x

7x +

n

+

+

15.
7

-

2x 7

(x -

- 2
5x + 6

n

,D2
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14-2.' Multiplying 9uotiegts of Polynomials

In working with real numbers, it turned out that the basic

operations are addition and multiplication. Subtraction and

diviaton can be defined In terms of addition and multiplication.

Since, with necessary restrictions on the variable,

quotients of polynomials ',represent re#1 nuMbers, our principal

concern in working with such expressions will be with the

operations of multiplication and addition. In this section, we

consider Multiplication'. In Section 14-4, addition is

considered.

Let us beg to by looking at the expression

I

which is he Indicated product of two "polynomial quotients."
P

(Remember that the definition of polynOmial allows, us to

consider "x" and "4" as polynomials.) :F,irst,-what

restriction must be placed on the domain of

However, if not 5, then both
x 5

and =4:

represent real numbers, and the sentence

For all real numbers a, b, c, d,

a c ac
b d bd

may be applied as foliqw

x 2x - 3

xv-

2x` 3x
4x - The result itself

is the quotient
`of two polynomials.

A
Thus, multiplying Mo quotients of polynomials is not

really a new ides at all. In fact, we, lave worked with such

expressions in previous chapters. Below are two other examples,

illustrating'the kind of prcblems you are asked to consider in

the problem set.

6 27'
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ExamPle 1. Simplify This expression is the
indicated prodOct of two
polynomial quotients.

.The domain of= y must be restricted so that the

denominators "4y" and "y - 4" are hot zero.

This means that y cannot be 0, and y cannot

be 4.

If y / 0 and

y + 3 2
4y\ y

Example 2. Simplify

y

+ 3
- 4

6x = 33x

Y
s a name for

if y l 0..

This result may
also be written
" 4- 3 " which

is itself the
quotient of two
polynomials.

3 6x 3 3 3(2) - 1)
- 1 3x 2x , 1 3x

Notice thatAthe phrase "6x - 3" in the
original expression is not prime. In the
first step, it is expressed as the product
of prime factors, 3i2x 1L This is
often a helpful step in simplifying.

628

I
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3.

3

-

H4F,,,44 is a name
x _x 1 x

Check Your Reading

Complete the following sentence:

b,
c,

b / 6, d / 0,
a c

a
d

for 1, if x

Again the result is
itself .the quotient
of two polynomials,

For any real numbers

Complete the 'following sentence: If

x 2x 3

1
is a name for what nu

4. Complete this sentence: If

y be simplified to

1

' 0,

5. If two quotients of polynomials are multiplied, is the

result also a quotient of polynomia

Oral Exercises 143a

x - 1
For what values of X is it true that

2
1?

State the restrictions on the domains of the variables and

then, if possible, simplify each of the followrig expressions.

) 1
(b)

-

b29 1 8.1
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OralExercisea 14-3a

(continued)

t1_1

a 4- 2 a
"'/

(d) zi
m ,ce

m m+ 2

2. x
' 25F R7-777

(g)

(h)

x - 2 x + 2M. 2c
1

Problem Set 14-3a
?-""

Perform each of the following indicated multiplications, simpli-
,

Eying where possible. State the restrictioei on the domains of

the variables.

1.

2

3.

4.

5-

7

2 11
X x

ab a
c be

4
10.

11.

12_

13.

x

+ 36 b2
a +12

4m+ 2
2m + m

a - b

5

2a + 2bate'
a b

a -

2

3 b - a

2_
3a be

2a

2
ax- + a

b(

4k + 12
4

7b2e2

3a

.b-
2

1

a
3

+ 15 2x + 6

- 18 x2 - 3x

1)(x_ x+ 1

x + + 1)2
x + 2 x+ 1

630

182
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No matter how "complicated" the polynomials may -be, the_

simplification of an indicated product of two quotients of

polynomials can be ccomplished by the following:

(1) R triet the domain of the variables so that

the indicated quotients represent real

numbers;

(2) Apply the sentence, "For all real numbers
a

a , b, c , d , Ix/ 0 , d / 0, r-'
c c
d bd

If possible, use the multtplics ion

property of one to simplify-the resull.

x
2
+ 3x - 10 2x + 6

x + 3x x2- - 4x + 4
Example. Simplify

Four polynomials are presen the expression above.

As mentioned earlier, it is often helpful express

each polynomial as a product of prime po _omials,

in this case with the following resul

2)

If x *JD,

lx + 5)(x
x

and

x +
2)(' x +

2x + 10

x - 2x
Agatn,'the result ts,a, Ingle Indicated quotient

of polynomials.
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Problem Set 14-3b

Perform each of the following indicated multiplications;

Simplifying where possible. State the restriction* on the

domains of the variables.

1.
3x 6 5x + 10

2.

4.

5

x 2x 15

m
2

y = 25

x
2 - x - 6
---371 R-777

2
x = 1 x-

-TT
+ 2

a
2 + 12a + 36 a2 - 12a + 36

6. a 6 a 4=

6 + 91) 1 - b

9 9b
2

1 + b

23m + 2m m-

m-
3 m + 1

- 4
2

a. I
x x + 7 -

10. ( 2)(

ax 67 a2 + 12a + 36

x
2

- 36

5x + 4 7x
2

12
ex x +
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14.

Problem Set 14-3b

(continued)

+ 5a + 6 5b
3a

7y +

9a .1- 20

5y - 2(2Y) y 1

Solve eachf o the following'problems.

15. Separate 80 into two parts such that half of the larger

part, increased by five times the smaller part, results in

the sum, 76.

The sum of.the digits of a two digit number is 12. The

tens place digit is three times the units place digit.

Find the number.

14-4. Adding Quotients of Polynomials.

The expression

5

30a c 24b3

is the indicated sum of two "polynomial quotients." In this

on, we shall work with the simplification of such

expressions.

Just as with multiplication, the simplification is based

on the way in which real numbers are added:

For ahy real numbers a, b, and c, b 0,

a c a c

b b b

The fo11o0Ing numerical example is similar to ones

considered in Chapter 11. The steps involved in the simplifi-

cation were carefully explained at that time.

033
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Example 1. Simplify
1

The least common
denominator is
2' 2' 3' 5.

2 . 5 P7)
1 2 . 3

31

Below are two examples involving variables. Once necessary

restrictions have been placed on any variables involved, the

expressions in these examples may be simplified inexactly the

same way as in the numerical example above, since they represent

real numbers.

Example 2. Simplify 4

3x

2a

Example 3. Simplify

3x
2. 3.

©)

_ The least common
2 . a a denominator is

2. 3 a a.

3ax 15

bat ba-
ts

3ax 15
n

ba

7

3ba`b 24b-

5
2 -a-

The result is a
quotient of
polynomials.

a / 0,
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5
-3

36a b 24b a-
12

b 2- 3 b

Th0 least common denom-
__inator is 2

3 -3
2

a
2

7 2b
2 2

----7
3a
--7

3 -a
2

b 2b 2 3 b 3a

14b2
-2-

72a b:
3

72 b-

The result is a single
72ab indicated quotient

of polynomials.

Check Your Reading,

In questions 1 and 2, complete the statement, based on the

reading and the examples of this section.

1. For any real numbers a, and c, with b / 0,

15
2. If a / 0,

3ax

6a- 6a

If 2. 2. 3 is the denominator of one fraction, and 2- 5

is the denominator of a second fraction, what is the least

common denominator?

If 2

2. a

3 'a is the denominator of one fraction, and

is the denominator of a second fraction, what is

the least common denominator?

5. If 2
2
-3

2
. a

2
b is the denominator of one fraction, and

3
2 is the aenothinator of a second fraction, what is

the least common denominator?

6. If two quotients of polynomials are added, is the result

also a quotient of polynomials

/ V
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Oral Exercises 14-4a

State the least common denominator of each or the following

expressions: (It il-assumed that the domains of the variables

are correctly restricted.)

, 1 17 7
6a- 3a

2. 1 1

x + 2 ' x -a

1

lb' 7 ,
a b

5
1

- 2

4
ac a-c

1 1

2mn
10m

7
Ta- -7"2-

1 _1

nit12a

1

15ab

9.. t-
(m

10.

12.
1

1

9a

5
5-

24b

30a

I

115a - b)

Problem f'let'14-

1

m'+ 3)-

11
20b

1

6(a b)-

:31mplIfy each of the following expresatons. Indicate the

restrictions on the domains of the variables.

A. _L
2a oa

3. +
12c

5a

4 15y-

1 1

--7 2mn
3m-

3

x =
+

3lx
5
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Problern Set 14-4a

(continued)

a 3 2
9. 51a4- 61 ca - VT(a +br 15. +

m - 1 W1-7-7

1
a 73

0.
(a - b)2

11.

12 1 +
1

a b
lor

4 3
13. 3 3/c=-7 +

14.
-cx

+ 7
+ 3) x + 3

16.

17. X ux+ y x- y

18.

19.

20.

2 -3
a - b - a

x +
3 + 1

Although the polynomials themselves may be quite complicated,

the process of simplifying an indicated sum of polynomial

quotients remains the same. The process may be outlined as

follows:

1. Restrict' the Apmain of the variables so that

each quotient represents a real number.

2. Determine the least common denominator by

expressing each denominator as a product of

prime factors; then use the multiplication

property of one to express each quotient in

terms of this common denominator.

Apply the sentence: For all real numbers
a c

b

a + c
.a, b, c, b #( 0,

b
+ --F--

If possible use the multiplication property of

one to simplify the result..

O37
9
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Exam 1. Simpli 7
2

y y - 1 y - 8y 15

7_ 2 7

+ y - 12 - Sy + 15, 4)(1 - 3 Y = 5 Y

1 -4, Y Y 5

The least common denominator is

(Y 4--4)(Y 3)(Y 5).

y + 4 y 55

5)+ 2(y 4)

(- 4)(Y -- 3)(Y 5)

27
3 y = -5)

Y - 5)

Y 4-

1
y 5J

This result may be
simplified by the
multiplication pro-
perty of 1.

(y 3) is a factor
of both numerator ,

and denominator.

Y 3
is a name

for 1, if y 3.

Now the numerator
and denominator have
no common factor.



Example 2. Simpl

If x

1 4 2x
3x - 9 77=75

This expression indicates the subtraction
of one polynomial quotient from another..
However, L.0914x / 3, both quotients represent
real numbers; and the definition of
subtraction may be used to restate the
expression in terms of addition, as follows:

1 2x
3x § - 15

1 -2x

2x
5x---15

-2x
77-77 5x - 15 - 3)

The least common denominator
is (3)(5)(x - 3).

-2x

5 x
15(x - 31 15(x3)

This result may also be
written as

" 5 - 6x "
15x - 45

Problem Set 14-4b

Simplify each of the following expressions.

domains of the variables.

1.
1

3z = --3

Indicate the

13 2x
x

2

2x

1
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5.

c + 1

c
2

+ 2c

b 2
2

b - 5b

3 _ 5__
(b 1)2 7b k- 7

Problem Set 14,4b

(continued)

12.

13.

x - 1

14.

15.

6

a
2 - 2ab + b2

3

+ 2x + 1

Y-7- 16. 3

3Y (Y 3)(y

3, - x2 +
x + 2

- 1 x + 1

1
3

(:)

+ 2x 3x + 6

17. X

V 12

y - 4

2

18. a
3x - 2x - 8 2x - 4

a
19. + + 1

1 a - 1 a + 1

15

5 2
11.

4
+ 20. +

3

7m = 12 m + m - 20 z 25 3z + 15 2z - 10

14-5. .Rat- tonal Expressions and Ra.ttonal Numbers.

Although the numbers 3

7quotientof these numbers,

however, a rational number.

real number that can be na

- At the beginning of tt,is chapter it was suggested hat

polynomials over the integers behave something like th

and are integers, the

not an integer: it is,

In fact, a rational number is any

as the quotient of two integers.

Integers themselves. If, tnstead of starting-with

640

wo Integers,



we start with-.two pnlynomial, say "2x -V 1" nd "x.

the indicated quotient "of-theae'polynomials may be written as

x -'3
i Tr

This indicated quotient is not polynObiial. Bowever, ,qua
3 'called a rational number because it is

ntegers, so

0 r

x
2

2x +

he quotient o

called a rational expression because it the quotient of two
-

polynomials over the integers.

-Us, the indicated 'quotients of polynomfals with which we

-f- sections 1 -.3 and .A14-41 may also be, called

-rational expressions. Listed below are three more ilAustrations-

Of rational expressions:

5x 7

3
2x - x-

2
4

3x 5

The first two are obviously quotients on polynomials.*The ihird,

may not appear tobe so. However, remember that an teger,

say for example 5, is also a rational number since it can be
5expressed as the quotient :T. ,Inthe sam e-:way, a polynomial

over the integers, such as 3x2 Tx - 6 is also a rational

expression since it inky. be written

mc2
77. - 6

The following pairs Of stateMents are very similar. One pairfollowing __

concerns and rational nuMbers, The,other pair deals,

with pOlynomials and rational cx ressions.

'Every integer is al a -rational number.

However, not all rational numbers are-integers.

Every polynomialovqr the integers is also
rational expression.

However, not all rational
polynomials',

6411

expression- are



,Althongh every rational nu ber)chn to named as the
_

_

.quotient of tyo integers, it X! -pmerible to use' amen

rational numbers' that are-not gliatients'of integera. For eximple,

-starting wjth -40 might add 7, .like this

The expression.ab©ve'is_ not the quotient of two integers.

However, it doeS.name a rational -number; it can be simplified

,

,

In the same wy,we might beg _with the polynomial
v , .x. .-3 7

quotient and add (x , .?),

2
.

A- 2.
x + 1

-x

like this:

The resulting expression is not the indicated quotient of two

loly4711als. But it s co6sidered,to be a rational expression.

It can be) Sitplified- the indicated quotient of two

polYnOmials.
It ispossibleto write quip complicated names for both

,rational,,numbere.and rational expressions, as the illustrations

below suggest.

2

This numeral names a
rational number. It can
be simplified to 'read as
the quotient of two
integers.

This expression is a
rational expression. It
can be simplified to read
as the quotient of twp
polynomials over the
integers.

The abave illustration of a rational expression suggests

fSllowing defiAition:

A rational expression is one which indicates

at most the operations of addition, subtraCtion,

multiplication, division, and taking opposites.

9



Compare this with the definition h-of a poaYnatial in hapter 13.

not -

nal exprest

.They dlfferonWinthat the'operattan of division

permitted-in a polynatial but is permitted in a ra

slot).

The phrase at mosW ocdurring in the definition, means

that no,oimrations 'other than the fiveomentioned in he

,definition can be'Irdiaated. in a rational expressio . It does

natmeen, of course, that a rational expression mus, indicate

All five_of the operations.
,

12x + 3
Ex t,le 1. 0,-Nb a rational expreesion?x - 5- , ,

it is riot, since the operation of "tak ng a square

root' is indicated, and this operation is not one

of. the rive permitted 'in a rational expression.

Notice that the definition above does not say hat evdry,_,,

rational expression is the quotient of twt polynomials over the

integers, since this is not true. However, it is e that

every rational expression can be simplified to a'fo indicating

the quotient of ,two polynomials over the

2 1
Examp_le2. Simplify 2 -x

3 -

-'2x

_egera.

5
-2

This expreSsion is already the inqica ed quotient

of two'polyno als; however, they are not .both

polynomials ver the integers. The i = ltiplica -tion

property of one may be usedto obtain a

2 1'

3--
x

5 - 2x

1
x2x

2
- 3

(5 2x)

b
775-7-bi

3_-)

This exp ession is the
indicate quotient of
two poi nomials over
the in_ ers.
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Example 3. Simplify (1 + -

This is a rational expression. The only operations

indicated are addition, subtraction', witiplicatiOn,

and division; all of these are included in the

definition of a rational expression

However, the eXpression is not in simplest form,

since it is not the indicated quotient of two

polynomials over the integers.

If x 11, then
x
a-

1 '
as well as "1" and

"x 1", repreapnts a real number. /The distributive

property may be applied, as follows:

1
x
1 If - 1) 1 - +1"

x

Check Your Rea

What name is given to numbers

quotients of integers?

h can be expressed as

2. What.name is,given to express o s which can b4 written as

quotients of polynomialsover 'he integers?

3.,..Which of the following stateme is is true:

Every plynomial is a rational expression;

Every rational expressio_ is a polynomial

In the definition of a ration -1 expreSsion, five permissible

operations are stated. What are they?

+ x - 2
5. Is the expression

_ 2x + 1 -
x 3'

polynomials over the integers? lsit a rational express

a quotient of

644
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Oral Exercises 111=5.

1. Give an example of a rational expression which is a

polynomial. Explain why it is a polynomial.

2. Give an example of an expression which is not a rational

expression. :Explain why it is not

Give an example of a rational expression in three variablei.

For each of the following expressions state whether it is

a polynomial

a rational expression

neither of these

a
2 + 2ab + b2

lb) :44

(c) 24 + 5b

(d,), x
2
+ 2x + 1 . 0

%-,

2
2

3; _ 2x -,x

11.-
x+ 1

(g) *).42 Y2

th)

Ia +

(j) 5x + . 2x + 4

(k) x +_y

x - y

1) (x 5

(n)

../ET

a-
2 + 2a + 5
a + 2-

Problem Set 14-_5

State whe i achr-Df the followingkis

-a p lyno

a rational oression

(iii) a Sentence

and in how many va= ables it is written.

(a) a
2
+ 2ab + b ) 4(2m + 3 ) (m - 7)

2
(b) (x + 5)2

-)
+ 2ab
a + b

645 1 (-

( 2x -



Froblm Set 14 =.

(continued)

3 -5)
kx2,

0

5(2x 4-'4)2

la+ bl

x-
2
+ 2x - 1 = 5

3

(k) (x + y +iz

7x(y + m)

+

3x_+ 2y- k

+

= 3

1

x

e an-expression in one variable which is

a polynomial

a .rational expression but not a polynomial

(c) a non-rational expression.

3. Simplify. State the domains of the variables.
1 1
7 m -1-

()

(d)

%

(1 - lb )b

(f)
x + 1

3

uv

3 + 1

3 - y

54 6

'+ 2



14-6. *piViding Po els:

*1*N 2
2x. X - 5

x' 3
is a rational' expreasion/in simplest form; it

is the indicated quotient of t

'and the numerator and denomina

o-polynomials over the integers,

or do not have .a common factor.

Nevertheless', there are times when it. is. desirable to change.

this expression to another form. Let us ftrst look at a similar

situation irrarithmetid, where'both palynomials are simply
168

integers---for example, 11 ," .

"168",
/ . wp

11
is a name for a rational number. Another name for

this number is
n
15TT. In arithmetic, you may have spoken of

-this as "changing from an improper fractin to a mixed Amber.

The "mixed number" name may bepbtained--by long division, as

follows:

11

m-8

3.

The div =ision process above iswell known from arithmetic.

However, there are certain oints abOilt this process that,

a corresponding. process for divisionshould be understood before

of any two p nomials is discussed. or this reason, the

following form of the process is'igiven.

.Take away 1 "11,s" from 168.
(10)(11) - J10.

Next,. take away
- 55,

3 3 is less than 11. Therefore, no
more "11,s" are taken away.
3 is the remainder. 14

.
The explanation abOve shows that division may be thought

of as repeated subtraction. "11'1. were subtracted from 168
A

Until a number smaller than Il was obtained. First, 10 "11

were subtracted, then 5 "1113." The number 3 remained

o47



Therefore, we may write

168 - (10)(11)- :, (5) 3

168 . 10(11) +.5(11)

168 . (10 5)(11) 3
I

18 . (15) VV

dividend divizor 1114% underlined words
are names commonlyquotient remainder
used in division.

The sentence on the right below may be obtained from the

sentence on the left by multiplying both sides by 11. 16pd the

sentence on the left may be obtained from the sentence on the

right by multiplying both sides by T . The sentences are

equivalent.

168 3
Trr 15 TT 168 = (15)

In fact, the sentence on the right represents a.familiar method

of "checking" dliAt'ipion: multiply the quotient by'the divisor,

and add the remainder; the result ihould be the diiidend..

Following isNthetr example, in which division is

approached from the point of view of subtraction. Agoin, the
reason for this lies in preparationr .division of polynomials.

4) 821

720

101

(30)(24) = 720.
720 is subtracted from 821.

(4) (24)
96 is pubt_-- ed.

!V_ -'---- -____---

5 5 is less than 24.
Therefore, the remainder is
5,

The same div ion process is exhibited below in a way familiar

from arithmetic. The proce-az is really the As; notice how

the "30" 'and the "4" show up.

648



101

5

The fdllowing

821

atementsiare equivalent:

821 . (J4)(24) 5

dividtnd c1L4.visor

quo tent remainder,

In general, if n and d are positive integers and n < d,

then 771- may be expressed in "mixerriumber"

division process, indicated,roughly,by the

diagram:

d

form by tie 1long

foll;wIng

For any n and d satisfying the
above conditions, a number q
can be found such that'0 < r < d,
where r and q 1 are integers

The following true statements can then be made:

d, n = qd

Check Your Reading

"168"What proeess is used to change 11: to the "m1xed.numbe "

name "14"?

2 In this section; is pointed out that division of integers

may be thought of as a repeated application of what

Operation?

In the statement "168 . (15)(11) 3," enti y_the

dividend, the divisor, the quotient, and the- remainder.

4. The remainder is always iess than what number?
1

5. Givl a statement that is equivalent to "-Ina - 15)(1 3.",

6. Give a.statement tha; is equivaient to
q

549

4
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rat- Exercises 14-6a

15Te11 how can -00e written in several ways as the sum of

a positive integer and a positive.,rational number. Which

of these. Is in the form q ar , 0 < r < d?,

If in a division process othe quotieht is 2, the remainder

la 2 and the divisor is 5, what-is the dividend?

3. Write as the sum of an'Integer and d rational number.

4. Flndrthe values of the variables fo ,which the following

sentences are true.

n = q d r,

49 9 - 5 r

(d) n - 8 b 2

46.

93 = ?. d + 5

(g)

n

12
5 eT

2
a

37
5 +

n
5

Prob:- Set 1.476a

Fel'form each of the following indicated divisions; then write

the results in each of the forms n qd r and
q

229
. 17

486
23

3.
1

'768

18
9
41

7.

A man walked a distance in miles thtt was 4 times the

number o'f hours he walked. Write an expression for his

rate of speed.
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Problem Set 14-6a

(continued)

10. 'A stack, of quarters was divided into three equal piles

with a-pile of 2 remaining. The total value of the

qUarters was $29.75. ,How many were in each pile?
. .

Translate .ihis into an-open sentence and find its truth set.

2 .

68 x- x =d 5

) "
the indicgted quotient

-3
is the

of two integers. ineicated quotient o

It may be changed to ."mixed-

number" form by the long

division process.

polynomial over the
0

integers.

The similarity between

the behavior 61 integers

and of polynomials over

the integers suggests

that this rational,

expressidn may be changed'

to a form corresponding

to "mixed number" form,

by a long division

process.

'-et us follow the long division process for integers, and apply.

it to the polynomials "x - 3," the divisor, and
H2x2

x 5,"

the dividend.

x - 3 2x x

2x
2

Subtract (2x )(x - 3)

This is suggested by the

--7----- fact that (2x)(x) = 2x2.

(2x)(x - 3) = 2x - 6x.

Subtract (7)(x - 3). This

is-suggested by the fact

that (7)(x) = 7x. '

(7)(x ,L . 7x - 21.

16 is the remainder.

kj U
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ou see that the.subtraption approaih wap used with division

_ polynomials, Just as it was positive integers in the

previous section?_ First 2x)(X=- 3) was-sulktra-cted, then

.(7)(x ) was subtracted; the number 16 remained Thus,

2x2 +x - 5 - (2

2x-
2 4 x - 5 =

2x2 x -F
dividend'

3

7)(x

divisor

- 3) .16;.

- 3) 16;

I'
remainder

Provided that x / 3, .the foll owing two= sentences are

equivalent: 4

2x
2
+ x 5 = (2x 4 7)(x - 3 ) + 16;

2x-
2

x 16
x

3 2x 4- 7 +=x

This is a
rational
expression

This is enother4form,of the
expreslion,.correspondtng to
the "mixed number" form of
arithmetic.

In dividing positive integers, we stopped whenever the

Aa4inder waa less.Ahanthedivi-sor. You may wonder why we

stopped with 16 in the example above, since it makps no

sense to say that 16 is "less" than the divisor x m 3. When

dividing polynomials other than

must be of degree less tha4 the degree of the divisor. i the'
40

example above,

two integers, the remainder

The divisor x - 3 is of degree one.

The remainder 16 is of degre'a zero.

X57
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below Is another example. (

Change the rational-exPressien to

another form by the long division process.

ubtract (4x )(2X.- 7),

suggested by the ac.I.

that '4.(J4x) 2x m,

(i-ix)(x 7) 28Z.

Fillbact. 1 (2x -:7),y

suggested by the fact.

that (16)(2x) - 32x.

(16)(2x- 7) - 32x - 112

114 The degree of "1141'is

less than t:he degree of

the divisor "2x - 7."

Therefore, 114 is the

remainder.

In this example, (4x).(2x - 7) was subtracted from 8x 4x + 2.

Then (16)(2x - 7) was subtracted altogethel", (4x)(2x - 7)

(16)(2x -'7) was subtracted-. That Is using the distributive

Property, (4x 16)'(2x - 7) was subtracted, with remainder 114..

Thus,

=,(4x + 16)P- W

1
_114Sx' 4x

2x - 7 2x - -y

Check Your Reading

When dividing positive integers it was tatecl that the

remainder Ls less than the divisor. What corresponding

statement Is made to this section concerning dIvraion of

polynomials other than tot(-44erni?

2. What is the deg

What Ls the
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0

8

Check Your Reading

(continued)

s the product of x and what other factor?

the product of 2x and what other fac

If x a ,is the city no_

quotient, and the remainder in the sentence

"2x2 + x 5 - (2x + 7)(x - 3) 16"

If x - 3 is the divisor, give a sentence which is equiv-

alent to + x - 7)(x lb.

-Tfy the dividend, the

Oral Exercises 14-bb

Give the degree of the following polynomia

(a) x2 + 2x A-

3
5x + 1

3x.

ve 'the f rot term of

following:

o
5):

(d) 15

+ 5

for each of the

33 7 1

-7a +_3
a -

3
3

1 m- - 3

3. In each of the following sabt t the bottom polynomial

from the top polynomial'.

(a) 5x - .3x

-2y3
0

/4y'

(c) + 2z +

1lx + 7x

2
11x- - 7x_



Oral ExerCiSeS' 14bb

(continued)

11x 7

11x 7x +

_ 4
7x - 3x2

7x

(g) 3y- 3y2

y

( h )

3
3x-

3x- 2x

x + 1

X

x
LT_

1 _3
+

oblem loo

The following sentences are given In orm 7

For each Write an equivalent sentence In the form

n = q d + r. Identify the dividend, the dIvIsor,

quo

(a)

(b)

and the remainder.

x + IG

The followtng.se

4
+

x + 3

* -- + 1 +
+ 1

q
r

ace given In the form n = q d + r

a ®

he dtvI.or, the quottAt, and the

For each write an equivalent sentence In the form

Identify the dividend,

remainder.

x 3 - 2x' + 2x + x + 1)(x

4x t 3x - PX - 1)(x +

3x - 10x - 3 = (3x + 2)(x 4 +-
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Problem Set 1416b-

(continued)

ate the monomial needed to each of the following indicated

multiplications so. at the indi_cate

in.a lower deee

polynomial

(a) (x3 + '°x (?)(x +

(b) (4x
4

(c) (-5x2 + 3x + 4

(d)

(r)

(t)

)

>x

2x +

2
+ §x

+ 3)

btractIon resultb

resulting

3x + 1)
0

(4X= + x 1)

2x + 4)

- 4X + 7)

, 4
JX + 2x-

3

11)

3
3x +

The long division p. cess _ polynomials may be shown

in a way exactly like tha used in arithmetic to show the

long division process for

illustrate this.

a integers. Examples 1 and 2

Example 1. Div id 1 + 2 by 2x - 7.

This problem 18 the same as the last example

In the previous see,tion. Compare the work

below with the work done at that
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- 3 10
Change to another f rm by long

division.

I
3 2

x - 5x

6x - 38x -*lc

-13x -

-13xj 65

-75

13

-38x - 10

Therefore, provided x 5,

3
3Hx

s)

Note that there is

no "x" term In the

dividend. Hence, as

a matter of'don-

ventence, a space

Is%left.

_e-i L
The rong divisLon process may be used to answer questions

ibou factoring, as Illustrated in Examples 3 and 4.

,Lxample 3. Is 63 a factor 7?

03

There

15-

is a factor 6f.

x - 1 a factor of

The remainder is zero.

567 - (63)(9)
9)

3X =

x 1

x - 1

0 The remainder is zero.
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Therefore 3x - 1 = 2x.+ - 1) 0

2
+ 3x --x - 1 is a factor of 31-

- 2x

dos d

is a factor

Oral Exer- e 14-6c

sion process

n?

In which of the following cases

d q +

b:: _1(
4-

+

d
tell you when

d a factor of Why?

Prablem et 14-pc

Perform each of the following indicated divisions until the

remainder is of lower degree than the divisor. in each case

check your result by-multipl cation and addition, guided by

3.

5.

+ 4x' - 3x +
X + 1

x - 3

x - x- - 1

x + 3
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9

10

Problem Set 1

(continued
3

5?(
3

- ilx 2 +
11.

-bc

X
3

+

2

x

x - 1

x5 + 1
12. T7r-r

+ 12x +
13.

-2

*14.
,
OX - X - x + 4

3x - 2-

1. Wat polynomial multiplied by results in the

P- al 3x +r13x + 14?

What polynomial multiplied by results in the

polynomial 2x
3

- 9x-
2

- (-)x + 20?
_

17. What pblynomial multiplied by x + 3 results,in the

polynomial 3x
3 + 9x2 - x - 3?

18.` Find the missing factor in each of the following;

(a) (x + 5)(?) 7x 10

(b) 7)(?) - 16x - 35

(c) - 3)0) 5x2 - lbx + 3

(d) (2x + 4)(?) = 4x2 16x + 16

(e) (x + 3)

1. While the sum, differ

Summary

and product of two polynomials

are always polynomials, the quotient of two polynomials

is not always a polynomial.

In working with quotients of poynom\als it is necessary

to restrict the'domains of the 1)'-ariables to exclude values

for which the denominator is zero.

059

21j



Simplification of an indicated pro sct of two quotients of

polynomials can be accomplished by applying the sentence,

For all real numbers a, b, c, and d, b 0, d 0,,

'a e ac ii

b d bid '

and then using the multiplication property or one, to simplify

--UR result.

To simplify an indicated sum of two quotients of polynomials

we

determine the least common denominator,
4

express each quotient in terms of this common denominator,

apply the sentence:

"For all real numbers

a
+

and c, b j/

+ c
b

he multiplication property of one tc simplify the

results.

A rational expression is one which indicates at most the

operations of addition, subtraction, multiplication,

-division, and taking of opposftes.

,A rational expression can be expressed as a quotient of

Polynomials

7 If p and d are polynomials in one variable such that

the degree of p Is not less than the degree of d, then

e are polynomials q and r satisfying the condition

p = qd r,

where the degree of r is less than the

RFv,I w Pro

1. Which of the following are rational expressions? polynomials?

'Which are polynomials Ln one, variable? polynomials over the

integers? over the rational numbers? over the real ft6mbers?

(a) (s' t)(3st 1)



(f)

(g)

(h)

5

ax +_bx

2u + v

2(u + Lv)

1
u 4-

2

Review Problem Set

(continued)

(k) flx1

b
a -4- b

$(1)

(n

0

a b
5 r A- 5

A- 2 7777

- 5 s + 2
s r -

(r) s s

Simplify each of the'following eXpressiglue.

18 (0 2 V

(b) 3 .12-

(e)

Simplify each of tr

.(a)

12

llowinE expressions.

(d) /(Y+.

ob 1



7k, Review Problem Set
(continued)

Factor Qacqi of the folloning polynomials into prime l'actors
over the intr_?gers_.

a Gab (o)

(b) x y 3x -- 3y
(1)

(e) .3mx - 4-- 1

14(j)
(2) + 30

(e) - 22x - 118

(1)

(f) - 22x +
(:-TO

() (a + b)(a - o) a 17.)

(n)

)

-b Si b 12a b

ila - 10

100a-

- 162

'3. Smp1ify each or te foiloing e;.:_nre2p,iono.
t

(b)

1 5
33 (e) 77

3

a -17
(r)

(0)
`2x - 3

2m ÷ 3m(h)

2a So
'132a- -

x

6. perform 0 h of' the l'ello.%11-nu: -e!v-1,-510n2 and cOo

the result.',1

a

÷ 3x ÷(b) - 1

(c) 11N-2 + 6'

Cc

662

1

+ 0x



Review Problem Set 1

(continued)---

7. Find the truth se- of each of the following sentenceS.I

(a) 2x + 5x - x

2x x 1

3

1 3
7Y-!-x

x - 7)

n'
(f) X` - 13x + 40 === 0

o

1
7 (1-)

(j)

;14
(k)

ix - ST 7

1 3 3 1

(g' 5x 10

4
(h) ,

Show whether-or not

x + 2 x - 1 ,
vx +X + 1

( 1 )
20

n
2

2
x

-1

(m) 31x1 - lx1 - C

Hint: factor

o

Ixl' lx1 =

2
,,..9

Hint: Consider
separately the
cases (x 5) ? 0
and (x 5) < U.

- 3) is a factor of the polynomial

9- Which of the following numbers are rational?

(d)
_co

(e) ,(TT

6b3



Find

Revi w Problem Set

Continued)

-+
he average of

)t 3 and

Solve each cf the following problems.

3

The square of a number is 91 more than b times the

number. What is the number?

12. The sum procais of two successive integers is

.)
What are the Integers?

One leg of A right triangle is 2 feet more than twice

the smaller leg. The hypotenuse is 13 ee Find the.

length of each leg.

14.E A jet travels 10 times a

one hour the jet willtra _1 120 miles farther than the

passenger train will go in 8 hours. What is the rate of'each ?j.
15. A-candy store made a 40 lb. mixture part_of which had

cream centers and sold at $1.00 per pound while the

rest. had nut centers and sold at $1.40 per pound. The

final mixture is to sell Tor $1.10 per pound. How

many pounds of each kind off candy should there b

as a passenger train. In

16,--Two trains 160 miles apart travel towards each other.

One is traveling g atl fast as the other. How fast Is3

each going-if they meet In 3 hours and 12 minutes?

oo4
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Chapter 15

TRUTH SETS OP OPEN SENTENCES

-uiyaleht Open ,Sentences-.

As seen earlier, equivalent sentence's are open sentences

with the same truth set. VAe truth set of an open sentence may

be found by forming a' cRain of equivalent sentences, a press

Illustrated below in finding the truth set of "3x 4- 8 = 20.

8"--- 20

3x + (-8) = 20 +

The trot

-1 12

3x

x = 4

-8 is added tn- both sides,
resulting in a sentence

. equivalent to thgr original one.

.4 1,Each side Is multiplied
resulting in a sente ce
equivalent to the on_, above.

set of the last sentence, 4" is clearly (4) .

However, since we formed a chain of equiv`_ ,sentences, (4)

is also the truth set of the original sentence in the chain,

"3x 4- 8 20:"

Do you see how the chain equivalent sentences was formed

in the above example? Two ideas earlier and reviewed

below, were applied.

'a = b
is equtvalent to

a + c b + e,
for--a real num c.

a - b
is equtvalent to

ca =
for any

number
real

The same ;41,11.1,1ber may be
addedto/botE sides without

inhl_the truth set.

8oth sides may be tultiplied
by the same non-zero-number

changing the truth set.

Even though we that equivalent sentences have the

same truth set, it is ill wise to "check" truth numbers An

the ortginal,senter a guard-against arithmetic mistakes.
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Thus, in the above example, the nurber 4 may be checked

the sent nce "3x + 8 - 20," as follows

3(.4)

sentence is true (both sides are names for

showing that 4 is tru 4h number of :3x

As a second exa

number 20),

8 = 20."

in which eduivalen sentences occur,

consider the open sen, ce

4y,+ 7 = y + 4.

(-7) added to both sides.

-y is added both sides.

- 7

Both sides are multiplied

by
1
7.

In the chain of equivalent sentences above, notice that in one

A5teP -7 was added to both sides, and in another step -y was

added to both -ides. Actually, these steps may be combined

into a single step by adding, -7-y to both sides, as followTT

4y + 7

4y 7 = y

( -y) y

- 21

Y = 7

In either case, we arrive

-7 -y) -7-y is adted tc both
sides.

sentence

truth set is easily seen to be (.7)

set of the original sentence, "4y +

Both sides are multi-
1

Plied by

ny 7," whose

is also the truth

-y +

When we first solved open sentences by forming chains of

uivalent sentences, the truth set was verified by "reversing

the chain, that'is, by reversing the steps in the chain. If

this were done to the last e=xample above, we would start with
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"Y then go 'up the :ladder" to obtain "ky 7 y 28."

However, such a demenstratIon i not necessary if we can be

sure in advance that each step taken is reversible. The

question is, then, what steps- are.of this type?

by

other wordi,

what kinds of steps can we rev'erse, or "undo," by another step?

As one example, the step -of "adding 5" may be, ieversed by the

step of "adding -5." As a matter of fact, we have already'

learned that

'37 -ATMIWitirattny real number is

Such a step can be reversed by adding the

opposite

-44

Multiplication 14 any nonzero real- number

ii reversible. Such a step can be reversed

by multiplying by tht The

ntimV4r zero has no 'reciprocal; that is the

reason we must exclude multiplication by

zero as a neverslble step=

--,.The solution of , 417,1- 7 y 28" above illustrated b

of the e kinds of steps. The number (7-y) ;4at added to both

sides. This is a reventiibleJstep, since it may be reversed by

adding,thd opposite of t=tayA, that is, by adding 7 # y. Alsb,
.1 .

both sides were multiplied by -7,
;

This ig.a reversible step; ,,

it,can be reversed by mullipi ing by the reciprocal of 4, that

multiplying by 3.

Ch k Your Reading

What is meant by the pirase "equiValent sentences"?

2. State two ways in which a sentence equivalent to a

sentence may beeobtained.

3 What step reverses the step of adding ,5? \

Is the addition of any real number a reversible step?

What step reverses addition of (-y-7)?
P

What step reverses multiplication by 1
?

3 '

given

Is multiplication by any real number a:reversible step?

Ob7



Oral Exercises 15-la

Describe in each case the Step. Whch reverses tbegiVen

step.

EXamples: adding 7, reverse step: adding -7;

multiplying by 4 reverse step: multiplying

by v.

(a) addihg 6 '(f) multiplying by

(b) adding -10 (g) adding (-x-6)

(c) multiplying by 5 (h). multiplying by 10
2

(d) adding 7 -(i) multiplying by -6

(e) adding (y 7) (j) adding k

2. Give the truth sets of the following sentences.

(a) 2x = 8 (e) 5x = 20,

(b) x 5 . 6 f 3y 1

(c) 3wm 6 (g) 2w 5 =- 5
/4-

(d) 2y 4- 1 = (h) 4x = 3

Problem Set 1-z11

1. Two sentences are equivalent if they have the same truth set.

Show whether or not thefollowing pairs of sentences are

equivalent by comparing truth sets.-

(a) 3x = 6;' 4x = 8

(b) 5t= -10; t 6 = 44

1
"1-t) t 3; 2 -

3

(d) 12 = 4x; 3x = 12

2. Two sentences are equivalent if one can be obtained from the

other using reversible steps._. For the following pairs of

sentences show that the second can be obtained from the

first and the first can be obtained from the second.
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Problem Set 15 -la

(continued)

Example. 6t + 7 10; .5t. . 3

Solution': St - 3 is obtatAed from 5 +- 7 10 by adding
*c :eacl 'stde

5t + g A. 1O is obtained

7 to each aids.

3x 8 . 12; 3x- w 20

(b) 4y 12; y 3

9t + 7 fit, 7t 7 = 0

(c1( ;7x - 2 5; 4x -

3 + 5 + 5; 2 -2t

701 - 1 3h - 4 . 411

klk 1
(g) 7r; k + 2 gm 2k -

(h) 3x 27;,x2 mi 9

1.) 14 n + 3n;' l - 12 +'2n

5t = 3 by adding

For each of the following pairs of sentences, determine

whether or not the sentences are equivalent. You can show

this by beginning with either sentence and carrying out

operations that yield equivalent sentences, until you arrive

at the other sentence of the pair. If you think they are

not equivalent, try to show it by finding a number that is

in the truth slt of one, but not in the truth set f the

other.

2x = 12; x = 6

12 + 3n = 5n; 12 = 2n

5Y = 3Y + = 6

- c = 12; S = 6

3x 9 - Ox = i x - 12;

+ 4 - 10; 4

669
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Problem Set 15-la

(continued)

For -each pair of_sentences below, decide whether or not the
=

sebtenes are equivalent.

4 2x a 10; . -3

(b) 12x . 10 - 3x; x

(c) 2 4 = 0; (v1 - 2)(w t

4x 4- 6.. 0; -x

(e) 0... 3 1-1(t - 3) = 0

(f) 3r- Ft? y = 1

(g) 0 -(2X1 0 . x(2 - x)

(h) 2(h 2): 2( h + 3) = 27;

Solve (that 1 find the truth

3x 6 - 12

8 = 5x - 2

Y = 7

lit + 21

sf-= s 6

- 6 6 -

(g

=
7 O.

4h 10 = 27'

set o

s - 6= s 6

y + 2 a 3y ,-

x 1

7 + 7'7

(k) + 3x = - 9

(1) 17 - 33

1

In the sentenceswhicti we have been solving so far we have

obtained equivalent sentences by addition and multiplication.

We have been able to add expressions which contain a variable,

such as x + 7 or x - 3, and get equiValept sentences. This

is true because we know that such phrases represent real

number8 for all values of the variable. We also know that

addition to bo,th sides is permissible far Any.'reali number.

Howavet, in the case of multiplication, we hive Veen multi-
i

plying 'only by exptessions which do not contain a variable. We

could be sure' of obtaining an equivalent sentence as long as

the number we were multiplying by was. not zero.

670
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We.wiWnoW loOk at some examp es which involve ultipfi-

catteln-by an expresSion which does ontain a variable. We will

discolie in such cases; that we do not alWays obtain an

equivalent sentence Pdrexample, onsider the-folliwing open

sentence.

If we expftriment a bit, we will see that this sentence has the

truth set (2, 3). Now, suppose we had wanted to use the method

e have been working with; namely that of obtaining equivalent

-sentences. It would have been natural to multiply both sides by

the expres on

This would give us -

x - 3

which becomes

x = 2.

But this labt sentence has the truth set (2). Is this last

sentence equivalent to the _%yst? it should be clear that the

Amwer is no, since the truth set of the first sentence is

3).

,The question is, "What happened?"
" 1To answer this we must look carefully at the expression
x 3

Remember that our rule state that if we multiply both sides of

an open sentence%by a non-zero real number, we will obtain an

equivalent sentence. Now it Is true that the expression x= 3-

doeS represent a real number for most values of the variable x.

For example, if x has the value. 5, theh the expression is a

,humeral for Ta. Do you see this?

On the other hand, suppose x has the value 3. In this

case we see that the denominator has the value 0. What does

this mean? it means that our expression does not represent

a real number when x = 3.

In 'other words, the phrase
x

does not represent -a
-

real number for all values of the variable. This helps to

explain why the second sentence was notequivalent to the first.



Let's consider another,example. In this cagb we will not

be attempting to solve s sentence., We will, however, learn Some

more aboUt equivalence. -We begin with the open entente

5.

We now multiply both sides by w and obtain the sentence

w2 .

0,

Question: _Is the second sentence equivalent to the first ?'

The best way to answer this is to look at the two truth seta.

The truth set of the first is clearly (5). WhatiS the truth

pettuf the second sentence? if we experimehil fines -1
it has two elements. The ,set is (9, 0), beca se'

5
2

5(5) and -0- = 5(Q) are both true,.
2

Our answer, then, must be
A
that the two Sentences are not

equivalent-.: .
()loin we must look''et the multiplier. It is the variable

w. Suiely this always represents real number. But w can
-,-..

also haveCthe value 0, and our rile states that-we will -

always

,

obtain an equivalent sentence if we multiply both sides

by a
1
non-zero real number.

The above examples havetwn us that we do not always,

obtain equivalent sentences when we multipl both sides by an

expression whiCh contains a variable. In _ct, in both of our

.'--problems we did not obtain an equivalent sentence. It is

natu/-cfa'to ask if this always happens.' The answer, as we will

soon *6; is na.-We often obtain equivalent sentences even
A

when the Multiplier does contain a variP The important

thing to remember, is that we mgt in al= nese comes be

especially carefuj to check the truth sets, since we cannot

always be sure that the final sentence is equivalent to the

Original one,
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1. Does ---
x -

2.- Are the open sentences "x(x

2111alrYbur Readins=

frepresent a real number' fcr a11t_ values of x?
f

2(x '3)" and "x- = 2"

equivalent? Why or why not?

Are the open sentences

Why or why not?

H142 ff and . 5- eqUivalent?

1' both.pidee,,of an open sentence are mul ipl d.by an

-faxpreaaiminvolvitig a variable, is the resulting sentence

necessarily_ equivalent to the origi l one? Give two

examples from this_sectiOn that support your answer.

Oral Exercises 15-1b

each of :e pairs of sentences below, explain why they are

equivalent br why they are not aquivalent.

1. x . 3; 3x . 9 6.

2. x
2

= 3x' 7.

3. 7x = 7; x= 1 8:

x 17; x = 1 9.-

7x2 = 7x; . 7x . 7 10.

5(Y --1) 1); , 5 . y

6 =m; 6

x # 1) =

Problem Set 15-lb

1. POT. each of the following pnlises, find values of the vari-

able for which the phrase zero,, not 'a real

nurilber.

(g)

(h)

573

2)(t - 3)

_

t(t

1
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Problem Set-1.5-lb

(continued)

For each.of the following phrases,-decide whether the phrase
9

is

(d )

zero for some value of the variable,

not a real number for some value or values of the

variable,

a non-zero real number for every value of the

. =variable.

Y 5 6
2

1

y2 4- 1
2

(g) (x `= 1)(x - 2)(x - 3)-

You can wri e'your own practice exercises by choosing a

-sentence which)hasan obvious ti-ubh set and then-building,.

up,a more comjAex equivalent sentence. I

For example:

x'=, 2

x T= adding 7 tO eac4 side

3x = 1- 2x --'adding 2x to each':
side

For each'df-the *following sentences, write a more complex

sentence by performing the given operations. Then decide

thatif the ,operations performed guataintee the new sentence

is equivalent to tp(a given sentence and state your readon.

If in ,doubt, chebk by finding truth sets.)

b)

c)

d) d)

-

x = add x 3 to each side.

3 x;

y= 4;

multiply each side by 4.

add y - 2 to each side.

x 1; multiply each side by x.

= 0; multiply each side by (w - 3)

x = 10; add 15 to each side and multiply each side

by

b74

)
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Problem Set 15-1b.

(continued)

Which of the following operations, on a sentence might not

yield an equivalene sentence? State a reason for your.

decision.

(a) Multiply each side by (x - 1).

(b) Add 3x +7 to each side.

(c) ,Multiply each side 15T :x.

(-40 Multiplyeach side-by- it

Multiply eac.h side by

Add 1 to each sires.

Solve.

(a) 5x 1- 3 = 2x 12

(b) x(x - 2) 0
2

(c)
A
0 = n
y2

0

x
e)

- 3n

3
*

2t = 3 4- 2t

(h) - 3) - 3 - 5(y + 3) + 5)0.

(1) ;c* 3..

We will now consider some sentences whose sides, or

members, contain rational expressions such as

1 x+ 3 3 1

Before we begin solving such sentences, however, it is

important that we review some ideas about the domain of the

variable. You will recall that the dcmain is the'set of numbers

from which the value of the variable may be chosen. It was

pointed out that the domain sometimes depends on the type of

problem being solved. For instance, if a problem involve

075 900',
'e 4 4,



finding the number of people, we rule out fractions and

negative, numbers. The domain then becomes the Set of Whole

fiumberS,

We have agreed in geneal that unless something, special

is said, the dotain will be the real numbers. We further State

that if we are given an open sentence, then the domain will be

the set of all real' numbers for which the Sentence has a meaning.

-For example, the sentence

3x =26

has a meaning for all real numbers. Therefore, in a sentence

Of this type, we will assume thekdomain to be 'they set of all

real numbers.

However, suppose we look at the following sentence.

Do you s thabfthe sentence has

thii wou-d give us 0

assum hat the domainr

Sentence is the Set of all real numbrrs except the ,number .5,.

Forathe sentence

meaning if x is 5, sit

for the de :_tnator? WeLwill therefore

of the variable of this particular open

* 5

we would say that the domain is the7set of all real numbers

except 0. Do you see why?

By.now it should be clear that the domain of the variable

of the sentence

x _3 5 4 A.

x - x 4- 3 x

is the set of all real numbers except 4, -3, and 0.

We will now return to the problem of finding truth sets of

open sentences whose members contain rational expressions.

Consider the sentence

12

We first see that,the drmdin of _ -'cannot include the number

3. We now wish to multiply b sides by the expression (x 3).

The qUeblien is, "Will we th get an equivalent sentence?.

07b



To er thi!-,, we `note that in this part

dxbair-d-oels not include 3. 'Therefore

hon-zercmaI:number for all values of x in the domain. We

can now multiply and obtain

ar problem the

- represents a

which becomez

Adding 18 to both aides we get

30

x
12 = 3) m 6(x - 3)

12 m 6x 18.-

Mul

We ea

p finally
_

ca on by finalTY gives us

5 a
k-S

w say that the sentence

5 3 x

((Domain:

Domain: x #

ls equivalent to the sentence we started with. Thetruth set

of 'll5 s k" is (5). Since 5 is in our domain, we know_

then that (5) is the truth set we want. It is important
rfthe final Sentence be accompanied by a statement about the

domain of -e variable. This is the domain determined by the

original se n enee.

Let.us look at a second example.
4

a - 2.
171

This sentence tells us that our domain must exclude the real

number 0. With 0 excluded frog the domain, we can multiply

by n and obtain an equivalen t /sentence. This gives us

8 2n.

1 and getWe now multiply both sides by andet the sentence

n. (Domain:

4

s truth'pet is (4). This sentence is equivalent to the

6riginal sentence. We know then that (4) is the truth set of

the original sentence.

We see from the above examples that it is very important

to examine the sentence we start with before we begin working

the prohem. In this way we can spe what the domain must be.

677



It Kill then be possible to obta n,a sentence which is quiva-

lent to the first. From this we can deermine the truth pet of

the original sentence.

A final example should clear up this point: Consider the
,

open eenence,

t
iThe sentence tells us ttis the domain for this problem must

exclude the number 2. We now proceed.to multiply (x -

with this in mind. From thisme get

2
2 x - -2

WE

which become

2) x -

x -= 2. (Domain: x 2)

This sentence is equivalent to the one we started with. The

sentence "x = 2" has a truth set 12) only in domains.

which lrlludnithe number 2. Therefore, in, the domain of this

particular problem,' the truth set bi

x .2 (Domain: x y( 2

is empty. From this we can saythat the truth sot of our

originat sentence is also empty. We see now why it is important

that-a statement about domain should adcompay the final

sentence.

Check Your Readin

1. 'What is the domain of the varial
open. sentences:

+ 5 = 26, 3

2. What is the domain of

12,

n each of the following

1

x

the sentence

.3

- x 3

1, 12

x - 3
6

it

3. Does "x 3" represent a non-zero real number fbr all

values of x in the domain of the sentence
-12

3

12 6?
-

4. Is.the sentence
"8 _It

0 2
equivalent to the sentence "8 = 2n"?

678
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5.

6. Are

Check Your Reading

(continued)

x 2. 11

X - 2 x - 2

" x 2 rr

2

and = 2" equivalent?

and "x 2" equivalent'if 21 is

excluded from the domain of the variable in the second

problem?

Oral Exercises

1. State the domain of each of the following sentences.

3

(d)
q_

(b 5 m
5 2 7

(c) 8(t 2) - 5 1 x 2

For each of the following explain how the second sentence may,

be obtained from the first and why eqqivalence is preserved

by this process.

(a) 3,7 - 5; 1 = 5x

(b) 3(x - - 1 - 2

Problem 7t 15-le

For each of the following rational expressions, state the

values of the variable for which the expression has no

meaning (that is, does not represent a real number =).

)

679 9 (1



Problem S- 15-1c

(coniinued)

2 For each of the following state the domain of.the variable-

such that the rational expression represents a real pumber.

(a) x

Y
10

=

d

k(k - 1)

6

I

Explain how the second sentence can be obtained from the

first and why equivalence is preserved by this process.
1

Example:- 3; 1 -= 3(x - 2)

. Multiply each side by (x 2), which is a.

non -zero real number for every x, since x

m
5

7
± m

1
+

J. [1017c:

2 I:
I

m = (7m # 2)(5 m)

1= 3( 1)(v

.

± 1 3

1(f) x

(c) - 1

( e
t 7 1
t 4- 1

3

±
21 4- ?al
m +
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A sentence may have a variable in the denominator and still

have as 4-6omain the set of all real numbers. The following

example is of this type. Consider the open sentence

3x x

x + 1

Here we see that the sentence has a meaning when the value

of x is any real number. Do you see the reason for this?

Is it clear that -.the denominator will never be equal to 0?

We may multiply both sides by the expression (x'- A- 1)

without having to exclude any real number from the domain. This

gives us

which becomes

We may now add

This sentence is equiva

1) ,

2
3x x - 3x-

to both sides. This will give us

3. (If no statement about
the domain is given, we
always assume that it
is the set of all real
numbers for which the
sentence has meaning.

the first one. Why? We

therefore know that the truth Set of

3x- + x
2

x + 1

is (3J.

Sentences which contain rational expressions such as the

ones we have been studying are often called fractional

equations, In the previous chapter you have used the idea of A

least common multiple; or least common denominator, in working

with rational expressions. We use this in solving the following

fractional equation:

1

x -
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Here, we note that the domain is the set of all real

numbers excluding both 0 and 1. We also see that the least

common denominator is the expression x(1 - x). If we keep in

mind the special domain for this problem, we may obtain an

equivalent sentence by multiplying both sides by x(1 - x).

This gives us

x))

which becomes

1 -x=xf
Adding x to both sides we get

1 = 2x.

Multiplicatiojn of both sides by

= X.

gives us finally

(Domain: x / 1, x 0)

We know that this sentence is equivalent to thw7one we sta
1,with. The truth sot is therefore (70.

Chock Your Reading

1. What is the smallest val of the expression

is equivalent

In solv141g the sentence
1

1 x
each side of the equation

is multiplied by the-.1east common denominator of the

fractions. Thus, each side is multiplied by what expression?

What values of x are excluded from the domain in the

sentence 1 _1_

X 1 - X
of x from the domain?

Is x(1 - x) zero for any values
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Oral Exercises 15-1d

For each of the following sentences, state the domain of the

variable. By what expression would you multiply both sides so

that each member of the resulting equation would be a polynomial?

1
-3

1. m 5
Y =

y y 1

2
1 1m 7
t 2

3.
3

m - 1 3 .

1 1 1

1
(.

_
3x

8. t 3
t

9. m 5
3m

x - 2
1C. 7T7477 7

Ar7.

Problem Set 1_571d 4,

In each of the following begin by first Indicating ail-the real

numbers which can not be in the domain.

1. Solve:

10

)

IL

IT

( )
1 ,TD

t

\
r = -

2. So JAr :::_, :

i
( n ) ( )

t ,

.-....- :_

) :17 ÷ 7 (f

3 . _

1

L)

ft(

z
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3.

at

Problem Set 15-1d

,(continued)

ve :
,

5x + 17 = 3x + 23 (e) 0 = y(y_,:- 3),

(b)\
x - x + 4

(f)
3x .- 6

3
4

--\sx - 3 x - 1 x x - 1

4m - 10
_,

5
0

(c), m + (g)m - 3 m - 3 - lxi + 4

(d)
2x 2 + x

_

2x +1

4, Solve:

a

+3
7

(C)

(d)
x 3

(e)

(f)

(g)

10

y + 1 -

.3x +
16x 3x

2
+ 5

x - 5 x -5

3 3
+,1

Y
2

+ 81y + 81

a

.E uations Involving. Factored Expre_s_aions.-

In Chapter 13 we solved equations of the form

(x -.3)(x + 2) - O.

Its truth set was found to be , -2). This is the combined

truth set of two sentences:

x - 3 u

x + 2 -

We can now thInk or this In another way. You remember that

in Chapter 3 we studied two kinds of compOund sentences. One

of ihese had the connecting word "and". The other had the con-

necttng word "or", example of this second type would.be

x - j ~ 0 or X. 1- 2,- U.

684
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learner:1, that this/type of compound sentence, with connecting

-won, "or", Is true 'if at least one clause 1,6 true; otherwise

it is false. In other words the truth set of our compound

sentences is

since "x

is true when x -2. FrOm this

Sentence

Is true when x likewise "x + 2 -"

see that the compound

x + 2 -

Is equivalent to our original -sentence

- 3)(x +

We can solve sentences which contain more than two factors.

A sentence such as

is true If

or If

or if

- 3)(x + 2)(x - 2) 7 0

(x- - 3) = 0

0,

Otherwise, it Is false. Do you see that the truth set is

Check Your Heading_

1. State a compound open sentence that is equivalent to

"(x _3)(x + 2) Cu

Name the elements in truth set of ' (x - 3)(x + 2)(

=== O."

Oral Exercises

1. Which or the sentences x F 0

(x + 3)(x - 4) - are true If

How do you know that the sentence

false If x Is 5

- 4

-3? If x

and

+ 3 ) 0 Is



3. What is
4. What Is

1. Find the
7

Oral Exercises 15-2a
( continued)

the truth set of x + 3
the truth set of ,( x f 3

Pro blem Set 15--
truth r.ets of:

(a) + 2)(x.
(b)` 3)(t +

(r,:) - 6) (r)

-(a) ( 0- (

(b) (kF: + - 3 = Of

J. oeiVO:

a

of x - 4 - 0?
4)

i(5) (±- 1)(1Y 7 11)-\ =

(k - c

(13 -1= ( + -
(1:'-,.,-1-)(1;=1 7 = C

(a) (;-/ 1)(Y :2)(:
(b) x(=-= + 1) (x .-

(5) 1 +

(i) - 1)(a ± 1)n
(a) - (2t
(r) + =0- -=

Find the truth seta of
(a) 2 c

(11) C- 123
(2) tj - 25t - 0

a() x--

(b) y_:) =1-. by = lb

(2) So - 5m - 3 - c..

6. Solve: (Before solwing indicate the domain of the variable ,

(a) x + 7 --i, (d) ,m
+1

to

I IO

0

(H)
(e)
(f)

( !)

(,:-- )

(f )

-)
k5

D

3Y-
--,

.72--m-

+

-

+ 2
=

,

+

- 12 0

+ 6 = 0
C

.- c
-721-Y - 12

7m = 15

a

(b) r 1

1
(c.) 3

t
R (r) 7-7 1

8L)
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Froblem Set 15-2a

(continued)

7. For what integers is it true that the reciprocal of the

integer is one-fourth the integer? Write and solve an open

sentence toanswer thl.s_queation.

An integer is added tots reciprocal and the sum is
10

For what. Integer's is this sentence true?' Write and solve

an open sentence tca answer this question.

`9- A river boat can make a trip 120 miles downseam in the

same time that it takes to make a trip 60 mites upstream.

If the'boat travels 15 miles per hour in still water,

find the rate of the current.

(a) Write an open sentence to answer this question.

(b) What is the domain of the variable in the sentence

Tor this problem?

(c) Solve the sentence.

(hint: If s is the number of miles per hour I_ -he

_rate of the current, then lc-, + s is the number of

per hour in the'rate of the boat as It goes

downstream,
120

and . is the number of hours that It
+ 3

takes the boat to make the trip downstream. By a

similar line of thinking, represent the number of hours

for the trip upstream. Then you can write an open

sentence that says that the time for the trip dcwnst eam

Is;the same as the time for the trip upstream.)

10-: The front wheel cf a wagon has a circumference that is 3

feet less than that of the back wheel. If the front wheel

makes aYAmany turns in going PO feet along the road as
-t

the back wheel does go7ng 90 feet, find the circumference

of each wheel.

(a) Write an open sentence to answer the above pl-oblem.

(b) What is the domain of the-variable In your sentence

for this problem?

Solve the sentence and give the answer to the problem.
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In ttte early part of the chapter we discusssd the danger

of multiplying by an expression or adding an ,expression which

for some value of the variable might not be a real number.

However, in the case of problems of the type

x(x 3) - 2(x 3)

the domain is the set of all real numbers; in this example we

noted the following danger. We were tempted to to'mr ltiply by

1

which would change the original sentence to

x - 2.

We saw that the truth set of the first sentence was 22).

Thts means that the last sentence, whose truth set is [2)

n equivalent to the first. The change in truth sets came

about because our multiplier

is not a real nutrber for x = 3; but our domain does include_

the number 3,

The question then comes up, "Wha can we do to avoid

changing the truth set in sentences of this type?". In other

words, how can we keep the sentences equivalent?

This can be done by using addition. We see that the

expression

-2(x - 3)

is a real number jor all values the variable x. Since we

are going to use a_dttion and not multiplication we shall not

be bothered by the fact that the expression becomes equal to
t

zero for x = 3. Adding Our expression to both sides we obtain

x(x - 3)

which becomes

( 3) 1- -2( =
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Using the _ diS law we can rewrite our equation as

(x = 0.

Our equivalent sentence is the compound sentence

= 0 oD x - 3 - O.

This compound sentence has the tru Thus we see

that the' sentences "x(x - 2(x - ."x - 2 - 0 or

x - 3 0" are equivale

eck Your Readlnw

1. What is the domain cf the variable in "x = 2(x = )"

MultiplIcatIon of - 3)" by

results in the loss of what element of the truth set?
x

3, Why Is

x(x -

2(-

2(x = 3)"'")

3)

What property Is uted to C--

to obtain " 2)(x - 3

equivalent to

=

ctses

3) -

in each of the f(; another sentence which is

erivalent to the giventoentencs.



Solve:

(a) 'f'a2 m

2 _

(b) x
- 1

Problem Set 15-2b

(continued)

(d) - 1 St - 6

N 3X

(c) 11(?.y - 1) - y(av - 1) (0

3. Solve:

(a) 22x + 3(x + 1) = x(x + 8) +

(b) 5(y + 1) = 3y(y + 2)

(c)
m

(j)
1 1

3
t + 1 t - 1

(e) t(t- + 1) == 2 (t + 1)

(f) - 8)(Y 2) -32

Solve:
3a) +

') 3 =

(d)

x + S 4
X + 1

5m . 12

1
Z

Z-
z + 3

(f) t(t + 3 )(2t - 1) = 0

The square of a number 1: four times the number itself.
V

Writc and solve an :pen sentence to find the numbers for

yinidh this Is tree;-'

6, The product of a positive inter and Its sucoessor (the'

su3sosser to a positive inte7,er n is n + 1) is six times

the successor. Find the Intsor for which this statement

is true h riritlo,T as ar open nontery

*I

nut

9 4
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15-3. .5quaring.

If we begin with the sentence

x =

and square both sides, we.get the sense

= 25.

Is this second sentence equivalent to the first one? The

second sentence has the truth set (5, -5). Do you see why

this is so? (Remember (-5) (-5) - 2F,, and 5. 5 25.

However, the firs_ sentence has a truth set with only one

element. Its truth set is [3).

It should be clear, then, that the operation of squaring

both sides will not necessarily produce an equiValent sentehce.

Will truth numbers be "gained" or "lost"?

We do know one thing. If there is a value of x which

will make the sentence x 5 true, then th same value

will make the sentence x - 25 true also. Why^ What does

this tell us? It tells uS that the new t-r6tIri set will contain

the elements of the old one. It may, however, contain some new

sments as well. In other words, when/both sides of a

ntence are squared no truth numbers are lost but new elements

may be gained which do,not satisfy the original sentence.

There are some types of sentences which we can best solve

by squaring both such cases we may obtin sentences

which are not equivalent. The truth sets of the new sentences

may contain "extra" elemen 8. We will need-to check carefully

to see which elements in the truth sqt of the new sentene.e are

also elements of the truth set of t,tie original sentence. Here

are some examples.'

Example 1: Solve the equation %A k 3 1.

If Is true for some value of x,

then ( 77-3 (1)2 _.- true for the same

We square both sides and obtain x + 3 - 1.

The truth set of this last sentence is (-2).
_

We need now to find out whether or not -2 is a

truth value of the sentence

%/x 1
-
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If x = -2 then the sentence reads

,A-2) 1.

This is true,bince

1 1.

Thus, we see that -2 Is the so u ion to the

sentence " A/X+ 1."

In this case no neW element was added to the origins

truth set by squaring.

Exampl0 Solve the open sentence

1)

x 2.

We want to obtain an equation which does not

contain radicals.

We try to accomplish this by squaring both sides.

This gives us

4,rx-

which becomes

2
( IV) 2( .17) ( x ) + x

and this can be written

x 2x

The sentence still contai__ a radical. This

suggests that we should beg_n with a different step.

Beginning again with " x

letts flr1t add (-x) to both sides. Th will

V: us

V-7-- 2

which is eqt_ivaleri.d

you see why?

If we square b-

which becomes

original sentence. Do

sides, we will

= (2 -
2

mac-
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Adding -x to both sides we get

0 4 5x 4- x2

which b

0 ( c - 4)(x - I).

This sentence has the truth set (4, 1).

We know that if there arc; any elements in the trut

set of our original sentence, then these will be

contained i the set (4, 1).

Once again
live

must check. We se that 1 is a

truth value since

1 + 1 = 2 is true.

But hat about the number 4? We see that the

sentence

117+ 4 Is clearly false.

Therefore, we know that the truth set of our

original sentence is

(1).

Evidently 4 is an "extra" element which has come

in because of the squaring process.

Check your Beading

"x-- 5" and " 25" equivalent open sentences?

2. WhICh oftWa following two statements is true?

Every truth number of ' 5" is also a truth number

of "x5 = 25."

Every truth number of x c-"' is also a truth number

of "x - 5."

If both sides of an o ri sentence are squared, is the

resulting sentence necessarily equivalent to the original

one?

4. Are 4 and 1 both truth -numbers of. x x = 2"?

og3
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Solve oacIl of th,e

1. 3

IL

,/

3

Oral

JO. 2 = 1

FrobleL 1' -1

1 Solve the folloin sentneeS by equarInL'; both si3e2:

3

(b) TT - (a) a - 6 -

(a) vi 2m - I -=
(

.11; + 12 t

2. Liolve:

(a) 2,17 -=

(3) t = LIt +

1 =

(,)

N 4 - r (r) /Ti -

j . SOlvc:

( a )

(ii) u =,/t +

(a )

(b)
--1

+ m

(

(-)
(11

(Remember:

lx12 x
2

.

-=

t +, 1

( + 3 =
p

() +

(r)

'0
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Problem Set 15-3

(continued)

The square root of a certain number is twelve less than the

number itself. Find the number or numbers for which this

is true by writing and solving an open sentence for this

proble

6. The sum of a number and the absolute value-of that number

is 8. Write and solve an open sentence t6 find the number

or numbers for which this statement is true.

The sum of a number and the absolute value of the number

is 0. Write and solve an open sentence to find the

numbers for which this is true.

15-4, Equivalent inequalities.

Up to now in this chapter we have been studying open

sentences involving the equality symbol "=" which tells us

that the two sid6s name the same number. We have referred to

these sentences as equations. In finding truth sets to these

equations it has been very helpful to form equivalent sentences.

We will now find the truth sets of, or solve, open

sentences such as

2x 5 3 and

3x 4 < 20

You will recall that the symbol ">" means "is greater than",

and the symbol "<" means "is less than". We shall also use

combined symbols such as ">", which means "is greater than or

equal to",

In this work, as in solving equations, we will want to

form equivalent sentences. We therefore need some ways of

doing this. The rules are very much like the rules for working

With equations. Howeer, we must be careful to note that there

is one important difference. To recall this, we must return to

the properties of order which, we studied in Chapter 9. These

properties, and the fact that certaiA operations can be

e95



reversed, will give us'rules for forming equlValent

'sentences.

. The

-addition property of order

states that if a, b, and c are real numbers and if a < b,

then

a + c < b + C.

A similar property holds for the order relation " >',

greater than". Because addition by a real number can be

"reversed", we can be sure that If we add a real 'number to both

aides of an inequality, we will get an equivalent inequality.

Consider, for example, the open sentence

x 5 < 8.

We add -5 to both sides and obtain an equivalent sentence

5 4--5) < 8 (-5)

which becomes

X <

The truth set for this last inequality is the set of all real

numbers less than 3. This is also the truth set of the

original sentence.

The

multiplication propArtyof order

is a bit more complicated and needs to be reviewed carefully.

In this case it makes an important difference whether we

multiply by a positive real number or by a ntgative real number.

The property can be stated as follows:

For any real numbers a and b such that a < b,

< (c)(b) if c is positive

but

(c)(b)

bgb

c is neative.
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4

A similar property holds for the order relation ".", "is

greater than". This can.be summed up by saying, as we did in

Chapter .9, that if two different numbei's are each multiplied

by the same positive number, then.tbe order relation remains the

same. On the other hand, if both numbers are multiplied by the

same negative number, then the order is reversed. Multiplication

by nonzero real numbers is reversible. We'can therefore apply

these ideas in forming equivalent inequalittes. For example,

consider the inequality'

3x < 15.

1If we multiply both sides by the positive numberg will
"

obtain an equivalent inequality

x < 5.

Its truth set is the set -f all real numbers less than 5. This

is also the truth set of the original sentence.

In the sentence

2x 5 > 23

we can add (-5) to both sides. We may then mu _ply7both

sides by the positive number I This will gtv us an

uivalent sentence

x >9

whose truth set Is-the set of all real numbers greater than 9.

We will conclude with two more examples.
3 1 a

EX4MPle 1. Solve - 2 < Ty

We may first multiply both sides by the positive

number 15 to get an equivalent sentence without

fractions. This

9Y 30 C' 5y 10

Now w add the real number 30 - 5y to both sides.

This gives us

4y < 40
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Multiplication

then gives,us

the pos

y < 10.

The set of all real numbers less than 10 is the

truth set of the original s

ive real nu ber
1

Example 2. Solve

2
1) represents a negative number for all

values of x. Therefore, multiplying both sides of

the above sentence by x
2

1), we get the

equivalent sentence

2
-(x 1)(-1) -

x-
2

1, 1

Notice that the order was reversed since both sides

were multiplied by a negative number.

Now we add -1 to
4
both sides and(get

2
x. > 0.

The truth set of this final sentence is the set of

all non-zero numbers. This is also the truth set

of the original inequality.

Check Your Reading

1. Give the meanings of the following symbols

< 2
.

State the operations which may be performed on an iquality

without changing the truth set or the order

3. What operation changes the order of an inequality?
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Describe the tru

Oral Exercisee ;711

h Sets of the folloKing inequalities.

(a) x 5

(b) y < 4

( c ) tsCY 20

(d) z -6

(e) x > 7

f). y 1
3

(g) 2y < 6

(h) -3x < -12

(1) _y -4

) -x

Problem Set 15-ft-4

Solve the followinginequalities-by Iting equivalent

inequalities.

(a), x < 39

(b) t 7

(c) <

Solve!

Sy - 3 > 3y 7

(b)

Solve

6

4 + t

Solve:

(a)

( d) ) -

(d)

(e)

x.+ 3 < 2x

3x + 6 > 12

9x - 2 > x 10

t + 5 < 2t 12

(r)

b99

1

3
and 0



blem §et 1574

(continued)

Summary

The Problem of f nding truth sets for open=sentences

qnvolires the following important ideA.

1. Open sentences which have the same truth sets are called

equivalent.

2 Sentences with the connecting symbel "" are called

equations.

Two equations are equivalent if one can be obtained -from

-the'other by
-C

a) Addition of the same real number to both silides,

3

((b) Multiplication of both sides a the same non-zero real

number.

4. The following operations will not always produce equivalent

equations.

(a) Multiplication of both sides by an expresSion

containing a variable if there is an element-in the

domain of the variable for which this expression does

not represent a real number.

(b) Adding to both sides an expression containing a_

variable if' there is an element in the domain of the

variable for which this expression does not represent

a real number.

Multiplication of both sides by an expression containing

a variable if this expression can have the value zero

for some element in the domain of the variable.

(d) Squaring both sides.

700'
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5.. Unless otherwise specified, the domain of the variable of

any given sentence will takqn as the set of all real

numbereardiriwhich the sen nee has a meaning.

A Sentence in factored fo- of ,the type (x - - 4) 0,

1.e.equipelent tothe 'compound sentence x - 3 0 or

- O.

T4o lneqUa ities afe equivaler; if the sealed can be obtained

fro =the first by addieg the same number to. both sides of

the first.

Two inequalities. are equivalent if the second can be obtained'

from the first by multiplying- -both sides of the firs

the same positive real number.

Two inequalities are equivalent if one of them is obtained )

from the other one by multiplication of both sides of the

first by the same negative real number and reversing the

order.

Find the truth set of

1.

7 15

8x 2 . 3x

14. = 3

1 8

6. = 4t

fit, 9

I 6 21x1

1
=

9. z(z - 1) = 0

10. z(z - 1) = 6

11. -a > m 6

13.
1

t

=

5 an i

Review Problem Set=
14, 17x + 24 = 2x - 21

15. .../y + 1 = 6

n 3
16. - 0

3_ - 0
n - 3

1

lg. 2)(x

'o. y ±-
Y

1

51. - 1) . 4(m - 1)

t t
t + -1 t 4-3

-3m

701
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25. x + lix - 0

26 ; 5y

30.

`31. - 3+ - a 0

32. Ix] + = 0

,33. r 1 a 1
m 4. 1

4. =2

Feview blem Set
A

(cont_ ed)

+ 2t

ffi

35. The numerator of a fraction is 7' less than the d1 nominator..

The value t, the f racdo hot Is the numerator?

;That is t.hie jenominator?

36. A salesmenmade a trip of 150 miles at a certain average

rate. The next Jay by increasing his rate 10 miles per

hour he made a 200 mile trip in the same time as the

previous trip. What was his average rate on the first -P?

37. One third of a number is equal to
TT

of 3 more than the

number. Find the number.

38. Is there an integer such tha It of dividing 4

by five less than the integer is the same as the result

of dividing 5 by four less than the integer?

11 can mew the lawn at his father's country cottage in

vs when he use a power mower. Iis brother can mow

mower. If theame lawn in five hours with a

boys work together, how long will I

j
702



Review Problem Set

continued)

When 3. is divided by 2 more than a certain number the

resul is the same as 7 divided by that number. What

is the number?

41. . The s of sevp' divided by a certain number and twelve

'divided by the square of the same, number is -1. Iat is
the number,?

1
42. There are 90 students in a high school band. They are

arranged 9n a fo6tball field so that the number of ro

9 less thin the number of students in'each row.' How many

rows are there?
43. The sum of a-certain number and its absolute value is

greater than 6. What is the number?

44. The reciprocal of a certain number equals the number multi=

plied by the reciprocal of 3 _at is-the number?

Draw the graph of the truth set of each of these sentences on

a number line.

45. x ± 1 > 4 and

46.

47.

48.

I xl 2 7

49. .../77-7-7T 4

50. -5x < IC

51.



-ALLENG7'13140BLEMS

A.fal;mer ha-s _ ,000 to buy steers at $250 each and cows at

$260 each. If yQu know the number of steers and the numben

of cows are each positive integers, *hat is the gfeatest

number of animals he can buy,.tf he must use the entire

=$10,000?

At what time' be weer 3 and olciock will the hands of a

clock be together? At what time will they .be opposite each

other?

A rug with area of 21 -square yards is place in- a room 14

feet' by 20 feet leaving a iform width around. the rug. How
.;-

.wide is the strip around t( rug? A s4etched diagram of the

rug upon the floor may he_p you represent algebraically the

length and width of the rug.

One leg of a right triangle is 2 feet more than twice the

smaller leg. The hypotenuse is P3 feet. What are the

1engths of the le

Tell w 'Lch these numters are rational:

0e11,

n If' a two-dtrIt nc,mber of the form lot + a is divided by
e

the sulm or digtts, the Is t and the remainder

:7L 1-7!_nd toe rlcv.TJ.enn r whi.ch this is true.

Si: lify
1

-0'or what p _ tr eral valaes k Is the poly-

nomtai x- - kx I- 12 factorable over the integers?

(t what oorThn irate -al values of k L. the poly-

normal k factorable over the Integers?

Dete t-if n) that N/1( 4 k is

i, t



For each integer show whether or not the integer
3)2 n2

is div ble by. 3.

10. Show whether or not

x - 5x
3

+ 6x
2

- 3.

is a factor of the Oolyriomial

11. Suppose that the polyn 5x100 + 3x17 - l is written

in the form

-100 17 3
x- + 3x - 1 = q(x-

Whdre q and r are polynomials.

(a) What can you say about the degree of r i, it is as

low as possible?

(b) If r has minimum degree, what is the degree of q?

12. The polynomial 2x
4
+ 1 can be written in the form

4 , 3
2x + 1 = 2(x3 + x

2
+ x + 1)(x - 1) + r

)

Where r is an integer. If a value of x is given, can

you find r without carrying out the division process?

Is there a special value of x for which this is easiest?

13. The polynomial 5x100 +-3x17 e 1 can be written in the form

5x1(3° + 3x17 - 1 - q(x - 1) + r

where q is a polynomial and r is an integer. Find the

integer r without carrying out the division process.

14. A man4makes a trip of d miles at an average speed of

miles per hour and returns at an average speed of q miles

per hour. What was his average speed for the entire trip?

15 Prove the

Theorem: If a and b are distinct positive real

numbers, then

a + b
ab

Hint: Observe that proving
a + bab

proving a b 2,/717 > O.

16. Solve x - 1 by thinking of x as and then
_ 4

factoring.

b is equivalent to.,

70:D



17. A remarkable expression for producing prime numbers is

n
2

n 41.

Try it for several integral values of n from 0 to O.

Is the result in every case a prime number? Try the number

/14. Is the result a prime number? If'an open sentence is

true-for 400 values of in, variable does it nee arily

follow that the 401" value chosen will also make it true?

. Prove: If a > 0, b > 0 and a > b, then 4 a 4/17

Hint: Use the comparison property in an-indirect proof.

That is, assume iT 5.17 and seetif this leads to some

contradiction of other conditions we have set up, or of

properties we hive agreed upon.

19. A rat which weighs x grams is fed a rich diet and gains

25% in weight. He is then put on a poor diet and loses

25% of his weight. Find the number of grams difference

in the weight of the rat from the beginning of the
APexperiment to the end.

20. A man needs .7 gallons of paint to paint his house. He

bought three times as much grey paint at $6 a gallon as

white paint at $7 a gallon... How many gallons of each

color paint did he buy? (Assume that 'aint can be

purchased in quart size as well as gallon size cans.

21. The sides of lengths x and

2x - 5 of the first riangle

shown have the same ratio as

the sides of lengths 4 and

6 respectively of the second

triangle. How long are the

two sides of the first triangle?

700
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2 A rectangular bin is 2 feet deep and its perimeter is

24 feet'. If the volume of the bin is 70 cu. ft., what

are the length and the width of the bin?

23 Two plywood panels each of which cost 3011 per square'

foot, were found to hive the same area although one of them

was a scare and the other was a rectangle 6 feet longer

than the square but only 3 feet wide. What were the

dimensions of the two panels?

24. Prove that l.f p and q are integers and if x2 px + q

x2_is factorable, then x - px + q is also factorable.

25. Find every integer p auch'that x
2
+ px + 36 is

factorable. For which values of p will x2 + px + 36

be a perfect square? How are these values of p-dis-
.

tinguished from the other values?, Answer the same

questions for the polynomial x
2

+ px + 64. If n is a

positive integer, what is your guess as to the smallest

positive integer p for which x
2
+ px + n

2
is factor-

able? What is your guess as to the largest positive

integer p for which x-
2
+ px + n

2
is factorable?

26. A mixture for killing weeds must be made in the ratio of

3 parts of weed-killer to 17 parts of water. How many

r quarts of weed-killer should be put in a 10 gallon tank

which is going to be filled up with water to make 10

gallons of mixture?

27. Factor each of the following as shown by the example.

Example: a
3 + b

3
a
3

- ab
2

+ ab2 + b3

= a( a2 (a b)b2

= a(a + b)( b) + (a + b)b2

(a + b)(a(a b) + b2)

= (a + b)(a2 ab + b2)

. (a) tom+ 1

(b) s3 + 8

(c) 27x3 + 1

707



Factor' each of the following as shown by the example.
3 a3 2 2 } 3a b.= a - ab2 + ab - ib

a(a2 = b2) + (a- b)b2

b)(a + b) + (a - b)b2
b)(a(a + + b)

2- b)(a + ab )

7018



GLOSSARY CHAPTERS 11-15_

DEGREE CF i POLYNOMIAL - The degree of a polynomial let ore

variable is .7iven lv Its tom of 1114:hest -leree.

DIVIflICH PHOCES For any two polynomials n nrH d, where

is not the ye on polynomial, there exist polynomials

and r) with- r of lower degree than d such that

and

III
n' n

DCM'EIN CF THE V,RirABLE = The domain ar the variable ts the set

or numbers from which the vol re of the variable may be

ch.osen.

EoCATIONF- nen sentences involvinr the enua ty symbol (

which tells 13 iat the two sides One the same number)

are referred tu as equations.

Er--)MTVALENT FENTENCE - Cpen sentences which have the same truth

set are oelled oosII,valent sentences.

EXPINENT - In to oxpresslon is the exponent. It shows

Ii a in re; be dseA as a Vac:tor..

F. F( 1 - Ne say n peaitive integon X 1-5 a rnotor of a poslsive

integer y If y. is a meltiole or x.

TRFATIoNI-L NUMPER t Li e sos I nenl numbers, a number which

Is re-!Ilen ah t-vdmber.

I.E. ET E" iy=rpLH = The 1, e s Inon mul t pl e or two i ntegors

is the smallest pesi7e Integer that has each of them as

a ra r
1,;( - tr.( (11-.:1 La t ch ti hp nn 11] al 1 ca te,-1

no 0 coat n m-11 t1J. %his' r f , 1.n

!,!:111.0n Lr, 11.-n

P! 17! n n !ant

nr n nny nx,nnn5r-;1fln wh'ch

U I n

1



PRIME FFXTCRIZa.TICA - Every intemer greater than one can be

written as an indicated product in which every factor Is

a prime number. ch an indicated oroduct Ls called the

prime factorization nf the Integer.

PRIME NUMPER - , prime number is an LnteE;or pTeater than one

which has no proper ractor

PRIME POLYNCMI,L - Ifji polynomial cannot be written the

product of two golynomials Lt La sat to he a pr e

polynomial.

PROPER Fi,OTCR - In the net of positive bite the proper

factors cf a number are all !ts factors except the number

btL;eir and ono.

- polynomial of the second degree in one

variable La 'Known as a quadratic polynomial.

RkTIONAL EXPREICNil - ,presions whisch involve numbers and

variables act -0Cc at =st the operations of addition,

subtraction, msittpinzin, dLvlsion and ta'KinF; opposites

NUMPERfl - Numbers which can be expressed as the

rlurint pf to !nteers except for dtvision by zero).

') a a

4 f.



Chapter 16'

TRUTH SETS AND GRAPHS OF SENTENCES IN TWO VARIABLES

lb-1. Open Sentences in two Variables.

There have probably b'een occasions when you felt that it

would have been convenient toi5Xpress the conditions of a

problem in the folu of a sentence in two variables. We shall

now consider sentences such as

2x y 5.

.

We say this sentence is of first degre.e because the phrases

involved are of first degree or less. It is also called an

equation of the first degree in two variables.

If the domain of x dd the domain of y are both the set

of real numbers, then we m_y consider x to be real number

and do the same for y. 7,3r example, we, might choose 3 as

the value for x, and 7 up the value for y. Then the

sentence/becomes

2(3)

clearly this is a false sentence.

Can you select from the sot of real numbers a value for

and a value for y such that the sentence Is true? Do,you

believe that, if the same question were asked of three different

people, the values offered for x and y would be the same

in each case?

Your selecttbr may have been x 2 and y ~ 1. With

these values of x and 7y, the e-penentence

y

becomes

2(2) 1 = t),

which is a true ounl-,e--

There are other poss do choice's which make the sentence

true. Some are shown in the following, table. Notice that the

choices appear tn Reim



value for x corresponding value for

one pair

a second pair 3

a third pair

y

4

Can you find several more pairs which make the sent-ice true?

As we can see, our truth set has many elements in it, each

of which is a pair of real numbers. As a matter of fact we can

chore any real number as a value for x and then find a

corresponding, real number as a value of y so that for these

two numbers the sentence will be true. Can you answer the

question Jft.,w many pairs of values can be chosen for x and

y so tha "2x y D" is.a true sentence?"

The truth set or a sentence in two variables contains

InflAitely many elements, each of which is a pair of real

numbers.
"It is inconvenient to have to say always x is 2 and

y Is 1" when we are describing these number pairs. We agree

to a simple symbol which says the same thing, "(2, 1)",

which means "x Is 2 and y Is 1". If we wished to say

"x is 1 and y is 2" we would use the symbol- "(1, 2)".

In other word's, the numeral on the left represents the 'value of

x and the numeral on the right represents the value of y. 'Thus,

"(2, 1)" and "(1, 2)" are not the same pair. You should

also notice that the first pair makes the sentence true while

the second does not. Verlry this.

Because the value of x Is given first, followed by

value of y, the order of the numbers Is important. The

symbol "(2, 1)" is said toOrepresent an "ordered pair of

numbers".

,n urdeced pair belonging to the truth set of a sentence

two variables L5 called a solution of the sentence, and

this ordered pair Is said to satisfy the sentence. We also

speak of an uric red pair being a solution of an equation, or

satisfying an equation

/12



Check Your Reading

1. Why is "2x y = 5" a polynomial equation of the

degree?

2. Complete the sentence: Each element of the truth se

"2x y -" is a of real numbers.

3. How many elements are in the truth set of "2x y = 5"?

Complete the sentence: The number pair

that x is and y is

5. x (2, 1) the same number pair as

o. Why do we call (2 1) an, ordered pair of numbers?

Complete the sentence: An ordered pair, belonging to the

tru

2, 1) mea

said to

of a sentence with two variables is called a

of the sentence, and this ordered pair is

the sentence.

Oral H iSe lb -1a

1 Name several ortered pairs which represent values of x

and y that make the sentence x 4 2y - a true. State

some ordered pairs which make it false.

What does "(5y 1)" mean? Wha mean?

Name any element or the set of ordered pairs of real numbers

and tell what it means. How many numerals are required

name one element of this set?

en y and x represent elements of an ordered pair,

which have we agreed to list first?

Why is it impossible to list
set of a sentence or first de

e elements of the truth

In two variables?

b. How many numbers are there in one element of the h set'

of an open.sentence In one variable?

How many numbers are In one element of the truth set of an

open sentence In two variables?

711



Oral Exercises 10-la

(continued)

8. Why do we use an ordered pair to list an element of the

truth set 4f an open sentence to two variables?

9. 'Consider the sentence x y 5. Which of the folkowing

ordered patrs are solutions of the sentence?

(=3, 8) (=1, 6) (c;, 5) (1, 4) (6, -1) (7,

10. !low many eleme-ts are in the truth set of the open sentence

in two variable's glven-In Problem 9?

Z,et 167ja

Giver toO cron ,-ontence Ox + y = 8 Which of the following

ardereC ci.rc ere ,-I_Inenta of the truth Pet of the zoo once?

Which .ore not?

(s) , 2) () (8, =8)

(I)) (-1, 16) (G) (-5, 3)

.) (s) (o, 3)

(s) (6, -4) (I) (i, 6)

-(c) (0, 6) (i) 8)

Complete the following ordered pairs such that each

datLsf!_es the aced sentence x + y

(P) )

(b) (-,

) ( )

( )

) =
8)

713
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3. Which of the

ordered pair?

Problem Set 16-la

(continued)

following sentences are true

,Which are false?

for the given

(a) 2x 2y 8; (3, 1) (fj) 5x + 2y - 3; (0, 4)

(b) 2x + y 0.; (1, -2) (h) =2y 4- 3; (7, 2)

(c) x 5y -10; (4, -2) (i) x - 5y - 0; (7, 1)

(d) y 3x 0; (3, 1) (j) y h = 0; (2, 2)

(e) 4x - 2y - -14.; (-2', 3) (o) 2 - 0; (1, 8)

(0 2x 3y - 6; (2, 3)

.,

4 Fthr each of the following sentences list three elementsof

5.

th truth set.

(a) x y - 3

(b) x + y -2

( c ) x y 7

(d) 2x y 4

(e) 7x + y - 9

(f) , 6

(F;) 3x y -

(h) 2x - 4y 9

(i) y t
(j) LOT 4 7y - 18

The sum of the di -!-3 of a two d1gt number is 11. What

is the number?

(a) Write a sentence in two variables to describe this

problem.

(
State the domains of each of the two variables.

(c) give the truth set. (There are ,,ight elements.)

If we wish to rind some elements of the truth set or a

sentence such as

4x .7) - 3 =

we might find it more convenient to wr\te an equivalent

sentence with y by itself on the ler side. When we say by

Itself " we mean, of course, with coefficient 1. This can be

done in the following manner

713



4x + 2y - 5 - 0

Is equivalent to

4x +

which is equivalent to

This is equivalen

This last sentence

-4x 5.

(What operation has

been performed?)

(What operation has

been performed?)

y - -2x

Is called the "y-form" of the- sentence 4x + Vy - 5 - C.

In general, every first degr e sentence In two variables

where the coefficient of y is not zero can be written in the

y -form"

y ax b,

Where a and b are specific real numbers.

We shall see that this form reveals important Information

about the relation betweenj,he values of x and y for which

the sentence is true, it- also makes it possible for us to

determine quite easily elements of the truth set of

the sentence

Returhinw, to our example,

some elements of LLo truth set can now be easily obtaIned. Wecan

need only replace x by each of several values and we can

quickly find the correspendinr, values for y as the table shows.

5
If x is then the sentence and the corresponding so an element

y - -2x y value is of the truth

- 1

2

. -3 y = -2

3

becomes

y - -2(0)

-2(1)

Y 7 -2(2)

Y -2(-1

-3)

,

set is

0 I (11
1)
01C

I (I

C I

(2-21 C

11
( -1 ,

(-- -,

, 17)

1
;

101 ,T)
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Letts look at another sentence:

3x - y + 1 U

Written In the y -form this becomes

y -ix 1.

From this we can describe the relation r..2t- en x and y in

words. It should be clear that for eveey valu of x the

corresponding value of y which makes the sentence true is

"one more than three times as great". For example, when x

2, y is 7; when x is 3, y Is 10, etc. Thus the y --

form makes ii. easy to construct a table. See how rapidly you

can make a table giving five pairs in the truth set other than

those mentioned above.

Check Your Reading

What Is the y-_"'orm

When a sentence Is written

coefficient of y?

" 4x +

what Is the

3 Can every first degree sentence In two variables be written

in y-form?

Describe to words the relationship between the values

the variables in the - y 3x + 1",

Problem

Change each of the following sentences to y-form and then

state the number pair in the truth set whose x value Is

2; whose x valueAle ls se X value is -1.

(a) x + y -
r y 4

(b) 3x y = 12 (g)- 3 )

(c) 3x - y - 2 = (h) -2x y
11

=

(d) - 1 = (I-) 4x y

(e) = 4c (') 1 lx 122y -



Problem Set lo-lb

,(continued)

Write each of the iollowing sentences In y-form arid list

three ordered pairs in the truth set.

(a) x y - 4 . c / (k) -bx 2y 3

,/
( b ) x - y / C (1) X 12y - 7 = 0

(c) 3x + y 2 (m) -3x 2y + 1

(d) llx =y 4- 5 c (n) =y4
3

1 12(e) 2x 3y (0) 7.7x + 2y -

(f ) 4x - 2y - 9 (p) .7x 2y ,3

x - 2y - 8 C ( q ) ,2x - 1, 5Y - 7

(r) 73x - cAyy 2 4

( ) C-)X + 21y - 0(t) 7x 3y - 1C

1
(j) 20x 1 7y - 77 u (t) 1.5x - .3y - 6,3

3 The sum of the digits of a two digit number i3 15. For

whdt,numbers Is this true? Write one sentence in two

variables which descrtbes thLs problem, find the truth set

of 0 sentence, and then answer the questic of the

problem,

10-2 Graphs of brdered Pairs or Peal Numbers.
,

You will remember how convenient it has been to refer to

the number line to gain more understanding or the real nubers
.

f7omo Ideas about open sentences Lo one'yariable were made

clearer by looking at the graphs of their truth sets. Truth

sets or anon sentences consist or elements which are real

numbers. You recall that the graph of a set of numbers Is the

corresponding set or points on the number line.

We would like now to be able to construct the graphs of

truth sets of sentences in two variables, The problem Is a

different one, since our elements are number pairs rather than

single. numbers. It would not be possible to associate each

Yid

4.= r
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number pair with a strwje point on the number line, since each

point corresponds to a T'hiL;le number.

It Is likely, the r'e, that wv will need to consider a

corresporAence between humher pairs and poInts in a plane. This

can be done by means or two number lines Lo cha rollowIng any

-3_

The horizontal line (labeled x) corresponds to our

orttnal number line. rierpendioular to It at the point 0 is

nother number line (labeled y). Cne unit above zero on the

Y'.'-ltne we find the point whose coordinate is 1. one unit

below zero w-= CINA the point whose coordinate_ is (-1). We

continue t ent- Cy coorilhates or the suaaossi0 points on

our y-line in the same manner as w did on the x-ilne. We

put In the parallel lines forming the system of squares for

convenience.

to you see how we can use this system to "locate", for

example, the point C correspondtriF--, to the number pair (3, 1)?

We move three units to the ribit of zero, and then move up one

unit.

(V)

1
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Thus we see that the numbers of an ordered pair can be

made to correspond to a point in the plane. We can think of

this point as having two coordinates. In this case the coordi-

nates are 3 and 1. The coordinate 3 is shown by a

measurement of 3 units to the right of zero. It is called the

x-coordinate. The coordinate 1 is shown by a measurement

of one unit above zero. It is called the zicizEdInate. Thus,

an ordered pair (3, 1) corresponds to a point whose x-coordinate

is 3 and whose y-coordinate is I.

- Do you agree that the ordered pair of numbers (-2, 0) is

properly represented by the point P in Figure 1? The first

coordinate of P tells u8 that P Is 2 units to the left of 0.

The second coordinate of P tells us that the distance of the

point upward or downward from the x-line Is zero.

Do you see that the point

the number pair (2, -2)? The second coordinate of

Figure 1 t

tells

us that the point is two units below- 0.

In place of "x -line" and "y-ltne we shall from now on

use the words "x -axis " and "yLLLE,s ", We use the plural word
I axes" we wish to refer to both of them. See Figure 2.

F

y

y axis

Or

0-

gin

7 -_ -3

-5

4 5 6 7

oxis



The inter. ,,ion (cross -- point) of the x-axis and the

y-axis is called the origin, It is the point whose coordinates

are both zero. The pair of numbers (0, 0) corresponds to the

origin.

Can we associate with each ordered pair a potent on the

plane? For example, given any ordered pair su

can you find a point having these ,umbers as coo

,_3, 4)

How

would you do It? Do you see that 'you would locate it units

h left of th..- crIFI:In and- 4 units upward Locatingaj

point associated with an ordered pair of real numbers and

indicating that point by placing a lot in reference to the

X- and y-axes Is called "plotting the point". Does every

ordered pair correspond to at least one point? Exactly one

point?

The answer th questions Is yes For each ordered

pair real nh there corresponds in the plane exacilay

one notnt. For coo- point of plane there corresponds

exactly one ordered natr of real numbers. This statement is

very similar to the one which was made In Chapter 1 about real

numbers and the number 1_

said to- be c rr tr-r -one.

correspondence such as this is

Your _ din6

which corresponds' to

tho sta rt '['h _ -alr (i 1) corresponds

to a pOtrA in a

f thethy= rcInt number

r1' Inc

The numbe7 3 is calted the

Is called the

Whar; anothel nair-?. x-ILL:

we the

each

et,Th polnt ccdh

we haiM

Y=1

Fi correspo

c-;pori t.n =r,:act potrit:''

0 exactly one patr?

such as that between

tit",.,., r, t
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Problem Set 1

1. Draw a pair of axes on a page of graph paper and label them

as in Figure 1.

p. On the set of axes that were drawn for Problem 1, plot each

of the following points and write the coordinates as an

ordered pair

(5,

(b) (0, 3)

(c) (3) 5)

(d) (0, 0)

(e) (-3, 5)

of numbers beside the Point.

(4, 3) (k) (6, -)

-5) (1) (-6, 4)

-4) (4, -5)

(-4, 0) (-4 -6)

-4) -4)

The x-coordinate of a point is usually called the abscissa.

The ycoordinate is called the ordinate.

Suppose, now, were given a point in a plane. Now would

we, determine its cooi7dinat For example, what are the

coordinates of the pqInts t, and S on the diagram belo-

--I- R

-I--
H 6 -I.) -4 -3 -2 -I J 4 5 7 8

-2

3
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We see that the point R 'located 5 units to the

right of the y-axis and 2 units above the x-axis. If we start

at the origin we can get to the point R by moving 5 units

to the-right and 2 units up.' This tells that the coordinates

of the point- R maybe written as the number. pair

%(5, 2).

In this case 5 is the-abscissa and 2 is the ordinate.

The point M is located 2 units to the right. of the yaxis

and 5 units above the x-axis.- Once again if we start at

the origin we can get to the point M by moving 2 units to

the right and 5 unite up. The coordinates of M are (2, 5)

Do yolk see that the coordina es of 3 are (-5, 3)? Which of

these to coordinates is t abscissa and which is the

ordinate?

Check Your Reading_

1. What are the coordinates of the point M in Figure 3?

What are the cbordinates of the point R in Figure 3?

In the ordered pair -(5, 2),
Where do you measure tfie

where 'do you measure the 5?

4. Does ihe ordered pair of numbers (5, 2) name the same

point as the ordered pair (2, 5)? Give reasons for your

answer.

5. Which coordinate is also named the "abscissa"?

Which coordinatevis also named the "ordinate"?

Proble set 16-2

-1. Write the brdered pairs of numbers that are associated with

points E, F, G, H, P;and Q in. Figure 2, page 720.

2. Write the coordinates of the point which /5:

(a) to the right three units from the y-axis and up one

unit from the x- axis._,

to the left four units from he y-axis and down tw2

units from the x-axis.

72
' -
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Problem Set 16-2b

(continued)

.to the right one unit from the y-axis and down six

units from. the x-axis.

to the left three unite from the y-axis and up fiveto

units from the x-axis.

In each of the following write the ordered pair which

Corresponds to the statement.-

(a) The ordinate is --2 and the abscissa is 5.

(b) The y-coor Anate is 3 and the x- coordinate is O.

(c) The abscissa is. 3 and the ordinate is twice the

abscissa.

The ordinate is three times the abscissa and the

abscissa is -1.

(e), The abscissa is 5 and the point lies h the x-axis.

(f) The ordinate Ls -12 and the point lies on the y-axis:

The x- and y-axes separate the plane into four regions

called quadrants. The quadrants are numbered .1, II, III, and

IV beginning Mith,the right upper region and moving counter-

clockwise as in Figure 4 below.

Figure 4

724
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If a point is located in quadrant I, its coordinates are

.both positive numbers. In quadrant II, on the other hand, the

x-coordinate, or abscissa, is a negative number, while the

y- coordinate, or ordinate is a positive number. For example,

the coordinates of the point F above are (5, 2) and the

coordinates of the point N are (-4, 2).

What can you say about the coordinates of points in

quadrants III and IV? For example, what are the coordinates

Of points W and 0? Do You see that the coordinates of W

are (-1, -6) and the coordinates of G are (2, -3)?

Points which lie on either of the axes are not in any of

the quadrants. Examples of such points are those with

coordinates (C, 5), (-2, 0), (0, 0), etc.

Chedt< Your Reading

If a point is located in quadrant I, is its absbissa
A

positive or negative?,

2. In what quadrant does the paint whose coordinates are

lie?

What are the coordinates of point W in FlgUre 4? Irk what

quadrant does W lie?

In what quadrant does the point with coordina

lie?

Oral Ex6rcises lb -2c

1. In Figure 4 is the x-coordinate of the point W positive

or negative? of G?

In Figure 4 Is the y-coordt are of the point W posi _ve

negative? of 0?

3. What are-_ The coordinates of point W in Figure 4;4? of 0?,

is the abscissa of any po int in quadrant III positive

or negative? 'In quadrant IV?

5, Is the' ordinate of any point in quadrant III positive or

negative? _In quadrant IV?
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Oral Exercises 16-2C

(continued)

In which quadrant might .a point be its x-coordinate is

a negative.riumber? Its y-coordinate a negitive number?

In which quadrant (or quadrants) are both the abscissa and
. -

the ordinate positive numbers? Both negative numbers

In which quadrant (or quadrants) is the xcoordinate a

negative number and the y-coordinate,s positive number?

9. In which quadrant (or quadrants) is the abscissa a

Posittve-number and the ordinate -a negative number?

,Problem Set 16-2q.

From the following list of ordered pairs' of numbers, sort

the pairs and list them below,following the name of the

quadrant to which they belong:

Ordered pairs: (1, 4), (-2, 3), (4, -1), (-2, -1),

(-5, 7), (6, 2), (40'-9), (0, 0),

(3, -7), (7, /e) (-3, -7), (-7, -3)

1. All those in Quadrant I

2. All those in Quadrant II

3. All those in Quadrant III

4. All those in Quadrant Tv.

16-3. The GraE0 of a Sentence in Two Variables.

We are nbw ready to draw the graph of the truth set of a

sentence of the first degree in two variables. For convenience

we shall, as before, call this tlib graph of the sentence.

Let us consider the sentence

whose is

2x - y + 1 -= 0,

y = 2x A- 1.

72b
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This form enables us to describe the relation between x and

y in the following words. "The ordinate is one more than twice

the abscissa." The table below can be easily constructed from

this description, or from the y form.

x 4 -2 -3

y 1 9 -3

The plotted points would appear as

check these carefully.

re 5. You should

.. imal. r
I... 1

NM
4 NAM

N N

6

-..,. _ I IR

1-4
1

7 I'

:
- --7

--t-'-f+

Figure
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What do yoU notice about all of these points? Do they seem

to form a definite pattern? Do they appear to lie on a straight

line?

Suppose we draw a line connecting the point (4, 9) to the

point (-3, -5) as in figure b, Does this line pass through

the Uthervotnts?

III

Er
E IT
(0,1)

_

A

r5)

i

r

_

_

I
[

1

-fir
.

T-

-i--

_

----r- 1--

What does this suggest about any other point whose ordinate is

1 more than twice the abscissa? Would such a point lie on this

same line provided that the lin'e were extended in both

directions? Suppose we consider the point with coordinates

7). The ordinate is 1 more than twice the abscissa. Is

this on the line?

Let us pick two rn p o

B. Do you see that the cool

coordinates of B are

the line, the points A and

of A are (-1, -1)? The

these number pairs
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make

2x - y 0

a true sentence.

Pick other points on the line. Do the coordinates of

these points make the sentence true?

Thus, it appears that any point on the line has coordinates

which make the sentence true. Although we could not possibly
_,_s

check all. of them, it seems reasonable to assume that all points

on our line have coordinates which satisfy the sentence

2x - y 4-1 = O.

'Wejurther assume that if our line were extended pr any length

in either direction, then the coordinates of all imints on the

extended line would also satisfy our sentence.

Let us consider another open sentence. In this example we

shall also develop a convenient method for drawing graphs of

sentences of this type. Take the sentence

x y 4 = 0.

We select any twp number pairs which satisfy this sentence. We

plot these points, and then draw the line connecting them. For

example the number pairs

(5, 1) and 6)

make the sentence x - y 4 - 0 true. Figure 7 shows the

plotting of the points and the line through them.

0

1
Figure 7
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Points p and K are also op the lIn The coordinates

of F are (2, -2). The coordinateS'of- K. are (7, 3). Do

the coordinates of these points satisfy the sentence

Try other points. Of course you cannot try the coordinates

of all poinits on the line. But )what would you expect to be true

if such a thing were possible?

We might look at this in another way. Suppose we start

with any point on the line. Do you see that if we move ones

unit to the right and one unit up, we will then be on the lie

once more'.

Now let's consider the tentence

x - y - - 0 .

We know that the coordinates (5, 1) satisfy the sentence. What

if we add 1 to each coordinate? This gives us (6, 2). Do

the coordinates (6, 2) satisfy the sentence? What if we add

3 to each of the coordinates (5, I )? Do the coordinates

(8, 4) satisfy the sentence?

Thi suggests anidea. If we start anywhere on the line,

move a certain distance to the right and then the same distance

up, we shall end up on the line. On the other hand, if we

start with coordinates which satisfy our sentence and add the

same number to each` coordinate the resulting coordinates still

satisfy the sentence.

We thus find it very reasonable to Conclude that all

points on the line have coordinates which satisfy the sentence.

It is also reasonable to assume that all number pairs which

satisfy the sentence are coordinates of points on the line.

Now let's examine -a point C which is not on the line.

Its coordinates are (-2, 3). Does this number pair satisfy

the sentence y.- 4 = 0? The 'answer is no. Would this be

the case for any -point not on the line? Try some others!

What do these examples suggest? We have examined two

Sentences of the f

which could be writ

degree-in x and

in the rorm-

AY. -= C

731:
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where A, B, and C are real numbers with A and B not both

zero. The graphs of these sentences appeared to be lines.

Number pairs which satisfied the sentences turned out to be

coordinates of points on the lines. And points not on the

lines had coordinates which did not satisfy the sent aces. With

this in mind we can readily accept the following statement.

If an-Open sentence is of the form

Ax By + C ,

where. A, B, and C are real numbers witch

and B not both zero, then its graph

a line.

We might also ask whether or not every line In a'plane is

the graph of a sentence of this type. The answer is yes. In

fact it can be proved that for any two points in the plane

there is one and only one sentence of the above form which the

coordinates of these two points will satisfy.

As In the case of sentences tti one variable, an open

sentence in two variables acts as a sorter. It sorts the set

of all ordered pairs of real numbers into two subsets: the set

of ordered pairs which make the sentence true, and the set of

ordered pairs which make the sentence false. In this sense we

could say that an open sentencp,of the first degree in two

variables "so " the points Of a plane into two subsets:

the points whit lie on d particular line, and the points which

do not.

Check Your Feading,

Are the ordered number pairs (2, 5) and (4, 9) elements

of the truth set of the open sentence 2x - y 1 = 0?

Is the point

in Figure 6?

whose coordinates are (-1,-1) on the line

Do the coordinates or p satisfy the equation

2x y * 1
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What are the coordinates of point E In Figure 6?

5. Do the coordinates of point B satisfy the equation

2x - y 1 = 0?

the line in Figure 6 the graph of the entire truth Set

of _h_ sentence?

7. Are to -ny points that are not on the line in Figure

sati._y he open sentence 2x - y 1 = 0?

In Figure 7 do the coordinates of the point F satisfy

the open sentence x y = 4? of A?

If an ord ed pair of numbers mekes an open sentence'truej
what can say bo p with respect to the graph of

the truth set the sentence

10. If a point is on the graph of the of a sentence,

what can we say about the coordinates of :he point with

respect to the sentence?

11. 'That can we say about the coordinates of every point on a

line that is'the graph or the truth set of an open sentence

in two variable-

Gral Exercises 1b-3a

In each of the following complete the table of values so

the resulting ordered number pairs will satisfy th6 given

open sentence_

= 2 If x Ls

then y is

If x io
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Oral Exercises 16-3a

(continued)

2. Is the given ordered pair an element of the truth set of

the sentence?

(a) (4, 2x y = 7

(b) (0, -3); 3y - 2x = 6

(c) (2, 30; 2y =- x 5

(d) (4, -2): 3x . 8 -

(e) (9, 0);

1); 4y - 10 -= 0

3y 9 0

Problem Set 16-3a

Plot 2 points whose coordinates satisfy the equation

x = y = 2.

(b) Draw the line through these two points.

(c) 4re the points that are represented by the coordinates

(2, 0) and (0, -2) on the line that you drew in (b)?

Are there her points on this line?

Does the ordered number pair (5, 3) satisfy the
NI

equation x - y = 2?
k,

Plot the point that is represented by the ordered

number pair

in (b)?

(t), Is It on the line that you drew

The two open sentences which we have studied so far have

been

-y4-1= C

and x - y - 4 = 0,

have agreed that the graphs of these sentences -are lines.

not true that the graphs of all open sentences are lines.

For example, if we were to consider the open sentence

773
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we would see that the following number pairs all satisfy the

Sentence, or equation.

(1, 2)

Check these to see that

e all true. however,

2 = (1 )2 1

10 = (3 ) + 1

1 = (0)2 ÷ 1

if you plot these points, you will see

t they do not lie in a line. Try it.

There is a reason for-this.- It is due to the fact that

this particular o-pen sentence contains the term x
2

which, as

you remember, we called a second degree term. On the other

hand, note that equations such as

and

3x 4y - 6 0

5y 3

have first degre6 terms, but no terms whose degree is higher

than the first. Such sentences, as we now kriow, have truth sets

whose graphs are lines-.

check Your Reading

Is the graph of an open sentence in two variables in every

case a line?

Is the graph of a line?

3. Does the equation "3x 4y - b = 0" contain any terms

whose degree is higher than the firs



Problem Set 14-3b

For each of the following open sentences write three ordered

number pairs which are elements of its truth set. Plot

these points with respect to a pair of axes and draw the

graph of. the truth set of each Sentence as in Figure 7.

Prememberionly two points are necessary to determine a

line. The third point should be used as a check.

x y = 6

b) 2x y = 7

(c) x 2y = 6

(d) x - y = 1

2x - y = 2

(k)

(1) y x 1

(m)

y -3x

) 2x 5

g) x 3y =

(h) x - y = 0

) 2x - y

) 2x+ 3y - 15 -O

2. (a) Write three ordered number pairs which satisfy the

sentence 2x 4 y - 4.

(b) Draw the graph of the sentence.

(a ) Write two ordered number pairs that do not satisfy the

sentence.
0

Plotfthe points corresponding to the number pairs that

were written In (c) with respect tg the same set of

axes on which the graph for was plotted.

Are these two points on the graph of the sentence?

Find five ordered numter pairs which satisfy the

sentence 2x y C.

(b) Plot the points found in Do they lie on a line?

(ft) Does the sentence In (a) contain any terms whose

dogree is her than the first?

4. (a) Find five ordered numlir paIPs which satisfy
2

e q ua t t c n x - y C.

(o) Plot the points found in (a). Do on a line.

(c) Des rn_.atton to (a) contain any terms whose

ree is h!i-,,hor than the first?



%Oen we were asked in Chapter 3 to draw the graph of the

sentence

x = 3

On the number line, we found that its graph was a single point.

.

However, suppose we'are asked to consider this tame sentence as

a sentence in two variables and draw its graph on the number

plane. This might be puzzling at,' firSt, since the bentenceS

whoie graphs we have been platting on the number plane have all

contained the variable y laS well as the variable x;,also the

elements -"fin our truth set have all been number pairs rather

than Individual humbirs.

Cur problem can be solved if We--consider the sentence

x - 3

as though it had been written

x Cy - S C.

You recall tha n writing tfle,general form of a first degree

sentence in x and,y as

Ax Hy' 4- C m

it was stated that A, and C were real numbers, but that

A and E were not both zero In this sense we do have an

open sentence in two variables, even though the coefficient of

the variable y is zero. We can now consider the set of

number pairs which 111 make the new sentence true. What nurn

pairs will satisfy the sentence

x Cy - 3 = 0 ?

Stncv we are working In the 'number plane, we must think in terms

of two variables even ugh the y variable did not actually

appear in the original form nx = 3n. It should 6e easy to see

following number pairs satisfy our sentence:

3) (3, (3,



eine! the sentences

are all true by the multiplicatio and addl. toh -rOparty

erO.

t- Do you also see that any pair of the

Where n reprcesents any specified number

our truth'set?

Our graph is easy to draw_. As'beforei we select twa

points, say (3, 1) and (3, 5). Plot these points. Then

draw the line connecting them, Figure illustrates the

will be a member of

graph.

4

3

2

1

5

\ 0

-2

(3,1)

2 3 4
x

Figure 8 f

In a Similar way let us now consider the sentence 4

y e 5.

7.37



you See

f, we wish

5Qme numbe

..The graph,

that this can be thou h of as-

(5x-4- y 5== C, or -=)0x

as graph on the number lane?

air n the truth,set are

)(1, 5
,

53

riven 'in Figure 9-

Figure

Figures 10,and 11 illustrate graph of sentences of this

same. tyke.. You 'shhuld check to see th -these graphs are

properly .drawn

MINIM MN_
MEM NM_

I 2-

X a-

Figure 10

2e

Fig ;e 11



Check Your Readtng

What is another way of writing the sentence x 3 As a

sentence.in 2 variables?

2 Number pairs of what form will'satisfi the sentence

x Cy - 3 = 0?

Do the ordered number pairs 1), (3, 2), 3))

(:43-, 4), and (3, 5) satisfy the sentence x Oy - 3

What is another way of writing the sentence y = 5 as a

sentence In 2 variables?
A

Name three number pairs that will make the open. sentence

Ox +y = 5 tre,

Ore Lxerc

Describe in your 'own words

sentences.

(a) x =

(b) x =

(c) y = 5

(di) y = -2

(e) x f 3

Pro _em Set lb-

Draw the graph of th4 truth set of each of the following

open sentences.

(a) x 5

(b) x =

(c) y = 2

(d) y -2-

(e) x = 1

--

'(g? ) y - -8

(h) Y 8

x = 0

th respect to the axes draw the graphs of-the

foildwing equations.

I.

y 4-

y - 2x

739
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Problem :Set 16-1c

(Cent nued)

y = x +, 5

- 5

With respect to the same set of axes draw

the folloWing equations:.

y --- 0

x +fir std

y

3x + 2y m 0

What do you notice about the graphs? What

the equations?

the graphs of

_ special. about

With respect to the same set of axes draw the graphs of

the following sentences:

Y

y = 2x + 2

y= 3x + 2
y = 1x+ 2

What do you notice about the graphs? What is common to all

the equations?

16-4. Interce is and Slopes.
ca

In the last group of'exercises,you were asked to notice

something special about the graphs. --We shall give a further-

eXample to emphasize this idea.

Consider the sentences:

y 3

y 2x + 3

y = ma x+ 3
c

y = -3x +

Notice that these sentences are all in y-foLm and that hey

have. something else in common. What is it? Let us exaitt the

graphs of these sentences.



post striking feature of the graphs is that they all

meet at the sante point, (0j 3). This point is on the y -axis

and is called the - intercet of each line. Now look at the

y-form of each sentence. Do you see that in each case the

constant term on the right side is 3? It should be clear that

this number determines the y--intercept of "tmine that is,

We 'saw that

the cobrdinatea'of this point are (0, 3). Thus we can say that

if a sente in y-form,

the point at which the line Intersects the y-axis.

Y

then (0, b) is the o
.

intercept of the graph f th9 sentence;

that is, the graph i eludes the point whose coordinates are

(0, b). For example fcr the sentence y -= 5x 7 3, the ,

y-intercept of the gray. is the pillint (0, -3).

741
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Check Your Read=ing

The sentences' "y 3," tly 2x 3," and "i . 3x-

,are in y-fortn. What -else do they have in common?

31,

The graph of the sentence Hy 3" -contains the point

which has coordinates 0, 3) What is- this point called'

What is the y-interoept of the line whose equation'is'

y - 5x - 3:?

Oral Exercises 16-4a

State the y-intercept of the graph of each of the following

sentences. State the y-form of the sentence first if necessary;

1 . y = 3 2

2. y = 2x - 5

y = x 4- 12

37y = 7x

5. x + y

6. 2x

7. 7x+

8. .8x + y .16

7

9. x ,y 12

10. 2x: y

11. 2x A- 2y F 5

12. ,x -I- 3y =6

13. x - 2y = 4

14. 3x + 4y - 8

15. 2x 3y = 5

L

Problem yet 16-4a

Write each cif the following sentences in y-form; then draw the

graph of the sentence using thety-intercepit as one of the points

of the graph.

1. 2x y = 5 4. 3x 2y = 9

2. 3x - y - 6 5. ix - 2y . 4

3. 4x + 2y - 8 6. 4x - 3y - 5

Draw the- graphs- -f-the,followin- sentences with respect: -to the

same set of axes as above.

,Look at the y-form and look at the graph. What do these-graphs

seem to have in common? What do the=y-forms have in common?-

742



7. -2x + y =

-6x 4- 3y =- 1

Problem Set 16-4a-

(Continued)

9. 1Qx y - 3

le. -8x ÷ -

If you did the last four exercises carefully you should

have noticed anothe'r interesting Telationship between the

y-fOrm.of a-sentence in two variables, and the graph of _he

senience.

Let us emphasize this relationship by considering another

group of sentences:

2
Y

What is "special" about the y forms of thele sentences -_.Do you
2

see that the coefficients of are all the same, namely'

743



Whit( do you notice that is "special" about these graphs? bo you

see that the lines are parallel? It.appears then that sentences

in t'ne y-form Which gave the Same coefficient of x- have graphs

-which are parallel to each other. 8

Check Your Reading

2 I n _The Sentences "y y 7x and "y

are in y-form.' What else do they have in.c6mmon?
. -

What is special about the graphs of, sentences in y-form

which have the same coefficient of x?

Oral gls2rEaLL 15-41)

In each of the following problems, three equations in

variables are given.

Give the y,intercept of each line.

(b) Tell which equations have graphs which are parallel to

each other.

c) Tell which equations have graphs not parallel to any

others. )".. \,,__---, \

) 'Tell which eq6sktions have the same graph,

y = 3x

y = 3x - 5

y ; 2x 4- 2

744

7 + 7

y a -3x 2
1 '2

7 x

3

3

3
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, In each of= the

equation given;
i°

those equations

their graphs.

1. y 3x 4-

y = 3x 4- 5

y = 3x - 1

y . 4x +

2- y 5

2y - x -5

y r + 2

x - 2y 4

then

that

Problem Set 16-4b

following cases draw the graph of the f

select frot tha list following it only

have graphs parallel to litie first and draw

= -2x

y= 3x
2x

Y a x

y = x

y x =

-

+ 1

2

C

3

3

2

Let us now examine another group of sen ences. These are

similar to the ones we studied in connection with the y-intercept.

1
y = + 1

2

2) y x + 1

For

3) y = 3=x + 1

) ,y

5) y

2x + 1

- x + 1

each of these sentences. we will draw the Araph by rtseans

of two points. As a convenience we use the y-intercept in

each case as one of our points. The second point also appears

at the right-of the list on the following page.



1) (0, 1 ) (4,

2), (Q, I (4, 5)

3) (0, 1) (2, 4),

4) '(0, 1 5)

5) (o, 1) 7)

Each line is labeled by number.

See that in every case they are

coefficient of, x. We also see

increases with each-new sentence.

rat, note the ecmations. We

e same except for 'the

hat the coefficient of x

Looking at the graphs we see

that each line seems to get progressively steeper. AnOther vray

of saying this might be to state that in each case the "slope"

of each line appeairs to increase. .

It seems natural; therefore, to make the following statement

with- reference to the idea of slope.
.40 The slope of a line is the coefficient of x in

the corresponding sentence written in the y-form.

When we4say1that4the slope of a line is very steep, or not

so_steep, are speaking vaguely:- -It is now -pos8Ible

describe the slope of a linein a very definitS way, using in

each case a specific number.

For example, if we are given a line whose Corresponding

equation is

y= Ix 5,

we can say very definitely that the slope of this line is

746
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To sum this up we can now say. that for a sentence o

y = ax b

where a and b are specified real numbers, the slope of the

correaponaing line ls the number a and the y-in ercept is the

paint b),')

Thus the y-form revels two specific bits of information

Itzives us "the slope andabout the graph of the sentence.

the y'-intercept.

I the sentences

1 ) 'y e -x 1,

2) .y --- -2x 1,

and 3) y = -3x 4-

the coefficientv of x in,the y -form are negative. Here We

think of -x as (-1)x. Thus by definition the slopes of the

corresponding lines are negative. The graphs appear below. As

in thprevious drawin the lines are numbered. Each has been

determined by the indicheed 'pair of pointi.

7147
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With reppe6t to the idea of steepness we note the following.

- The steepest line.appSars to be the line whose slope has the

greSteSt.dtsolute value. Do you see that this is true for

'lines of pooitIve slope also?

In a pfeviousseet on we have studied lines of the form

.Y = 3 and x 4,

the graphs,of Which are hown,below.

We noted that the sentence y = 3 could be written as

Ox y - 3 = 0,

we - y-form y a ox 3.

0

According to our definitions what is the slope of the line

which is the graph of this sentence? Do yoU see that it is

zero? Thisis reasonableln terms of "steepnese. Since the

1111e-1a-horizontal it-has4 Th a sense, zero teepness ;

Sentencep ofethe type,

x = 4,

however, pretent a special problem with respect to slope, since
this type of sentence can not be written in y-form. Do you
See 31a1:4? We do not define slope for lines corresponding to

such sentences. We have _already noted that lines of this type
Arie vertical.
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Check Your lireadih

1
4

3
1. Com- re,the graphs of "y ,-7x+ 1" and fly

Whi-h has the y-intercept tO, .1)? Which Is st'eeper?

2. How Is the slope of as line d'etermlned from thecorresporading
:=1equation In y-form?

3. What is the

-4;" Wh1

5' t

What,6.

7. Why Is it Impossible to write a yfolm for "x-i- Cy - 4 C"?

.4\

lope of the Tine who'se equation is

!Fx

has the `steeper line as Its graph, Ty --3x4= 1" or

+.--1"?

forrri of '
3" 'shows the slope of its graph?

lineshave zero slope?

oral yxerelses 16-4c

For each of the following equations, give the slope and the

y-intercept'of the graph.
2

(a) y --- r + 1 (d) y

(b) y = -3x 3. (e). y -'5

(c) y - 17 4 (r) x - -2

Which of the following equations have- graphs which are

parallel to each other?

(a) y

(b) y

(c) 3y -

(d) y = 2x

(eY y - 2x

(f) y = 3x +

Problem Set 16-4c

1. In each of the followIng give the slope and thel y-lntercept

of the line whose oquation is given.

(a) y - 2x 1

(b) 2x - y 1

(c) 1

(C)

(r)

x = =3y +- 1

2Y, + 1,3y b

)
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Writ

Problem et lb-4c

(continued)

equation of each line, ,given

information, and draw tts graph.

(a) the slope is 2 and the y-intercept is
1

.(b) the slope is - 7 and the y-intercept is

(c) the slope is 5 and the y-intercept is (0, -1)
1 ---the slope is .77 and the y-intercept is _2y

(e) the slope is 0_ and the y-i:ntercept is (0, -3)

(f) the line is vertical and passes through the point

(3, 5).

ing

Write the equation of a line which i d parallel to

y x 8" Lld which has ,the y-intercept (C 1).,

'Write the equation of a line which is parallel -to

Y - 3" and which has,the y7intercept (0, 3

If al and a, are the slopes of parallel lines then what

istherelatonshivbetweenaland

We have already that the word slope as it is

commonly used suggets a measure of the steepness of a line.

It gives an idea of the rate at which a line gains or loses in

height as we move along it i a certain direction. -We will see

that slope by our definition is closely related to this type of

measurement also.

Consider the followinu, line. Its equation is

The graph is hown on the D1 tng
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The coordinates of point are 2). The coordi-a

point 'B are (4, 7). Le now check the horizontal

distanc6 from A to B, and the v rticaldistasic4. from A

to B. We see that-the horizontal distance is 2. This can

be found by /subtracting the abscissa of A from the abscissa

of B, that is

4

The v rttc 1 distance, which we can obtain by subtracting

ordinates, is -="2 that is

Let us now fool r rat-i6

cal Distance from

5.

to
,,ntal Distance from

Here the word tio has the same meaning as fraction. It

,incdL.cates the quotient of two numbers. We see that the val

of this ratio is

5
-=,±T

Let us now consider the two points C and P.

the abscissa of from the abscissa of B tc

horizOntal _stan from CI to R, we obtain

4 -

751

If we subtract
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For the vertical disc.ncs -440 get

again w rm the

This is equal

Ver
zon

10

'7 -( -3 ) = if.

Dist -,ce frrccm
_ D .,tance from

anoth

If we now consder the poin

type of ra we will find

Check this!

Two ideas are

name for

C and, A

that

Verti_cai Distance from
Horizontal D tanc5e from

to

anc

0

form th6 same

ggested by ailliof this. Do you '?see what \thw''''

are? The value of the ratio in all three cases is the same.

It is This is also the coefficient of x 111 the y-form of

the equation, in other words, the slope.

Anotherpoint on the same line is (8, 17).

Now
.1 this point D.

consider the two points A and D. Form the ratio of the

vertical distance divided by the horizontal distance as before.

This becomes

this another name for

Let us consider one more equation.

y = 2x 1 3,

Two points on the line selected at random are -5, and

(2, -1). Do you see that these are elements in the truth set?

If we subtract the ordinate cif the second point from the

ordinate of the first point we get'14. Doing the same thing

with the abscissas in the same order we get. -7. Th1---2 ratio is

which is the same as

14 .

=7.
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(

wtfat is the'coefficient of ,,x In cur _ Auat'ion?

Theabove examples illustrate airelatiOnship wh

stated in a general way as follows:

If (c,' d,) and

with c. X e and

equation Is

(e) f)

If the y-form of the 'corresponding

are any

can be

on a line

y ax

d - f
is equal to the real number

c - e
that is, the ra Is equal to slope of the line:.

This _,atemerit:(.7.an be proved be true for all lines whose

equations can be put into the y-form. Since the proof involves

mathematical-ideas which we have not yet studied we shall not

develop the ,proof at this time.,

A veprd should be said about, the order in which the two

points are selected :,",uppose we consider the points,

and '-'1) of the previous example. In forming the ratio

subtracted the coordinates of the second point from the

co4rdinates of the first. we subtract the first coordiha

from th4e_. second, we obtain the ratio

-1 _1.3

which is al

But thiS lsoalsc another name

-14
7

interesting to Investiga further the meaning of

a negative n1 mber, as the slope. of a line. In the graph of our

equation

-2x

7



(0 3)

0
(2

x

we see that the line appears to slant downward as we scan it

from left to right.` In other words, as w assign increasing

values to x, the corresponding values of y decrease. In

this case the slope is a negative number.

In the case of Fn equation such as

y 3x + 5

we observe that as we assign increasing values

corresponding values of y increase. We see

the slope is a positive number.

eck Your Readinz,

x, the

In this case

If A and B are' paints on the graph of "y

then what is the ratio of "the vertical distance from

to B" to "the horizontal distance from A- to B#

The points 2) and ( i, 17) both lie on the graph

"y - 3". How is the vertical distance from the fi

point to the second point found? How is the horizbnt

di tance from the first point to the second point;.found

WhatPs the slope of a line which contains the points

13) and -1)?

Co ete the sentence: A line which has a negative slo

sla is as we scan it from left to right.

7 5
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Oral Exercises 16-5d

1. Find the slope of the line through each of the following

pairs of points.

(a) (2, 3) and (3, o) (d) (-7, =3) and (6, 2)

(b) (6, 2) and (3, -1) (e) (-7, 3) and (8, 3)

(c) (1, 1) and (=2, -2) (1) (6, 6) and ,(-4, -1)

Indicate in which of the following cases the values of y

increase as we assign increasing values to x. In which

cases do the values of. y decrease as we increase the

values of x?

(a) y -= 2x

N) Y1 =3x

(c) 7 = X 1

(d) y 4x 4= 2

(e) x y 1

(f) 2x°- y'
Problem .7et

1. Find the slope of the line through each of the following

pairs of points_

(a) (3, -12) and (-8, 12) (d) 0) and (-0, -2)

(b) (4, 11) and (-1, -2) (e) (3, 5) and .(6, 5)

(c) (h, 5) and (r) (=3, 5) and (-3, 6)

2. Draw the followinE; lines.

(a) Throw,,h the poInt (-1, 5) with slope

(h) Through the point (2, 1') with slope

(c) Through the POI-.-It (3, 5) with slope 0

(d) Through the point (-3, 5) with slope 2

(e) Through the point (-J, 5) and parallel to,)the y-axis

3. Wrtte the aquaequation of nne-2 :7,tven thefol1owIng
information.
(a) slope J, tnero opt ((A,

(b) point (1, 6), y-IntercPt (0, first find the

slope)

(c) point (-1, 7-intercept (0, 3)
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(d

(e

Problem Set 16-4d

(continued)

point (2, -60, containing the origin
,

slope -2, y-intercept (0,
4)

point -2, 4), y-intercept (0, 1)

1O-5 Graphs of ,ntences Involving an Order Relation,

In Chapter we studied open sentences in or4 variable

involving an order relation, as

x

The equivalent sentence

the following graph:

=5 -4 -3 -2 -I 0 I 2 3 4 5 7

We now ask the questions:

"How is the truth determined if the sentence of the .

first degree involvi ig an order relation contains two

variables?"

"How do we construct the graph of such a sentence?"

Letts begin with an example such as

will help us If

oh,

Y

o first raw the graph of the equation

x y -= 3 ,

a you.see, is formed by merely

our ineqtality by an "equals",5.1gn.

_acing the symbol ">"

Do you see that

of this equation is the line which appears in Figure-u'l

7 56

the graph
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Fir--;ure

As we know, all number paIrs which sa=tisfy our equation

have their corresponding potnts on this line.,
)

We also know

tnatAf a point is not on this line, then it.innordin&Zes will

not sattsfy the equation.

Furthermore, it should be clear that the line separates the

points of the plane IntO three sets. These/ three sets are
f--

1) the points lying on one std p of the line, 2YIN. the points.

lying nthe linOttself, and the points lying on the other

side -of the-11rne,

Let us now return to our original sentence, t Iv inewelity

x y 3

We wish to determine its graph. We first nose that number

pair satisfies the equation

x- y = 1
S

It cannot. make the inequality true. Can :;;Ou name the

property of order whic4 tells us this? Thus we see that no
point of our truth set can, lie o `:he ltne, that is: our.polpts

must lie on one side -or the othel.
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Suppose now we let ,x be a fixed number; for example, let

* = 1. We want to see what values of -y when paired with the

number 1 will make our sentence true. It is easy to determine

this if we substitute 1 for x in the sontenc e. gives

us
y

Do you ;.!) hat an equivalent sentence

> 2

From this w_ can see that if- y is any number greater than

then the number pair

(1)- Y)

will be in the truth set of the sernce

x + y >
In the same way we can show that if x 2, then if y IS

ny number greater than the --,1ber pair
.

will be in our truth set.

NI,Ikewtse if x - 3, then any number y which-ls grea _

than zero will make the pair

(2,

an element In the truth set. -

Our graph shows many of these points. You will note that

the points a l'lle on one side o the line, In this particular

case they app_ar to b above the --le. It can be shown that no

points on the other sd of the 11-o have coordinates which

satisfy the sentence.

It should not, at this time, be -diffIcult to form an Idea

about the graph o-f the sentence we have been working with. Can

you suggest a way of describing the correct graph?

It IS the set of all points which lie on the same side of

the line as those we have airely indicated. To show this we

can shade this side. Remember
It
he line is not part of the

graph. Thican be demoattraten by Inakingit a "broken," line,

as .in -gure 13.

750
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:he graph of the sentence

- 3y > 1_0 .

As before, we begin by constructing the graph of the equationti
2x 3y 10

line.. This gives

We no re t,

the followIr

2,2ure 14 f

to the tr;equall.ty and let 2 assume a ad
value. For convenience we can choose the number

the can then be written as

4 _ .

Our

n ardor to determine a set of corresponding truth values

fCr yr we must find an equivalent fnequality. As we learned

in Chapter 15, thin cark'be 'done as follows:

We see th-t, an equivkllent sentence to

and t is becomes/

which can be as

759



Thts tells us that any point with an abstis_a a 2 and
0

an Ordinate which is less han -d2 Is a point In our graph.

Some of the points are sown In Figure 14. Without having

to locate any more ;specific potnts we can Shade in'1e/side of
,...,-

the plane In which these points are found, cc In FZ'1,d6c3.15.

4 e

The method we have been us g to construct graphs of

inequalities of the first degree In two variscan be

summarized as follows: We -first determine the graph of an

associated equation,, that Is the equation obtained I replacing

the inequaltty symbol with an "=". We then let x assume a

conventent value and substitute this in the original inequality.

This will.give us an inequality in the one variable y. We

obtain the truth set of this sentence. Its graph will lie on

One side of the linp-determlned'by the ,associated equation. The

gra2h of our original sentence Is the det of all points in the-'-,

plane located on this same side of the lthe,

In our two examples the line of the equation was used to

locate our potnts, but it was not part of the graph. However,

tf oU'r Sentences had contained the symbol meaning "greater

than or equal to", that is, If they had bEfen wrttten

0 ,
/ y / 3

and 2x -3 1(1: ,

then the graphs would have included the lines. In such cases

the lines in the drawings would not have been broken. For

example, the sentence

X t Sy

Di
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has the ,graph:

cheek Your

1. Into how many sets does the line "x y -" arate

the plane?

2. What property of order tells us that if a number pair

tisfies the equation "x + y = 3" then it cannot satisfy

3 How many r mbers satisfy "1 + y> 3"?

k. What is

graph of "x + y > 3"?

n ng-of a broken line in the drawing of the

Problem ._et lb-5_

1. In each of the following draw the graph of the Sentence by

fist drawing,the graph of an associated equation

(a) x -5 (the associated equation is
x - Y =5)

3x - y > 0

2y < 12

y < -2

x --., 4

7r:)1



Problem Set16,5

(continued)

Draw the graphs of the following on the 1-.ame-axes,

y x

(b) y > x

(c) y<. 2

3. Do the graphs of blem 2 use every point In the plane?

What i,e the equation 4- the line 1.411_01 separates the plane

into. 3 sets?

uumla ry

this chapter we have studied the truth sots of open

entencers tn,lwo varIables and the graphs of these sentences.

We learned that each element:. of the truth set of a sentence of

the form

By +=,.(1-i,= 0

an ordered number pair, the first', ntl.mber representing a

We have learned that a number pair fion as (2; 5) can be

associated with a particular point on a plane, and that this
e

point can be -lotted by means oX two perpendicular nkober lines

called axes. W.., saw that to every ordered pair of numbers there

corresponds a point in the plane and to every point there

corresponds a pair of nuMbers. Furthermore IX was shown that

all points which satisfy an equation such as the one above lte-

on a line. This fact enables us to construct the graph of

such an equation. We also learned that every line -in the plane

is the graph or a first degree equatton In two variables, and

that two points determine this cgivatin:

We sold that If asonHnce Is wriit'ten in the y-form

I. y - ax b,

then a is the' sloe or the graph of the sentence and (C, b)

Is the y-Intercept of the graph of the sentence .

value of x and the second a value of



If and B are two points on the graph of the sentence Wan
the slope of the graph is equal to the ratio:

vertical distance from A to __B The y-intercept is the
horizontal distabte ?rom-A- to .7-'

point on the y-axib where the graph of the sentence intersects

the-y-axis.

Finally, the truth sets of sentences of first:degree.n

two variables involving inequalities have been shown to consist

tilf,zthe, coordinates pointslyirig on one tide of a
,,

Speiffit-iine., This line is determined by rep1*apg the

or ">" symix!ja-with an equality "=". When the order relation

is "e or -"4." the line must be included in the graph.

(e

f

Review PrObleM-Set

the following:

,5 14 47-22,

2 1 5 10

a - 5b.÷ I4a s It a +-5b

3a 6b 5a c

45 .

6c-2
( h )

-gym
where

2am- 24a z
. where

gYz 14m-z

and

4

and z 0

(j) (a 3b) - (2a bb)

(k The result of subtracting m - 2n 4 rom 3m - 6

'(1) 5x 2y.- 3z(3x - 3y - 6z)

763



Riview Problem Set.

(continued)

2. Factor each of the following polynomials into piniMe factors.

JO- am + an

(b) 6m + 6n

(c), 142 + 42a

(d) 18c +-12cd

(e) 9 7 6a

6a2b + ab2

3m - 2n

3x - 9

5m + 6m + gm
2 _

a + a + a-
3

by2 + by - b

2irr 2irt

20y 15x - 10

Find the truth set of

6n, 314

(b) 3a + 5 17

16a - 14 - 9a

(d) 5m +8 km -

(e) 7x - 3 = 10x

(g)

(h)

(I)

j)

Ac)

`(1).

1,
tx -7
18 + 3(a -

3(m +

18 - 1C

km > 8

'In 13
> 4

(n) 4y + 5x + 7z

(o) lac - 4ab - ?a

(p) ax x ay y

(q) cy ex + ay + ax
2

+ n t m2n + m

-8bc -13 6ae + 14.w Sad
2

x- + 9x + 20

x - 12
2

b- b - 12

4m - 28m + 40
im2

- 5bc 6b

* x x5

of the follow ring sentences:

3x - 3.< -.

4x = 2> x +7
Ix= 21 =1
b = 10b + 21 0

- a= 12
- 24 = -2x

12y - 36

- 3m - Cl

- 16 , 0

4b- - 36 -0

X

y

Draw the graphs of the truth sets of the sentences

Problem 3(J), (k), (1),

7 4



RevieW Problem Set
. (continued)

Translate each or t1l6 following into an open sentence and.

find the truth set:

(a) Find two consecutive integerS whose sum is 63.

(b) One number is five times another and their sutra

Find -the-nUmbem

(d) Jai es is Tfive years older than George. If the sum of

their agea7iS .37, how 0471.s each?

(d) The perimeter of a rectangular lotja ,240 feet;

area 16 2700 square feet. ',finClU length and its

width..

The area of a triangle is 66 square inches. The base
As 16 inches. What is the altitude of the triangle?

The sum of three cons u ive numbers is 108. What err
the numbers?

*(g) The sum of two consecutive- odd numbers is a three digit

ft*

number-which is less than 110. What are

*(h) Find two consecutive even numbers (in egg whose

sum. is

6. On a separate set of axes draw the graph of the truth set

of each of _the following sentences.

the numbers?

(a) 2x y 4 0 (f)

(b) 2x y 6 = o (g)

(c) 5x -I- y - 0 (h)

(d) oi = 3y (1)

(e) x 3y . 6

'7. Write the equatioh whose graph has

(a) slope -3% y-lntercept

(b) slope
7'

y-lntercept

(c) slope - 57' y-intercept4

(d) slope 4, y-lntercept

(e) slope 8, y-Intercept

(0,

(0,

(0,

76f-5



Rev ew Problem Set
(continued)

State thp slope and he y-intercept of each of the following
sentences.

y 3x ,-
-(b) 2y '+ 4x
(c) y + 72( - 5 - 0
(a) - + 4 = 6

) _ 4X 2y + 7 . 0
3y- 0

Tipb



Chapter 17 4

SYSTEMS OF OPEN SENTENCES

17 -1. S tems of &WS ons.

ed below are Some examples of compound open sentences

x A- 1 - 5 or x.< 7,

x 2 - 8 and x > 2,

x < 9 and -x 5,

x, < 9 or > 9.

Some of these compound operisentences- involve the connecting

w Ord "or;" others involve the connecting word "and." Each of

' the examples above involves- only_eneHlariable. However, a

-compound open sentence ,may involve,4kwo variables. For examp

x y'= 8,- (54-. 2x - y s 3,

2x + y 0 arid x "+ 2y 5 s C

are'txamples of compound open sentences in two variables. When

such a sentence involves the connecting word "and -" it is

called a system of sentences. If each of the Individual sen-

tences in the system is an/equation, it may be called asystem

f equations.

A system may be written in more than one way. For example,

the system

x - y

may be written like t_ S

0 and x 2y - 5 = 0,

y 1 = 0
2y - 5 = 0 .

No matter how it 1.s written, a, system of sentences is

pound open sentence- with connecting word "and.".

Recall that a truth number of a compound open sentence with

connecting word "-and" must satisfy each individual sentence in

the compound sentence. Therefore, an element of the truth set

of a system of sentences must satisfy,each sentence in the

systeM.

Consider again. the system bf equations Y
x +y 5

767 .31
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There are two individual. :equations-in this system. Each of them

has infinitely many solutions .of the form (x, Y). Fer'eXample,--

the truth set of "x + 2y

(5, because "5

(1, . because "1

(-1, because "..1

- 5

+: 2(0)

2(2)

+2(3)

However, it

0" includes

- a true sentence;

- 5 - 0" is a true sentence;

- 5 0" is a true sentence.

not true that each one of these ordered pairs

belongs in the truth set of the system.

In order tobe_in the truth set of a system, an'grrd

pair Must satisfy 1 the sentences of the system:. In the case

abQVie there are twb-OtiatfonS. So any' dement of the trut set

must satisfy both equations.

From this definition, it is easy to see why (5, o), for

example, is not an element of the truth, set of the system. It

satisfies "x f 2y Ow!, but it does not satisfy

"2x +y 1 0."

"2(5)

In the same way, i

elemeiit of the truth se

equation of the system.

"2(-1

+ 2

0 1 = is false.

a) is true.

is easy to see that (--1, 3) is an

the system. It satisfies eaph

le

- 1 0" .

- 5 s 0":'is true,

Check Your Reading

Which of the following sentences, may

sentences?

x +.57-= 2X - y 3.

(b) 2x 4 y - 1 - 0 and x +'2y - 5 a 0.

(c) x y 5 or x< 3.
(d) x + y = 5 and :x < 3.

x b and y

) x = i or y - -2.

led a system of



_chec uf Reading.

continued)

How do you explain the fact that (0, 1) is not an elee-

of the truth set of the system 411-2 :
5 o

v 1 o 9

How do you explatn the fact that -(-1, 3) is an element of

the truth set of the system x y = 1,= 0,-
x A- 2y -5 o

4. What mustl?e,true of each element in the truth seP of a

AWAtern ofsentences?

Problem Set 17-1

1. In each' f the parts of this question, you will find an

ordered pair Ilstd together with a system of sentences.-

In each case, decide whether r not the ordered pair
*V

satisfies the system.

(5, 5);

(c)

(d) (8,

(g) (5)

(h) ()

( (3,

3

4 )

5)

2);

x y = 10
x - y

2x y - 5 - 0 and 3x

2x 2y
= y

x y = 12
2<

y = 12
y m 2-

y 4 and x

3x - 0
13x 0

x 5y = . and x -
b

Y
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Problem Set 17-1

(Continued)

For-which of the following compound sentences i- ' (9,

an element of the truth set?

X + y 10 and x C8

(b) x y 10 or x < 8

(c) '

y -= 10
x >8

(d) x y 10 or x >8

-ce) x = 9 and 1

(f)
1x = 9

=

Li ye ordered pairs that satisfy the system "x

and. x <10."

List five ordered pairs that do not satisfy the aystem1=,
J.

y = 20
x < 10

5. List five different systems that the''element

satisfies.

17-2. graphs of-Systems of Equations.

In the previous section, the truth pet of a system of

equations was defined as the zet'dt-elerrients satisfying all

"equations of the-system: However, no mention Was made of a

,method for determining the truth act, other than by guesswork.

Also, no mention was made of how many elements are ln the truth

set of a 'system of two first.degree equations.

One way to approach such questions as these is to draw the

graph of each sentence in the.system. For the system

I-

y 1 - 0
2y - 5 .

770
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we have already seen (in theprevious section) that ( -1, 3) is

an element'of the truth set, The graph of each equation in this

system has been drawn in Figure 1.

Figure 1

ac1i of the graphs (as we 14eted in Chapter 16) is a line.

Notice the point of intersection, the point which is on bath

lines' Two different lines cannot have more than one pint in

cwrimon; that is, there4cannot be More than one point of inter-

section.

This point of intersection is on both graphs; therefore,

its coordinates satisfy both:equations of the system. Since -It

is the onjy point of intersection of ie two lines, its

coordinates represent the only ordered pair ehatbatisfies

Loth equations. Because we saw in the last section that the

ordered pair (-1, 3) satisfies both equatiOns, -(-1, 3) must

be the coordinates of the point of intersection of the lines.

Furthermore, (1, 3) is the only ordered pair satisfying

,both equations, There is one and only one element in the truth

set of the system.

As another example, consider the problem of findir the

truth set of the system

771
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The graph of each equation in the system _hown in Figure

Figure 2

There Sis one and only one poi_nt \pf intersection of the two lines..

Fr njthe figure; the coordinates _f this point appesr to be
( 2. -Because:reading coordinates from a figure is'

approximate at best, this Q rdered pair should,be tested' ri each

sentence of the system.

"2(4-) - 3(2) a 2" is a true sentence, because
each side names the number 2.

"(4) 2(2) -= 8" is a true sentence, because
each side names the number 8.

x -Therefore, the truth set of the system 2
2y o

i0 s

in the examples of this section, the truth set of a

system of equations was determined from the graphs of the

individual equations of the system.
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----Check Your Reading:-

What kind of figure is the graph of each cf the indiv ual

sentences in .the system_

2x 4-y-l= 0
x A- 2y - 5 . 0

What is the greatest number of points in which,two different

_ lines can intersect?

If the graphs of the individual.sentenc s in the system

2x - 3y =-2
x 2y = 8-

are drawn, and the graphs intersect in a poiilt, what

of the coordiNttes of thepoint? Why?

If the graphs of the'indivIdual'sentence the sys e

Y 5 0
I

2y = 0

are two different straight lines that intersect, how- many

elements are there in the truth set.of the system?

oblem Set

each,o the figures below, two lines have been drawn

with reference to a set tf axes. Assume in each case that
4

the lines are the graphs of the sentences of a system, and

determine the truth set of the system.

rue
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a em Set 17-2
1-ofitinued)

(d)

2 Determine the truth se_ of each of the following sys tem

by drawing the graph of each sentence in.the system.

Because reading coordinates from a figure is only

apiproximate, be sure to test each pair in both sentences of

the system.

pc 5
_x y

x y 8 and x- y = 12

{2x y 2 - 0
3x y - 3 - 0

{x = 3
2x k 3y 9 - 0

3x - 2y 0 and y- = x = 3
11,

x e y 0 and x y

{
2x
4x

x 4

{y - -2
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Problem Set 17-2

(continued)

Draw the graph of the truth set -P. the sentence

"x y . 8 or x y --: 2."

'(b) Draw the graph of,the truth set of the sentence

"x y .8 and x - y v ."

What kind of figure Is the graph

system {-x y --- 8 ?

x y = 2

17 -3. Solving Systems of Equations.

In the previous section it was seen that certain systems

equations can be solved by drawing' the graph of each

equation in the system.- ThiSis often a.'very tedious'method,

however,'and it is difficult to read coordinates from a figure

With accuracy. So in this section, we shall develop, a method

of solving systems of'equations that does not depend on drawing

graphs.

Consider againithe system

ruth set ;cif

2x f-y - 1 - 0
x 2y - 5 =

whose truth set we ,have already found to be {(-1, . Even

though the truth set is already known, we shall try to determine

it in a=neW way that will be useful in future pkroblems and that

will lead to an understanding _f,equivalent systems.

Each of the equations_ in' the system has been written in

such a ,form that one side is a 'po ynomtal in x and y, and
%

the other side is the number 0. Let us build a new equation
_

(from the given equat_ons ancrftnd what connection it might

have with the system. First, multiply the polynomial in the

first equation by any non-zero number, say 7, getting

7(2x y

775
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Next, multiply the polynomial in ,the seconb equation by ,any.

non -zero number, getting

Next, add these

7(2x.f y'- 1) 3(x + 2y - 5) =0.-

4 2y 5).

two and form the` equation

Netw we can state the following fac

1. The pap" (-1,,3), which

about this equation:
0

abtiscies.the systeM
2x y-- 1 = 0

2y - 5 = 0

.also satisfies the equation

7(2x + y 1) t 3(x 2y - 5) = 0. (Why ?)

2. Ance a point is on the graph of an open sentence if

its coordinates satisfy the open sentence, then the

point ( -1, 3) must be on the graph of

7(2x y - ) + 3(x 1 2y - 5) = 0.

In ether words, the graph of "7(2x # y
2y -45) 0" contains the pint (-1, 3), the

intersection of the graphs of the equations of the

system.

The graph of "7(2x y 1) + 3(x t 2y 7 9)

a line because the equation is equivalent to

14x- + 7y - 7 3x f- by - 15 0,

which is equivalent to

is

17x + 13y - 22 = 0,

whose graph, as we know from Chapter 16, is a line.

By way of summary, then, we can say thattthe graph of

"7(2x f y - 1) 1 3(x 4- 2y - = 0" is a line that',

'contains the point of intersection of the graphs of

"2x + y 1 1 0" and "x 2y - 5 = 0."

The situation is illustrated In Figure 3.
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Figure 3

In the system
2x +v-1

e

,= C

x,\ -

you may have wondered why the nOmber 7 was chosen as a

"multipTier", for the polynomial in the first equation, and 3

was chosen as a "multiplier° for the polynomial in the second

equation. The answer Is that 7 and 3 were not chosen for

any special reason at all.

been used.

For example, the graph of each one of the following open

sentences is a line containing the intersection of the

-y non -zero real numbers could have

graphs of "2x y - 1 = 0" and "x 2y - 5 = 0 That

is, (-1, 3) satisfies each sentence.

4(2x + y = I)

(-2)(2x y - 1

5) -C,

= )

(-50)(2x y - 1) 10 (x E pY - 5) - 0

This list could c

any non-zero real numb

ea Y I)

thout end. We can say that for

and b, the graph of

b(x 1

Is a line passing through the intersection of the graphs

of "PX y 1 - C" and "x Cy - 5- 0".

It is not difficult to see that ( =1 , :satisfies the

sentence "a(7x y = 1 r h(x 2y -

0'

ter
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what numbers

a(2(-1)

and b represent.

- 1) + b ((-1) + = a(0) + b(o) -

Check Your 11221a6.

1 Is (-1, the solution of the system

Why?

Is (-1,' solution of

Why or why not?

Is (-1, 3) a solution of "-2 2x +

Why or why not?

is (-1, 3) a solution of "a(2x > y - I) + b(x - 5

for any non-zero real numbers a and b? Why or why not?

F y 1 = 0
2y - 5 -

1) 3(x

10(x

Problem Set 1( -3a

- -is the solution of the 6y. 2x 1

x 2y - 5 - 0

For each of the following open sentences, answer "yes" or

"no" to the question, "Does the graph of the open sentence

contain the point (-1, 3)?"

(a) - 1 = 0

(b) x 5 = 0

(c) (2x - y 1) (x 2y - 5) = 0

(d) + y - 1) (-3)(x 1 2y - 5)

(e) x = -1

(r) Y 3

(g) x -1 and

= -1

For each of the systems below,, write three different first

degree equations whose truth sets contain the solution of

the system.

Example. 4Nt 0
- 7y - = 0 "2

is one open sentence whose
truth set includes the solution
of the system at the left.
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( b

Problem Set 17 a

(continued)

- 8 0
- 2 - 0

x + y = 6
x - y -- 2

{2x + By - 6 0
_

,TX- - 2y 1-10 -_ 0

- 0
c

+ 4y - 7 - 0 and 5x - 7y ± 0.

From the ,text cif this section, w.e know that the solution
y

+

+ = 0
(if there is -cane) of the system is a

y = 0

solution'. the open sentence

"a(2x y + 5+ b(x y - 2) 0" for any non-zero real

numbers a and b: In this case, determine thopen

sentence that results when a is 1 andb Also-

determine the open sentence that results when a is 1 and

b is r2 .

true, as we have seen, that for any non-, real

numbers a and b

+ y - 1) + b(x + 2y = 0

is an open sentence whose graph Is a line containing the inter-

section of the graphs of "2x + y - 1 0" and ,"x + 2y - 5

However, certain choices of a and b lead to .specially

useful results. In the case above, let a be 1 and let b

be 2.

(-1)(2x + y - 1) 2(x - 5) fl

(-2x = y F 1) (2x 4y - 10) -=

3y - 9 == 0

y = 3

The graph of "y = 3"- is a lino containing the point (-1,
---ts shown in Figure 4. Notice that the choice of -1 for a.

and of 2 for b resulted in an equation Involving only

variable y., Do you see why this choice led to this result?
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Figure 4

There are choice's fo a and b which will lead to an
eiguabion)involving only the'varia'ble X. For example, if a

I 1, 2 and b :1):)/ -1 we get

2(2x y - 1) + (-1)(x. t 2y - 5) =.0

(4x 4- 2y - ( -x -y 5) 0

3 x + 3 - 0
x

The graph of , -1" is also a line'containing

this is Shown in Figure 5.

Figure

29

3):



In Figure 60. the graphs of the equations

2x y - 1 = .0, x -f 2y - 9-= 0, -1,

are all.drawn-wi with respect do the same set of

Th

y - 3

Are emphasizes the following important fact:

la_two systems

k have the same

Recall that two sen

to be equivalent. Since

with connecting-wo rd "an

truth

y - 0
2y - 5 - f. and

,nces With the same

a system Is a compound' open sentence

the two systems

truth

=1
3

set are said

3

represent two compound open sentences with the same truth set.

Therefore, they are called equivalent systems. In general, two

systems are equivalent if they have the same truth set.

Notice that one of the two equivalent systems above Is

much easier to solve than'the other. This suggests that a

system can be solved by Coming an equivalent system whose

truth set is quickly determined. The following example

illustrates this method.

Exar_ralt. F the system

First, let a be -4 and b be

-4(x + (1)(4x 3Y = 7) ---

(-4x - - 8) (4x 1- 3y = -)

-5y - 15

y =3

-(St

x-+ 2y + 2 - Cu
-I= 3y - 7

Do you see the
choice of a0 forr a
and of 1 Tor h re-
sulted in an
equation Involving
only the variable
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I4xt, let a be 3 and b be

3(x 2y -2)(,14x + 3y - 7)

(3x + by (-8x - 6y + 14) = 0

-5x ±

-5x - =20

The systems 4x + 3y
410,

The truth set of the system

_ - C
7 0

x

and

, 4

--- 4

4

Do you see how the
choice,of 3 for a
and of -2 for b led
to the sum by
resulting in an
equation involving
only the variable x?

are equivalent.

4, -3

Therefore, the truth set of the system ,
x + 2y + 2
cx + 3y = 7

Do you see that the sentence 'x * 2y 2 -= 0 and

4x * 3y - 7 = 0" is true when x IS 4 and y iz
, a
and only when is 4 and y Is -J?

Ftgure 7 'shOws the graph of each of the individual

equations in the equivalent systems of the above example.

-3

7

Do you see that he graph of the system

is the singlo point c_h coesdinates (4, -3)?

7

= ) I
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Check Your

Are the Systems
x

y
2y ,_ 5 ,- 0

and
, =1

equivalent? Why or why not?

Are the systems - y = 4 and equivalent?

Why or why not? .

NI

What is the definition il equivalent systems?

In the explanation of the text, sentences of the'orm
-i---;

"a(2x + y - 1) + b(x + 2y - 5 ) - 0" were obtaLed from the

{system
+y - I --

system. =0
One of these sentences involved only the variable x; -what

values of a and b were used to obtain it? Another of

these sentences involved only the variable y; what values
,..

bof a and n 0 used to obtain It?

Describe the graph of the systeM "2x y - 1 = 0 and

Oral Exercises 17-3b

For each of the following systemsan equivalent system can be

determined in which one of the sentences Involves only the

variable- x, and the other sentence involves only the variable

y. In these exorcises, tell what values of a and of 4 cari,

be unec to o Main the equation involving only x, and what

values can be used to obtain the equation involving only y,
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Problem Set 173b

Determine the truth set of each of the following systems by

first determining an equivalent system in which one of the

sentenees:Jnvolves only the variable x, and tht other

sentence involves only the variable y. For the first two

problems, draw graphs of each of the sentences in the systems;

then give a word description of the graph of the system.

1.
x + y - 14 - 0
x = 22 . 0

{2x 3y 10
2x + y + 5 = 0

{x + 2y 1

2x 7

- 3y - ac
x + y - 6

x - y = 5
3y+

3x - + 7
10

Ox + Ti

2

{x 3y - 3.5 = 0
2x + )ty - 3

10.

In the previous 4ection the system

was solved by de

Ox + y - 1 = 0
x + 2y - 5 = 0

ning the equivalent system

-1

3

This turned out to be a very convenient equivalent system.

However, many other equivalent Systems could have been ud.

In fact, it can_he shown that for-any non -zero real numbers

and b, the sysem

2x + y - 1 = 0
2y - 5 0

(system I)

is equivalent to the system

{2x 4-y=1= 0 (system II)
a(2x I- y = 1) + b(x 4-, 2y - 5) = 0.

The systems have been labeled "system I" and "system II"

convenience in the proof that s are equivalent,

which Is given below.

7821



To show that the systems are equivalent, two things must

be shown;-

(1) Any solution of system I is a solution of system II.

(2) sIutton of system II Is a solution of system I.

(1) Suppose (r,$) is a solution of system I. Then

the follOwing sentences are true: Sr + s 1 0

r 2s - 5 = O.

Is (r, also a solution of syst6m II? It

sati es the first sentence of system II _nce

we know that "2r s - 1 = 0' is true, In the'

second sentence of system II, if x is r and

y Is s, the sentence becomes

a(2r A s 1) A b(r 1- 2s - 5) 0,

the left side of which may be written

a(0) Ab(0),

which is zero no matter what numbers a and b

are__ Therefor, the sentence is true, and (r,$)

does satisfy system II. 1 may conclude that

any solution of system I is a solution of

Lystem,ti,

(2) 2,uppose,(n,t) Is a solution of system II. Then

the followinv sentences are true: 2n + t l'- 0

a (2n t - 1) + b(n + 2t - 5) - 0.

Is (n, t) also a solution Of system I? It

satL77.fies the first sentence or system I since

we know that On + t - 1 - 0" is true. To see

that (n,t) also satisfies ne second sentence of

system I, remember that the sentence,

is true.

This sentence may be written:

a(C) A b(n 1- St - 5)

0 A b St

) A , 2t - 5_

=

= C



r 'ds - 5 U.

Is (r, also a solution of system II? It

sati _es the first sentence of system II

we know that "2r s - 1 0" to true. In the'

second sentence of system II, x is r and

y is s, the sentence becomes

a(2r A s 1) A b(r 1- 2s - 5)- 0,

the left side of which may be written

a(0) 4b(0),

which is zero no matter what numbers a and b

are._ Therefore, the sentence is true, and (r,$)

does satisfy system II. We may conclude that

any solution of system I Is a solution of

tern I.

3uppose,(n,t) is a solution of system II. Then

the followio v. sentences are true: 2n t l'= 0

a (2n A t - 1) b(n 2t 5) - 0.

Is (n,t) also a solution of system I? It

satLsflies the first sentence of system I since

we know that "2n 4- t - 1 - 0" is true. To see

that (n,t) also satisfies the second sentence of

system I, remember that the sentence,

a (2n 4 t - 1) A b(n A 2t 5 = 0 is true.

Th!s sentence may be written:

a(1 1 4- (n 2t - 5) = 0

0 A b n 2t o = C

b(n A ?t - s) O/
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5- y 5.

== 3

Check Your Reading

(continued)

2y - 5) C

and y -= 3

Problem Set 17-3c

®{
3y - 4 = 0Form a system equivalent to the system by

x + 2y - 9 = 0

using the ftrst sentence of the system, together with a
_

sentence or the forM -;Va(2x - 3y - 4) b(x + 2y - 9) -=

where

(a) a -= -1 and b

(b) a = 2 and b

(c) a = 710 and b = t

3y
-

-

9

4 = 0
byForm a system equivalent to the system x + 2y = 0

using the second sentence or the system, together with a

sentence of the form "a (2x 3y - 4) + b(x + 2y - 9) = 0,

where

(a) a = 1 and b

(b) k - 4 and b

= 7 and b =

without detem ining the system» form five

different systems, each of which to equivalent to the

4x - 3y - 8 = C
2x + y + 7 = 0'

To find the truth sst of the syL y ® 7x 4- 5
4x = y 3

the addition property of equality may be applied to each of the

787
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equations in the system. The system may then be written like

this
7x y -
)4x -y +3 -O

The following equations represent a line which contains the

nntersection of the lines whose equations are "-7x y 5 0"

and "4x y 3 O."

(1 )(-7x y - (4x - y + 3) =

(-7x + y - 5) + (4x y 3) , 0

- 2 - 0

x = _

The two systems below are equivalent:

y 5 0
kx y - 0

and

The system on the left Ls the

Since the two systems are equivalent, the system on the right

may be considered Instead. If there is a solution of the system

on the right, it must be of4the form

(-
2

b)
3

since the-second equ7 says that x must be -
j

If there

is such a solution, then, from theirst equation of the system

the number b .must satisfy the follqing:

a whose solution is to be found.

The

-7(- t) + - 5 - 0

14

7
r b 0- 5 -

1h

senten, equiva lent ones. There

is not only is the last one true, but _the first is
\

also, and a solution of the system has been found.
4

1\ y = 7x +is solution of system 4x

The- method at7vo 18 esoent[ally the same as that developed

in the previous section. The only difference lies in the fact

that instead of determining t { equations, one ,involving only

x and one involvim only , w determined only one of these

if b
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and proceeded directly to the solution. :Another, example,

which the ste-le have been shortened, is-given below.

,Example.

{7x - 5y - 1 =

4x i- 2y - 14 - C

x -

1
"ix

-

1iy-1

1

2x - 5y - 1 - C
12y 12 - Ci

{

x 5y 1 -
Y -- I

This is the system whose-
solutto is to be found.

(4x 2y - 14) = 0

This "System is equivalent
to the original system.
lRecause of the second
equation, if there is a
solution of.the system,
must be of the form (a,
If there is such a solution,
the number a must satisfy
the following equivalent
sentences:

2(a) - 5(1)
2a

- 1

- 6
= 0
= 0

3

Is the solution or the original system.

If system

Check

-7x

caging

has a solution, of what
x -

fnrm must this solution be

Px - 1 C
If the system

Y = 1

must the solution be?

3x f 2y - 7 ,

Y
If the system

solution, of what

has a solution, of what

form must it

y - 10 - 0
If the system f

x 5-7
has a solution, of what

form must it be?

In the explanation to the text of is section, an equation

of the form "a(--(x = y - 5) b(4x y F 3) - 0" was

obtained, in which only the variable x was involved.

What values of a and b were used?
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Problem 17-3d

Find the truth .set of each of the followl7ng smters by first

determining an equivalent system in 'which one of the eduatt'clns

involves only one variable.

x y
1. x y 5

3.

y u
u

3x y 2 -

4. 4x -ty-
and

-

x - 2y -,, lo - 0

{= 2y - ig
43; x

'cfX = 3y -
x F yr 13 - 0

3x 2y - 1
- 3y --

8. Px y - g - 0
and

3x -y-1- C

r 2s + 4 - 0
s r 5 0

3d - 3
- 3d = 4

11. (a) How many element nrr) tn the truth set of "x = y - 0

and x- - 2y - 2 - C"? (2ee problem 2 above).

(t) How many elements arc tn the truth set of "x - y 1 - 0

or x = 2y - 2

17-4. aLL.LIL. of Eauattons wLth Man M_utjoriP.

Con trier the s:/tom
2x -

4x f' =

u

(

We know that fcr any hon=::ero . per:1 numbrrP and r, the

following systomls cq.._ItvalPut t[,, the .U_von nc

2x ln

a Px b(4x ry )
,

If a Is -2 car P 1, 1.-,no oqu Lvalont. uy-Jtem

Is obtained:

2x

Tnis'systom can be wrtLt.,en
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The system seems somewhat strange because one of the sentence8

is "0 0." Remember, however, that a solution of the system

makes the sentence

2x 3y - 10 = 0 and 0 = 0

e. Since "0 0" is true, any (x,y) satisfying

2x 3y 10 -70" satisfies the System. There are infinitely

many ored pairs (x,y) satisfying "2x 4-,3y - 10 - 0.11,

-Therefore, there are infinitely many ordered pairs satisfying

the system

2x f 3y - 10 = 0
= 0

and infinitely many orde=red pairs satisfying the equivalent

system

(2x + 3y - 10 = 0
4x 6y - 20 - 0

which we were to solve. As examples, (2, 2), (5, 0), and
-1(, 3) are some of the elements of the truth set since they

satisfy -both sentences of the system.

Study the system
2x 3y - 10 = 0
4x Sy - 20 = 0

and see if yo6 can discover what made it possible to determine

an equivalent system in which one of the sentences was "0 0."

The answer to this problem will enable you to recognize any

system of two first degree equations in which there are

infinitely many solutions.

In previous problems, the given system had one and only

one solution. The graphs of the individual equations of the

system were lines that intersected in one and only one point.

In this problem the system has infinitely many solutions. What

do the graphs look like in this case? In the problem set, you

will have a chance to find out.

Check Your Reading.

1. In the explanation in the text, the sentence "0 0" was

obtained by using specified values for a and b in the

sentence " (2x + 3y - 10) b(Lix 6y - 20) 0." What

values of a and b were used?

791
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Check Your Reading

(continued)

2. How many elements are in the truth set of "2x 3y - 10 0

and 0 m 0"?

1

2.

How many elements are in the truth set o the system

'l

2x + 3y - 10 0
0 =- 0

How many elements are in the truth set of the system

{2x + 3y - 10, = 0
4x A- by - 20 r 0

Problem Set 17 -4

Draw the graph of each of the sentences in the system

2x 3y - 10 a 0
4x by - 20 = 0 ,

Is the sentence- "2x 3y - 10 0" equivalent to the

sentence "4x + by --420 0"? How can one of the

sentences-1:T Obtained from the other?

What is true of the truth sets-of equivalent sentences?

What is true of the graphs of equivalent sentences?

Draw the graph of each sentence in the system

{3x
- by 15 - 0 .

x - 2y 5 0

(b) Is the sentence "x - 2y + 5 0" equivalent to the

sentence "3x - by 1 s 0"? How can one of the

sentences be obtained from the other?

Determine a system equivalent' 9- -6y 15
0
0

in

which one of the sentences is = 0."

How many elements are in the truth set system

x 2y + 5 - 0
x - by + 15 0

Draw the graph of each sentence in the system

- 4y 0
3x - y = 0

(b) Is "12x - 4y - 0" equivalent to "3x y = 0"? Can

one of the sentences be obtained from the other? If so,

how?

792
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Problem Set 17-4

(continued_

Is it" possible

e2x - 4-y

3x y

determine a system

=-C3
0

onee 'of the sentences is
=

equivalent to

10 - on?

How many elements are

{2x -
3x -

in

4y
y

the truth setit,f the system

= 0
= 0 ?

DraW the graph of each sentence in the system

Y
2x - y'=

(b) Is "x y = -equivalent to "2x - y a 6"? Can one

of them be obtained from the other? If so, how?

Is it possible to determine a system equivalent to

2x - =

3 c-

in which one of the sentences is "0 = 0"?Y 6

How many elements are in the truth set of the system

x y = a
2x - y = 6

5. Describe away in which it is possible to recognize a

System of two linear equations in two

has infinitely many solutions

Describe the graphs of the individual

system of two linear equations in two

has infinitely many solutions.

variables which

sentences in a

variables that

6. Without determining the truth set and without determining

an equivalent system, decide which of the following

have infinitely many solutions.

2x + 55r_.- 2 = 0
4x + 10y - 4 = 0

x 7y 0

-y 0

(

(b
{-

x + 3y + 12 =
2x + by b - 0

(d)

793

5x .y = 1.5
x y = 3 '

4 ley - 19 = 0
0 = 0

3x + 2y - 5 = 0
Sax + 2ay - 5a = 0

a c

systems
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FroblerlySet'17-44:-

(coptinued)

7 For each of the following gystems (wh6rs, possible),

determine an equivalent system in Which one of the sentences

is "0= 0." If it is not possible), ate this.

(a)
3x 5y

y +, g_ _

x- 3y - 1 = 0
-x 3y + 1 = 0

(c

17-5, lieLtal with No Solution.

Consider the system

For any non-zero real nu

_.7y + 3 = 0
- 14y + -6 = 0

2x + y
and

=- 0=

÷ 2y - 12 =0

{2x + 4y.- 10 = 0
2x Ay + 5 = 0 .

and b, the following system

is equivalent to the_gliren one:

f2x + 4y - 10 = 0
a(2x + 4y - 10) b 2x + 4y = 0.

If a is 1 and b is -1, the following equivalent system

is obtained:

2x + 4y - 10 -= 0
(2x + 4y - 10) + -2x - 4y - = 0 .

This system can be written

2x 4-4y -JO = 0
-15 - 0

A solution of this system must make the compound sentence

2x + 4y - 10 = 0 -and -15 - 0

true. Since "-15 - 0" is not true, there is no ordered pair

(x,y) that will satisfy the system

(2x ÷ 4y - 10 = 0
-15 = 0 .

We-must conclude also that the equivalent syst

2x + 4y - 10 = 0
2x ÷ 4y + 5 = 0

has no solution.
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. 2x + 10 = 0',Studythe 30 em 2x + 4y 4: k5 = 0

and see ff you can discover what made it possible to obtain an

equivalent systemffcontaining the 'sentence "-15 were

the values I And -1 chosen for a and b? The ans ra to

17-these-questions &ill hell you identify any system of t linear

equationi lhathas no solution.

In the problem set, you will have a chance to discbver what

the graphs of the sentences in a system with no solution look

like.

Check Your Reading

In the explanatidn in the text, the sentence "-15 = 0" maa

obtain d by using specified values of a and b in the

gentenc "a(2x + 4y - 10) + b(2x + 4y + 5) . 0." What

vdlues /f a and b were used?'

How marelements are in the truth set of the sentence

"2x + 4y- - 10 = 0 and -15 = On?

3. How many elements are in the truth set of the system

?

/

.%

2x +

{

4y - 10
-15

= 0
. 0

Problem Set 17-5

Draw the graph of each sentence in the system

{2x + 4y - 10 = 0
2x + 4y 5 = 0

(b) How is the graph of "2x + 4y 10 0" related to

the graph of "2x 4y 5 = 0"?

Is the sentence "2x + 4y - 10 = equivalent to the

sentence "2x + 4y + 5 = 0"? How are the coefficients

of x and y in the two sentences related? Are

the constant terms related in the same way?

2. (a) Draw the graph of each sen-, o in:the system

x + y - 2 = 0

795
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"x=4- y - 6 . " equivalentfto "x + y - 2 = 0"?

How are the-coefficients of 'x and y in the two

-sentences related? Are the constant terms related: in

the.same way?

Determine a systetequivalent to x4 +7 y -

x + y = 0

Problem Set 17-5_
continued

which one of the sentences' is "4 = 0."

(Hint: Use -1 for a and 1 for b in the

sentence "a(x + y 6) b(x T y - 2) = ©. ").

-How many elements are,in the truth set of he system
tx f y- 6 = 0
x + y - 2 = 0

i ,..

(a) Draw the graph of each sentence in the system

(2x + y - 1 = 0
4x + 2y - 5 = 0 .

(b) Is "2x + y - 1 = 0" equivalent to "4x + 2y - 5 . 0"?

tow are the coefficients of x and y ip the two

sentences related? Are the constant terms related in

the same way?

Determine a system equivalent to
4x + y -

1

5 -
0
0

in

which one of/the sentences is false.

(d) How many elements are in the truth set of the system

{2x +y-l=
x + 2y - 5

(a) Draw the graph of each sentence in the system

2x - y - 4 = 0
x + y 6 = 0 .

(b) Is "2x - y - 4. equivalent to "x + y 'o "?

Do the coefficients of x and y in the two sentences
seem to be related in a specia' way?

Determine, if possible, a system equivalent to

{x - y - 4 . 0
s

" _

x +y-O= 0 uch that the coefficients of x and

y in one of the sen

(d) How many elements are in

2x - y , 4 - C
x + y - 0 -=

are zero.

Se
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Problem Set 17-5

(continued

Describe a way in which a system of two linear equations

in two variables having no solution clan be recognized.

Deseribeethe graphs of the individual sentences in a system

Of two linear equat

Wiihaut7finding the

system,

ms has one sol

solutions.

in two-.variables havi
I

ng.no solution.
sg0

h set and without deperiiningan

tell whether each the following

ution, no solutions, or infinitely many

2y - 7.= 0
23xc # 4y - 14 = 0

4y ,='05
x 4- 2y - 7 =

{x 4. 2y - 7 = 0
2x - 3y - 14 = 0

33c6)- 4
+

:c 0

x - y 5
2x - 2y = 7

3x +y 10 = 0
-3x y + 3 = 0

x.+ y -'2 0
ax + ay .- 2a = 0

4(_

x + y - 2= 0 a 0
ax + ay - 2b = 0 a b

7 For each of the following systems, determine (if possible)

an equivalent system in which one of the sentences is false.

(b)

+ 2y - 5 = 0
+ 4y + 3 = 0

+ 3y -4 6 = 0
y + 4 =

(c) 2x y - 3 = 0 and ex-4- 3y - 5 = 0

.17-6. Another Method for SolVing. Systems.

As we have seen in earlier sections of this chapter, any

system of two equations in two variables may be solved by

forming an equivalent system whose solution may be determined

at sight. It was also found that some such systems have exact

one solution, others have infinitely many solutions, and

others have no solution,
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There are other methods for salving such systems. One of

these, often called the "substitution method," is especially,'
.

convenient in some cases and is discussed in the exampleS

following,

ExamRle 1. Solve the system y 3x 4

2x = y - 3

Perhaps from your experience in previou8 ections,

you are able to- .bell whether this ystem as one,

many, or no solutions. However, a en without'

knowing that therre-fs a solution, we can say that)

if there is a solution, certain statements must be

true.

If a is a number and b Is a number such that

the ordered pair (a,b) is a solution of the above

system, then the following sentences.must be true:

b 3a

2a = b - 3.
From the f t of these-sentences, it can be seen

that "3a 4" is a name for the number b. BY

adding 3- to both sides of the second sentence,

it can be seen that "2a 3" is also a name for

the number b. In other wordS, if (a,b) is a

solution of the system, then "3a + 4" and "2a

must be names for the same number. That is,

.3a -4 4 = 2a + 3

a =

Thus, it has been shown that if (a, b) is a

solution of-the system, then a must be

Since "3a 4" and' "2a 3" are both name's for

the number b, either of them may be used to, find

the value of b if a is -L Using the phrase

"3a 4- 4,"

e',= 3a A= 4

e 3( -1) f 4

1 .
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So, a, b) is a SO ut On of the system, then

a must be -1, and b must be. I% ThAt is, if

there is a solution:,1tmupt be (-1, 1). Since

it is possible, however, that the-Ep is no solution

at all, the pair . (-1, 1) should be checked in

each sentence; of the system, as follows:

y.0 1 3-x_A- it "1 = 3(-1) f 4" is:true.

2x y - 3 "2(.4) 1 - 3" is trpe.

Therefore, ( -1, 1) Is the solution of the cyst m.
4 f

Another example is diacuSsed below. And you will notice
. r: --

in'thie case ghat one-name for the number- b has actually -'

been Substituted for another. This is the reason for the
0.

"substitutionname "substitution method," menti ned earlier.

2x - y - 7Example 2. Solve the system 2y - 4 0,

If there is a solution. (a, b) of this system, then

the following sentences must be true:

2a = b - 7

a + 2b 4 = 0

b = 2a 7

In each sentence of the system,
x has been assigned the value
a, and y has been assigned
the value b.

This sentence is equivalent to
"2a b - 7," by the addition
property of equality. Notice
from this sentence that if
(a, b) is a solution of the
system, then "2a 7" is
another name for the number b.

a F 2b - 4 = 0 The sentence "a 2b - 4 = 0"
:7) must be true if (a, b) is a

solution of the system_
a + 4a + 14 - 4 = C "2a 4- 7" must be a name for

the-number b. So, the name- C La 7" been "put In,"
5a = -1C or subQtituted, for b" In

-2 the sentence "a + 2b - 4 = O."a .

Thus, if (a, b) is a solution, a must be -2.

The phrase "2a -+ 7" naymay be used to find the

corresbona of b, as follows:



la -2- 2a+ . 2(72)- 7.

-4 +7

= 3.

Therefore, if there is a solUtion, it is the orde56d

-pair (-2, 3). This pair should be checked in each

sentence of the original system.

_law is a tic'd example. You should be able to explain

each step.

EXample 3. Solve the system
f2x + y = -9

2y 173x 0.

If (a, b) is a solution, then t _allowing sen-

tences are true:

2a p = 79

2b + 17 . 0

If a

b = -9 - 2a

3a - 2(-9 - 2a) + 17 0

3a + tJ3 + 4a + 17 0

7a + 35 . 0

a . -5

-5, b = -9 - 2a

-9 - (-19)

. 1.

Therefore, if there is a solution, (-5, 1

Finally, here is a fourth example.

Example 4. Solve the system x + 3y = 7

y - _ _
2.

If there is a solution (a, b) of this sy tem!, then

the following sentences must be true:

a =E 3b = 7

b =

From the second of these sentences, it can be seen

that "-

stituting

'e" is a name for the number b. Sub-

his name for "b" in the first sentence,

Boo



a+
a

1

3b 1 7

2) . 7

6 . 7

. 7,

The result " - 7" does not mean that we have

made a mistake! What we have shown is that if there

is a solution (a, b), then it must be true that

6 = 7. Since we recognize "6 = 7" a a false sen-

tence, we conclude that there is no sal tion of the

system.

Check Your Reading

1. If (a, b) is a solution of the system

what two sentences must be true?

y = 3x 4- 4

2x = y - 3 '

What name for the number b is derived from the sentence

"2a b 3"?

What is the result of substituting the "2a --

"b" in the sentence "a - 2b - 4 0"?

TT for

Problem Set 17-46

Solve the following systems of equations using the substitution

method.

y = 2x

-x 5

x- 3y =t8 =0

Y =

y 3

y -x

y-
y x - 10

801

6.

7.

8

- 2y i 7 = 0

y = x =! 1

5x -1 y 15 - 0

3

- 3y = 2

2y -I 2 = 0

3y' = 0

- 0



17-7. Word Problems.

We have seen before that word problems can often trans-

lated into open sentences in algebra. The truth set of he open

aebtengethen leads to an, answer to the problem.

Kan tunes it is easier to use two variables in the trans-

lation from words to open)sehtences. Below are two examples in

'which two variables have en used in the translation. You will

notice that when two var ables are used a system of two equations

is needed.

EX ample 2. The sum of two positive integers 13 7. The

difference between the integers is 3. Wit are

the integers?

t x be one of the integers,aay the larger one.

Then let y be the smaller integer.

Problem Set 17-6
=

(continued)

{.4x + 57 m 5

6x + 7Y 7
10.

X = 7

x a y = 3

Solve the system

x y 7

x = y 3.

This open sentence says that the
sum of the numbers is 7.

This open sentence says that the
difference between the numbers
is 3. Notice that we sub-
tracted the smaller from the
larger.

We are looking for two positive,
integers whose sum is 7 and
whose difference is 3.

Writing the system as

fx 4 y- 7_ 0
x - y - 3 --= 0,

an equivalent system is

x -+ y - 7 - 0

(x + y - 7) -+ (x - y - 3) = 0,
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Which can be writtqn

y = 7 . 0

x 5.

In the first equation,

If x is 5, we have

5Y4 y = 7,
y m 2.

Thus, an equivalent system

is

x = 5

2.

So, the truth set

system is

(0,2)

( why ?)

of the The numbers 5 and 2
give us an answer to the
word problem we started
with. Both of them are
positive integers. Their
Slim is 7. Their differ-
ence is 3.

2. A candy store is going to make a 40-pound mixture

of fruit centers and nut centers. The fruit

centers sell at $1.00 per pound; the nut centers

sell at $1.40 per pound, In order to make the

mixture worth 1.10 per pound, how many pounds of

each kind of candy should be used?

Let

Let

f

f

n

n

be the number of pounds of fruit centers.

be the number of pounds of nut centers.

40 This open sentence says.that the
number of pounds of fruit cen-
ters and the number of pounds of
nut centers together is 40. 4Q
is the weight of the mixture.

There arp .40 pounds in the
mixture, and each pound is wo
$1.10. (40)($1.10) $44,

There are f pounds of fruit_
centers and each pound id worth
$1. 1) = f.

The money value
of the mixture
is 44 dollars.

The value of the
fruit centers in
the mixture is
f dollars.



The value of the
put centers in the
mixture is 1.40n
dollars.

k f 1.40n . 44

Solve the systeM

f +n= 4o
f 1.40n .44

Write the system as

+ n 40 - 0

+- 1.40n - 44 - 0.

1. Find

is 7.

A.

This is

f + n.

-(f + n

There are n minds of nut r.
centers and e ch 'pound is
worth 1.40. n)(1.40
1.4on.

This open sentence says that
the value of the fruit centers
added to the value of the nut
centers gives the *clue of the
entire mixture.--

We are looking fpr numbers J.--
- and n sb-that -thereare 40---

pounds in the entire mixture
and the value of ,he mixture
15-44 dollars. , -s

equivalent to

40= 0
- 40) + (f + 1.4

h can be written

n - 40 = 0

n - 10. (Why?)

If there is a solution of
the system, n" must be 10.
In the first equation, if
n is 10,

f 10) =

f

Thus, are equivalent
System is

= 30

10

30

We now have an answer to the
word problem. The ,candy store
should use 10 _ounds of nut
centers and -70 -poun-S of
fruit centers.

Problem Set 17-7

IQ numbers whose sum is -23, and whose difference

804
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Problem Set 17-7

(continued)

Find two numbers whose difference is 16 and whose sum is

30.

A boy has 10

dimes and guar

has -he?

coins "totaling $1.60, which is made up

r. How many dimes and how many, quarte

A man cashed a check for $500; asking the teller to give

him the amount 5 and 10 dollar bills. If there were

70 bills in all, how many 5 dollar bills did he receive?

5. Ln a tT.4b digit number the unit's digit 1s twice the ten's

digit while five times the unit's digit is 6 less than the

given number. Find the number.

A man bought 3O pounds of nuts, some at 35 cents a pound,

and the rest at 50 cents a pound. Now many pounds of each

kind did he buy if mixture cost him 45 cents a pound?

7. One day Mr. Brown employed five men and three boys for $68.

The next day he eglpioed three men and five boys for $60.

How much did he bay each man and each boy for one day's work?

How many pounds of seed at $1.05 a pound may be mixed with

-;vp.ed worth $.85 a pound to give 200 pounds worth $.90

a pound?

Mr. Raynelle invested $10,000. Ile invested part at 5%

and the balance at 6% If his yearly income was $548,

how much did he invest at 5% How much did he invest at

1,614 ?

10. The course of an enemy submarine as on a set of axes

can be given by the equation 9X 3y rt. On the same axes

a destroyer' course is indicated by the graph of - y = 2

At what point do the patis a the CIO :,royer and submarine

Intersc?c
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17-8. Jy:40V0 of inequalities.

Systems of equations are not the only systems that are

important in mathematics. The onen .t.entences in a system may be

inequalities as well as equations. For example the compound open

sentence

/and=

Is a system of iLla-}ItLalitles in two variables. It is often

written 11Le thtl

CO.

Just as v.Jth a system of Oquat'jml, a solution of a system of

ineaaalities is an ordered pair that satisfies both inequalities

of the oystem.

Te see what the tooth set of the above system is, first draw

the graph of ug y =, 0". Thes;raph is sho':.rn in Figure

7=b-eyure

From Chanter 10, :,:no:-' that the .Jet of points "above" the line

Op - 0 reppe"eht.: ordered pair.: that satisfy the

inequality :"7: = 0". 0:: couroe, there are an infinite

humber 0C ilot them. Hut at least

the LH(; pliqurc" thc truth oct of the
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inequality. (Notice that the line ux 2y - 4 = 0" is dotted

since we do not want to include points On the line.

Next look at the graph of the second inequality in the

system--"2x 7 - 3 > 0." The graph is shown in Figure g.

The set of points "below" the LIi.e "2x y 3 -" represents

ordered pairs which satisfy the Inequality "2x - y - 3 > Ou;,

Main, there are infinitely many of them. The graph just hell)s

us to get a picture of them.

The two graphs above did not represent a new idea;

graphed inequalities in Chapter 15. But remember that

lookirr, or the truth or the system

x ',-!y

y 0,,

To be in the truth sot of the systeM, an ordered pair must he in

the truth set of both inoluafltles oCthe-,system. Let's try

drawinr the graphs of the two inequalitts' on the same set of

axes. ThLs 1.-; shown in Flure 10.

_we

ire are
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Figure 10

This graph gives us a picture of the truth set of the system.

.Notice that the graph of one inequality is shown by a shaded
1.
region with lines running in one direction; the graph of the

other inequall.-y is shown by a shaded region with lines running

in another direction. The region with "criss- cross" shading

(lines running in both directions) shows points that belong to

both graphs. Al4 the points in this criss-cross region repre-

sent ordered pairs that satisfy both inequalities. Therefore,

this region le a graph of the truth set of the system.

There are infinitely many ordered pairs in the truth set.

We cannot list them, and so we must be satisfied with showing

the graph of the truth set.
3x - y 5 -

In the system

one of the open sentences is an equation and one is an

ineouality. The truth. set of the system can

be shown graphically.

The graph of "3x - 2y - 5 = 0

Is shown in gtgure 11. Every point

os,the line represents an ordered

pair which satisfies the equation.

o8

Figure 11



The graph of ux + 3y - 0"

is shown in Figure 12. Every point

on_ the line ux + 3y Ou and

y every point below the line repre-

sents an ordered pair which satis-

fies the inequality.

The graph of the --

can be _

Figure 12

ry - 5 =
22 - 9 2 0

by drawing t _L graph of "3x - 2y - 5 , 0" and

"x 3y - 9 c: 0" on the

to Figure 13_

set of es. The graph is shown

Figure 13

The graph of the system is tt set of points that belong to

both of the graphs of the individual sent-Onces of the system.

In the figure, this Is :-Jhowh as the "darkened" part of the

line "3x - 2y - 5
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Problem Set 17-8

For each of the following systems, draw the graph of each sentence

in the system, and indicate the truth set of the system by

appropriate shading.

X 1 y <'7) 2x -1 y
Y.y > y > 6,

< 10

Y 5

2x I y

,4x _

f6x I 3y < 0

r 2y I >

y - 0

2y 1 - 0

-x y 0

y , I

12x y <
;-2x - y - 4 < 0

9' t4x 0- - 8 0

10. xrr<8 and x > 2

11. XI < 8 or x2

Summary

1. A compound open sentence with connecting word "and" is

called a system of sentences. The sentences may be equations

or inequalities

The truth set of a system of sentences in x and y is the

set of all ordered pairs (x, y) that sat_sfy all of the

sentences of the system.

3. Systolv with the same truth set are called equivalent

A system of two first degree equations in two variables may

have:

(a) exactly one solution, In which case the graph of the

system is the single point of intersection of the

graphs of the two equations;

810

4-



no solutions, in which case the graph of the system

contains no pointr:, because the raphs of the sentences

of the system are two line that do not intersect;

infinitely many solutions, in which case the graph of

the system is the set of all points on the one line

which Is the ,oineiding graph of each of the sentences.

The truth set of a system of inequalities may he shown by

drawing the graph of each sentence of the system with

reference to the same set of aaec and shading the appro-

priate regior s.

Systems of open sentences furnish a mathematical model for

the solution of many word probleit

view Problem _

1. lhic.h of the C llowire, can be c alied a System of sentences?

y - 7 and a - 3y - 5

y 5 or x- y= 3
- 2y 3)(2x -

3y -1. 7 = 0
- y n= 3

(e)

00(en: the em of em.,tions

-y ,
- 3y - 0

Verify that the 6uth set is ((2,

Give a n umber pair which sati f es each cif the follow-

ing:

3x y - 3) - 3y 4 7) - 0

5(3x - i) (-3 )( a ;,t 7`) - 0

12(3x y 7) - 0

(c) Find a and so that the graph of

7. 3Y ' - 0

a horl Inc .



Review Problem Set

(continued)

Find a and b so that the graph of

a(3x - y 3) -1- b(x - 3y 7) T 0
is a vertical line.

Find a and b so that the graph of

a(3x - y - 3) b(x - 3y -r 7) 0

Ins the origin. Hint: If the graph of

ax by - c ---, 0 contains the origin,

e = 0,

ry

nd the truth set

and systems of equations.

(a) 1x- I -0

(b) # - 2 Y

( C )

(f)

8 -

0

f011owing open sentences

- 2N = 0

a -f 2y :- 0

-f- 2y - 4 - 0

2y - 4 0

7 0

21 3

5x ,---

y = 8 - lox

Dra. w the graphs or the truth sets -f Problem

and on the number line; and

on the plane.
( g )

(b),

and

5, Find the t uth set of "Iy1 3" and draw its graph if it
Is considered as a sentence In

one variable (b) two variables.

Complete this aea e ,nt: To every lumber pair there

correspond:: exaly in the plane and to
every point In thc2 plane there corresponds exactly

r a given set of axes in the
plane. ThiL; Is an (Ixr )1e of a one-to-one correspondence.

7 Draw the graph of

which follow:

(a

et or caw- systems



Review Problem Sot

(continued)

A _ P
8. Refer to the polynomial -Y.- -

of the following questions:

1 0 .

to an s r each

(a) Which 15 the second degree term',

(b) What is the degree 01' the polynem1a1?

(c) What 12 the coefficionl dl the fired dell:ree term?

(d) That is the constant term

(e) What is the cooffi,lent cf the third degree tormt

(C) What is the cuponent of the first degree term

(g) What is the coeffIclent-of the fourth degree term?

(h) If the polynomial. is set equal to 2:_ero do we have a

polynomial equation':

(i) Does (-1) satisfy the equation in paid of this

problem'.

Refer to the number pair (-3, -I) to answer each of the

following quest one:

(a)

(b)

(c)

(A)

(e)

'What is the x coordlna,e%

What Is the ordinate?

In what quadrant doe the point Lie that corresponds to

the number pair?

What is the oppolte of the abL;cissa%

In what quadrAnt do we find the point with the same

abscissa and the opposite ordinate?

:Jimpilry each of the Collowinij expressions.

a) 7x(2T. (x2) (f) (-V.E

(b) (lb a 5b) - (15 a - 1 di) (W:27a)

o e

3Day
)

(di) (1) Sc

dob

7.:

J)



Review Problem Set

(continued)

11. When a tree grows It rncreases its radius each year by

adding a ring of new wood. This rinr-4 is made up of dense

wood laid down when the tree is growing slowly and light

wood when it is growing rapidly. A certain tree increased

Its radius by '-10 millimetirs during 365 days. uring

rapid growth it adds wood at the rate of .25 millimeters
per day. During slow growth it adds wood at .10 milli-

meters per day. How many days of rapid and slow growth did

the tree undergo

12. Two neighboring populations of snails differ in the pro-

port Ion o C red shelled individuals, Population A has

)0 % red while A has only 75 % red. Some migrants

from these populations meet and form a new colony with

78 % red shells. If the new colony has a total of 200,

snails in it, how many snails were contributed by popula-

tion A and population A to the new colony?

13. A sapole of plant tiasuo wt-hJ oeIhed fresh and then the

water waa completely evacu-ated and the dry material

welgId again. It wa.:, Couch that the dry weirAht was

of the fresh weight and the difference between) fresh

weight and dry weight was 100 crams. That the fresh

weight

1 An e.,:herimputer weda:hol a batah Filet con_ainin

, females and 2 males, l'ne aecroyc ..',eiGht of ,ho 10

files woz, 7d0 microgramseach, Wheh-welghed separately

the Cemales welhed l0 and 980 micrograms each.

the averac,e a: the maLut

i

,
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Chapter 18

aATIC POLYNOMIALS

18-1. Graphs of Quadratic Polynomials.

In Chapter 13 it was said that uolynomials such as

X 5x - Lx= + 3x2- 10x, /";x2

are caller TILIL.nLL, polynomials in x, because each contains a

term or second deRree and none of higher degree. Any polynomial

in x which can be simplified to this form Is called quadratic.

For example, "2-xx 5) + 3" is a quadratic polynomial because

it can be uimn1fIed to the form "2x` 10x + 3" in which a

second leree teru and no higher degree term Is present.

Compare the four polynomials listed above. They are all

quadratic polynomials in x. What makes any one different from

the others?, The form Is the same, but the -coefficients of the

terms differ. A specif0 quadratic polynomial is determined by

the coefficients of its three terms. Thus, if weuree to list

the coeffIciens in the crier of the iegreesthe terms, the

three numbers 1, - - 3 determine the f-Ilrst quadratic polyno-

mial above, "x2 A". The three numbers 2, 0, 5 'deter-

mine the second quadratic polynomial above, "2x2 + 5". What

three numbers determine the third quadratic polynomial above?

The fourth?

In i7oneral, an real numbers A, 9, C, with A 0,.

catermire a quadra'Ac rolynomlal ft. x,

Ax- + Px + C,

and -1T-Iy lu+drat! In x can 1),: simplifed to this

form.

1
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Oral Exercises 8-la

In each of the following decide whether, or not the phrase is

a quadratic polynomial in x. -if the phrase is a quadratic
polytnomlal in x, give the values of the coefficients A, B, and
C of the form Ax- + Bx + C.

1. 2x
2

+ 4x +

1 ,

3. 7x 2
u- x -

7

1

-x2 + Ox +

1+8x' + 8x

14

10. 5.; 2x- - ux +

11. 5x3 ux + 4

13. + 1)` + 5

14. tx + It

The KraTh of the uadratic _vlayinLIL in

is the graph of the open sentence

y Ax- + Ox + C

where y represents the value of the polynomial for any real

number x. That is, the graph is the set of all points (x, y)

in a plane, where x is any real number and y is the corres-

ponding value of the polynomial Ax- + Ox + C.

ExaMple. Draw the graph of x-
2

A number of ordered pairs

(x, y) which satisfy the

open sentence

Y

are Inc table

at right. In several

cases, the value of the

polynomial has been left

for you to determine.
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The Ants corresponding

to t. ordered pairs (x, y)
in the preceding tale have

been plotted in Figure 1

Can you guess where other

points of the graph might

be?

In Figure 2, a smooth curve

has been drawn, containing

all of the plotted points.

It seems reasonable to say

tnat this curve is a part

of the graph of x - 2x 3.

A moro systopatIc I -Iscussion

of the "snapo" of such a graph

will be found in later work.

Figure 1.

Figure 2.

For all points (x, v) plotto: in Figure a it is true
that -2 x 4. ViPos of x less than -2 and values of x
greater than wore not lIutel in the table nor considered in
the graph. Keep in mlni thar th,2 graph of xT dx - 3 has no
endpoints wnon n u b nomais of x is not restricted,

vo4r. Fir

1, The rash t h polynemlai.

whu t oper son'orn-o'

)4hat Is the vtuo tr the polynomial x-

Is the graph of

2x_ - 3 if x is 1?

3. os the graph of th polynomial x dx - 3 have
-Ants?

I
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Problem Set 18-lb

Draw the graphs of the following polynomials.

1. 2x2, x such that -2

2. -2x2, for x such that -2 x

3. x- for x such that x 3

4. x + x, for x such that
a

5. x2 x 1, frr x such that -

1
.

2 + x, for x such (that -3

7. x - 4x + 4, for x such that -1 K x 5

8. -x
2

+ 4x - 4, for x such that Rl

3

-4

From'the graph of which might be called the simplest

quadratic polynomial, much -can be learned about the graphs of

other 4-badratic polynomials. We begin by comparing the graphs of

the following.:

Y Y

These graphs will help in erstanding the shape of the graph of

2
axy

where a is any non-zero real number.

A list of values of each of the four polynomials (for cer-

tain values-of x) is given below. Some values have been left

for you to determine.

-3

8

0

0

0

0

1 2 3
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The raphe of the fourAsolynomiala have been drawn with

reference to the same set of ekes in Figure 3. Some .of the

questions in the problem'set can best be answered by referring

to this figure.

x

Y=

Figure 3.

Check Your Reading

What one point is contained-in all four graphs? How does

this show up in the table of valdes? in the graph?

Notice in the table of-ovalues that the values of the four.-

polynomials are the same for 3 as for -3,- the same for

2 as for -2, and the same for'

an explanation

for which this wou

for this? Give en

not be true.

as for

example

-1. Is therq

e polynomial
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Problem Set 1 -1c..

L.Compare,theuaphsofx2and2x2 -Given the graph of x2

how could the graph of 2x
2

be drik: without preparing a

new table of coordinates? _(Hint: Notice that each value of

2x
2 is twice the corresponding val e of x2.)

2 Draw the graph of x
2

for x such that -2 x 2.

Then draw the graph of 5x
2

.

3. Compare the graphs of x
p2 and v2c . Given the graph of x

2
,

1

how could .the graph of +2 be easil drawn?

4. Draw the graph oik x2 for x such that 2K x 2. Then

draw the graph of -347x2.

Given the graph of x2, how can the graph of -x2
obtained from it? Describe how this shows up in the table

f values as wellas in the graph of Figure 3.

Given the graph of x
2

, draw the graph of -

7 Exp in how the graph of -ax2, where a is any non-zero

numr, can be obtained from the graph of ax
2

.

Does it seem correct to say that the shape of the graph, of

ex
2 is the same as the shape of the graph of x

2
? Ifa

is 10, how do the shapes compare? If a 'is how do

the graphs compare?

The previous section showed that the graph of a polynomial

ax2 "4 o) is easily obtained from the graph of x2. So the

problem of graphing all quadratic polynomials of the form ax
2

where a is any non-zero number, has been solved. However,

such polynomials form only A subseJof all quadratic polynomials.'

Therefore, the problem of drawing the graph of any guadrtic

polynomial demands more attention.

Another form of quadratic polynomial that might `be con-

sidered at this time is illustrated by

4(x 3)'d

From the form of this polynomial, it seems possible that its

graph may be closely related to the graph of
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The

'Figure

apha of these two polynomials have been drawn in

Figure 4

Notice that the graph of fly
-

3)2u
settle :lame

shape as the graph of "y
.x2

". The point 0) on one

graph seems to correspond to the point (0, 0) on the othet,
and it lies. 3 units to the right of (00). Similarly, each
point of the graph of "y

3)2u
can be thought of as

having been obtained br"moving" a corresponding point of the

graph of "y . 4 x2" to the right 3 units. More briefly, it
might be said that the graph of "y.'-'= (x - 2" is 3 units

A the right of the graph of "y =
1
2x

2
-11 . g

The graph of "y . 1(x - 4)2" can be obtained by

moving the graph of "y )(2" 4 units to the

right.

The graph of "y . u1
-(x - 10 )-

2
can be obtained

moving the graph of "y -
.x21

10 units to-the right.

How does the graph of "y - 5(x - 6)2" compare with
the graph of "y -- 5x

Bywayofcontrastsuppose we had started thip section by
considering the polynomial (x + instead of the polynomial

4

_How do you think/the graph of "y -2 x

compares with the graph of "y 2i7

YouYou wil have a chance to check your answer to this question in

the first problem of the problem set.



Check Your Reading

1. In this section; the grph of - 3)2 is shown to have the

same shape as the graph of what other polynomial?

2. In what way can the graph of '1 (x - 3)2 be obtained from the

graph of lx2?

3. How does the graph of "y 5(x - compare w

'graph of "y = 5x2

h the

Problem Set 18-1d

1. From a table of ebordinates of points, draw the graphs of

y 71.1x t 3)2 and y = 1)(2

with reference to the same set of axes. Does ..it appear that
1, %the,grap-of "y = 21x 31

211 can be obtained by "moving"

the graph of "y = lx2"? If so, describe the movement.

2. For each of the following, describe how the graph of the

first equation Can be obtained from the graph'of the second

equation.-

(a) y = 3(x i-'4)2

(b) y = 3(x - 4)2

) y = 2(x - 2)2

(d) y m 2(x + 2)2;

y -2(x 3

(f) y x 1

(g) Y 4- 7

* (h) '= 5(x 7)2;

y= 3x2

y = 2x2

y = 2x2

y -2x
2

l2
y_=- 7x

Y

y = 5(x - 7)2

3. If a how can the graph of y = a(x - h)2" be

obtained from the graph of = ax` " ", where h is any

real number? Be sure to consider the following cases in

giving your answer:

h > 0, h < 0_

-nn
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In the preceding section, it was seen that e graph of
/

y a(x s h)2

can be obtained by "moving" the points of the graph of "y
11

borkzontally (to the left or right). It seems natural then to

ask if there is a quadratic polynomial whose graph can be- ob-

talned'by a vertical (up or down) movement of the graph of

"Y - ax 2".

Let us compare the graphs of "y = 1)(2" and fly -)(2 + 3".

A table of values fo? each of these `polynomials is given below'.

In PlgUre 5, the graphs of both have been drawn.

33 -2 =1 1-7 ° 2

0

1111111MMIEMINIMMitil
01111111101111MMUM
111111111111Minumme
mmommummuidilli
IIIMMIUMBIWANIME
WatIMMIMIEFEL.

Figure 5

It can be seen both)from the table and from the gra h that,,
for any, x, the vale of 4x2 3 is 3 greater thn the value

1 1 2of 2'. This means that the graph of r 3 can be obtained.
1by moving the graph of tx

2
3 units ualDi. For example, the

point (0, 3) is -83 units- above its corresponding point (0,

Notice that the shapes of the two graphs are the same.
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In Figure 15 the graphs

.of "y -1(x - 3)
2u and

fly (x - 3)2 - 27 have been

drawn,'togethey with the'graph
uy 1(2u.

$ Do you see that the graph

of "y i(x 3 3).2 - 2" has the

same shape as the graph of
1

"y - 3)
211 but is 2

Its below it? For example,

the point (3, -2) can be

thought of as having been

obtained by moving the point

(3, 0) 2 unite downward.

Figure 6

Notice in Figure g that the graph of "y 102 1(x - 3)2 - 2"

is 3 unite to the right of and 2 units below the graph of
".y

71c

At th

the graph of

Similarly, the graph of "y 2(x + 7)2 ' is

7 units to the left of and 5 units below the
Ath

graph of "y 2x
2u

The graph of fly -3(x 1" Is 3 units

to the right of and 1 unit above the graph of
5x211.

point, the following summary can be made, based on

y ax- 0).

has a graph which has the same

shape as the graph of "y ax2

but is 10 units above or below

the graph of "y g ax`",

and is Ihl units to the right

or left of the graph of
2,1

y ax

You have probably already made your own observations about how

the numbers k and h .determine whether the vertical movement
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to up or down and whether the horizontal -ovement is to the right
or to the left.

The problem of drawing the graph of any quadratic polynomial
has now been solved. Every quadratic polynomial, ap we shall
Boon see, cats be expressed in the form

a(x h)2 k,

and once this form is determined, the graph is easily obtained
from the graph of "y ax2".

Check Your Reading

1I. How can the graph of 7x 2 + 3 be obtained
1_2of x ?

How can the graph of
1graph of "y 2x

119

the graph

21
be obtained from the

In this section, a summary is made of the relationship be-
tween the graph of "y ax2" and the graph of!

"y e a(x - h)-2 + k."

How _ the shapes of the two graphs compare?

(b) What relationship between the graphs is determined by
the number h?

What relationship between 'the graphs is determined by

the number k?

Oral Exercises 18-1e

Which of the following have graphs of the same shpe as the
graph of "y = 2(x + 3)2 -.b"?

y = x
2

(d) 157

y 3(x + 3)4 (e)

y = 2(x + 3

102
y = (x + 3)2 - 5

2 What number in the polynomial a(x h)2 + k determines the
shape of the graph of the polynomial?

7
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Oral Exercises 18-

(continued)

If a 0, describe the way in which the graph of "y me ax

must be moved (for example, up and to the right) to obtain

the graph of fly . a(x - h)2 + k" if:

(a) 0 and k < 0 ) (f) h < 0 and k > 0

( b ) h 0 and k > 0 ( g ) h > 0 and k < 0

( c ) h < 0 and k 0 ( h ) h > 0 and k > 0

(d) h > 0 and k -0 h 0 and k =0

h < 0 and k < 0

Proelem Set 18-1e

1. Describe how the graph of "y x2 2" and of "y = x
2

+ 2"

can be obtained from the graph of "Y x2". Draw all three

graphs with reference to the same set of axes.

2. How can the graph of "y 2(x - 2)
2

+ 3" be obtained from

the graph of "y . 2(x - 2)2"? Draw both graphs with

reference to the same set of axes..

How can the graph' of + 3" be obtained from

the graph of "y 2x-"? Draw both graphs with reference

he same set of axes.

4. How is the graphpf "y (x +

graph of "y . x2 Draw both gr

same set of axe..

5. How is the graph of

the graph cf "y -2x

to the same set of axes.

- obtained from the
2

phs with reference to the

1,2
-2(x + 7)- + 3" obtained from

Draw both graphs with reference

b. Without drawing th graphs, describe the graph of each of

the following by telling how it can be obtained from the

graph of some polynomial of the for ax.
3 1

(a) y = 3(x 7)4 + 5._- f) y

1 2 __

(b) y - 3(x - 7 + 7 (g) y = 5x2 14

lc) y 2x +
,

(h) y - 5(x - 14

(d) 7- x + 7--,_ ( ) y = -8(x

(e) y = + 3)? - ,) y .,-- 4(3
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(continued)

Find an open sentence whose graph can be obtained by each of

the movements described below.

2
(a) the graph of "y

u
x moved 5 units:to the right-

(b) the graph of "y x
211 Moved 5 units d- award

(c) the graph of ,y x" moved 5 units ward

(d) the graph of "y x
11

moved 5 units t the left

2(e) the graph "y x"of moved 5 undLst he right

and 5 units downward

(f) the graph of fly
-X2"

moved unit to the right

a 7 units upward

(g) the graph of "y = 2x
2
" moved 3 units to the left

and 6 units downward

(h) the graph of -4.5r g ix ?" moved unit to the right

and 1 unit dothiward
t

) the graph of fly = i(x + 7)2 - 4 moved 7 un

the right and 4 units upward.

Now that you have -learned to draw graphs of quadratic poly-

nomials, it see wise to introduce several words which allow us

to discuss such graphs in -a more concise way.

The graph of a quadratic polynomial is called a parabola.

You have probably noticed by now that every parabola we have

drawn has had either a "highest point " or a "lowest point".

Such a point is called the vertex of the parabola. The line that

is parallel to the y-axis and passes through the vertex is called

the axis of the parabola.

In Figure 7, the graph of has been drawn.

The graph is a parabola.

e The vertex of the parabola Is the pint (3, 2).

The" axis of the parabola is the line whose equation is
" = 3"x .
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Do you See that the vertex

of the graph of a(x.- h)2 k,

a yi 0, is the point (h, k

What is its axis?

Figure 7.

Check Your Reading

1. What name is given to the'graph of any quadratic polynomial?

2. What point of a parabola is called the vertex?

*".%

3_ What line is called the axis of a parabela.

4. What are the coordinates of the vertex of the graph of
u. 1/
-y 0( -

3)2 2"?

What is the equation of the axis of the graph of

"y
(x 33)2 2"?

Oral Ex.- ci es 181f

_ve the coordinates of the vertex and the equation of the

axis of each of the following parabolas. (Note that we often

speak of an open sentence as a parabola; this means, of course,

the parabola which is the graph of the open sentence.)

1. y x2 c,. y = 5(x - 2)2 -

2.

3. -5x2

4. y m 5(x -

y - 5(x

7. y =

8. y = (x +

2
x + 2) -Y

'10. y = a k



2. Standard Forma.

The graph of "y - 1) - 4" is a parabola which can be
obtained by moving the graph,of "y x2" 1 unit to the right(
and 4 units downward. This parabola is also the graph of the
open sentence

Ym - 2x - 3,

since it is true that, for any real number x,

(x - 4 m x2 - 2x - 3. (Why?)

The above is merely an illustration of a statement that was
made at the beginning of this chapter--every quadratic polyno-
mial can be expressed in the form Ax

2
+ Bx + C. On the other

hand, every quadratirpolynomial can also be expressed in the
form a(x h)

2
+ k, and this form is known as the standard

form of a quadratic polynomial.

From the example in the first paragraph, it. can be seen that
changing from standard form to the form Ax

2
Bx + C is a

simple matter. But what about the reverse problem? Given the
polynomial x

2
- 2x - how could the standard form be deter-

.

mined?

In the standard form, a(x h)2 -4-1( the variable x is

involved only in an expression that is a perfect square. There-
fore,the following approach to the problem Might be taken:

Example 1.

- 2x) 3x
2

This is a simple
grouping of terms to
emphasize that a per-
fect square is desired
in the paxentheses.

- 2x A- 1) - 3 - 1 x
2

2x 4- 1 is a per-1
feet square. Note
that 1 - 1 (that is,'
0) has been added.

- 1) s 4. We now have the stand-
ard form, a(x-h)2 + k,
where a is 1, h is
1, and k is -4.

2

As you can see, the problem of changing to standard for in-
volves the process of completing the square, studied in Chapter
13.- Another example in given on the following page. Be sure
that you can explain each step.
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ExarrIple,2.

x2Change x- + x + 2 to standard form.
2
x + 8x + 2 x2 + 8x)(-4- 2

2 + 8x + lo

+ 4)2 - l4.

The method used in examples 1 and 2. is a perfectly gen-

, eral one. It can be used to change any polynomial.form'

Ax
2

+ Bx + C to standard form, though not all cases are as sim7

pie al the first two examples. A more complicatedscase is ill-

ustrated in Example 3. Be on the lookout for the)step in Which

you seem to be adding 4, but are really adding 12.

+ 2 - lb

Example 3.

Change U2 - 12x 4-'5 to standard form.

2
3x- - 12x + 5 . 3 (x- - 4x) + 5

I

4x +
) 5

= 3 .tx +

2

The.distributive prop-
erty has been applied
here. Ycu will recall-'r
that in the standard Form,
the coefficient of x- it

the perfect square is 1.
That is the reason for
this step.

It is merely being empha-
sized that a perfect
square is desired within
the parentheses.

- 12 Here is the step.you were
warned about!

x
2 - 4x + 4 is4a perfect
square. But do you see
that 12 (not 4) was
added, since multiplica-
tion by 3 s distribu-
tive over x- c7,4x + 4?
This explains the "-12"
meaning, in effect, that
we have added .12 - 12.

This is the standard form
a(x h)2 + k, where a

h is 2 , and
s -7.



1

Changing to standard form makqs drawing:the graph a simple

matter. On the basis of the three examples above, the following

statements can be made:

The graph-of as x
2

- 2x - 3" is a parabola
with vertex (I, -4) and axis. "x = 1".

The graph of "y x2 + bx + 2" is a parabola
with vertex '(-4, -14 and axis "x = -4".

The graph of "yr = 3x - 12x + 5" a parabola
with vertex (2, -7) and axis 'Ix '".

Chao* Your Reading

Which of the following is called the standard form of a quad-

ratic polynomial?

Ax-
2

+ Bx + C; h)2 + k

Explain why r'(x2'-
2n

as --x - 2x - 3" for any number x.

Explain why "3(x2 - 4x + 4) + 5 - 12" 'names the same num-

ber as "3(x-
2

- 4x) + 5" for any number x.

- 3 - 1" names the same number

Oral Exercises 18-2a

1. Is - 2) + 5 in standard form? Why or why not?

2. Describe the first few steps to be take9 in changing

3x + 5x + 7 to standard form.

Problem Set 18-2a

Tne quadratic polynomials below are in standard form. Change

each of them to the form Ax' + Bx + C.

(a) (x - 3)2

(b) 2(x -

(c)

(d) -5(x

(e) -(x



Problem Set 18-2a

---- , (continued)

)he quadratic polynomials below are in the form

Ax
2 + Bx 1 C. Change each of them to standard form. (The

starred ones, like example

more complicated,)

(a) x
2

+ 10x - 2

3 in the text, are slightly

(g) x2 - 3x - 2

(h). x
2

- 2

2x
2

+ 5

5x2 10x - 5

..(k) 2X2 + 12x- 7
*(1) -..t

2
- 3x 422'

1

(b) x
2 + 6x +10

(c) x2 - 1,.,x - 4 (1)

(d) x
2

- lbx

(,e) x2 - 20x + 5

(f) x2 + x +
2

1

Change' each of the following to-the standard form of a quad-

vatic polynomial.

(a) x
2 - 2x + 5-

x
2

- x + 2-

(c) x
2

+ 3x + 1

+ 5)(x

3x
2

- 2x

6x2 x - 15

5)

Without drawing the graphs, 'describe the parabolas which are
the graphs the polynomials in problem 3.

Draw the grapns,ef th

case, name the points

the

(a)

(b)

x-axis.

y x
2

ox + 5'

y =x2 + bx +9

y = x
2

+ rx + 13

following open sentences. In each

If any).

In Figure the graph of

- 3x 10

has been l'awn. Can you identify

the points at which the graph

intersects the x-axis? There seem
to b two such points. The valuetwo such

y at these points is zero.

.n otheroqorls, the abscissas of
these points are truth numbers of

0 w x- - 3x

graph intersects

Figure 8



From t L illutration above, it can -be seen that there is an

.importamt relittionshipbetW een the; graph of "y = x - 10"

and the truth set7df "x
2

- 3x - 10.= 0".

In Figure 9, the griph of
#.

y Ax-2 - 2x + 2

hat :men drawn. What an be said

about thp ihtersection of the graph

with therx-axis? Do you see that

there are probably no re&l numbers

which-make
2

0 -= x - 2x + 2
P

true?' Thus, the truth set of

x - 2x -+ = 0" should be the

empty set.

r

Figure 9

From this illustration it is seen that there is a close

'relatZonship between the graph or "y = x - 2x + 2" and=the

truth set of "x2-,2x 4. 2 = 0". 4

In general how would you describe the relationship between

the

end

truth set of the open sentence

Ax-
2
+ Bx + C ®Q

the -graph of the open sentence-

y=y = 2
BAx + x + C?

I

Do jou agree that thg numbers the truth set of

"Ax2 + Bx +-C = 0". are the absci,ssas of the points

graph of "y = Ax-
2

+3x. + C" intersects the x-axis7

Draw the graph of

Problem

y s X T 4X

Give the abscissa of each

intersects the x-axis.

'What is the truth set of

point (if any

u 2
X 4x - 21

at hich

at which the graph
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(continued)

__Draw. the graph oC m
= x

2
- 10x + 25'

Give the abscises of, each point (if any /which the graph)
ihtersecte the x- axis.

What is the truth set

Draw the graph of "y = x2 + 2".

Give-the abscissa of each point (if any) at whic_ he g
Intersects the x-axfs.

What is the truth, set of "x2 + 2 -

How abes the graph of 'y = AF-
2

+ ex + C" show tha
"Ax2 + ex + C = 0" probably cannot have more than two rear
truth numbers?

x 725

II 9

If "Ax2 + Bx + C = 0" has only one real truth uMbe 'how

would you describe the intersection of the graph of
2y = + Bx + C" with the x -axis?

If "Ax2 + ex ,+ C 0" has no realtruth numbers, how would
you describe the intersection of the graph of
"y = Ax-2 + Bx + C" with the x-ax

18-3. uadratic

Just as "Ax Bx + C" A. 0) is called a qu. relic pOly-
ndmial, so "Ax2 ex + C = 0" is called a quadratl, equation.
In this section, we shall beconcerhed with tfire pr blem of

solving quadratic equations

The problem of solving quadratic equatio- not a new one.
apter 13, we .solved._ quadratic equation` I which the quad-

ratic polxnbmial could be iactored over, the` gers

ample f sucl.h a c3.4 is given below.

The sentences)
2

x + + 12 = 0,

(x x + 2) = 0

x + 6 = 0 or X + 2 = #

1 equival4nt. Hence, the truth t is
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Alec We have Seen thSt the truth.numbers of a quadratic equation-
_

ndicated by the graph, of a'.quadr7tic polynOmial. ThiS graphrare

Teal solution is, however, an appro- mti.orr.in most cases. For

example, if"orY, were a- truth Number, t -cbuld notbeJ4etermined

by purely graphical means. (Why?) In tiffs section we -shall,try

to deVe1op Analgebralc method for determining the truth set of

-Esi:adraticequation. ,

Exam e 1,, Solve the quadratic equation "xi x - 16 ='0".

write sentences which follow,are q11 equivaler

x bxeir -16 0
2

- 6x) - 16 = 0

- 3)
2 - 25 = 0

3)2 .

- 3) _(-5
2

= This makes itf.clear that the
lefb member-is the difference
of two squares.

4;--
A perfect square isu d sired in
the pareqpheses. ,

,m0

x
2

- (Dx,,* 9 is a' perfect
.

square. 9 --9 (that isv zero)
has been added.

3 + 5)(x 3 - 5 = 0 For any real numbers a and b
2

a
2

- = (a + b)(a b). Here
a is x' 3; b is 5.r%

(x - 8) = 0

0 or x 8 = 0

-2 or, x

Hence, the truth set is

8j. Thut the truth numbers o
,1 2x bx = n'

stud 8. This polynomial,
bx -,16, could have-been

factored, over-the integers "

without completing the square.
It serves,.however, to illus-
trate a prooddure that can be'
used to solve any quadratic
equation.

Example 2. Solve the quadratic equation 2x 2

The sentences which follow are all equivalent.



jx2 - 2 = 0

('.x2 - 2x -I- L) -2 -

3 = d

2

- (x 1 -Ar3

-,141/77 0 ar x

x.1 -Nr7S or x =1.+
ce4 the- truth set is

(1 , 1 +0
e 3T Solve_the quadratic equation "x

(x 2x) . 0

)( - 2x 4- 11

(x L)2 0

/This sentence is equivalent to

/"x2 - 2x + 2 = 0" and its

truth set is g. -

x
2 - 2x +1 is a

square..

-'is the left member the dif'.
q"erenceof two /Squares?

cM4 ,Since 3 = tlf3)
2
,-we do have

Lew differSnce of the squares
of two r:al numbers. (Note .

that are no longer factoring
ovethe integerT.)

/0

0

- 2x -1- 2 = 0".

In this step, it can be seen
that no real number will mak
this sentence true. (x
can never be less than zero.
(Why?) So. (x + 1 can
never-be less than one Com-
pare this with the discussion
of this same equation in sec-
tion 18-2b.

In the next example, the coefficient of in the quad-
ratic,equation is At'one. -This m-.1<es some of the steps slight-

',

ly more complicated, but the basic method does not change.
Example 4. Solve'the quadratic equation "2x2 - 5x - 12 = 0".

The sentences which follow are all equivalent.

lb

The distributive property ha
been used here o that the c
efficient of x within the
parentheses is one.

2c) _ax
2' 5

+ -is a perfectlb lb
square.
50 50

(that is, zero) haslb 17
bOen added.
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4)2 12

-44

X - 1°

6 0 or x 4

or

Hen e, the truth set

0

is a simpler name

-

Both members have been multiplied

by 1
, giving an.equivalent sen-

tence. This makes it easy to

identify (x - )- as -a perfect

square.

. 0
lb

4

0

Once again, the left member is
the-difference of two squares.

Problem Set le-3a

Factor the flowing expressions over the real numbers using

the method of the difference of tm o squares.

- 4 (0) .--(x - 1 ) - )

r(

- 9 (g)

1

(b

(x 1)2

(x 1- 2)2

(x - 2)2

(d) (x i):

1)
(j) (x2-

(x 3 5

- I (h) 1
7

Solve the following. quad;atic equations.

(a) x
2

+ 2x - 3 0

.(b) x
2

1- 4x + 2 0

x2 4 O_+ 3 0

(d) x2 -I- bx

x 10x 6 m 0

x
2

x 4 .

0

(h) x2 6 0

(j)
(k)

837
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(Continued)

The ler th of a rectangle is 601- feet". more than, the width.

The area.of the rectangle is 36 84rre feet. Find the.

length and the width of the reotangle

4. One number is 5 ,ess than another number. The produc

the numbers is 100. Find the numbers.

The sum of a number and its, - reciprocal is 4. Find the num-
ber.

The sum- a number- and its .reciprocal is ,-40 Find the-
number.

7. The Sum of 14 times a number and the square of the number
is 11. Find the number.-

The length of a rectangular piece of sheet metal is 3 feet
3more than the width. If the area is 4e-, square feet, find

the length.

*9. The sum of a number and its reciprocal is O. Find the num-
ber.

*10. An open. box is constructed from a rectangular sheet of metal
8 inches longer than it is wide as follows:

Out of each Corner a square of side 2. inches is

cut, and the sides are folded up. The volume of

the resulting box is 290 cubic inches.

What were the dimensions of the original sheet of metal?

111. A rope hangs from the window of a building. If pulled taut

vertically to the baSe of the building there is 8 feet of

rope lying slack-on the ground. If'pulled out taut until the

end of the rope just reaches the ground, it reaches the

ground at a point, which is 28 feet from the building. How

high above the ground is the window?

'12. J-Ain drove 336 miles to Chicago, bought a new car and re-
turned -theturned-the next day by the same route. The return trip

took 1 H-lour longer than. the original trip, and his average

speed was 6 miles per hour slower. Find his average speed
each way.



-A po _omial of form Ax2 + where A, B, 'and C

are any real numbers, with' .A 0, is balled a quadratic

polynomial in x.

Every quadratic polynomial in x may be expressed in the

standard form' x\- h)2 + k.

The graph of a quadratic polynomial Ax
2
.+ Bx + C

set of points (x,y) satisfying the open sentence
u

Ax2y Ax + Bx C" and is called a parabola.

the

The graph of "y = a(x h)
2

+ k" has the same shape as the

graph of "y ax2" and may be obtained by moving the graph

of "y = ax2" horizontally and vertically according to the

values of h and k.

5. An open sentence of .the form, "Ax2+ Bx + C 0", where 'A,

B, and C. are real numbers, with A /4 0, is called' a

'quadratic equation.

6. The truth numbers of "Ax2 A- Ex 4 C 0" are the abscissas

of the points at which the graph of, = Ax2 + Bx + C"

-;intersects :t7he x maxis. 13
u 2

7.' A quadratic equation in x, -Ax + Bx + = 0 has eithen

two real truth numbers, one real truth number, no real

truth numbers.

I!

Review Froble

Describe how the graph of each af the 'following open sen-

tences can be obtained from the graph of y =-
1x2

) y = 1x2
3

(b) y = 1
3

(c) y 1(x + 7)2
3

(d) y 1x2 4

(e) Y

(f) y

+8

x 5 2'4 10

(g) y 3(x 2_ - 2.5

(h) y 4(x n)2 t;

0, t > 0)



Re ew Problem Set

(continued,

Wri.te=fach of he following quadratic polynomials in the =

standard form a(x - h)2.4 k. In each case, give the values
of a, h, cdd k.

(a) x2 x
2

7x 2- -
2

+ 6k + 2

Oh x2 - 10x - 7 x
2

+ 5x 4; 40

(e) x
2 - 4x + 4 (g) 2x2 + 8x 4 7

(4) x-
2

+ 12x + 20 (h) 2x
2

- 9x + 12
,

Write each of the following quadratic polynomials starld

ardform. Draw the graph of the polynomial from 3 units .

to the left of the vertex to 3 -units to the right of the

vertex.

(a) x2 x

(b) x2 + 12x 32

x - bx # 9

(d) x2 4- z -4- 1

4. Use the graphs of problem 3 to determine the truth numbers

of the folloWing_quadratic'equatiops.

2

2xik + 12x + 32 Q0

(c)

(d) x2 + x'+ i = 0

5. Determine the truth set of each of the following open%sen-

tenses.

(a) x2 + 8

(b) x2 + 21 =- 10x

x
2

= 2x + 1

,

(d) x + bx 2
=

(g)

(h)

2
x -4x +1 0

+ 7x +6 0

X
2 +x +5 -0

x2 + 2x + 2 7 0

Give the coordinates of the vertex and the equation of the

axis of each of the following parabolas.

(a) y = 3x-
2

+ 2 y m 2(x, - 7) A

(b) x
2

- 7 y -W(x
-S___

) - 4)a y -3(x
2)2 - 4

) -7) (h Y 6(x + 2
+ 100



R View.Problem Set

(continued)

In each of the following tell whether the graph is a point,

a line, a pair of lines, a parabola, or none o hese.",

(a) y = x

(b) y m x2

(c) y = x 7

(d) y x2 +7
(e) y2. - x2 = 0 (Hint: factor the polynomial.)

y m x 7)2

(g) x = 4

h) x2 y =-4.

'3)2

j x 0

y
0x2

(1) x - 3 = y and 2x -

(m) x y 4...or 2x y m 3

One numbe'r'is 7 more than another number. The square of

the larger number Is twice the square"of the smaller ndmber.
0,0

Find the numbers.

One number is 7 more than another number. The square of

the smaller number is twice the square of the larger number.

Find the numbers.

10. The perimeter of a rectangle is 9' feet, and its area is

496 square feat. What are its dimensions?

The su' of two numbers is 9. FT& the )numbers and their

produ t if.the product is the lei:gest number possible.

A boat manufacturer fin, that his cost per boat in dollars

.is#relatedto the number of boats manufactured each day by

the formula
C 1 175.

4

Find the num boats he should ufacture each

that his cot per boat Is smallest.
..'

SO



Chapte 19

C ONS

19-1. Rle ction Idea.

working with sets in Chapter 1 we,were
7

le ps this. Given a set

D L (1, 4, 5),

form a new set by multiplying each number in the

.You would write the new set as

given such prob-

set D by 7.

R = (74 14, '21, 28, 3).
.

Looking over these two sets we see that with.the number 1 in

D we asdociate theinumber 7 in RI with the. number 2 in

D we associate the number 14 in R, and so forth. Do you

see that witn every number in D we associate some number in R?

In other words, if a number in D were.called out, and

you were asked to give the corresponding number R,, you

could always do this.

Let's tlke another example. Suppose we think of a set D

as consisting of all the positive even integers, that is,

D 4, 6, 8,

Now Wf form a set R by'adding 5 to each element in 'D. It

is easy to see what the elements in R would be. For R you

would write

R = 9

Once again We see that with every dement in D we

associate some eletent in R. If someone gave You the number

20 in D .and asked for the corresponding element in R, you

(would undoubtedly say

It is possible, to make t e assoc ation be ause of a rule.

The rule In thiS case was'addition of 5-. In the first case

the rule was multiplication by 7.

Suppose you are working on a traffic survey. You are asked

to keep a record of the number of cars which cross a certain

bridge each day. Your job is to do this every day for ten
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days. At the end of h ten days you turn in your report. It

looks like this

Day

ears

2 10

100 160 6 8o 200 80_ 14o

Though it:May not seem so at fire this record of yours

represents a situation ve_ slar to the two gases on the
wevidus page. We can think of the top row, rdpresenting the

first,tse4ond, third day, etc., as the set of integers from

to 10. The bottom row is also a set of numbers. How many

elements does this second set have? There re two 80's and
two 1501s. We count each number once. Therefore the econd

set has. 8 elements.

You don't have a spacific.rule telling,you to do,something

to the numbers in the top set in order to get,corresponding lium-

bers in the sec 0d set. However, the'chart itself acts as a

rule. It gives you with'each day a corresponding number, the

number f -f cars 'for thateparticular day. Thus if you were asked,

for evMp_-, to give the.number which is associated with day

number 7, you could imm latelly-say 156. You could ais4 give

a specific answer for each of the other days.

As another example, suppose we consider the folio

of temperatures given in degrees Fahrenheit.

D 56, 32, 21, _4, --40)

If we are asked to chahge each of these to degrees Centigrade, we

would use the formula ,

L

C -(F - 3

For example, if F - 212, then C (212 - 32)

100.

if we apply this for ula to all temperatqre.s I

obta.i a new set of peraturles

e set

R = (100, 10, 0, -5, -20 -40) .

Check these values!

In this case_ -the formula C - 32) aso t's with

each Fahrenheit temperature in D a corresponding Centigrade

we



ber A R?

A finAl example illustrating the same

follow -Conaider the set D to be the

bers. Consider alho ,the open phrase

at element in D do we associate the.

x
2

- 3.

If we let x have .a value from the' set D

then the number represented by he phrase

call 97 the element in the second set R

with,the element 10 in D. We could say

number assigned to the number 10 by the

x
2

- 3 describes the rule.

What, in this case, is the, set R? Do

general idea is the

set of all real nurn-
r

r

1

for instance 10,

x
2

. - 3 Is 97. We

,which is associated

that 97 is the

The phrase

you see that it is

the -set of all real numbers greater than or equal -3? Why?

Check Your Reading

1. The set D = [1, 2, 3, 4, 5) and the rule '!multiply by

seven" determine what set?

l
2. "Multiplying by seven" and "add

n
5-6 are two rules used

in this section. What are two ©thy r rules used in this

section?

If D is the set of -real numbers, then what number

does the phrase ,c
2 - 3 'assign to 10? what number in R

is Associated with

Givfn the

tarn -d by
ah

D

in D?

Oral Exercises 12-la

2 3). Find the set R of numbers cab-

1. adding 6 to each element of D.

2. multiplyoing each element of D by

squaring each element of D.
- )

squaring each element of D and

using the rule described by the

is an element of

3.

adding 1 to the-square.-

phrasei x- = 3 where
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Oral Exercises 19-la

(continued)

6. ass to eachelement of D the Sum of the

and -its successor.

7., assigning to each even nurnbei in D the number zero, and

to each odd number in D its square.

8. assigning to each number In D,, tiie number 7.

9= associating with 6ath element in D, its-successor,

associating with each element in D, 'its cube.

ig-la-

.4
1. Given the set. D. 2 31: -Find the ,set R of numbers

obtained by

(a) -taking the opposite of each element of D.

(b) using the rule described by the phrase 2m where m

is an element of D.

) using the rule described by the phrase Ixl where x

is an'e4ermant or D.

0Jj using the rule described by the phrase 7 - x where

.N is an element of D.

(e) using, the rule described by the phrase where y

is an element of D.

(f) using the rule described by the phrase 3z - 4 where

is an element of P.

Find the set R given the following information.

(a) D is the set, of whole numbers and the rule is "to

each element of D add one".

(b) D it the set of whole numbers and the rule is "to
-

each eltpment in D assign its successor".

(c) D. is the set of whole numbers and
. is obtained by

using the rule described by the phrase x 1 where

4:.c. is an element or D.
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Problem Set 19-la

continued)

Find the e t R given the following an rmation.

(a) D is the set of real numbers; to each element of ELL._

assign the number 7.

(b) D is the set of real numbers;'- to each

,ber in 'D 'assign the number 1 and to

number in assign the nosier -1.

D is the se, of real numbers; to each nega _Itun-

ber in D ,assign the number -1, to in D assign

_

the,numbet,- 0, and to each positive number in D

assign the number 1.

ratignal mum-

each irrational'

In each of he following; describe carefully the sets'

and R of the function.

D mp the integer n 5 h 10
nth oda integer

Fill in the missing numbers. What, number in H is 'asso-

'elated `with lj in D? With 1000 in What is,the

rule?

(b) Imagine a spe ial computinf machine which accepts any

positive real number, multiplies it' by 2, subtracts

1 from this and gives out the result,

4

2

IC feed this machine -the number 17, what will

come out 'That number does the machine associate

with 0? With
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Problem Set ,19-la

(continued)

Draw two parallel real number lines and d-let the Unit

of measuLre on the upper line be twice that on the
lower line. Place the lower 111 so that its point .1

1, is directly below the point .7 on the user line.;
N0W for each point on the upper (first) line there is

.t-
a poAt directly below can` the second line. What number
'is below -13? Below 1p? What number on the second
line is associated with 1000 on the first line by

this arrangement?

(d) Draw a linewIth respect to a:set of coordinate axes
such that its aaope'is 2 and the y-coordinate of its
yrintercept is -1. For each number a on the=

x-axis there is a number b on the y-axis'r such that
(a,' b) are the coordinates of a point on the given

line. If we plcki ,on the x-axis, the line
associates with -1 what number on the ,y-axis? What

number on the y-axis is associated with - 4 on the
x-axis? With 5? With -5? With 13?

For each real nber t such that t < I use the
mile described by the expression "2t - 1" to ob-

tain an associated number. What number does this

expression associate with WI*1-1 - ')1 With
2-

With With 2?

Give any negative real number, multiply it by and
then subtract, 1. What number does thin verbal in-

struction associate with -8? With -13? With

In all the examples and problems we have been working with
in this chapter the central idea has been the- aame We have
been given a set of numbersnd a rule. The rule assigns each
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num14r in this set exactly onelnumber:- The assigned numbbrs
.61

forma second set. TO bring out the importance of the idea we

special hathes. The basic idea is described as follows:

Given a set of numb- s;a1111 a rule

which assigns)bo eaiH number of

this set exlIaly one nualber-,-the

resulting association of numbers

is called a.

function
.

The gI_Oen set is called the domain

of definition of the furAtion,and

the set ot assigned riumber1.is

ial.ltd the rangp of the functioq,

In most of our examples we have called the'dpmain of defi-

nition (when there is no confusion we use the single word domain)

by the' letter D. For the range we- have used-,the letter R. The

word function really applies to all three parts, that is, the

domain, the rule, and the 'range.: It is true, however, that-the

-tange is completely determined if we kndw the rule and the

i domain. .

Notice that we have said that our rule assigns to each

element In D elul_tiv\ono number. It is possible to have'a rule

-Which assigns more than one number to each element in a given

set. For example we might call the set. P he set of sclus

of integers beginning with I. In other words, let
1

D = (1, i4, 9, 16, 25,

Then we might have a mile which assigns to each element In D

Its square roots. ThO with the number g in P we would

associate the numbers f3 and -3,, etc. In a -case like this

even though we have a,domain, a rule, and a range, we do not

call such an association a function.
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ometimes the domain of definition of a function is not

stated w(pllcitly. It is then understo(M to be-the largaBI

of real numbers to which the rule for the function can be

sensibly applied. - For example, if a function is described by

he expression , then- unless stated otherwise, ,its

domain of definition is understood to be the set of all real

numbers different from -2. Why? SiMilarly the domain of

definition of the-flinctipn defined by x -I 2 is understood to

be the set-(1)f- all real numbers greater than o equal to

Why?

et

It is possible to define a function by means of a set of

ordered number pairs, in which the .second number of each pair

vis%the number assigned to the first. in other words, the

dOmain is the, set of nirs e numbers, while the range, is the

of second numbers.

For example the first function given in the chapter could

have been written as

c(1, 7), (2, 14 ), (3, 21),-( , 28), (5, 31)_

furlction.defined

written as-

(1; 100), 1b0

other har14,

define a functi

cr, (3, 7 8)),

the table on page 84lt could have -been

the

98), (IL, 80), 200), (0

156), (8, 14o); ,156 6; 15©

following set ordered pairs does

1Y you Dee why it. does riot define a function?: Remember that

function assigns tri evon number in the domain exactly one

nun

Check Your Heading

1. tint flame are ;riven the two sets of a fume

How man elements of the range may be assigned to each

element of the domain of a fnetior',
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Check Your Reading

(continued)

What sort an association Is described In the-

whh has a dbmain, a rule, anti a range, but is not called

-unction?

Oral Eercises =lb,

Describe the domain and range of the following ft_ ctions.

1. To each number in the set 2, 3) assign five tunes

the number.

To each number in set

Associate the positive sc

set (4, 9, 16, 25).

51 assign its square.'

root with each element of the

T__ . 10 -11 12-,,

Temperature b? 65 70 71 71

To each real numbe 'opposite.

. 2o is. associated with an integer such that

0 < n < 5.

3x is associated with

set (0,*i, 2).

x - 1 is, a soc ated with

in the set (2, I

where x is an element of the

.x is a real numbex

To each real number assign a number y such

(x, y) is a solution of the equati(;n

y 3x 1.

10. To each two-. I-1t positive

digits

r assign the sum of its
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Problem Set 1y -1b

Deserlbe the domain and range of the following functions.
) With each positive integellassociate its remainder

after diVIaion by 5.after

(b) To each asitive real number assign the

(d

and two more than

To each integer,

'assign the number

(non-leap), year.

the-number.

n, in the set

of days in the

[1,

nth

product of 4

..., 12)

month of the

With each real number socia:__ twice its opposite.
r1 '1 3 1 1234-the set tzr,

0 10000-
associae the number of decimal places in its

With each fraction in

dec1mal%representation.

each, number n its the set [1, 10)
associate the n

th
.prime number, for example with

, the, number 3 associate the 3rd prime number, etc.
To each even number in the set A - (1, 2, ..., 12)
assign to number C and to each odd 'number in

assign the number 1.

In each of the following describe the functions in two
ways: (I) by a table, (ii) by an expression in x. In
each case describe the domain of definition and the range.,
(a) To each positive integer assign the product of 3 and

the pumber.

(b) To each positi

(d)

(e)

(f)

integer less'than
sum of 9 and the number.

With each positive integer less than
the sum of 3 times the number and

With each positive integer associate

With each positive integer associate

10 assign the

associate

its successor.

its opposite,
To each number which is a square of a positive integer

assign its positive square root.

=3 each positive integer greg

smallest factor of the integer

table for the

What integers

has 1 associate the

ter than 1) . Forw a

first ten positive integers (greater than'

are associated with themselves?
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Problem Set 19-lb

*(cOntinueq)

The cost of mailing a package is determined by the weight

of the package to the greatest pound This can be described

as: To every positive real number (weight in pounds)

assign the smallest integer which is greater than or equal

to ft. What integers would be assigned to each of the

follo-w=ing:

3 ,1 ,5
7r,

Is this association a function?,

5. Find the domains of definition of the functions defined by

the following expressions:

(a) 74-7 (d

(b)\/2x 2 - 1

(1'

6. Which of the following se is Of number pairs define functions?

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(-1,

(1,

(1,

(2,

(3,

(71-)

2),-

2),

2)

2),

l) ,

-1)1

(0,

(2,

(3,

(3,

(-

3), (1,

3), (3,

3), (1?,

2),

2), (3,

1),

4), (2,

2), (4,

(2,

2), (5,

3)-, (3,

-1),

-1)

3)
5)

2)

4)

(- 1)

19-2. The Function Notation.

We have been using letters as names of numbers. We shall

now use letters such as f, g, h, J, etc., as names for functions.

f 12 the name of a given function and x is a 'number in

Its domain, then wp shall use the symbol f(x) to represent

the number which the function f assigns to x. The number

represented by f(X) Is 'ailed the value of f at x. Thus

f(x) represents a numbi,kin the range.- Notice that ,f(x) doeb

not rriean "f .times x".
[
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For example, whpn we wish to describe the function f as

that which assigns to each real number x the real number

2x - 1, We may w4t-

Then.

and

Similarly

x -

- 2(5)

for each real number ,

- 1

9

f7) - 1
1

o) 2(0) - 1

-1.

Also = 2a -

Check to see if you agree

f(10 ) - 19,

for any real number

with the f011owing.

where * s is areal number.

f.(-7) -15,. 2s - 1,

is a real number. ForSuppose

the same function f what is f(2t)? Do you see that

f(2t)- 2(2t) - 1

1

and

Sometimes's. function is defined In two or more _arts. We

could define, for example, a function as (allows: ,

j(x) 7- forfa; each number'

j(x) = 5x, for each number

such that x ".) 0;

such that z < 0.'

This is 'really a single rule eva'n

means of two equations4.The dom

of all real numbers. Awever,

though it is described by

_ of the function is the _set

non-negative number i_ the

domain our rule tells ,us to squar the number. Thus

- 16.
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but for a negative number in the domain the rule, ells us

multiply by 5. So

j(-4) = -20.

Do you see that

j(10) = 100 j-(-10) = :50, 1(0) 0

There is a shorter way of wri;ing a_descripion o

function such a_ We can write it as follolds:

_The jlo owing _

def-A4ed by

x)

Again it , is

r each

-x, for each

!O.

ion .h is also of. this

number. x such that x 0;

number x such that 0.

It is

a single rule, andit defines pie function, even

though it-involves two equations. .once re we write this type

rule in The shorter form

xamine this function carefully to see j41. st what it .

means. We can do this by taking various elements in the domain,

and then seeing what hF assigned r ber are. Take,' for example,

the number .9, Since this mater thaA zero, we use the top

line. In this case we see

h(5) = 5. . Doyou see why?

But now suppose we take the number -5. in this case we have

a number less than zero, 30 we use the bottom linel On the

bottom line we are told that the function h assigns to a

negative number its

Likewise

while

Do you also see hatA-

opposite. Thus

h( -5) - 5.

h(-12) = 12,

h(12 - 12,

h(0) = 0
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We have +rorked this function before,

anOther'name. Do you see that it is the

defined bk

h(x) = Ix] for

We say thattwo functions are

same domain and determine thesame

only we gaVe it

ame as the function

real number a?

the same if they involve the

association of nuffibers.

Otherwise they are different. In the case of he following two

functionS

7a,

and (x) = 7x, for all real numbers x,

the two rules appear to be-the same, but the domains are

for all integers x,

different. Thus f and o are not the same function. In this
%.

Connection=we 'should realize that a function has no value at a

number outside its domain.', For example if a fUnction is defined

as T(x) = x , for all' integers x, then f(4) has no
1

meaning, even though y'e might be tempted to say -
I

Let us consider another function g defined by the rule

{

g(x) - -1, for each real number x such that x

g(x) = 0, for a = 0,

g(x) = 1, for each real number a such that x O.

It is important to understand that this is also a single rule.
%

It is described in thre parts. We again write the short form

g(x)

0

0, x - 0

1, x s 0

Do ytu see that the domain is the set of all real numbers? What

is the range? It should be clear that R (-1, 0, 1). We can

get a( etter understanding of g by checking the following:

g(3.92) , 1,

sis any number greater than zero, what Is g(a)?

If a is 7n-zero real number



1

Check Your Emaa

1. What number does the function f, in the example at the

beginning-of this section, ass1n to x, a number in the

domain of definition?

P. If to each real number x, the function f assigns the re=

number 2x - 1, what real numbers are represented by

f(5), f(0), f(3), fW?

3. LT the text h(x) is defined in two ways. What are they?

What are the domain a. rang- of the 'g as

defined in 'Ale text? f a 0, , what is g(a)t

If, f(x) - 7.x and g(x) =i 7x, under what condition,'

. C and g the same-function? Under what `condittons a

they different functions'.

Oral Exercises

1. If "g(x) 4I 2x" 'defines a functi7On, what number is
/1\represented by g(-3), g g(0), Rk7), g(a), g(2a

2. ff "F(x) - 3" defines a function, what number is_

represented by F(3), F(-2), F-(0), F(a) ?

If II Is a function defined by

x, for x

C), Car x c 0,

fin) the number represented by each of the following:

H(- H(9), H(5, ), .

4. Let f be a function defined by "V(Z) - 2x" f,or all

Integers x and let g be aiftalstlon defirled by

'r7 (x) for all rational numbers x. Are f and

the same dhy'.

is a function defined by "f(x) 2x" for=all

Integers x, and g is a function defined by -:"&(t) 2t"

for all integers t. Are f and g the same funcion?



If f(x) - 7x and g(x) 7x, under what conditionP

V and g the aamh-functlon? Under what 'condittons a

they different funcitons'.

Oral Exercises 1q7

If "g(7.) 2xu defines a funct17on, what number is
1-represented by g(3), g(-2), g(0), g(7), g(a), g(2a

jf "F(x) - 31$ defines a function, what number is_

represented by F(3), F(-2), F(0), F(a) ?

If II Is a functioN defined by

x for x +J

0, Car X 0,

fri) the number repreaented by each of the following:

H(- H(), F(4),

Let f' be a function defined by -"f(x) - 2x" f,cr all

Integers x and let g be function deffled by

"r(x) .;"r-x.'i for all rationalrax*ers a. Are f and

the same TunclJon'f

Given: f is a function defined by "f(x) = 2x" for all

lntegera x, and g is a function defined by !g(t) = 2t"

for all integers t. Are f and g the same function?



1

Check Your Emaa

1. What number does the function f, in the example at the

beginning-of this section, ass1n to x, a number in the

domain of definition?

P. If to each real number x, the function f assigns the re=

number 2x - 1, what real numbers are represented by

f(5), f(0), f(3), fW?

3. LT the text h(x) is defined in two ways. What are they?

What are the domain a. rang- of the 'g as

defined in 'Ale text? f a 0, , what is g(a)t

If, f(x) - 7.x and g(x) =i 7x, under what condition,'

. C and g the same-function? Under what `condittons a

they different functions'.

Oral Exercises

1. If "g(x) 4I 2x" 'defines a functi7On, what number is
/1\represented by g(-3), g g(0), Rk7), g(a), g(2a

2. ff "F(x) - 3" defines a function, what number is_

represented by F(3), F(-2), F-(0), F(a) ?

If II Is a function defined by

x, for x

C), Car x c 0,

fin) the number represented by each of the following:

H(- H(9), H(5, ), .

4. Let f be a function defined by "V(Z) - 2x" f,or all

Integers x and let g be aiftalstlon defirled by

'r7 (x) for all rational numbers x. Are f and

the same dhy'.

is a function defined by "f(x) 2x" for=all

Integers x, and g is a function defined by -:"&(t) 2t"

for all integers t. Are f and g the same funcion?



the graptl,i f. the fUnet ion f defined by

f 0 x < 2.
, 4

You will notethat the domain has been specified on

the right. Do you 86e- that D is the set of all real

numbers greater than or,equal to zero and'less than

2? Thus 2 is.-not;. inciuded in the .domain, but 0

Our graph is the graph of the equation

2x , 1, 0 x < 2.

Hefe.for the first time we have an exaMple hf a graph

ofarline in.the plane,whial has end points. It does

not continue_wit4Out end. You will note that the

2 3) is circled, while the point (0, -1)

fled in. You learned what this means on the

line in chapter F &.

this the same

e ined by

F(x

as the graph

- 1,- -2

What makes the difference?

of the fu fiction
4

,:le 2. Draw the grapho the function g defined

g (x)

P

Here the'function is defined in three parts. As we

said before, it is to be considered ,as a single

-1 , x < 0
0, x 0

1, x > 0



19-3
a

rune 40h. The graph is also in three parts. Check
the' f011owing,drawing., Can you see that it is the

graph of the equation" y g(x)

Check Your Reading

1. If f is a unction that is described in ter= of the

variable x, :then the graph of f fis the graph of what

open sentence?

2. In the graph of f defined by fix) _ 2x - 1, 0 x < 2,

why is the point (2, 3) circled? Why is the point (0, -1)

filled in?
)

3. In the graph of g defined in the section, why is the

point '(p, -1) circled? Why is the point (0, 1)

circled? Why 12 the point (0, 0) filled in?

Problem Set 19-3a

Draw the graphs ge the functions defined as follows:

f(x) 3x, -3 x <

(b) F(t) 2t 5, 0 t S _

(c) g(s) - 2s, s an integer such that -3 < s 5

1_
T(s -1 a



G(x) = Ix!,

Problem Set 193a

(continued)

3

,x (O

2 ,Draw the graphs-of the functions defined as -s!

(a) f(x) 7 x2, -3 <:x

(b) t2,

(c) V(it) = t2

-(d) h(x)

an iegerit h that -3 t 3

-2 <

4'

H(t) 0 < t

t 0

-5 X "< -1

(f) x, 71 < 1,
x2

{1, 16)

What are, the domainsr)f definition and the ranged the

functions in Problem 1?

What arethe,domains of definition and the ranges.of the

functions in Problem 2?

Now that we know tiow to draw the graph of a function, it

nateral to ask whetheria given set of points in the plane is tY

-graph of some function. You recall that in order to have a

function we must have a rule which assigns to each element of

the domain exactly one number7. What does this mean in

connection with a graph? Let us examine the following drawing.



_ifsee that theme aretwo do
- _,-

directly below the coordihate 2 on the x-axis?

that two different-ordinates, 1 and ,-1, are associate with

abscissa 2. This shows that to the eleMent 2 in

domain there have been assigned -two different numbers,

we see that this lanot.the raph of a function. Why?

Examine the folldwingtwodirawings. Do you see that he
drawing marked A does' represent a function, but the drawing

marked B does not?

one directly above and one-:

This means

A)
(B).

We can sum this Up'by asking a question. If a vertical line is

drawn through the graph of a function, in how many' points should

the line- intersect the graph? no you see why the answer is one?

1.

Check Your Reading_

If the point 1) is on the graph of a function f,

why is it that -1) cannot also be a point' on the

graph of

Why is it that drawing B in the text does not represent

a function?



19-3 .

Check Your Reading

(continued)'

. 3. ,Describe a simple geometric test for deciding whether a

graph is the graph, of a function.

Problem Set 193b

Consider the sets of points, coordinate axes no incl ded,

indicated in the following figures.

(d)

State Which of the above figures is not the graph of some

function, and in each case give your reasons.



Problem Set 19-313-_'

(continued)
A

The accompanying figyre is the graph of a function

From the graph estimate

(a) h(= 4(0) h(2);

(b) the domain of def nitioD of h;
r ,

) the range of -re.

Let G denote a set'of points intheylane Which iS the,

graph of some function g.

(a). For. each x. in the domain of d inition of -g,

explain how to use the graph to obtain. g(x

How do you obtain the domain of definition of g

from'the graph of G?

Show that if (a, b) and (c, d) are any two

distinct points of the gi4aph G, then a

869



The cent jal idea in t*sP chapter has been-the concept of

function. The description follows.

Given a set of numbers and a rule

which assigns to each number of-th

set exactly

association

one number, the resul

of numbers is called a

unction.

The given set is called the doMain

of definition of the Function, and

the set of assigned numbers -is called

the rInEe of the ction.

Meuse letters, f, g, h, etc., to name a function. The

symbol f(x) is used to represent the value whleh the functdon

-assigns to the number x, provided that x is aAumi;er In

the domain of the fOnction. For example, if f .'5x 3,

for x a positive integer, then- f(2) . 13, (4) 3, but

t(-3) and f(& in this case have no meaning.

The graph of a,Tunction f is the graph of the open

sentence

y =

If,any vertical line meets a particular graph in more than

one point, then this graph is nod the graph of a function,

Review Problem Set

'Which of the following sets of ordered, pairs cannot be

u-gd to define a function?

(a) (1, 2), (2, 3), (3, 7), (4, 0),

(b) (1, 7), (1, 8), (2, 9), (2, 10)

(c) (1, 1), (2, 4), (-2, 4), (3, 9), (-3,

(d) (1, (2, 4), 4), (5, 4), (6, 4)

1

866

4

9)



pevieW-PrOblem Set

(continued)

(e) (3, 1 ), ((3, 2), (3, 3) '(3 5)

(1, 0), (2, 1), (3; o), 4, 1), (5, 0)

Drawthe graph of the fine whose'equation is:

x 4.

(a) , at issthey-intereept?

(b) ,What is the-slOpe of the line?

(c) Tie graph you have drawn iepresents a c ion' f.

What numbers are represented by f(-1 ), f(0),

- 3x, for

f(4)?
(d) Describe the graph of "5/1.- 3x 4-,2".

,(e) Describe the graph of 9X".

g is a function defined by "g(34 . 3x", where-,,,Z,

an integer such that -4 x < 4. Draw the graph of

As. Is plie same function as f (part c)

H is a unction-describ7ed by the rule "to each real number

assign its opposite.

(a) What is the domain of H?

(b) What is the rang;, of H?

(c) ,What number is represented by .H(3 ), H(-3), H(0

H(1.75), H( 2 H(x) ?

Write five orderedpairs,which,wOuld be poin

graphiof
What point, if any, will the graph o

common withAhe graph of "y 3x = 3"?

f) If the point (a, b) is on the graph of H,

the following points is also on HL

-a, -b), (a, -b

H have

Suppose that the graph of

given.

(a) explain

graph o

(b) EXplain how to obtain the'graph of "y = x2 2" from

the graph of "y . x2". ,

(c) EXplain how to obtain the graph of "y = 1)211 from

the graph of "y . x2".

(d) Why is the graph of "y the graph of a unction?

1

x2"
or -3 x

on the

in

ch of

were

how to obtain the graph of "y = -x2" from the
x2n.



Review Problem Set,

(continued}

If h' is a funetion defined by "y = x2"

what is range of bL?

.-What numb rs do the following represent: h(0),
3.

h(=), h(k)

Find the truth seta of the following, systems:

)

x

3x +y 7

1

7k - 38 31 .

) k + al = 2

r

6. The ordered pair (1, 3). is a iolution of the system

YA- 2 . 0

y - 4 . 0

'Why is (1, 3) the - only_solution? (Answer in term

of the graph of the syetet.)

Why is 3) a solution of the-system

fx Y ID

- Y + 2) + (x + y - -..

) Is the graph of'the system in p (b) the s

the graph of .the given 'system?

7. . Given the open.-sentence

What is the domain of the variable?

What is

20?

least common multiple of x - 3,

Why is 20x-
2

6@(x - 1) = 37(x 1 x equivalent to

the given open,sentanee?

(d) What is the truth set of the given open sentence?

868

4 1



Review Problem Set

(continued)

-In each-of the following, describe (if,possible) the

function in two .ways: (i) a table, (11) by-an

Tession.in °cr- in each-case, aescribe the domain of

definition.

To each positive real number assigt) the product of
1 and two more than the number.

With each positive integer n associate the nth

phrpe.

Associate with the number of dollars invested at 6%

for one year the,number of dollars earned ablinterest.

Associate with each length of the diameter of a circle

the length of the circumference.

John drov 336 miles to Chicago, bought a new car and-

returned henext day by the same oute. The return

1 :hour ,longer than the original'triOand'his

avera. speed was 6 miles per hour slower Find his

average speed each way.

10. The sum of a number and its reolprocal is 4. find the

number..

11. In certain applications, the domain of definition of a

function may be autordatically restricted to'those numbers

which lead to meaningful resultP,in the problem. For

example, the area A of a rectangle with fixed-perimeter

10 is given by A'= s(5 s), where s* is the length of

a side in feet. The expression s(5 s) defines a

-function for all real s, but in this problem we must

restrict s to numbers between 0 and 5. (Why?) What

are the domains of definition of the functions;involved

in the following proble s?

(a) What am unt of inte=est is earned by investing x

dollars for ,a year at

8



Review Problem Set

(continued)

A treingle has area 12 square inches, and its bade
measures 'x inches. What is the length of its
Altitude?

An Open top rectangular box is be -de by cutting

inches from each ner of a

tin measuring 10 by 8" and

is the olume-of the

a square of side x

rectangular piece o

then folding up the sides.

box?
)1,11

12. Consider the function defined by;

and the ction g defined by

Show that k

g(x)

-1, x < 0

0, x 0

1, x > 0

the same function as the function

Given the function H defined by:

H(z) = z
2

- 1, -3 < z < 3A

Find the real numbers represented by

f)''H(3)

((71;) H(a)

(h) H(t - 1)

(1) H(e) - 1

H(2)

H(==

H(-

=4(-2)

(e) H(-1) 1

Draw the graphs of the functions defined as follows.

(a) T(s 1, -1 _ 2

(b) G(x

T70



H(z) -

Review roblem Set

(con inued)

-3 x <,0

< 3

-2 < t 1

-1, x < 0

x

zj

15.. What are the domains of definition and the ranges of the

functions de Ined'in Problem 14?

16. Pram the graph of the function q defined by:

-1, -5 x < -1
x <1

< x 2

17. Give a rule for the definition of the -ction whose graph

ik,the line extending from (-2, 2) to (4, -1),

including end points.

18. 'Give a rule for the definition of the function whose graph

consists of two line Segments, one extendii from (-1, 1)

°_o ©, 0) with end points included, and the other ex-

tending from (0, 0) to (2, 1) with end points excluded.

What are the domain of definition and range of this

function?

19. Draw the graph of,a function f which satisfies a

following conditions over the domain of definition

(-1)

f(0) - 0,

f(1) = 0,

f(2) 2,

e(x) < 0 for 0 < x < 1

CTh

f the



Review Problem Set

ontinued)

20. Let f and g be unctions def ned, by '

2
f(x) = x + x and g(x) . 2x + 6.

Find x such .that f(x) g(x).

21. Draw the graph of the equation, y2 = x, for

Is this the graph of some function?

22. Let f be a function defined by f(x) = Ax + B, for every
x in the domain of f, where A are__ real numbers.

(a)

(b) Describe the graph of f if A = 0 and /Pr,,,,' 0.

ke)

and

Describe the graph of f if A. Q.

Determine A and B if the graph of f is the
lire segment joining (-3, .0)_ and (1, 2), including
end points.

What is the domain of definition of on
in part (c)

Determine, A and B if the graph of f isthe-
line joining (-1, 1) and 3) inoludingAnd
points.

What is the slope and y-intercept of the graph of the

function in part (e)?

(g) What is the domain of d'efiniti_ of tie function in
part (e)?

If L is the complete line containing the two poin s
(-3, and (1, -1), define the function h whose graph
consists of the points (K,Ay) of L such that

< y < 2.
/ -

24. Which of the f flowing expressions define a function hay
a line as its gaph?

-(x - 2)

(b) lx 21

1.

Ix) - 2

(e) (-x) - 2

(f) x2 - 2



Review Problem Set

(dontinUed)

25. Let f be the _unction defined by:

f(x) x - 2, for every real number x.

Write each expression in Problem 24 as a function g in.'

terms of the given fUkction ,f. Example: The expression

(a) defines a function g such that

g(x) -f(x)', for every real number x.

28r.' How are the graphs of f and g related in Problem

part (a)? In part (e)? Draw each graph. with reference

,t to a separate set of coordinate axes.

27. Iif F and G area functions defined

F(x) . -3x 2, G(x) = 2x - 3,

explain'hoVrthe graph of the .sentence

F(x) . 0

is related to the graphs of F and G. (Do this without

drawing th, graphs of F and G.)

28. Draw the graphs of the following polynomials:

every real. -x by

(a) 3x2

(b) 3x
2

4- 3

(c) (x
3)2

Cd) 3x(x 3.)

) 8kplaih haw the graph of can be obtained from

the graph of ( ).

29 Given the graph of y

(a) Write an equation of the graph obtained by rotating the

graph of y = one-laalf a revolution about the

x-axis.

Write th equation of the graph obtained by moving tiw

graph of y = x-
2

vertically upward 3 units.

Write the equation of the graph obtained by moving the

graph of y = x2 horizontally 2 units tc the left.



Review Problem Set

(continued)

e the equation of the graph obtained by moving the
0

4paph of y one unit to the right and two units

down.

30. Draw graphs rollowing open sentences.

(a) y bx

(b) y 4 and y - 12x + 13

y 3x - 2x2

Find the truth set of each of the following compound open
sentences. Draw the graph of each clause. Does this help
you with (b) and (c) ?

( a ) x - 2y - 0 and 2x + 3y + 5 - 0

(b) 2x y - 5 - 0 and 4x - 2y - 10 0

(c) 2x 4 y - 4 - 0 and 2x 1 y - 2 - 0

Find the equation of the line through the intersection of

the lines whose equations are 5x - 7y - 3 - 0 and

3x - 6y + 5 . 0 and passing through the origin. (Hint:

What is. the value of C so that the graph of

Ax + By + C . 0 .1s a line through the origin?)

Find the truth set of each of the following systems::

4y - 1 j = 0 f x cy - 0
(a ) 5y - 11 - 0 (f) 1 x 4- 2y = 0

3 - 2y

2x

tx 2y 1

2x. y
'--= 7

I
3x- 4y - 1 n 0

7x -I 4y - 9 , 0

x
1

Y - 7

'by -1 (2 - 4x) . 3

4x - 2(3y - 1) = 2



34, Find two numbers

18.

Review Problem Set

(continued)

e sum is and whose difference is

35. The sum of Sally's and Joe's ages is '30, years. In five

years the difference of their ages will be 4 years. What

are their ages now?=.,

36. A dealer has some cashew nuts that sell at $1.20 a pound'

and almonds that sell at $1.50 a pound. How many pounds

of each should he put into a mixture of 200 pounds to

sell at $1.32 a pound?

37. Ina certain two digit number the units digit is one more

than twice the tens' digit. If the units digit is added

to the number, the sum is 35 more than t jee times the

tens! digit. Find the number.

38. Hugh weighs So pounds and Fred weighs 100 pounds. They

balance on a teet c rboardthat is 9. feet long. Each sits

at an end of the board. How far is each )oy from the

point of balance?

40.

Two boys sit on a seesaw, one five feet from the fulcrum

(the point where it balances), the other on 'other side

lx feet from the fulcrum. If the sum of the boys' weights

is 209 pounds, how much does each boy weigh?

It takes a boat 11 hours to go 12 miles down stream,

and 6 hours to return. Find the speed of the current and

the speed of the boat in still water.

Three pounds off' apples and four pounds of bananas cost

$1.08, while 4 pounds of apples and 3 pounds of bananas

cost $1.02. What is the price per pound of apples? Of

bananas?

42, A and H are 30 miles apart. If they leave at the same

time and walk in the sane direction, A overtakes El in

60 hours. If they walk toward each other they meet in 5

hours. What are their speedo?



.

Review Problem Set

(continued)

43. A 90% solution'of alcohol is to be miked with a 751/.

solution to make 20 quarts of a 7814 solution. How
many quarts of the 90 % solution shou d be used-7-

44. In a 300 mile race the driver of car r A gives the driver
of car B a start of 253 miles, and still finishes one-

,

half hOur sooner. In a second trial, the driver of car
A gives-the driver of car B a start of 60 miles and
loses by 12 minutes. that were the average speeds of
cars A and B in miles per hour?

Three hundred dleven tickets were sold for a basketball

game, some for pupils and some for adults. Pupil tickets
sold "for ^Q5 cents each and adult okets For 75 cents
each. The total money received was $108.75. How many'
pupil and how many-adUlt tickets were sold?

46. The Boxer family is coming to visit, and no one knows how
many children they have. Elsie, one of the girls, says
she has as many brothers as sisters; her brother Jimmie
says he has twice as many sisters as brothers. How many,

tboys and how many girls are there in the Boxer family?

47. A home room bought thf'ee-cent and four-cent stampsto mail
bulletins to the parents. The total cost was $12.67, If
they bought 352 stamps, how many of each kind were the

48. A bank teller has 154 bills of one-dollar and five-dollar
denominations. He thinks his total is-. $465. Has he
counted hie' money correctly?

49. The perimeter of a rectangle in Q1 feet, and its area is
496 square feet. What are its dimensions?

50. An open bex,is constructed from a rectangular sheet of metal
8 inches longer than i t is wide as follows: out of each
corner a square:of side 2 inches is cut, and the sides are
folded up. The volume of the resulting box is 256 cubic
inches.

meta1?
were the clsnensons of the original sheet of



Review Problem

(contirn 1)

51. A leg of a right triangle is 1 foot longer than the o_ tr

leg -d 8 feet ,shorter than the hypoterluse. Find the
5

length sides of the right triangle. 7

0.-_

A rope hangs from the window of a building. IT )ulled taut

verticalty, to the base of the building there is '8 feet

of rope lYi slack on ,the'ground. If pulled out taut until,

the end of the rope just reaches the ground, it reaches the

ground at a point which is 28 feet from the building.

How high above the ground is the window?

53. The hypotenuse of triangle io 3 units and the

legs are equal in length. Find the length of a leg of the

triangle.
A

54. Find the length of --,ona41 off a square if the diagonal

lo a( inches longer thin a side.

The. length of a rectangular piece of sheet metal is 3 feet

more than the width. If the area is

the length.

square feet, find

The sum of two numbers is 9. Find the numbers and their

product if the product is the largest possible:

57. A boat manufacturer finds that his cost per boat in dollars

is related to the number of boats manufactured each day

by the formula.

Find the number of boats

10n -! 175.

luld manufacture each day so

that his cost per boat Is maAlent.

58. The sum of two 'lumbers is

squaens is 25. Find the

59. The sum of 14 times a

is 11. number

and the

numberc!,

difference of eir

square P number



CHALLENGE PROBLEMS

1. Let us think of moving all the points of a plane in the
V following manAr: Eaah point with coordinates (c d) is

moved to the point with coordinates (-c, d). Des6ribe
thin in terms of taking, the opposite. Another way of

looking at this Is to consider

that the points of the plane

are rotated one-half a revo-

lution about the y-axls, as

indicated in the figure for

the problem. Answer the fol-

lowing questions, and 106ate

the points referred to in parts

(a) and (b).

2.

(-1,-2 1,-2)

Figure for Problem 1

(a) To /what proints do the following points go:

(2 1) , (2, -1), (- 7, (-1,(L1), (3, a),

(4, 0); (D. 2), (O2)
What points go to the points- listed in (a). above?

What poi4-does (c, -d ) gQ to?

What point does -c, d) go to?

What point goes to (c, d)

What points go to themselves?

Suppose a point with coordinates (c, d) is moved to the
point (c -i' 2, d). This can be thought of an sliding the

points of the piano to the right 2 units. Answer the

following questions and locate all of the points in parts
(a) and (b).

(a) What points do she loll owing go to:

(1, l), (-1, 1), (-2, 2), (0, -3), (3', 0)

What points go to the points listed In (a) ,above':

To what point does (c - 2, d) got

What 'point goes to (-c, d)

Which points go to themselves?

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)



3. Draw a siA oC coordinate axes, designating them as the

y)-axes. Through point (2, -1) draw a pair of 7

(a, b)-axes, making the a-axis parallel to.. the x-axld and

.
the 13-axio parallel to the y-axis LoeatVtlic:ifollowing

poinr,3 witfiArorronc r..he (x, VA(3,

N-Spi3), C(-2, D(0, 3) a( p, -3), P(-5,

G(-11, ), f(0, h), u), J( 6). Make a table

4424ing th e 000rd/nate3 of each Or the points with

reftr9114e to the (a, U

1-olt Prohlem

Gi70 eluattonJ Cob eashS oC t'r-16sil_nes in the above

fiure, one ta perevehse to the (x, y)-axes, tine other

with roCevonse to the (a, b)-axes, (flote that Lc is a

,air or iihes')

5. ..iuppose a point with Q00 -Itnates (o, 6 ) i moved to the

paint -b), DeJoribe this in terms of oppositeo.

De3(.1!ribe it In tema or a _rotation. Arniwer the following

51etionL3, and losate t.=hQ points referred to in parts (A)

and (u).



What

(2,

(-5, 6)

do following points ko

1 ,
(- ) 2), (-2, -3),

(0, -5).

(b) What points go to the points 1

(c) What point does -h) go 0

) What point does b) go to?

What point goes to (a,

What points go to themselves?

Suppose a point with coordinates b) is mug d to the

point' (a - 3- b 4 . 'How can you obtain thi by moving

all the points of the plane? 'Answer the following questions

and locate the points:

(a) What points do the following poi

-(1, 1), (-1, -1), (-2, 2), (0, -

(b) What points go to the above points?

(c) What point does (a, b - 2) go to?

(d) What point goes to (-a, -b)?

Which points go to themselves?

(f) 'Describe how the points are moved If

moved to (a,.b - 2).

7. What doe the graph of lx i = - 9 look like? Let us

make a chart first. Suppose We start with the interepts

Let y - 0 and get some possible values of x whiL Will

make the sentence true. Then let x 0 and get some

values of y. Now fill in some of the other possible

values.

8. Draw tht graph of each- the following w

a)?

is

a separate

(a) Ix!

(b) 'xi

lx1



Make a chart of some values which make :he open a ntence

Ix! IYI - 3

tr4e, and draw the graph of the open sentence.

Write four optic sentences whose graphs form the same

figure.

lO. Draw the graph of "y
It Give an equation of the

graph which results from each of-the following changes.

(a) The graph is

x-axis.

The graph is moved 3

The graph is moved

The graph is moved 5

The graph is moved 2

own.

(6)

(c)

(d)

rotated one-half revolution abolit the

units to the right.

units to the left.

units up.

units to the right and 4 .units

What is the slope, of the line which contains the points

(-3, 2) and (3, - If (x, y) 16 a point on this same

ling, verify that the slope,ls also

verify'that

are different es for

equation of the line' is

it can also he written

Write the equations of

is the slope. If- 71. and

the slope, show that the

- 2 1)(x 4 3)". Show that

"y 4 4 (-1)(x - 31"

Also

the lines through the following

pairs of points. (Try to

parts (e) 5 (h).)

(a) (0, 3)

(b) ,(5,

(c), (0,

(d) (9,

In the case

the express

The' number

and

and

and

and

of an

on is

k Is

use the method of Problem 11 for

(-9, 2) (e)

(0,_

(-JJ -7

(0,

(g)

expression o form

said to vary inversely

the constant of variation.

and

and

and

and

k

as the value of x.

the value .of-

Draw the - graphs of the open sentences:

y 1 -
x



If the variable x Is given indreasing positive

values, what can you say of the values of Do

they increase or decrease? (Does it matter .whether k

is positive or negative?)

14. A rectangle as an area of 25 square t- and one side

has length w units.

(a) Write an expression in terms of w for the length of

the other side

(b) is this a cas of inverse variation? What is the

constant o ariation?

(c) Draw the graph of the expression in (a

15. Draw the graph of the truth set of each of these systems

inequalities. (The brace again indiCates a compound

sentence with connective and.)

(a)

I-

;2 00

3x -4- 4y

y 2
(b) 4y 8

4y 5x 40

to Problems 16 tl

(c)

refer to Figure 1.

t

4

Yz 111
3

2 yx

-2

Figure 1



16. For any real number 0. (Why ?) Also, = 0

if and only if x = 0. EXplain why the graph of

lies entirely above the x-axis and touches the x-axis at

single point (Igs 0).

17. For any real 'number -x,

if (a, b) 13 a point on the graph of y = x2, prove that

(-a, b) Is also opilhe graph. (This means that the portion

of-the graph in Quadrant II can be obtained by rotating

the portion in Quadrant I about the y-axis, We say that the

graph of y = x
2

is symmetric about the y-axis.)

18. If x is any real number such that 0 < x < 1, then

x-
2

< x.

y = x- for 0 < x < 1, lies below the graph of y = x.

Why?) Show that the portion of the graph of

19. If 1 < x, then

(Why?)

Show that the portion-of the graph of - x2 for 1 < x,

lies above the line y x.

20. If a and b are real numbers such that 0 < a < b, then

a
2

-. (Why?)

ow that the graph Continues to rise as we

move to the right from, 0.

21. Show that a horizontal'Ane will intersect the graph of

16 at most two points.

22. Choose any point (a, on the graph of y = x`. What

is the'slope of the line ltaining (0, 0) and (a,.

As we choose points of the graph close to the origin

close to 0) what happens to the slope of this line? C

you explain why the graph of y = x2 is flat near the

origin?



23. Prove the Theorem: Given any quadratic polynomial

Ax2 + Bx + C, there exist real numbers a, h, k such that

h)2 + k = Ax- + Bx + C, for every real number x.
2

The numbers a, h, k are related to the numbers A, B,

d C by the true sentences a

4AC
a = A, h

k -
A
--

The problem of changing a quadratic polynomial, such as

-2x
2

- 4x + 1, into standard form can also be handled

as follows. Let us find numbers k (if possible)

such that

a(x + k - 4x + 1,

for every real number x. By simplifying and regrouping the

left member, we write

2 - 2anx-+ (ah k) = - 2 - 4x 1,

for fyfa real number x. Now we see at a glance tt at we

must find 'a, h, k so that

a = -°- = -4, = 1. (Why ?)

If a = -2, then "-2ah - -4" is equivalent to "4h .-. -4",

to "h = -1". Also, if a = -2 and h -1, then

+ k = 1" is equivalent to "-2 + k = 1", i.e., to

"k = 3". With a - -2, h.= -1, and k 3 we have

2 _ 4x 1,-2(x + 1 3 +

for every real number

,Mrsing phis method write each of tie following in

standard f&rm.

3x- - 7x 4 5

5x
2

- 3x + 13

4 BX C, where A, B, f are real numbers.



25. Consider the quadratic polynomial in standard form,

a(x - k, where a, h, tc are real numbers

and a _C

(a) State a rule for deciding whether(or not this poly-

4mial over the real numbers can be factored.

If a, h, k are integers, what conditions on these

numbers guarantee that this polynomial over the

integers can be factored?

(c) State a rule for deciding whether the truth set of

a(x - h) - 0.

contains two, one, or no real numbers.

Consider the'functio_ Q defined by:

1, -1 < x 0

x, 0 < x

What is the domain of definition of Q?

What is the range of

What numbers are represented by

Q(-1), Q(-
1

(Q(0), Q(4),

If R is defined by

different friction from

Q()



GLOSSARY CHAPTERS 16-19

EUVALENT SENTE-CES - Open sentences which have the same truth

set are calle equivalent sentences.

EQUIVALENT SYSTEMS - Systems with the same truth set are called

equivalent systems.

FUNCTION - Given a set of numbers and a rule which assigns to

each number of this set, exactly one number, the resulting

association of numbers is called a function.

ORDERED NUMBER PAIR - A pair of numbers the form 1) in

which the first number represents a-value of x and the

second a value of y is called an ordered number pair.

QUADRATIC EQUAlION e An open sentence of the form

Ax` Bx C = 0, where A, B, and C a.-re any real

numbers with A 0, is called a quadratic equation.

QUADRATIC POLYNOMIAL - A polynomial of the form Ax 1 Bx + C,

where A, B, and C are any real numbers with A 0,

is called a quadratic polynomial in x.

- If a sentence is written in the form

(1

y ax b

then a is le slope of the graph of the sentence. If

A and B are two points on the graph of the sentence,

then the slope of the graph is equal to the ratio:

vertical distance from A to B
_riso al is anci! rom

SYSTEM OF SENTENCES - A compound-open sentence with connecting

word "and" is called a system of 'sentences.

are often --itten in the following form.

Such systems

- 3y - 5

5y =4

TRUTH SET OF A SYSTEM ---The truth set of a system of sentences

in x and y Is the set Li all ordered pairs (x, y)

that satisfy all of the sentences of the system,
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second, 5-3
zero,
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systems of, 767-768
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equivalent inequality, 344, .69--6 8
equivalent' sentences, 314, 665-6_ 2, 835-837
equivalent systems, 781

of equations, 781, 784-786
exponent, 471

laws of 479-489
factor, 133, 456-461

prime,- 466
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factored form, 561
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common monomial, 572-573
difference of squares, 591-594
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factorization, 464-672
prime, 467-472, 516, 568-573
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factors and. sums, 476-478, 571-581
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'fractions, 16, 412-14141

indicated product of, 407-408
indicated sum of, 417
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quotient of two fractions, 42,E1r426

radicals involving,., 531-537
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of systems of equations, 770 -772
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of truth sets, 9 107

identity element,,
for addition, 117, 308
for multiplication, 118, 308

index of.a radical, 549
inequalities, 344, 349

equivalent, 344
graph of truth set of, 756-760
systems of, 806-809
truth. sets of, 695-697

infinite set, 13
integer, 196

negative, 197
positive, 197
squares of, 510
square root of, 513, 517

intercepts, 740-741
y-intercept of a line, 741

inverse,
additive, 256
multiplicative, 307, 393-395
of squaring operation, 510

irrational numbers, 202, 516-522
least common denominator, 527
least common multiple, '52
line, 728-731, 736-738

slope of, 746-74EL
y-intercept of, 741

monomial, 572
multiples, 5
, least common, 522
multiplication,

associative property of, 52, 133, 287
commutative property of, 127, 128
closure for, 127, 128
identity element for, 118
of quotients of polynomial- 637
of radicals, 524 -525
of rational expressions,
of real numbers, 269-284
on the number line, 52
property of equality, 310 -311
property of one, 118, 286
property of order, 351-3561 696
property of zero, 116, 318-319

b31



multiplicative inverse ,-- 07

natural number, 27
negative,

,*integer, 197
number, 195
rafionarnumbers 200

non-negative number, 221
null set, 11
number line, 14, 16

addition on, 48, 232-234
multiplicWtion on, 52
real, 202

numbers,
absolute value of, 219-222
counting, 4
even, 5
irrational, 202, 516-522
natural, 27
negative, 195-200
non-negative, 221
odd, 5 -
of arithmetic, 19
power of,' 9, 89, 510
prime, 466
rational, 17, 199, 516, 521, 640-644
real, 202, 521, 554-558
square of, 9, 89, .510
truth, 83
whole, 5

numerals, 27-
numerical phrase, 28, 37, 68
one, multiplication property of, 40, 118
one-to-one correspondence, 27, 721
open phrase, 68, 83, 151, 154

open sentence, 68, 83, 92, 151, 154, 158, 160
compound, 99
containing fractions, 425 =426
containing rational expressions, 675-682
equivalent, 665-682
in two variables, 711-716
solutions of,- 313-316-
truth sets of, 91, 251-254
y-form of, 716

operation, binary, 45, 56
opposites, 209-212, 368

addition property of, 241-242
order, 205, 3 3

addition property of, 334, 696
for real numbers, 333-336
multiplication property of, 351-356, 696
transitive property of, 335

order of operations, 29=30, 31 =33

ordered pair of numbers, 712
graphs of, 718-725

ordinate, 722-723
parabola, 827

axis of, 827
vertex of, 827

parentheses, 31

414_



perfect squares, 597-600
perimeter of a rectangle, 157
11 --se,

numerical, 28, 32, 6a
open, 151, 154

. word, 151,. 154 .'" _,
polpiomi'alt 563-564, 621, 622

coefficients of quapirat c, 815
degree of, 583, 815
dividing, 647, 658
equation, 609, 611

'factoring, 568r611
over the integers,-565-
over the rationales, 565, 607-608
over the reads, 565, 604-605
prime, -568, 587
quadratic, 573-589, 815-837
quotients of,. 623 -639

positive,
. integers-, 197

rational numbers, 200
power of a number, 470-471
prime factor, 466
prime factorization, 467

of polynomials, 568-608
4,

prime number, 466
prime polynomials, 568, 587
product, .

indicated, 27, 60
of fractions, 407-408

propergactor, 457
proper-subset, 27
property, 40

.addition property of equality, 246-247
addition property of opposites, 241-242
addition property of order, 339, 696
addition property of zero, 117, 241-242
associative property of addition, 46, 133
associative property of multiplication, 53, 133
closure for addition, 127
closure for multiplication, 128
commutative property of addition, 49, 131
commutative property of multiplication, 52, 133, 273
comparison, 208, 334
completeness, 554-555
distributive, 58, 137, 139
multiplication property of equality, 310-311
multiplication property of one, 40, 286
multiplication property of order, 351356 696
multiplication property of zero, 119, 31-319
summary of properties of rational numbers, 554-558
summary of properties or real numbers, 554-558
transitive property of order', 335

proportion, 423-424
quadrants, 724-725
quadratio equations,

truth zits of,
quadratic polynomi,

graphs of
otandard r_



quotient, 16, 27, 46
indicated, 27 =

of ,polynomials, 622.-639
rad als,- J

tultiplcAtion-of, 524,525
siMplifi"cation of, 524,525, 531-
sums and differences of; 539-540

radical sign,- 513
.range of a function, 849
._rational-expressions, 640-644

addition. of, 63p-639
in sentences, 675-682
multiplication of,_: 627,631
simplifying, 627-631, ,633.-639

rationalizing,
denominators, 51'6

numerators, 55.
rational numbers, 1?, 199,. 516, 521

poslive-, 200
eve, 2d0
summary of properties of, 554-556

real number 1 ne, 202
order on 205

real nuMbers,
addition f, 237-240
division 397
multipli tion of, 269-284
order relation for, 333-336
subtraction of, 369
summary of fundaMental properties of, 554-558

reciprocal, 394-398
root,

cube, 548 -949
nth, 551

square, 509-51 542-546
sentences, 35

compound open, 158
containing rational expressions, 675 -682

equivalent, 314, 665-682
graph of, 106, 726-739,, 756-760
in two variables, 711-716
involving squaring, 691-693
of first- degree, 711
open, 158, 711 -715
truth set of compound, 100

sets, 2
description of, '3--

empty, 11
finite, 13
graph or; 21
infinite, 13

null, 11

truth, 91, 100
slope of a line, 748

as a ratio or d ,an-Q 75 -753
solutions,

of open sentences, 313-31
of a sentence in two variabi 712
of syqtems of equations, 77



.square root,
'approximate, 5421-546
of an linteger, 513, 517

*- rational, :517
squares,

1- difference of, 591 -59't
of numbers, 9 89
perfect .59700

squaring, ,691-693
standard form of quadra lc polynomials, 829-831
subset, 7 -

substitution method for solving a syster6, 798-801
subtraction, 367=170

in terms of distance, 385-386
. properties of, 374-380

successor, 13
sum, indicated,. 60
systems of equatiOns;. 767-768

equiYalont, 781, 784-786
graphs of,

4
770-772

solutions of, 775-789
with many solutions, 790-791
with no solution, 794795

systems of inequalities, 806=809
graphs of, 808-809

terms, 296,
colleceing, 296
first degree, 583
second degree,
zero degree, 584

theroem, 261
transitive proPer of order, 335
translation,, 151, 154, 158, 168, 170
truth number, 83, 835
truth sets, 91, 92, 100

3nRph of, -98, 107, 726-739
of compound sentences, 106
of inequalities, 695-697
of open sentences, 110, 251-254
of open sentences in two variables, 712
of polynomial equations, 609-611
of sentences containing rational expressions, 675-682
of systems of inequalities, 806-809

value of a variable, 92
variables, 689" 83, 87

domain, 92, 100, D75-678, 681-682 688-689_ .

open sentences in two, 711-716
vertex of parabola. 827
whole number, 5
word phrase, 151, 154
word problems, 802-0)1
word sentence, 158, 16
y-form, 716, 740-7419 743, -747
zero.,

addition property of 117 241-242
division by, 17, 397
multipli rats1 _-.1penty of, 11 318-319
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